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Ignorance is like subzero weather: by a sufficient expenditure its effects 
upon people can be kept within tolerable or even comfortable bounds, but 
it would be wholly uneconomic entirely to eliminate all its effects. And, 
just as an analysis of man’s shelter and apparel would be somewhat 
incomplete if cold weather is ignored, so also our understanding of 
economic life would be incomplete if we do not systematically take 
account of the cold winds of ignorance. 

 
George J. Stigler, 1961 (p.224) 
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Voorwoord 
 
 

8 mei 2003, Cefalù, Sicilië, Italië 
 
 
Met nog een flink aantal maanden schrijfwerk in het vooruitzicht was mijn enige 
voornemen tijdens een korte vakantie op Sicilië het schrijven van dit voorwoord. Het 
inlossen van dit voornemen lijkt gezien de lokale geneugten van Cefalù, het aanlokkelijke 
strand en de temperatuur (30º) niet eenvoudig. De reden dat ik me er desondanks toe kan 
zetten is dat het me helpt om het schrijven te zien als een bijzonder soort verslaving. Niet 
alleen is er sprake van een lichte barrier-to-entry (starten met schrijven valt soms zwaar), 
eenmaal begonnen ontwikkelt zich een drang om ritme op te bouwen en de tekstproductie 
te onderhouden. Bovendien heeft een cold turkey (het plots stoppen terwijl een tekst niet 
af is) onvermijdelijke narigheid tot gevolg. Het echt bijzondere aan schrijven als 
verslaving is dat er een uitweg is zonder afkickverschijnselen. Op een afgerond 
schrijftraject kan bovendien, in tegenstelling tot andersoortige verslavingen, met gepaste 
trots op zowel het proces als het eindproduct worden teruggekeken. Dit voorwoord is 
daarom niet alleen bedoeld om de lezer uit te leggen wat de inspiratiebronnen in mijn 
promotietraject zijn geweest, maar dient ook als verplicht onderhoud van mijn 
zelfopgelegde schrijfverslaving. 
 
De reden dat ik Italië heb uitverkoren tot geboorteland van dit voorwoord is eenvoudig. 
Vorig jaar zomer had ik in de heuvels van Umbrië, al schrijvend aan een van mijn 
hoofdstukken, voor het eerst het besef dat het afronden van mijn promotietraject niet 
langer een voornemen kon blijven, maar snel realiteit zou worden. Wellicht kan Italië me 



nu een tweede keer inspireren en motiveren als ik straks weer achter mijn bureau in 
Amsterdam zit om de resterende hoofdstukken af te schrijven. Een tweede drijvende 
kracht in mijn promotietraject is mijn promotor Rik Maes geweest. Met zijn innemende 
Vlaamse stijl heeft hij me telkens de ruimte gegeven mijn eigen pad te kiezen, mijn eigen 
ideeën te ontwikkelen en verder uit te werken. Zijn visie om informatievraagstukken 
expliciet los van, maar wel in samenhang met bedrijfskundige en technologische aspecten 
te beschouwen staat me aan. Ik hoop daarom met mijn onderzoek naar informatiestrategie 
bij te dragen aan het verder invullen van deze visie. Vervolgens is Ard Huizing voor mij 
van groot belang geweest. Hij heeft me wegwijs gemaakt binnen de economische 
(organisatie)theorie, me uitgedaagd deze kritisch te beschouwen en met eigen 
redeneringen aan te vullen. Zijn gave om mij na het aanhoren van mijn overpeinzingen 
een half jaar zoet te houden met een enkele vraag of opmerking is bewonderenswaardig. 
De waarneming dat mijn bezink- en reactietijd steeds korter wordt werkt bemoedigend. 
Het gezamenlijk ontdekken van de grenzen van onze gebundelde inzichten en 
interpretaties is ronduit uitdagend. 
 
Ik ben er vrij zeker van dat deze drie inspiratiebronnen niet de voldoende voorwaarden 
zijn voor het afronden van mijn proefschrift. Het lijken vooralsnog in ieder geval drie 
noodzakelijke voorwaarden te zijn geweest.i De komende maanden in Amsterdam zullen 
uitwijzen of het inlossen van mijn voornemen op het strand van Cefalù de moeite waard 
is geweest. Een voorwoord belooft immers een vervolg... 
 

 

                                                      
i Logici herkennen hier wellicht het verband dat bekend staat als conjunctive multiple causation, 
anderen herkennen waarschijnlijk de bijkomende noodzaak van bloed, zweet en tranen. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Dankwoord 
 
 

2 januari 2004, Smržovka, Tsjechië 
 
 
De besneeuwde bergen van Noord-Tsjechië die mij hier omringen hebben mij voor even 
de spanning van de afgelopen schrijfmaanden doen vergeten. Nu ik besef dat dit 
dankwoord het einde van mijn schrijftraject markeert, begin ik onvermijdelijk terug te 
kijken op het belang van de bijdragen van anderen. Een helpende hand kwam tijdens mijn 
onderzoek soms als vanzelf, soms als redder in nood, maar zeker altijd als gelegen. 
 
Allereerst zijn de geïnterviewden voor mijn onderzoek cruciaal geweest. Zij hebben mij 
in staat gesteld te leren van hun jarenlange ervaring en hebben open gestaan voor een 
confrontatie met mijn academisch-getinte kijk op hun praktijk,. In het bijzonder wil ik 
Ivar, Rob, Jan Bart en Elias bedanken als contactpersonen voor mijn cases. Jullie 
enthousiasmerende interesse werkte aanstekelijk en motiveerde me telkens weer. Toen 
een beoogd casuskandidaat mij in een vergevorderd stadium van kennismaking alsnog 
afwees, werd het belang van goede contacten meer dan duidelijk. Gelukkig vertrouwde 
Albert Boswijk mij zonder aarzeling zijn contacten toe en plaveidde zo een pad tot een 
gerichte en aangename kennismaking met kopstukken uit de Nederlandse reiswereld. 
 
Mijn voltallige commissie, bestaande uit Raymond de Bondt, Antony Bryant, Guido 
Dedene, Aimé Heene, Ard Huizing, Hans Jägers, en mijn begeleider Rik Maes, bedank ik 
voor de bereidheid zich te verdiepen in een onderwerp dat mij nu werkelijk aan mijn hart 
begint te liggen. Hoe moeilijk ik het blijf vinden kritiek te ontvangen op eigen werk, 



telkens weer besef ik dat het onmisbare stappen voor kwaliteitsverbetering zijn. Een 
vergelijkbare kwaliteitsverbeterende rol hebben mijn collega’s op de afdeling 
Informatiemanagement en onderzoeksgroep PrimaVera gespeeld door mij de gelegenheid 
te geven mijn werk te presenteren en te bespreken. Speciaal ook wil ik Jan Truijens (geen 
familie) bedanken voor het aanzwengelen van mijn promotieaanstelling, zijn niet-
aflatende betrokkenheid en de wijze waarop hij onze gedeelde onderwijsverplichting tot 
een plezier heeft weten te maken. Van deze collega’s verdienen mijn medepromovendi, 
vooral Anna, Vanessa en Susanne extra aandacht: jullie op inlevingsvermogen en begrip 
gebaseerde steun uitte zich desgewenst in opbouwende kritiek, een aansporing, een 
beschikbare schouder of oor, of in een namiddags biertje op een zomers terras om als 
alcoholleagues successen te vieren of teleurstellingen te verdrinken.  
 
De bijzondere bijstand die ik van mijn twee steunpilaren Ilan en Anna heb gekregen 
probeer ik zo letterlijk mogelijk te maken door hen tijdens mijn verdediging elk aan een 
zijde te hebben. In het bijzijn van mijn vroeger diplomagenootje en huidige UvA-
kamergenootje als paranimfen durf ik me wel te verdedigen. 
 
Sander bedank ik voor zijn inspanning om de onnoemelijk vele woorden in dit 
proefschrift te vatten in de omslag. Jouw gave om van woord beeld te maken bewonder 
ik. Mijn dierbare familie en vrienden dank ik voor hun oprechte steun. Gelukkig 
geneerden jullie je ook niet om gewoon te vragen wanneer het eindelijk af was en wezen 
jullie mij er ronduit en terecht op dat niet de gedrukte dissertatie, maar vooral toch de 
viering het èchte einde van een succesvol promotietraject markeert. 
 
Tot slot wil ik erkennen hoeveel ik jouw steun waardeer, Fenne. Niet alleen faciliteerde 
en tolereerde jij regelmatig mijn eenzame schrijfopsluiting in het zomerhuisje aan de 
Bergense duinrand met uitzicht op het mooiste huis van het dorp (je wees me zelfs op het 
gezamenlijk belang ervan), je bracht me er ook toe de waarde in te zien van zo nu en dan 
achterom kijken om van mijn eigen vooruitgang te genieten. Door jou realiseer ik me dat 
een proefschrift heus veel voorstelt, maar relatief in het niet valt bij alles wat wij delen. Ik 
hoop nog veel van je te leren en nog lang van je gezelschap te genieten. 
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1.1 Introduction 
 

This dissertation handles the topic of information strategy. This is described as the 
way in which firms influence market transparency by addressing information 
imperfections that inhibit complete insight in how a particular market functions. Before 
introducing the key concepts and central research question, this chapter sketches an 
illustrative case (section 1.1.1). This case signals a difference of interest between market 
parties concerning market transparency and is an attempt to argue in favor of rigorously 
theorizing how firms explore and can exploit the existence of information imperfections 
as inhibitors of transparent markets in a strategic manner. The case is followed by an 
introduction of the overall objectives and main research question and a discussion of the 
expected theoretical and practical contributions in section 1.2. Finally, a short overview 
of the chapters is provided. 
 

1.1.1 M2MATCH1: an illustrative case in commercial real estate 
 

The history of M2MATCH is an interesting case for introducing the topics of market 
transparency, information imperfections and information strategy, because it illustrates 
how the core issues of this research are interrelated, against the background of the 
inherent social and economic complexities of real-life business and markets in the context 
of commercial real estate.  
 
 

M2MATCH 
creating market transparency in the commercial rental real estate market 

 
Introduction and background 

In the summer of 2000, six entrepreneurs joined forces and expertise2 to initiate 
M2MATCH. From their perspective, they had experienced inefficiencies in the Dutch 
commercial real estate markets (for rental office, retail and logistic space). Collectively, 
they envisioned to increase the efficiency and transparency of these markets for all 

                                                      
1 The collected case materials consist of extensive interviews, information from the website and 
newsletters, as well as various news articles. 
2 Their expertise included real estate, technology, investment banking, research and marketing. 
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involved market parties by setting up an information exchange accessible to all market 
parties: lessors on the supply side (developers, asset managers, landlords and landlord-rep 
brokers3) and lessees on the demand side of the market (tenant-rep brokers, tenants and 
sub-tenants). By collecting, matching and publishing supply and demand profiles through 
the internet and in print media4, M2MATCH aimed to increase the transparency of 
(individual and aggregate) supply and demand profiles, as well as to research and publish 
supply and demand trends over time. In the view of M2MATCH, increased market 
transparency would result in lower costs of market functioning and better transaction 
outcomes for lessors and lessees. 
 
The revenue model was as follows: lessors paid for each day or week that they advertised 
premises to potential lessees through listings on M2MATCH’s website, and optionally 
through additional supply listings in newspapers, while lessees could enter their demand 
specifications and contact information free of charge in a search profile to find the 
matching supply listings of their choice. The registration of such search profiles thus 
allowed M2MATCH to provide lessors with leads for deals -potentially interested lessees 
for available space. At a minimum, supply listings provided location, size and price of the 
available space, as well as full contact details of the lessor (typically one or two landlord-
rep brokers); optionally, lessors could add a lot of property-related technical and visual 
information, as well as further details on the lease. Demand profiles could range from 
fully anonymous to including the full contact details of prospective lessees.  
 
To lessees, M2MATCH gave instant and complete access to supply in the market (inasfar as 
listed on M2MATCH), mainly consisting of listings for which they could contact the 
respective landlord-rep brokers. For lessors, M2MATCH’s unique feature was that it 
generated multiple, real-time leads for deals -typically very difficult to obtain and thus 
valuable, as will be explained later. Precisely this lack of insight in (current and future) 
individual (and consequently aggregate) demand is a main source of market opaqueness 
in the real estate industry, which not only leads to suboptimal results for individual 
lessors and lessees, but also to negative results for the industry as a whole (such as 
periodic overbuilding).  
 

                                                      
3 Rep = representative; brokers that represent a market party’s interest. 
4 While the core of the initiative was internet-based, M2MATCH also used weekly newspaper ads 
and fill-in coupons to support this relatively new and unknown medium. 
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M2MATCH satisfied many critical success factors for such a leasing information exchange. 
The initiators had extensive experience in and affinity with commercial rental real estate, 
as well as an extensive contact network with the country’s leading developers, asset 
managers, landlords and brokers. Their objective was to unite as many lessor listings as 
possible from the outset, to ensure maximum coverage of supply once the leasing 
information exchange would be launched, so that lessees would recognize M2MATCH as a 
logical point of reference. To this end, they had many preparatory discussions with the 
country’s leading developers, asset managers, landlords and brokers, all of whom 
responded positively to the concept of an open leasing information exchange. Particularly 
the leading developers, asset managers and landlords were willing to join in an industry 
platform, on the condition they would have a meaningful say. Thus in December 2000, 
M2MATCH (M2MATCH.NL B.V.) was officially founded with an initial shareholder base 
consisting of the initiators, as well as a group of seven founding partners5 and nine 
founding users6. The founding users had committed to list all their supply listings on the 
internet through their joint venture M2MATCH only. The founding partners had 
additionally committed to contribute to the funding. Together, the founding partners and 
users managed approximately 12 million m2 (worth some €20 billion) of institutional 
commercial real estate, representing some 90% of high-quality commercial real estate and 
some 30% of all commercial real estate in the Netherlands. The platform was thus 
structured as a massive industry joint venture by the leading market parties; further 
leading market parties were welcomed to join the shareholder base and corporate 
governance. The use of the information exchange was open to anyone. M2MATCH 
functioned well when launched in May 2001. Within months, it was applauded for its 
transparency-increasing business model and recognized as a unique, innovative initiative 
with a profit potential7, which resulted in media attention and a growing number of 
website visitors.  
 
However, even though this impressive kick-off suggested a rosy prospect, M2MATCH did 
not manage to convince the leading (national and international)8 brokers to adopt 
                                                      
5 Achmea, Ahold Vastgoed, ING Vastgoed, Kantoren Fonds Nederland, Redevco,Uni-Invest and 
VastNed. 
6 Altera Vastgoed, Delta Lloyd Vastgoed, Fortis Vastgoed, Mn-Services, Multi Vastgoed, Nieuwe 
Steen Investments, Relan Pensioen, Rodamco Nederland and SFB Vastgoed. 
7 Indicated by a 9th position in the Top-25 of most promising new high-tech companies 
(Intermediair, July 26, 2001). 
8 Brokers can be divided into four types: local brokers, regional brokers, national brokers and 
international brokers. 
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M2MATCH as the leasing information exchange of their choice. This was significant, 
because not only did the leading (national and international) brokers typically act as 
landlord-rep brokers for M2MATCH’s institutional shareholders; more importantly, they 
acted as landlord-rep brokers for a significant market part of the 70% of commercial 
Dutch real estate that was not owned by M2MATCH’s institutional shareholders.  
 
Many local brokers were relatively enthousiastic about M2MATCH and started to test the 
system early on. And although it took M2MATCH much more time and effort time to 
convince regional brokers, after about a year some leading regional brokers in Tier-2 
cities did start to test M2MATCH’s advertising platform for their supply listings. But when 
by mid 2002, the (inter)national brokers -who together command a very significant 
market share- had still not adopted M2MATCH as an information exchange, the 
shareholders jointly decided to wind down the company’s operations. 
 
Opaqueness in the commercial rental real estate market 

The characteristics of the commercial rental real estate market and the origins of the 
opaqueness in this market need to be examined in further detail to understand 
M2MATCH’s initial success in attracting the leading developers, asset managers, landlords 
and -to a lesser degree- local and regional brokers, and to understand the underlying 
reasons for the behavior of the (inter)national brokers. 
 
From a financial perspective, the commercial rental real estate market is substantial -
typically among the largest segments in an economy. The majority of high-quality 
properties is owned by institutional investors, which typically outsource the development, 
management and marketing of their assets to third parties: developers, property managers 
and brokers respectively. The market is opaque: lessors can only guesstimate demand 
through brokers and a few independent researchers; lessees find that brokers can typically 
give good insight into their own leasing instructions, but much less so of all available 
supply. Lessees lack the convenience of guidance from real estate brands, and make 
rental decisions so infrequently that lessors cannot really develop meaningful customer 
relations: small and medium-sized companies move only about once every 8 years. In 
addition, many brokers find that small tenants (who search premises <1000 m2 in size) 
often change their search specifications and require multiple (labor-intensive) on-site 
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visits for a relatively low fee. Such tenants, in turn, are eager to evaluate many 
alternatives, precisely because rental prices and object specifications9 vary widely. 
 
The supply of commercial real estate is often considered to be somewhat capital-driven. 
In times of high demand, the production (development) of new buildings depends not 
only on future demand, but also on the possibility to secure building permits and funding. 
Another notable feature of supply is the 2-to-3-year time lag caused by the production 
time of new or to-be-renovated buildings, as well as the 10-to-20-year time lag caused by 
the long lifespan of property: thus, short-term excess demand can cause long-term excess 
supply. Demand for commercial real estate runs somewhat parallel to the regular 
economic cycle, but also here is a significant embedded time-lag: tenants typically sign 
leases for 5 years. As a result of these market mechanisms the occupancy over time often 
shows a saw-toothed pattern, depicted in Figure 1: vacancy can rise rapidly; 
subsequently, it can take many years for occupancy to take up the available supply of 
such vacant space. 
 

occupancy

t
 

Figure 1 Saw-toothed occupancy pattern of commercial real estate 

 
This market mechanism and the resulting diffused insight in (aggregate) demand make 
any information about prospective lessees and their search specifications invaluable for 
lessors. In times of excess demand, brokers can realize multiple (up to nine) fees from the 
identity of one single prospective tenant: at best, there are fees for leasing out the to-be-
vacated property; fees for valuing and/or selling the to-be-vacated property; fees for 
finding a new property; fees for bringing the new tenant to a build-to-suit developer of a 
new property; fees for valuing and/or for selling the newly developed, fully-leased 
property to an end investor; as well as fees for managing and/or insuring the new property 

                                                      
9 For instance, differences in the calculation of surface area under a pitched roof occur, depending 
on the height of the space. 
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for the investor. Upon expiry of the lease, the same cycle can be repeated with the same 
tenant (or with the owner).  
 
Thus, in times of excess demand, landlord-rep brokers may show prospective tenants only 
those properties that generate the highest fees or the best reciprocal deals. Lessees may 
not always realize that a (landlord-rep) broker will typically give lessees access to its 
subset of supply instructions only -which is a fraction of total market supply. In contrast, 
in times of excess supply, landlord-rep brokers working for multiple lessors are 
economically rational if they bring a prospective tenant (lessee) to the lessor that returns 
the highest fee or the best reciprocal deal  -which however may not always be visible to 
all other landlords who are marketing their space through the same broker. 
 
Information imperfections 
 
The above market dynamics reveal several inefficiencies and impediments to frictionless 
market functioning. One of these so-called market imperfections concerns how perfectly 
informed market parties really are about relevant aspects of market functioning. 
Information imperfections cause a lack of insight resulting in an inability to answer 
various simple questions about market transactions, such as: who is searching for space? 
What type of space is in demand? Are lessees looking for large or small units? What 
available space matches the search criteria? In other words, the market mechanism and its 
characteristics lead to several information imperfections. The expected initial success of 
the way M2MATCH addresses this market opaqueness can hardly be surprising since it 
would increase the overall transparency and efficiency for all market parties involved. 
Especially, the local and regional brokers that typically handle smaller tenants (<1000m2) 
could benefit from increased market transparency by reducing the costs and cycle time of 
individual transactions.  
 
Possible reasons for the (inter)national brokers not to join 

The above market dynamics suggest two key reasons why (inter)national brokers may 
have decided not to join the information exchange initiated by M2MATCH: the benefits of 
market opaqueness and the threat of disintermediation. 
 
The first possible argument why the (inter)national brokers did not adopt the information 
exchange may have been the perception that the initiative could possibly have reduced 
their current information advantage over tenants and landlords, as well as over local and 
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regional brokers. It is clear how information advantage over tenants and landlords can 
result in multiple fees. In addition, larger brokers can also have an information advantage 
over smaller brokers. The reason lies in the fact that landlords often appoint a larger 
(national, international or larger regional) broker alongside a smaller (local or regional) 
broker to combine the local market knowledge of the local broker with the wider access 
and reputation of the (inter)national broker. Both share any fees resulting from a 
transaction initiated by either party. Although the smaller broker may thus benefit from a 
shared fee if the larger broker introduces a tenant from outside the smaller broker’s 
coverage area, multiple such combinations also allow the larger broker to copy/paste a 
more complete picture of aggregate local demand. Thus, increased market transparency 
through M2MATCH would have allowed local and regional brokers to gain insight in 
regional leads at the expense of the larger regional, national, and international brokers. 
 
A successful introduction of M2MATCH would thus have caused the relative information 
advantage of the (inter)national brokers over the local and regional brokers to reduce by 
leveling out these differences in market insight (see Figure 2).  
 

level of
market insight

brokers
A    B   C   D    E    F

level of
market insight

brokers

full transparency

no transparency
A    B   C   D    E    F

before information exchange after information exchange

M2MATCH's insight

information advantage

full transparency

no transparency

 

Figure 2 M2MATCH levels out instances of information asymmetry 

 
Thus, M2MATCH was relatively interesting for and successful with brokers with an 
information disadvantage and less attractive for brokers with a relative information 
advantage. Not surprisingly, M2MATCH initially attracted local and regional brokers with 
a limited market reach, since it increased their level of insight in regional demand.  
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So even though M2MATCH attracted many of the local and regional brokers, the larger 
(inter)national brokers continued to hold off. The rate at which local and regional brokers 
joined may have been relatively slow because they are often keen to get landlord-rep 
instructions alongside (inter)national brokers, and thus they may not have been eager to 
join as long as the (inter)national brokers had not ‘endorsed’ the information exchange. 
 
Second, brokers may have feared disintermediation, perceiving M2MATCH as a threat to 
part of the leasing value chain. The leasing value chain consists of four phases: (1) 
scanning the market for available supply or demand, (2) matching a search specification 
with available demand or supply, (3) contract negotiation, and (4) contract settlement. 
M2MATCH’s information exchange assisted anyone (tenants, brokers, landlords) in the 
first two phases (scan and match), where market opaqueness thus far had allowed brokers 
to exploit leads to realize fees and negotiate reciprocal deals in a concealed manner. 
Creating transparency may therefore have infringed on an important part of broker 
income, especially of those brokers whose income mainly consisted of exploiting leads. 
M2MATCH envisaged that in the future, the added value of brokers would no longer be 
merely based on information asymmetry between brokers and their customers in the first 
two phases, but mainly an asymmetry of know-how in contract negotiations and 
settlement (phase 3 and 4). While many brokers recognized and feared the inevitability of 
this shift in the future, only the (inter)national brokers possessed the market reach and 
power to postpone it by opposing to list their supply on an open information exchange 
such as M2MATCH. In this sense, M2MATCH was not successful in that it did not convince 
the (inter)national brokers (in a relatively short time frame) of the overall economic 
benefits of the common good of increased market transparency. 
 
In attempts to convince (inter)national brokers to also list their supply, M2MATCH made 
an effort to remove these doubts by stressing that its information exchange did not 
compete with but rather assisted brokers; that it did not support or register any actual 
transactions -but only informed the involved market parties about the most efficient 
transactions available; that it complemented -not replaced- the supply of existing market 
parties, as demonstrated by its aim to list the supply of all lessors, not just a selection; and 
that large volumes of listings would come at high discounts. Regardless of these 
counterarguments, the large regional, national and international brokers expectantly 
waited for what might become ‘the best initiative in the future’, postponed their 
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participation, and launched a competing leading-broker-supply-listings-only information 
exchange, Pathway (later renamed RealNext)10.  
 
Implications 

M2MATCH concluded that the (inter)national brokers would continue to oppose 
transparency-increasing initiatives (particularly with respect to aggregate demand) as a 
result of the shift in the value chain and the leveling out of their information advantage 
over local and regional brokers. For now, the (inter)national brokers had both the 
incentive and market power to keep the market for commercial real estate as opaque and 
inefficient as it still is. M2MATCH may have underestimated the precise benefits of 
opaqueness to certain market parties and the influence of the (inter)national brokers. 
Eventually, these and other factors caused M2MATCH to wind down its business. 
Convincing the (inter)national brokers to give up their individual success in exchange for 
the collective advantages of transparency such as increased economic welfare seems a 
bridge too far. 
 

1.1.2 Lessons learned 
 

Several lessons can be drawn from the above illustrative case of M2MATCH. 
Foremost the case reveals that different - possibly conflicting - interests exist with regard 
to information imperfections and market transparency. Similar to M2MATCH, many 
Internet-based transparency-increasing initiatives are based on the economic reasoning 
that increased market transparency benefits all market parties for it increases the overall 
economic welfare and therefore serves the common good. However, in the absence of 
externally enforced regulation (e.g. OPTA or NMa11) or governmental interference this 
reasoning is too naïve. It disregards individual market parties’ interests, established power 
structures and strategies for influencing the way a market functions that are purposefully 
aimed at increasing market parties’ individual welfare. The two diametrically opposed 
market parties in the case (M2MATCH vs. (inter)national brokers) substantiate this field of 
tension between the common and individual good. In clarifying his agenda for strategy 

                                                      
10 ‘Makelaars bundelen aanbod’, Het Financieel Dagblad, 17-11-2003; ‘Deze transparantie is 
onomkeerbaar’, Het Financieel Dagblad, 08-12-2003 
11 OPTA = Independent Post and Telecommunication Authority (Dutch: Onafhankelijke Post en 
Telecom Autoriteit; NMa = Netherlands Competition Authority (Dutch: Nederlandse 
Mededingingsautoriteit). 
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research, Williamson (1999) signals a comparable dichotomy in the literature on 
organizational theory and strategy that the classifies as economizing versus strategic 
approaches. Table 1 puts the dichotomy in keywords: 
 

Economizing approach Strategic approach 
 efficient market functioning 
 market transparency 
 ‘for the common good’ 
 no opportunities for strategic behavior 
and competitive advantages 

 market imperfections 
 market opaqueness 
 for individual market parties’ success 
 opportunities for strategic behavior and 
competitive advantage 

 

Table 1 Dichotomy between economizing and strategic approaches 

 
Within a market party’s strategic repertoire, the way market parties influence a market’s 
transparency is one of the aspects of a firm’s search for individual success. Theoretically 
however, it remains unclear how market parties implement such transparency-influencing 
information strategies and how this may lead to individual success. This research 
proposes as a tentative definition that in an information strategy: 
 

a market party’s interest becomes evident in the way it decides to influence market 
transparency either negatively by allowing the existence of information 
imperfections (e.g. (inter)national brokers), or positively by actively addressing 
and attempting to solve them (e.g. M2MATCH) in the input and output markets that 
it regards as relevant for implementing its business strategy. 
 

The central concern of this research is to provide a theoretical background, key concepts, 
an analytical perspective and explanations for the considerations of individual market 
parties concerning their information strategy. Chapter 2 addresses the theoretical 
underpinnings of this conception of information strategy and chapter 3 expounds on its 
precise definition. 
 
Second, the M2MATCH case reveals how specific market characteristics and the market 
mechanism -noticeable in the way market players behave and the way transactions come 
about- have a contributory influence on how transparent or opaque a market is and which 
information resources and information skills are of strategic importance. In the M2MATCH 
case, the capital-driven market mechanism makes information about leads strategically 
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valuable since they can be directly exploited in realizing bonus fees at several less-
perfectly informed market parties. The application of the information strategy framework, 
which will be developed in chapters 2 and 3, as analytical tool for a firm’s important 
information-related resources and capabilities is demonstrated in the case study (chapters 
5, 6 and 7) and reflected upon in the conclusions (chapter 8). 
 
Finally, the M2MATCH case indicates the practical relevance of increased insight in the 
interface between Business Economics, Strategic Management and Information 
Management. The M2MATCH case is described such that business strategy seems so 
inextricably bound up with information strategy that they overlap or partly coincide. The 
inability to influence market transparency in the desired direction resulted directly in a 
wind-down of business. However, analytically Strategic Management is defined12 to 
include a broader range of issues, among which information use is a shared interest with 
the related field of Information Management (IM). The topic of information strategy 
developed in this dissertation can be regarded as an aspect of Strategic Management 
research that elaborates on the connections between business strategy and information 
management. Whereas business strategy concerns the way firms use market imperfections 
in general for their individual success, information strategy concerns only those market 
imperfections that are (partially) related to a lack of information or information 
asymmetry. 
 
The relative importance of information strategy depends on the information-intensity of 
the business context that a firm operates in. The general trend of the increased importance 
of information for practically every industry and the rise of purely information-based 
products besides traditional physical products and services tends to put the topic of 
information strategy undeniably on the map. For information brokers and their digital 
counterparts such as infomediairies, online comparison web sites or web aggregators (cf. 
Madnick et al., 2000, Zhu et al., 2001) the importance of information strategy, market 
transparency and information imperfections is vital. For these information-based 
intermediaries, market transparency objectives are directly linked to their primary raison-
d’être and thus business and information strategy connect closely. Surely, the importance 
and relevance of information strategy can be expected to diminish as firms are less 

                                                      
12 A general definition by Hambrick (1980, p.567) suggests viewing strategy as a pattern of 
important decisions that (1) guides the organization in its relationship with its environment, (2) 
affects the internal structure of processes of the organization, and (3) centrally affects the 
organization’s performance. 
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information-intensive and less dependent on information in their primary processes. For 
these information-intensive firms, business strategy can be expected to be more clearly 
discernable from information strategy. However, if information strategy would prove not 
to be a topic of major attention for ‘regular’ firms right now, it can be expected to become 
so in the near future given the increasing dependence of business processes on 
information and the often-signaled movement towards an information society (e.g. Evans 
et al., 2000). The interrelatedness of information strategy with other strategic domains 
such as business, financial and IT strategy will be also illustrated by the case study and 
further reflected upon in chapter 8. 
 

1.1.3 Information strategy: relevant, but theoretically ill-founded 
 

The topic of information strategy is not confined to the market for commercial real 
estate rentals, neither is it confined to merely practical settings. Therefore the lessons 
learned from the illustrative case and the aimed theoretical insights of this research have a 
broad relevance and application. Several -if not all- markets are characterized by market 
opaqueness, conflicting transparency interests and clashing information strategies. The 
markets for financial services such as insurances, loans and mortgages (e.g. Alonso et al., 
2000, Groot et al., 2002, Hassink et al., 2003), airline tickets (e.g. Consumentenbond, 
2003), notary tariffs (Mulder, 2003) and mobile telephony (e.g. Alonso, 2000) are 
examples of cases that bring the issue of market transparency under the attention of 
policy makers, the government and the general public. In some of these markets this has 
led to governmental interference or the installation of watchdogs (e.g. NMa) that guard 
the common good. Other markets, such as real estate and the leisure travels are left to the 
forces of firms’ strategic efforts for individual success. 
 
Apart from a practical interest in these issues of market transparency and the strategic use 
of information, both Economics and Strategic Management scholars have expressed their 
interest in addressing this topic. The economizing approach has dealt mainly with the 
influence of information and (externally enforced) increases in market transparency on 
economic welfare (e.g. Boone et al., 2003). The active (strategic) role of firms as 
potential inhibitors of increased market transparency is signaled, but often assumed away 
or oversimplified in economic models. The strategic approach has acknowledged the 
strategic potential of information for some years (cf. Clemons, 1987, Henderson et al., 
1993, Itami et al., 1987, Luftman, 1996, Porter et al., 1985). Evans (1997) for example 
states that information forms a basis for competitive advantage - even when the cost of 
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that information is trivial and the product or service is thoroughly physical (p.73). 
However, the strategic potential of information has been mainly discussed in light of the 
increased application of information technology (IT). This is perhaps most clearly 
indicated by the overwhelming interest in the new economy, in which the strategic use of 
information was explained as deploying (network) technologies to exploit the special 
properties of digital information products (e.g. Shapiro et al., 1999). In contrast, the focus 
on the strategic considerations surrounding information products seems rather narrow 
since information pervades business regardless of whether the final product is an 
information product. 
 
In my personal opinion, the role of IT as a strategizing instrument has been 
overemphasized compared to more information-oriented approaches. Certainly, IT is well 
capable of indirectly influencing market transparency both as an economizing and 
strategic tool for the implementation of information strategy decisions. Nevertheless, IT is 
not a panacea for gaining strategic advantage (cf. Barney et al., 2001b, Brown et al., 
2003, Carr, 2003a, 2003b). IT as a resource per se cannot be directly linked to strategic 
advantage for its commodification has made it into a perfectly imitable resource any firm 
can obtain. The available evidence suggests that IT cannot generate sustainable 
competitive advantage (or economic rents13), but firms must sometimes deploy IT to 
simply keep pace with competition (Barney et al., 2001b, p.636). IT per se therefore 
cannot be the central concern of research at the interface of Strategic Management and 
Information Management, rather information and information capabilities should be. This 
shift in attention has recently been picked up in the literature in an information-oriented 
approach to information strategy (e.g. Linder et al., 2001, Marchand et al., 2000) and 
highlights the use and value of information and information-handling capacities. This 
dissertation aims to contribute to this shift in attention.  
 
Unfortunately, a well-founded theory that provides key concepts, an analytical 
perspective and explanations for the firms’ information strategy considerations is 
currently lacking. Existing economizing approaches underexpose the influence of firms as 
inhibitors of transparent markets, while strategic approaches have overemphasized the 
role of IT and only touched upon the purely informational issues of how firms attempt to 
realize individual success by exploiting imperfect information in the markets that are 
relevant for implementing their business strategy. The foremost aim of this dissertation is 
to initiate and instigate the construction of a theory of information strategy that explains 

                                                      
13 Rents are superior financial returns (see also chapter 3). 
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the content and considerations of a firm’s decisions with regard to information 
imperfections that it encounters in its search for individual success, competitive 
advantage and economic rents. 
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1.2 Research outline 
 

This section describes the general outline of the research by highlighting the main 
research question and objectives, as well as the expected contributions for both academia 
and managerial practice. 
 

1.2.1 Research question and objectives 
 

With theory development as the primary objective of the research, a notion of what 
constitutes theory needs to be specified in advance. Being fully aware of the grandeur and 
extremely fundamental character of the discussions surrounding this issue, it is unlikely 
that it will ever by universally solved. Within the field of organizational research, the 
level of agreement among scholars has profited from a set of evaluation criteria for theory 
by Bacharach (1989) and extensive constructive discussions by for instance DiMaggio 
(1995), Sutton (1995) and Weick (1995). This research draws on the view by DiMaggio 
(1995), who: 
 regards theory as an account of a social process, with emphasis in empirical tests of 

the plausibility of the narrative as well as careful attention to the scope conditions 
of the account (the ‘theory as narrative’ approach14). This implies that a minimalist 
version (i.e. approximate or proto-theory) of this approach simply requires that 
hypotheses detailing regularities in relations among variables be accompanied by 
plausible accounts of how the actions of real humans could produce the 
associations predicted and observed (DiMaggio, 1995, p.391). 

 states that the best theory often combines approaches to theorizing and requires 
compromise between competing and mutually incompatible values (DiMaggio, 
1995, p.396) This implies that a balance must be found between drawing on and 
combining existing theoretical insights and developing new perspectives. 

 argues that theory construction is social construction often after the fact: a process 
of appropriation driven more by resonance than by reason (DiMaggio, 1995, 
p.393). This implies that theories are never holes-in-one, and need empirical 
testing, application by others and multiple rounds of revisions by the author and its 
audience in order to develop into full-blown theories. 

 

                                                      
14 The ‘theory as narrative’ approach is one of three approaches that DiMaggio discerns. 
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Adopting this view in this research requires that the main constructs (or variables) of 
interest in humans’ actions, and propositions (or hypotheses) that explain this behavior 
are defined as a first minimalist version of a theory of information strategy and that the 
plausibility of its narrative is empirically tested. Further, this process of theory 
development is initiated by drawing on the combined insights from existing strategic 
theories, while the derived informational aspects of these insights add a new perspective. 
Finally, confronting these newly developed insights with managerial practice in an 
exploratory case study stimulates the process of theory resonance aimed at refining the 
initial theoretical framework and stimulating its further development. 
 
The main research question that guides both the theoretical and empirical endeavors of 
this research is: 
 

What constitutes a theory that explains how and why a firm implements an 
information strategy for the information imperfections that it identifies in markets 
that are relevant for implementing its business strategy in order to realize 
economic rents? 

 
This question is worked out step by step in this dissertation by addressing five 
subquestions: 
(1) What forms an appropriate theoretical basis for developing a theory of information 

strategy? (see chapter 2) 
(2) Which core concepts, basic assumptions and propositions should a theory of 

information strategy incorporate? (see chapter 2 and 3) 
(3) Which information strategy decisions provide a firm with opportunities to earn 

economic rents (i.e. InfoRent)? (see chapter 3) 
(4) What decision-making is involved in formulating and implementing a firm’s 

information strategy? (see chapter 3, 5, 6 and 7) 
(5) Which factors influence, guide and delimit a firm’s decision-making with regard to 

its information strategy? (see chapter 3, 5, 6 and 7) 
 
This research (sub)question reveals the exploratory nature of this research and contains 
both a long and short-term goal of theory construction. The long-term objective of this 
research is to deliver a full-blown theory of information strategy. However, given the 
complexity and lengthiness of theory building, the limited scope of this dissertation and 
the absence of existing theories of information strategy, an attainable theoretical objective 
is to explore the theoretical grounds (subquestion 1) and key constructs (subquestion 2) of 
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such a theory in order to deliver a proto-theory. Such a proto-theory should at least be 
able to indicate how and why firms take information strategy decisions given the 
information imperfections and market context that they face (subquestion 4 and 5), and 
how these decisions can eventually result in economic rents (subquestion 3). 
 
In order to realize this first aim, an appropriate theoretical basis of theories concerning the 
content of business strategy is selected (subquestion 1), which offer handles for 
expounding on the rent-earning potential of information imperfections as one of several 
market imperfections that derive from releasing the stringent assumptions of neoclassical 
economic theory on the perfect market (see chapter 3 for different rent types). Since this 
branch of Strategic Management draws heavily on economic theory, the collective 
insights from the Industrial Organization Economics-based perspective, the Competence 
Perspective (which includes both the resource-based and knowledge-based views), the 
Evolutionary Economics-based perspective and Information Economics-based 
perspective will be used. From this theoretical basis a proto-theory of information 
strategy is inferred by explicitly addressing how firms can realize economic rent (i.e. 
above-normal economic returns) by either maintaining or solving information 
imperfections. This explicit focus is reflected in the introduction of InfoRent as a new 
type of economic rent and the ultimate objective of information strategy. 
 
To refine this proto-theory of information strategy and to increase the managerial 
relevance of it, a second objective of this research is to explore the factors that guide, 
influence and limit the managerial decision-making on information strategy of real-life 
firms (subquestion 4 and 5). In order to identify these factors, the proto-theory of 
information strategy is explored in an empirical setting so that information strategy 
decisions taken by managers can be examined within the full richness of their actual 
business context. A case study was conducted consisting of three cases in the Dutch 
leisure travel industry that explored the information strategies of a tour operator, an 
airline and an online travel agent. A theory of information strategy can proof to be 
practically useful if it can create managerial awareness for (1) the significance and 
strategic opportunites of market opaqueness/transparency, (2) the way in which managers 
can influence the identified information imperfections in markets to their own advantage, 
(3) the enabling and inhibiting factors of their decisions and (4) the (information) 
resources and capabilities that are required for the implementation of their information 
strategy. 
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1.2.2 Expected scientific and practical contributions 
 

The partially theoretical and empirical approach to theory development described 
above can be expected to make both scientific and practical contributions to the discourse 
on Strategic Management and Information Management. However, the theoretical 
implications and discussion has a more prominent place than the managerial 
contributions. 
 
The main scientific contribution lies in the initiation of a theory of information strategy 
based upon the collective insights of several economics-based strategic theories. These 
theoretical insights in the content of information strategy fill at least two lacunas in the 
Strategic Management discipline. First, a theory of information strategy addresses the 
weak theoretical underpinnings of informational aspects of strategy, while the strategic 
significance of information is often signaled. Besides theoretically enriching the Strategic 
Management field, a theory of information strategy simultaneously creates a foundation 
for the Information Management (IM) discipline. The IM discipline finds itself in a 
juvenile theoretical status characterized by a plethora of models and guidelines with weak 
theoretical underpinnings. 
 
Second, it addresses content aspects of strategy, which are considered as a core but 
underexposed area in Strategic Management research. The significance of addressing 
content aspects is indicated by the prominence of the only strategic question in the quest 
for a Strategic Theory of the Firm (SToF): which factors account for a superior rent-
earning capability of firms? This transdisciplinary quest for realizing a Strategic Theory 
of the Firm challenges scholars to construct a theory that comprehensively explains core 
economic issues such as firm existence in addition to core strategic issues of why firms 
differ in their performance and is seen is one of the major challenges in Organizational 
Economics and Strategic Management. Regardless of the great relevance of content 
aspects of strategy, strategy research has focused primarily on the circumstances under 
which rents could be realized and sustained (e.g. Barney, 1991), but not the actual 
decisions and effort of firms’ attempts to actually earn rents. This research focuses on the 
content of strategic decisions where it concerns firms’ attempts to realize InfoRent. 
Summarized, the expected scientific contribution is that a theory of information strategy 
provides insights in those information-related factors that account for a firm’s capability 
to earn rents from information imperfections. 
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The practical contributions that this research can be expected to deliver relate primarily to 
creating explicit managerial attention for the significance of information strategy, 
information imperfections and market transparency. A theory of information strategy 
should draw attention to the way the firm wishes to influence market transparency to its 
advantage, and to the determining factors that play a role in formulating and 
implementing its information strategy. The theory can thus serve as both an assessment 
and awareness tool for (strategic) managers that focus attention on the strategic potential 
of information in business without immediately jumping to the IT-implications that might 
be related to the implementation of a firm’s information strategy. This contribution is in 
line with a cry to approach information management issues detached from, but in 
coherence with both business and IT-related issues, as proposed amongst others by 
Abcouwer et al. (1997) and Maes (2003). 
 

1.2.3 Overview of chapters 
 

Chapter 2 adresses subquestion 1 and part of subquestion 2. The chapter positions 
the contribution of this research in light of the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm 
and selects an appropriate theoretical basis for a theory of information strategy. It is 
argued that ideally the insights from existing strategic theories that concern content 
aspects of business strategy should be integrated. The insights and contributions of these 
candidate strategic theories are discussed and the key propositions and assumptions of 
each theory are identified in order to sketch the theoretical profile that a theory of 
information strategy should satisfy. Chapter 3 addresses subquestion 2 and 3, and part of 
subquestion 4 and 5. It departs from this integrative approach to develop a strategic 
theory and builds up the key constructs that together form the foundations for a theory of 
information strategy by applying an informational perspective to existing strategic 
concepts. With these constructs it comes to an overview of opportunities for firms to 
realize InfoRent. Chapter 4 bridges the theoretical and empirical part of the research by 
addressing the methodological issues. The interpretive approach to the case study 
research strategy used to explore the information strategies of three firms in the Dutch 
leisure travel industry is discussed. The three subsequent chapters report on each of the 
cases studied. Chapters 5 through 7 cover the empirical part of this research and address 
subquestion 4. Chapter 5 discusses the information strategy of tour operator TravelCom, 
chapter 6 reports on the case of airline AirCom, and chapter 7 analyzes the information 
strategy of GoWeb, an online travel agent. Finally, chapter 8 discusses the main results 
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and limitations of the research, and concludes with several suggestions for further 
research. The overview of chapters is depicted below in Figure 3. 
 

Chapter 1
Market transparency and information strategy

(illustrative case, research design)

Chapter 2
An integrate theoretical basis for a theory of information strategy

(literature overview)

Chapter 3
Towards a theory of information strategy

(theoretical framework)

Chapter 4
Methodology: an interpretive case study in the Dutch leisure travel industry

(empirical methodology)

Chapter 5, 6, and 7
Information strategy at TravelCom, AirCom and GoWeb

(three cases)

Chapter 8
Conclusions and implications

 
 

Figure 3 Overview of chapters 
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2.1 Introduction 
 

The goal of this chapter is (1) to position the contribution of a theory of 
information strategy within the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm and (2) to identify 
and define a theoretical basis upon which a theory of information strategy can be 
grounded. The chapter thus addresses subquestion 1 and part of subquestion 2 of this 
research (see chapter 1): 
(1) What forms an appropriate theoretical basis for developing a theory of information 

strategy? 
(2) Which core concepts, basic assumptions and propositions should a theory of 

information strategy incorporate? 
 
First, the relevance and contribution of a theory of information strategy is delineated by 
positioning it in light of the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm formulated by 
Rumelt (1984). This quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm challenges scholars to 
combine key strategic insights on determinants of firm performance with key economic 
and managerial insights on firm existence. The prevalence and magnitude of this quest 
that specifies the combined deliverables from the fields of Strategic Management and 
Organizational Economics closely resembles a search for a future ‘grand theory’ 
including several -accordingly grand- unresolved issues that hinder its advancement. 
Apart from several gaps in theoretical insights and underexposed areas that need to be 
addressed, heated debates exist on the most suitable approach to solve this quest and the 
commonality of basic assumptions of complementing contributions.  
 
Given the magnitude and the unresolved issues in the quest it is unlikely that a single 
researcher or theoretical contribution will solve the quest. As Foss (1999, p.742) states it: 
‘this is very much -and perhaps much too much- to ask of a single theory. What we need, 
given this complexity, are focused views that work off key aspects.’ The well-specified 
theoretical profile of a Strategic Theory of the Firm allows pinpointing insights on 
information-related aspects in strategic theories of competitive advantage as one of the 
key underexposed aspects that should be worked off in order to eventually solve the 
quest. In addition, the debates on the commonality of basic assumptions and the best 
approach to solve the quest have implications for the way to develop a theory of 
information strategy. Section 2.2 discusses the implications of this quest for the relevance 
of a theory of information strategy and the implications of these debates for the 
requirements for developing a theory of information strategy. 
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The delineation of the scope of theory development to information-related content aspects 
of strategies that aim for competitive advantage allows identifying and defining a 
theoretical basis upon which a theory of information strategy can be grounded. 
Traditionally, economic theory has played a major role in informing content theories of 
business strategy and competitive advantage. Therefore, in order to come to a suitable 
theoretical basis, four relevant candidate theories (i.e. Industrial Organization Economics, 
the Competence Perspective, Evolutionary Economics and Information Economics) are 
discussed in section 2.3. These four strategic theories can be used as an integrate basis for 
a theory of information strategy for they provide handles for deriving information-related 
content aspects of strategy. From these candidate theories a set of requirements for the 
theoretical development of a theory of information strategy are derived in section 2.4. 
These requirements take shape in a perspective on strategy and information, and the basic 
assumptions that a theory of information strategy should ideally comply with in order not 
to exclude a future integration with organizational theories. These requirements form an 
integrate theoretical basis upon which a theory of information strategy is built up in 
chapter 3. 
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2.2 Position within the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm 
 

This section positions the development a theory of information strategy in the 
context of the quest of a Strategic Theory of the Firm. First, section 2.2.1 indicates the 
relevance of a theory of information strategy in the broader context of this search for a 
‘grand theory’. First, the origin of the quest as written out by Rumelt in 1984 and the four 
topics of the theoretical profile that a Strategic Theory of the Firm should satisfy are 
outlined. While certainly a theory of information strategy will not provide an integral 
solution to this quest, it does contribute to one aspect of the core strategic topic that 
should be addressed according to Rumelt’s theoretical profile. The relevance of this 
research is its contribution to theoretical insights concerning information strategy as one 
of several underexposed -but essential- topics that should be developed in order to 
eventually realize a Strategic Theory of the Firm. 
 
Section 2.2.2 highlights two debates in this quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm and 
their implications for the theoretical development of information strategy in this research. 
These debates concern the commonality of basic assumptions when combining theories 
from Organizational Economics and Strategic Management, and the best approach to 
solving the quest (integrationist versus isolationism, and strategizing versus 
economizing). It is concluded from the first debate that the basic assumptions underlying 
a theory of information strategy should at least comply with the common behavioral 
assumptions (bounded rationality and opportunism) in Organizational Economics in order 
not to exclude their necessary future integration. Finally, it is concluded from the debate 
around the best approach that a theory of information strategy should be ultimately based 
upon the broadest set of complementing contributions to the strategy content (sub)field, 
which are identified and discussed subsequently in section 2.3. 
 

2.2.1 Quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm 
 

In (1984) Rumelt’s inspiring contribution marked the starting shot for an ongoing 
quest to produce a Strategic Theory of the Firm. The challenge that he posed by sketching 
the theoretical profile of such a ‘grand theory’ inspired numerous scholars from various 
(economic) backgrounds. Currently, it seems agreed upon what such a theory should 
describe and explain and that it should be based at least on economic theory (cf. Rumelt, 
1984). However as of yet, a theory that fits this profile remains nonexistent, the debates 
on what is the best approach to deliver a Strategic Theory of the Firm and which are the 
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common basic assumptions have not ceased. Moreover, several underexposed areas of 
theoretical insight should be addressed, of which information in relation to strategy and 
competitive advantage (more precisely rents) is the specific area called to the attention 
here. 
 
The theoretical profile that was initially suggested by Rumelt (1984) and worked out 
subsequently (e.g. Grant, 1996, Rumelt et al., 1994) poses that a Strategic Theory of the 
Firm should address the following four topics comprehensively (Foss, 1999, p.727): 
(1) The existence of the firm - that is, why do firms exist as distinct mechanisms for 

resource allocation in a market economy? 
(2) The boundaries of the firm - that is, what explains why certain transactions are 

governed in-house while others are governed through market relations? 
(3) Internal organization - that is, why we observe different types of (formal and 

informal) organizational structures and accompanying phenomena, such as internal 
labour markets, job-ladders, profit-centres, etc.? 

(4) Competitive advantage - that is, which factors account for superior rent-earning 
capability? Ultimately, this issue concerns why firms are heterogeneous. 

 
Summarized, a true Strategic Theory of the Firm addresses coordination and resource 
allocation inside the firm (Rumelt et al., 1991, p.19) and explains the competitive 
advantage of firms in addition (Foss, 1997, p.3). As a result, the quest challenges scholars 
to extend or combine insights developed in light of (1) theories of the firm in 
Organizational Economics with theories of (2) strategy and (3) competitive advantage in 
Strategic Management. Given this broad range of topics and the transdisciplinary 
character of the theoretical profile, it is unlikely that a single researcher or single 
theoretical contribution will solve this quest instantly. However, the four fundamental 
topics in this theoretical profile can serve as well-defined aims for theory development, 
which is the case for this research. Consequently, the main challenge for strategy 
researchers is to address Rumelt’s fourth topic and to provide insight in the factors 
accounting for firms’ superior rent-earning capability that are consistent with and 
complementary to the insights in the remaining three topics. 
 
Each of the four core topics needs additional theorizing on underexposed areas and 
knowledge gaps, the only strategic topic of this theoretical profile not excluded. With 
regard to this topic of competitive advantage, content-aspects of strategic decisions that 
aim for superior rent-earning capability have not been satisfactorily charted. Specifically, 
the role of information in relation to a firm’s rent-earning capability has never been 
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thoroughly worked out in theory, while it has been signaled for instance by Makadok 
(2001) and Barney (1986b) by stressing the importance of developing expectations of the 
future value of strategic resources. However, given that this knowledge gap exists, the 
main implication for developing a theory of information strategy is that no theoretical 
starting point exists other than the strategy content contributions that either touch upon 
the role of information or from which information-related insights can be derived. 
Rumelt’s theoretical profile allows identifying these information-related content-aspects 
of competitive advantage as an underexposed area that goes to the heart of Strategic 
Management. The four theories that address the content of a firm’s strategic decision-
making in its search for rents, while simultaneously providing handles for derived 
insights concerning the role of information in this search are Industrial Organization 
Economics, the Competence Perspective, Evolutionary Economics and Information 
Economics. Consequently, a theory of information strategy, which aims specifically to 
contribute to this particular understanding, will be based on the derived insights from a 
composite theoretical basis of these four strategy content theories (see also section 2.3 en 
2.4). 
 

2.2.2 Relevant debates in the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm 
 

Apart from inspiring and challenging scholars, Rumelt’s challenge has provoked 
several fundamental debates on how to resolve the quest, of which at least two have 
implications for the development of a theory of information strategy. 
 
Commonality of behavioral assumptions 

Rumelt’s quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm stresses the potential and necessary 
integration of insights from Organizational Economics and Strategic Management in 
order to come to a more complete understanding of firms as economic entities. However, 
one of the debates concerning this intended integration is whether the basic assumptions 
underlying theories from these two fields can be purposefully combined. Any 
contribution to one of Rumelt’s four topics that wishes to contribute to advance the 
overall development of a Strategic Theory of the Firm should explicitly consider the 
commonality of its underlying assumptions with theories that address the other topics. 
Likewise, any strategic insight concerning the role of information in relation to firm’s 
rent-earning capability should ideally comply with the common basic assumptions of 
theories that address the three other topics concerning firm existence. Consequently, the 
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basic assumptions of a theory of information strategy should comply with the common 
assumptions in Organizational Economics. 
With regard to their departure from the first fundamental theorem of perfectly 
competitive markets, strategic theories of firm rents in Strategic Management (e.g. 
Resource-based theory) and economizing theories of firm existence (e.g. transaction cost 
economics) exhibit major similarities (cf. Mahoney, 2001). Both assumptions of asset 
specificity and small numbers are prominent examples of general market frictions that are 
critical concepts in both perspectives (cf. Conner, 1991, p.133). Mahoney (2001) 
specifies more precisely how these complementing explanations depart from the highly 
stylized world of perfectly competitive markets: 
 economies of scale and asset specificity (sunk costs) violate the price-taking 

assumption; 
 positive transaction costs result in less than complete markets; 
 externalities and positive transaction costs violate the assumptions of zero 

interdependence in consumption and production; 
 and asymmetric information violates the assumption of perfect information. 

 
Mahoney (2001) argues the two fields to be different but complementary, illustrated by 
the apparent difference in the phenomena the theories seek to explain: resource-based 
theory seeks to delineate the set of market frictions that leads to firm growth and 
sustainable rents, while transaction costs theory seeks to delineate those market frictions 
that explain the existence of the firm (p.655). Further, Mahoney (2001) conjectures that 
the set of market frictions explaining sustainable firm-level rents would be sufficient 
market frictions to explain the existence of the firm15 (p.655, emphasis added). While 
Mahoney shows the similarities in assumptions and complementarity in explanatory 
power, some debate exists about whether the behavioral assumption of opportunism is 
common in both economizing and strategic theories of the firms. 
 
Contributors to economizing theories of firm existence could not have been clearer in 
stating their behavioral assumptions. Both ‘flagships’ transaction cost theory (TCE) and 
agency theory depend heavily on the assumptions of bounded rationality and 
opportunistic behavior, of which the former seems to be scarcely questioned in the 
literature.16 However discussions between Ghoshal and Moran (1996) and Williamson 

                                                      
15 Mahoney (2001) playfully refers to Descartes' cogito ergo sum, imagining that if Descartes had 
been a firm he might have said: "I generate rents, therefore I exist." 
16 With the exceptions of Foss' discussion of bounded rationality (2001a, 2001b). 
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(1996) in the Academy of Management Review and interchanges between Conner (1991, 
1996) and Mahoney (2001) reveal that a difference of opinion exists with regard to the 
behavioral assumptions of opportunism. In her extensive comparison, Conner (1991) 
raises a fundamental difference between the two fields (Conner focuses specifically on 
the RBV and TCE as respective flagship of strategic theories of rents and economizing 
theories of the firm). The key distinction between the theories is that in the RBV the heart 
of the firm centers on the deployment and combination of specific inputs rather than on 
the avoidance of opportunism (p.133). As a theory of the firm, the RBV therefore does 
not depend on the presence of opportunism problems (p.142). In a reaction, Mahoney 
(2001) strongly objects to Conner’s observation and provides three counterarguments: 
(1) Conner’s claim that the RBV assumes the absence of opportunism is simply not 

correct, since RBV contributors are either silent on or explicitly assume 
opportunism. Although Conner righteously based her observation on Penrose 
(1959), subsequent comments revealed that Penrose agrees that her lack of 
attention for opportunism was a serious shortcoming; 

(2) the world should not be organized to the advantage of the opportunistic against 
those who are more inclined to keep their promises (Williamson in Swedberg, 
1990, p.126). Conner’s (1996) argument that the RBV should be developed with 
the assumption of absent opportunism, simplifies matters greatly but implies a loss 
of realism and a questionable gain in predictive powers17. To assume away 
opportunism will miss much of the action and would needlessly impoverish our 
understanding of economic organization; 

(3) Conner’s claim that routines and culture would develop within firms in ways 
superior to market contracts in the absence of opportunism is negated by posing the 
opposite. Internal organization could achieve superior efficiency over market 
contracts precisely because opportunism exists. Since internal organization has 
better control of opportunistic behavior through authority relationships, common 
language and superior coding are apt to evolve, causing an increase in 
communication efficiencies and providing stability in operations. 

 
This research takes the side of Mahoney in regarding opportunism as an important and 
necessary behavioral assumption in both theories of rent and competitive advantage and 
theories of the firm. Taking this standpoint is an important condition in allowing the 

                                                      
17 Williamson's (1999, p.1099) opinion is that to deny or suppress opportunism in the study of 
economic organization is tantamount to staging Hamlet without the Prince of Denmark - which, 
however, is not to say that such a play/theory of organization could not be staged. 
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future integration of strategic theories with theories of the firm. Insights from different 
theories can only be meaningfully integrated if the underlying basic assumptions are not 
mutually exclusive. As a consequence, a theory of information strategy will be based 
upon the behavioral assumptions of bounded rationality and opportunism in order not to 
exclude the future integration with theories from Organizational Economics that address 
the first three topics of Rumelt’s theoretical profile. 
 
Strategizing or economizing? Isolationist or integrationist approach? 

Provided that Rumelt’s theoretical profile poses a combined challenge for scholars from 
two different disciplines, it is not surprising that there is a debate about the best approach 
to deliver a Strategic Theory of the Firm. Different scholars argue theories from their 
discipline to be the most suitable basis to extend into a Strategic Theory of the Firm. Two 
pairs of these opposing approaches are commonly referred to as economizing versus 
strategizing (Williamson, 1999) and isolationist versus integrationist approaches (Foss, 
1999). The quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm touches upon a similar dichotomy 
between economizing and strategic approaches that was signaled in the lessons learned 
for information strategy from the illustrative case of M2MATCH in the previous chapter 
(section 1.1.2). Therefore, this debate reflects also on the most suitable approach 
developing a theoretical basis from a selection of strategic theories for a theory of 
information strategy. It is concluded that a theory of information strategy should integrate 
the insights from the broadest range of applicable strategy content theories. 
 
Strategizing versus economizing 
One side of this debate on the best approach to solving the quest is referred to by 
Williamson (1999) as strategizing versus economizing. The first underlines a market 
power imperative18, whereas the second is fundamentally concerned with efficiency 
(Spanos et al., 2001, p.907). The heart of the matter lies in whether strategizing can be a 
basis for firm existence and whether or not economizing underlies this and is therefore 
more fundamental. At the time the quest was initiated, the leading approach to business 
strategy was based on Industrial Organization (IO) Economics. Non-surprisingly, Porter’s 
(1980, 1985) five forces model and the accompanying notion of strategy as exercising 
market power were considered as an obvious solution to the strategy-side of the quest 
represented by Rumelt’s fourth topic. Moreover, Rumelt initially stated that it appeared 
                                                      
18 The term 'strategizing' is used in two ways in the literature. First, in the narrow Williamsonian 
sense it is used as explained above. Second, the term is used to refer to theories of strategy in 
general. I will use the former narrow notion of strategizing. 
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obvious that the study of business strategy must rest on the bedrock foundations of the 
economist model of the firm and the theory of industrial organization (1984, p.557, 
emphasis added). On the other hand, adherents of transaction cost economics (TCE) felt 
that their leading theory of the firm had incorporated the bedrock foundations of 
economics and therefore represented a natural solution for at least the first two topics of 
the theoretical profile. As the leading economizing theory, TCE has been of major 
influence where it concerns explanations for the existence, boundaries and governance 
structure of firms. On top of this, Rumelt et al. (1994, p.27) admit that of all the new sub 
fields of economics, the transaction cost branch of Organizational Economics has the 
greatest affinity with Strategic Management. Williamson avers that between economizing 
and strategizing, economizing is much more the fundamental. That is because strategizing 
is principally relevant to firms possessing market power - which are a small fraction of 
the total. Moreover, a strategizing effort will rarely prevail if a program is burdened by 
significant cost excesses in production (Williamson, 1994, p.75). 
 
Isolationist approaches 
Departing from a single theoretical basis (e.g. either IO-Economics or TCE) that is 
extended so that it covers all four of Rumelt’s topics is an example of what Foss (1999) 
refers to as isolationist approaches to constructing a Strategic Theory of the Firm. While 
isolationist approaches based on strategizing (i.e. IO-Economics) theories have not been 
undertaken so far, other adherents of the isolationist approach put their hope mainly in 
extending either TCE or the RBV as two leading economizing theories with alternative 
explanations for firm existence. These two isolationist approaches offer two imperfect 
contenders that both partly satisfy Rumelt’s theoretical profile, but both require 
substantial additional theorizing in order to deliver a comprehensive Strategic Theory of 
the Firm. 
 
TCE is an economizing theory of organization, not an economizing theory of strategy 
(Nickerson, 1998, p.2). While transaction cost insights are indeed necessary, they are 
certainly not sufficient (Foss, 2001c, p.2). TCE accounts for the first three topics of 
Rumelt’s theoretical profile, but lacks a comprehensive explanation for the topic of 
competitive advantage. Although TCE certainly is capable of informing strategy 
research19, the deficiency of addressing Rumelt’s fourth topic disqualifies TCE per se as a 

                                                      
19 TCE has inspired several research areas such as inquiries into the multidivisional or M-form, 
hybrid forms of organization, and international market entry strategy (Hoskisson et al., 1999, 
p.433). 
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comprehensive Strategic Theory of the Firm. Additional theorizing on strategic extension 
to TCE, such as Nickerson’s (1997, 1998) ‘strategy four-tuple’, is needed in order to 
successfully follow the isolationist approach based upon TCE. 
 
As an alternative, the isolationist approach based upon the RBV relies on the RBV’s dual 
affinity with both economic organization and strategy. The RBV is strong in explaining 
the nature of sustainable performance differentials, even though criticism exists (e.g. 
Foss, 2001c, Truijens, 2003) for instance on the narrowness of the view on strategy that 
explains the sustainability of rents, not the process of rent creation. However, in spite of 
this notion of strategy derived from examining the resource allocation inside firms, it 
unfortunately lacks a worked out theory of the firm (cf. Spanos et al., 2001, p.924). Foss 
(1999) concludes that the RBV is in fact reaching for a distinct perspective on economic 
organization, since it appears that explanatory mechanisms that are different from those 
of modern economics of organization are emphasized. Specifically, the perspective 
begins from many of the ideas that were developed in order to understand competitive 
advantage, such as heterogeneous, firm-specific, path-dependent and hard-to-imitate 
production and organization knowledge, and tries to build a theory of economic 
organization on this basis, specifically a theory that addresses the existence and 
boundaries of firms (p.737, emphasis in original). Additional theorizing is needed on 
issues that have been dealt with rather convincingly by TCE in order to satisfy Rumelt’s 
theoretical profile entirely. 
 
Integrationist approaches 
Foss (1999) posits that in hypothesizing a future solution to the quest, nobody is in the 
position to claim that -using an isolationist approach- the RBV20 or TCE21 may not 
eventually develop into full-blown strategic theories of the firm; we simply do not know. 
However instead of seeing the two as competing, the integrationist approach favors 
seeing the two as complementing explanations for firm existence and strategy. 
 
Williamson (1999) contributes to this integrationist approach by suggesting a research 
agenda. Starting with generic governance issues at level one, Williamson presents levels 
                                                      
20 Foss (1999, note 2) sees the RBV as one of several theories gathered under the heading of the 
knowledge-based view of organizations, also including the evolutionary theory, the competence 
perspective, the knowledge-based view and the dynamic capabilities perspective. 
21 Foss (1999, note 1) sees TCE as one of several theories gathered under the heading of the 
modern economics of organization, also including principal-agent theory and the nexus of 
contracts approach and recent contributions to contract economics. 
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of research issues that have to be dealt with in order to arrive at a Strategic Theory of the 
Firm. Williamson thus illustrates the need for combining both explanations in order to 
understand why firms exist and differ in performance. Besides Williamson, other authors 
also adhere to this integrationist approach to constructing a Strategic Theory of the Firm 
(e.g. Foss, 1997), for instance by providing a common set of assumptions to facilitate an 
understanding of opposing terminology and rationales (Phelan et al., 2000). 
 
According to Williamson (1999), the successfulness of this approach hinges upon 
leveling the difference in theoretical and empirical status between the RBV and TCE. In 
an exhaustive direct confrontation Williamson (1999) compares the elaboration of the two 
theories by examining the state of operationalization with respect to what Williamson 
regards as six key moves already made by TCE: the nature of human actors, the unit of 
analysis, the way of describing the firm, the purposes served, the empirical evidence, and 
the efficiency criterion. Williamson demonstrates that with regard to these six aspects 
TCE is better operationalized and in a better empirical state, although having had the 
advantage of a head start. This RBV lag shows itself in obscure and often tautological 
definitions of key terms and failures of operationalization (p.1093). At the same time, 
Williamson admits that TCE has suffered, but overcome, these same critiques. 
 

2.2.3 Searching for an integrate theoretical basis 
 

Whereas the isolationist approach seems merely a matter of theory purists seeking 
recognition for their theory (e.g. IO-Economics, TCE or RBV) as the foundation for a 
‘grand’ Strategic Theory of the Firm, the integrative approach seems a more constructive 
and feasible way forward for all of the four individual topics, as well as for their 
combined insights in a grand theory. The explananda22 of the theories that should 
eventually be integrated are considered as complementary and collectively address all 
four topics of the theoretical profile comprehensively. In addition, their underlying basic 
assumptions and propositions with regard to market frictions show a large degree of 
similarity and complementarity apart from the surmountable debate on the behavioral 
assumption of opportunism. Truly integrative strategy research should be able to combine 
complementing insights and perspectives into a coherent concept of strategy. 
 

                                                      
22 The domains of application or explananda of a theory refer to what a theory is designed to 
explain (cf. Krajewski, 1977). 
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Adhering to this integrative approach has implications for selecting and developing a 
theoretical ground for a theory of information strategy. As a consequence, this theoretical 
basis will be based on the combined integrate insights of the broadest set of 
complementary explanations of content aspects of strategy, rents and competitive 
advantage. The four strategic theories that suit this description are discussed in the next 
section. 
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2.3 Four candidate theories for an integrate theoretical basis 
 

This section draws on the claim that a relevant theory of information strategy 
should be based on the broadest set of complementary explanations of strategy content 
theories and should comply with the common basic assumptions in Organizational 
Economics. This section outlines the contributions of four economics-based strategy 
content theories to our current understanding of the multifaceted concept of strategy. The 
overview is limited to these content aspects of business strategy, since they can be used to 
derive information-related aspects of firms’ searches for rents. 
 
Throughout the short history of the Strategic Management discipline, a plethora of 
models, theories and perspectives have shed light on the fundamental question why firms 
differ in their performance. As a result, the Strategic Management discipline suffers from 
a lack of consensus on the definition of the strategy concept. For instance, theoretical 
disagreement remains whether strategy should include goals and objectives as well as the 
means used to achieve it. This lack of consistency is due to the concept’s multi-
dimensionality in the sense that, at the same time, it includes the formulation and 
implementation of strategy, intended and realized strategy, corporate and business 
strategy, and strategy process and content (cf. Chaffee, 1985, Snow et al., 1980). 
Characteristically, Mintzberg (1998, 1999) has ingeniously portrayed the strategy 
discipline as a large beast that is researched by ten blind men from several sides 
simultaneously. This results in ten different modes of analysis, perspectives, interests and 
findings. However, each of the blinds turned out to be unable to reveal the nature of the 
animal based on the characteristics of the beast that they had individually discovered. 
More important than unveiling the bestial nature of Strategic Management, Mintzberg 
poses that strategy scholars resemble the blind. 
 
In the branch of Strategic Management that is concerned with business strategy research 
contributions draw heavily on economic theory (cf. Rumelt et al., 1991). The overview of 
business strategy content theories presented in this section shows this influence of 
economic theory on the general development of four perspectives: the Industrial 
Organization Economics-based perspective, the Competence Perspective (which includes 
both resource-based and knowledge-based views), the Evolutionary Economics-based 
perspective and Information Economics-based perspective. Since several authors (e.g. 
Hoskisson et al., 1999, Rumelt et al., 1991, 1994) have set forth these developments 
meticulously, this section is not predisposed to be comprehensive. Rather, the overview is 
aimed at identifying the similarities and complementarities in these strategic theories in 
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order to value their potential contribution to an integrate theoretical basis for a theory of 
information strategy, and at assessing the concordance of the theories’ basic assumptions 
with theories of the firm in Organizational Economics (see section 2.2.2). 
 
First, the seminal contributions of the founding fathers of the Strategic Management 
discipline are briefly discussed. Then for each of the four candidate theories, the founding 
contributions and main research areas are shortly described, followed by an examination 
of (1) the basic assumptions, including the behavioral characteristics of economic actors 
and the presumed heterogeneity of firms, (2) the perspective, including the unit of 
analysis and the view of the firm, and the (3) explananda, or domain of explanation. 
These three theoretical elements can reveal the major similarities as well as the major 
inhibiting preconditions that could prevent the integration of the insights of the individual 
candidate theories. 
 

2.3.1 Founding contributions 
 

Initial contributions that led to the rise of the Strategic Management discipline can 
be traced back to Coase (1937) and Penrose (1959) for their fundamental work on firm 
existence and the growth of the firm, Barnard (1938) and Simon (1947) in their 
discussion on the nature of decision-making processes and the role of managers within 
firms, and Selznick (1957) for his notion of distinctive competences. The common 
denominator in these seminal works is their interest in firm functioning as a combination 
of unique internal resources and managerial competences to utilize those resources. The 
focus of attention in these precursors of Strategic Management was primarily aimed at 
identifying managerial factors that explain the functioning, growth and continued success 
of firms. These classical contributions have inspired many, if not all, subsequent research 
streams in the Strategic Management discipline. 
 
In the 1960’s a strategy notion was introduced that regarded strategy as more than 
coordination or integration of functions only. It embodied both the joint selection of the 
product market arenas in which the firm would compete, and the key policies defining 
how it would compete (Rumelt et al., 1991, p.7). From this notion, a research stream 
arose that rested on the observation that the nature and character of the firm determine a 
firm’s strategic opportunities, as well as the return potential of exploiting those 
opportunities (Barney, 1986c, p.791). The classical contributions by Chandler (1962), 
Ansoff (1965) and Andrews (1971) laid the foundation for the subsequent development of 
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the Strategic Management discipline by defining key concepts and putting forth a set of 
basic propositions for further development of the discipline. Collectively, they proposed 
that (Hoskisson et al., 1999, p.422): 
 
 strategic choices affect a firm’s business performance; 
 both internal capabilities and external opportunities are of importance for strategy; 
 a firm’s administrative structure follows its strategy; 
 a distinction exists between strategy formulation and implementation; 
 managers have an active role in strategic management. 

 
The majority of subsequent contributions to the discipline can be somehow traced back to 
these founding propositions. 
 

2.3.2 Industrial Organization Economics-based perspective 
 

The first candidate theory, which was the first research perspective to arise from 
these classical contributions, is Industrial Organization (IO) Economics-based strategy 
research. Elaborating on the founding propositions, the Strategic Management discipline 
experienced a heavy influence from IO-Economics.23 Preceded by the works of Bain 
(1968) and Mason (1939) and their Structure-Conduct-Performance (S-C-P) paradigm, 
strategy research focused on the external settings within which enterprises operate and 
how these firms behave in these settings as producers, sellers and buyers. Within this IO-
Economics-based perspective of strategy research, three main areas of interest can be 
distinguished: (1) S-C-P analysis, (2) strategic groups, and (3) competitive dynamics. 
 
(1) S-C-P analysis 
The first area owes its current status largely to seminal contributions by Porter (1980, 
1985, 1996). Porter’s industry structure analysis framework (popularly known as the Five 
Forces Model) provides a useful analytic tool to assess an industry’s attractiveness and 
facilitates competitor analysis, as well as recognizes (albeit limitedly) the role of firms in 
formulating appropriate competitive strategies to achieve superior performance 
(Hoskisson et al., 1999, p.426). Furthermore, Porter presents three generic strategies (cost 
leadership, differentiation, and focus) that firms can adopt in order to position themselves 

                                                      
23 For a detailed analysis of the influence of IO-Economics on the strategy discipline see Foss 
(1996). 
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strategically in product markets by either performing different activities from rivals or 
performing similar activities in different ways. Whether or not firms can achieve 
(sustainable) competitive advantage by adopting a particular strategic position depends 
mainly on the way these activities fit and reinforce another. Porter’s refinement of the S-
C-P paradigm caused a considerable follow-up in both theoretical (e.g. Hill, 1988) and 
empirical research efforts (e.g. Kotha et al., 1995). 
 
(2) Strategic groups 
The second area that resulted from the influence of IO-Economics in Strategic 
Management is that of strategic group research. Although a common definition is lacking, 
a strategic group is described as a group of firms in the same industry adopting the same 
or similar strategy (Porter, 1980, p.129). Moreover, the existence of these strategic groups 
is believed to have a significant effect on the industry’s performance. Strategic group 
analysis therefore reveals structures within industries, which supposedly can be linked to 
performance. However, strategic group research faces some major critical issues in the 
form of two untested assertions in the theory, namely (1) whether strategic groups exist, 
and (2) whether a firm’s performance depends on strategic group membership (Hoskisson 
et al., 1999, p.427). These assertions put this research area in a weak position when it 
concerns its credibility. 
 
(3)  Competitive dynamics 
The third area of interest within the IO-Economics-based perspective is competitive 
dynamics research. The essence of competitive dynamics is the recognition that a firm’s 
strategy is dynamic. Hence, the actions that are the result of one firm’s strategy trigger a 
subsequent series of reaction among competing firms. This dynamic notion of strategy 
resulted in research known as multi-point competition and competitive action-reaction 
research (Hoskisson et al., 1999, p.428). Because of its focus on strategic interactions 
between firms, this last branch is least connected with mainstream strategy research on 
firm performance. 
 
Basic assumptions 

Like many other strategic theories, IO-Economics-based strategy research opposes to the 
complete rationality assumption asserted by neoclassical (micro)economics. The bounds 
on rationality that institutional theorists account for in the decision-making of economic 
actors to maximize their utility over the available economic choices are social bounds. 
IO-Economics emphasizes the extent to which firm behavior is compliant, habitual, 
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unreflective and socially defined. Economic actors are assumed to make normatively 
rational choices that are shaped by the social context of a firm (Oliver, 1997, p.699-701). 
While Porter’s S-C-P-analysis (Five Forces model) is rather silent on this normative 
rationality assumption, it is an important behavioral assumption for strategic group 
research. Consequently, the same forces that cause normative rationality are assumed to 
reduce the heterogeneity of firms. The influence of society on firms determines the belief 
that social and institutional pressures, such as government regulations, reduce the variety 
in firms’ strategies and structures. Therefore, strategic groups are presumed to exist and 
generic strategies can be defined and identified. 
 
Perspective 

As opposed to the (within-)firm level of the preceding classical contributions, the scope 
of  IO-Economics-based strategy research is the industry or competing groups of firms, 
although there is some debate on whether the firm or the industry constitutes the theory’s 
unit of analysis. Some authors (e.g Conner, 1991, Hoskisson et al., 1999, Mahoney, 
2001) consider the industry or competing groups of firms as the appropriate unit of 
analysis in IO-Economics, while other authors (e.g. Spanos et al., 2001) intend that the 
individual firm is the focal subject matter. Certainly despite being clearly rooted in the 
tradition of Bain-type IO, Porter’s perspective constitutes a definite attempt to reinstate 
the firm as the critical unit of analysis (Spanos et al., 2001, p.911). Still, this debate 
seems somewhat artificial if the critics acknowledge that in fact the units of analysis 
differ between the different branches of IO-Economics-based strategy.  
 
Notwithstanding this debate, general agreement seems to exist regarding the view of the 
firm. With the introduction of the external industry focus in IO-Economics, the common 
view of firm as productive entity shifted towards a view that stressed strategizing aspects 
of the firm. Firms are seen as institutions that are able to exercise market power in order 
to raise barriers to competition for potential entrants and existing competitors. 
 
Explananda 

The external orientation of IO-Economics combined with the view of the firm as strategic 
entity results in the main proposition that the sole determinant of firm performance is the 
structure of the industry that a firm operates in. In attractive industries the only type of 
above-normal returns (i.e. economic rent) a firm can earn are so-called monopoly rents. 
Firms can realize monopoly rents by exercising market power and raising barriers to 
competition. Monopoly rents stem from the firm’s ability to somehow impede the 
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competitive forces that tend to drive economic returns to zero by either the firm 
defending itself against competitive forces (‘defensive’ effects), or to influence them in 
its favor (‘offensive’ effects) (Spanos et al., 2001, p.909). Firms can only create value if 
they are able to fit their competitive force-impeding strategy with the structure of the 
industry. In light of the SWOT-framework,24 IO-Economics-based strategy research 
focuses on the ‘OT’ part and thus holds that a good strategy neutralizes the threats of the 
industry while seizing its opportunities. 
 
Contribution 

The main theoretical contributions of IO-Economics-based strategy research to the 
strategy field are twofold. First, product markets are the domain of strategic decision 
making and competitive product market imperfections provide for a firm’s rent 
opportunities. Second, a firm’s competitive strategy should fit with the opportunities and 
threats that the industry structure in terms of its market characteristics, market mechanism 
and market parties provide. A theory of information strategy incorporates both aspects. 
 

2.3.3 Competence Perspective 
 

The Competence Perspective is the second candidate theory. In the mid-1980’s the 
internal firm focus regained attention from Strategic Management scholars referring to 
their work as lying within the confines of a ‘competence’ perspective. This perspective 
focuses on whether and how the internal constitution of firms, in specific the resources 
and capabilities they consist of, can result in performance differences between firms. The 
sources of inspiration for this Competence Perspective can be traced back to  Ricardo’s 
(1817) focus on rent-earning scarce resources, Selznick’s (1957) work on distinctive 
competences, and the focus on internal firm functioning set forth by some of the founding 
fathers of the Strategic Management discipline, such as Andrews (1971) and Ansoff 
(1965). This regained strong internal focus positioned the competence-based strategy 
research as a counterforce to the externally oriented IO-based strategy research. It is the 
Theory of the Growth of the Firm by Penrose’s (1959) and its subsequent elaboration by 
Wernerfelt (1984) that are considered as the founding contributions of the Competence 
Perspective. Drawing on these works, three areas of interest developed within the 

                                                      
24 SWOT = framework for the analysis of a firm's Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and 
Threats (Ansoff, 1965). 
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perspective: (1) the resource-based view (2) the capability/competence view and (3) the 
knowledge-based view of strategy. 
 
(1) Resource-based view (RBV) 
This area of research examines the link between a firm’s resource base and sustainable 
competitive advantage. It is Barney’s (1991) article which is considered as the key  
contributions of this area of RBV research. Barney (1986b) introduced the concept of 
‘strategic factor markets’, thereby focusing exclusively on the input markets for resources 
needed for implementing a particular business strategy. He argued that firms can only 
realize above-normal economic performance when the resources necessary for 
implementing a strategy are acquired at imperfectly competitive factor markets (1986b, 
p.1231). He then identified four general empirical indicators of the potential of firm 
resources to generate sustained competitive advantage: Valuableness, Rareness, 
Inimitability and Non-substitutability (also known as the VRIN-conditions). Where 
Barney aimed at theorizing on the sustainability of competitive advantage based on 
general resource characteristics and underlying factor market imperfections, other 
researchers have examined the potential of specific (idiosyncratic) resources and resource 
bundles to create competitive advantage. Itami (1987), for example, threw light on the 
role of invisible assets -i.e. information-based resources, such as technical know-how, 
brand names and knowledge of a customer base- as the source of competitive power. 
Barney himself examined the role of organizational culture (1986a) and information 
technology (IT) (Barney et al., 1995) in creating sustained competitive advantage. 
 
Resource-based thinking also yielded strategy research in related areas (see Barney 
(2001a) for a comprehensive overview), such as strategic leadership (see Finkelstein 
(1996)) and diversification strategy. Mahoney and Pandian (1992, p.365) provide a good 
overview of this area, covering the limitations of diversified growth, important 
motivations for diversification, and theoretical perspectives for predicting the direction of 
and the superior performance of (related) diversification. 
 
(2) Capability/competence-based view 
The capability/competence view is closely related to the resource-based view described 
above, in the sense that they are both interested in explaining the internal sources of 
sustainable competitive advantage. However instead of examining the strategic potential 
of resources per se, this view stresses the rent-earning potential of the way resources are 
acquired and combined as the firm’s most important (managerial) capabilities (e.g. 
Mosakowski et al., 1997). Dierickx and Cool (1989) suggested that firms do not simply 
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acquire resources, but rather they are resource stocks that accumulate over time and are 
therefore both time and history-dependent. The authors further argued that the 
sustainability of economic performance depends on how easily these resource stocks can 
be imitated or substituted by competitors, whereby imitability is linked to the resource 
accumulation process. Their insights stimulated an area of research that focused on the 
managerial capabilities to acquire, combine, and develop resource bundles and the 
relationship with competitive advantage. Amit and Schoemaker (1993) for instance 
investigated the role of human (managerial) capabilities in creating sustainable 
competitive advantage. In the managerial equivalent of this research area (e.g. Hamel et 
al., 2000, Heene et al., 1997, Prahalad et al., 1990, Stalk et al., 1992) the capabilities 
focus has caused considerable follow-up in research that is known as (core) competence-
based strategy research. 
 
(3) Knowledge-based view of strategy 
The third area of strategy research that is an outgrowth of the Competence Perspective is 
the knowledge-based view (KBV) of strategy. This view of strategy is part of an attempt 
to construct a theory of the firm that draws on ideas by Polanyi (1962), Nelson and 
Winter (1982) and Nonaka (1994) that people differ in experience, skill and insights (tacit 
knowledge) which are difficult to transfer. The KBV emphasizes the role of individuals in 
knowledge creation and reposition and the role of organizations in creating, applying and 
coordinating knowledge (Grant, 1996). The KBV regards knowledge (organizational 
know-how) distinct from information (know-what), as the most strategically important of 
the firm’s resources. Firms differ in their information and knowledge, and these 
differences, when they are economically interesting, have persisting effects on relative 
performance (Kogut et al., 1992, p.387). 
 
The KBV concerns itself with issues beyond the traditional concerns of Strategic 
Management (i.e. strategic choice and competitive advantage) and address some other 
fundamental concerns of theories of the firm, notably the nature of coordination within 
the firm, organizational structure, the role of management and the allocation of decision-
making rights, determinants of firm boundaries, and the theory of innovation (Grant, 
1996, p.110). However, a strategic component in this knowledge-based view is certainly 
present. The theoretical challenge is to understand the knowledge base of a firm as 
leading to a set of capabilities that enhance the chances for growth and survival through 
efficient knowledge creation and transfer within an organizational context (Kogut et al., 
1992, p.384). Managerial follow-up on a concept like knowledge strategy can be found 
(e.g. Sveiby, 1997), however virtually no serious empirical work on the knowledge - 
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competitive advantage link has been carried out (cf. Foss, 2003, Kaplan et al., 2001), 
except for recent contributions collected by Choo et al. (2002). 
 
Basic assumptions 

Similar to IO-Economics-based strategy research, the Competence Perspective draws on a 
portrayal of man that includes limited rationality. However, the kinds of bounds that the 
Competence Perspective assumes differ somewhat from the normative or social bounds 
on rationality in IO-Economics. The Competence Perspective relies on the behavioral 
assumption of bounded rationality precisely as defined and formalized by Simon (1955), 
which stresses humans’ limited cognitive capacities and the effects on economic decision-
making. Chapter 3 will elaborate on the assumption of bounded rationality. Apart from 
bounds on rationality, the Competence Perspective also assumes economic actors to 
sometimes display opportunistic behavior, with the exception of the knowledge-based 
view (KBV) of strategy. The KBV does take into account bounded rationality, but does 
not rely explicitly on the assumption of opportunistic behavior (see also section 2.2.2). 
The assumption of opportunism is somewhat debated within the Competence Perspective, 
however RBV and competence-based view adherents (e.g. Mahoney, 2001) argue in 
favor of at least accounting for possible opportunistic behavior. 
 
Apart from these general behavioral assumptions, the Competence Perspective also 
makes two assumptions about the characteristics of factor markets. An important 
difference between neoclassical (micro)economics and the Competence Perspective is 
that the former assumes factors of production to be fully elastic in supply.25 This means 
that an increase in demand for a resource goes hand in hand with an increase in the price 
of acquiring this resource, as well as an increase in the total supply of it in the market. 
However, Barney (1986b) posits the existence of factor market imperfections as a key 
assumption of the Competence Perspective. One of the imperfections entails the 
inelasticity of resource supply, which inhibits the straightforward copying of a firm’s 
resource base by competing firms including those resources that are considered to be firm 
critical. The Competence Perspective also breaks with the neoclassical assumption that all 
economic actors instantly dispose of complete and perfect information about all relevant 
aspects of exchange in factor markets. In contrast, the claim is that information is diffused 
or asymmetrically distributed over the economic actors in markets (cf. Barney et al., 
                                                      
25 Of course, some neo-classical microeconomists have examined the profit implications of factors 
of production that are inelastic in supply. The best known work was done by Ricardo (1817) nearly 
200 years ago (Barney, 2001, p.645). 
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2001b). As a result, the expectations of the future value that a resource will deliver to a 
firm can vary depending on its private information. 
 
As a result of these assumptions about the behavior of economic actors and factor market 
characteristics, firm heterogeneity is a central assumption in the Competence Perspective. 
Given factor markets’ demand inelasticity and differences in (private) information, 
heterogeneity between firms is increased as a result of variation in the way firms select, 
exchange, combine and develop idiosyncratic resources that they expect to be the most 
productive (cf. Oliver, 1997). Firm heterogeneity lays the foundation for the sustained 
performance differentials between firms that the Competence Perspective theorizes to 
exist. 
 
Perspective 

The unit of analysis in competence-based strategy research is the (within-)firm level of 
analysis. Specifically, the Competence Perspective focuses on those resources, resource 
combinations, capabilities and knowledge-creation and transfer routines that a firm 
disposes of, develops or acquires at factor markets that eventually result in competitive 
advantage and above-normal returns. The view of the firm that accompanies this unit of 
analysis portrays firms as combiners of idiosyncratic resources and (managerial) 
capabilities in order to deliver an end product. In a way this view is very much similar to 
the neoclassical (micro)economic view of firms as combiners of productive inputs, while 
at the same time factor market imperfections that allow for strategic behavior of firms 
clearly break with this neoclassical tradition. Notwithstanding, the competence view 
imputes much more importance to the quality of managerial capabilities and therewith 
reacts directly against the neoclassical assumption of the uniformly understood 
production function that leaves no room for managerial decision-making other than 
decisions on production volume and scale. 
 
Explananda 

Being both a theory of the firm and a strategic theory, the Competence Perspective has 
several explananda. As a theory of strategy, the main explananda of the Competence 
Perspective are the nature of value creation and the sources of sustained competitive 
advantage. 
 
The beliefs about how value is created in IO-Economics and the Competence Perspective 
differ diametrically. However, this disagreement on whether products or resources are the 
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most important value drivers for firms is regarded as two sides of the same coin 
(Wernerfelt, 1984). Peteraf (1993) attempted to integrate these competence-oriented and 
competitive advantage-oriented streams of research by defining her cornerstones of 
competitive advantage which included the assumption of resource heterogeneity and a 
distinction between ex-ante and ex-post limits to competition. Foss (1996) explained the 
complementary difference between the theories by referring to the SWOT framework. 
Foss holds that the Competence Perspective provides the ‘Strength-Weaknesses’ part of 
SWOT, while IO-Economics-based strategy research supplies the ‘Opportunities-Threats’ 
part. These strengths and weaknesses of the firm are to be found in the unique set of 
idiosyncratic resources and capabilities that a firm can use in its value-creating activities. 
 
The Competence Perspective poses that firms are able to realize and sustain above-
normal returns in the long term, however its belief about the type of rents that firms can 
realize differs from the IO-Economics-based perspective. Entry deterrence and 
monopolistic actions are not seen as the primary source of persistent monopoly rents, 
instead the Competence Perspective focuses on efficiency-type of rents accruing to 
inimitable resources, known as Ricardian or Penrosian rents (chapter 3 will elaborate 
further on different rent types). Consequently, the presumed sources of sustained 
competitive advantage also differ between IO-Economics and the Competence 
Perspective. In line with the refocus on internal sources of competitive advantage that 
reacted against the industry-level determinants of performance differentials (e.g. Spanos 
et al., 2001), the Competence Perspective holds that sustainable competitive advantage 
can only be based on a firm’s idiosyncratic resources and capabilities when in addition 
they satisfy Barney’s (1991) VRIN-conditions. A good value-creating strategy in the 
Competence Perspective exploits the firm’s strengths that arise from its resources and 
capabilities, while it avoids or aims at improving the weaknesses that are inherent to the 
firm’s current internal state of affairs. 
 
The strategic explananda that the knowledge-based view provides are regarded as rather 
minimal. Attempts are confined to loose statements about the possibility of performance 
differentials, the presumed way of value creation, and the sources of sustained 
performance differentials, however decent theoretical explanations are lacking (cf. 
Kaplan et al., 2001, p.15). Most theories either do not address performance at all or 
simply state that a certain knowledge capability (variously: absorptive capacity, 
innovation, combinative capabilities, knowledge transfer, and protective capabilities) will 
give a firm competitive advantage and thus lead to performance (differentials), simply 
because such knowledge assets satisfy the VRIN-conditions for sustainable rents stressed 
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in other views in the Competence Perspective. These theories, however, have not yet 
drawn a strong causal link between knowledge or behaviors and performance, and they 
have not proposed reasonable metrics for knowledge or for the capabilities that 
knowledge creates (Kaplan et al., 2001, p.16). Only recently (e.g. Choo et al., 2002), 
KBV-theorists have started exploring the implications of regarding knowledge assets 
(intellectual capital and organizational knowledge) as assets that are inherently subject to 
interpretations and processes of sense-making, rather than just being ordinary resources 
that may lead to rents. 
 
Contribution 

The Competence Perspective has made several theoretical contributions to the strategy 
field. First, factor markets are the domain of strategic decision making and competitive 
factor market imperfections provide for a firm’s rent opportunities. Second, a firm’s 
competitive strategy should focus on the internal strengths and weaknesses that its 
resource (bundles) and capabilities provide. Third, rents that derive from resources and 
capabilities that satisfy the VRIN-conditions are sustainable. Finally, stressing 
interpretability and sense-making issues of information and knowledge assets might have 
special implications for the rent-earning potential of firms. While a theory of information 
strategy incorporates the first two aspects in this research, it leaves the latter two aspects 
as opportunities for further research (see chapter 8). 
 

2.3.4 Evolutionary Economics-based perspective 
 

A third strategic perspective that is a third candidate theory for contributing to an 
integrative approach to realizing a SToF is based upon Evolutionary Economics. A 
general interest of Evolutionary Economics is to understand what is distinctive about 
firms as unitary, historical organizations of cooperating individuals (Langlois et al., 1997, 
p.13). Evolutionary theories are grounded in theories of biological evolution amongst 
which two explanations -the Lamarckian and Darwinian explanations of evolution- and 
their combined insights dominate the literature. 
 
The Lamarckian explanation is based on two principles: the intergenerational inheritance 
of acquired characteristics and the principle of use and disuse, which argues that those 
parts of an organism’s body that are used grow larger, while those parts that are not 
wither away (cf. Douma et al., 1992). This explanation leaves limited room for humans to 
influence the mechanisms of evolution. The use of Lamarckian explanations of 
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organizational phenomena can be found in population or organizational ecology, made 
famous by Hannan and Freeman (1989). Their work examines how the natural 
environment of firms selects the most appropriate organizational form, such that 
populations of similar organizational forms develop. While organizational ecology has 
attracted some scholarly interest in the field of organizational theory, its usefulness for 
deriving strategy research is very confined. The interest and presumed power of 
environmental selection, and the population level of analysis hardly leave room for 
strategy and strategic behavior of individual firms except perhaps for trying to fit the 
organizational form such that it matches the selection criteria. However, the Lamarckian 
side of evolutionary economics has not yielded any appreciable competitive strategy 
research. 
 
The Darwinian explanation of evolution focuses on cumulative natural selection based 
upon the general principle that the development over time of any open, complex system 
can be understood in terms of variation-selection-retention. This explanation leaves no 
room for humans to influence variation or selection mechanisms in evolution. Individual 
(chance) variations, natural selection as a result of environmental conditions, and 
retention (in the gene pool) of the adaptive characteristics thus form the causal chain of 
the Darwinian explanation (cf. Dawkins, 1986). The translation of this explanation to an 
evolutionary theory in economics is marked by Nelson and Winter’s (1982) seminal 
contribution: An Evolutionary Theory of Economic Change. Nelson and Winter ground 
their evolutionary theory firmly in the three core Darwinian principles of variety, 
inheritance and selection (Hodgson, 1993, 2002). This side of Evolutionary Economics 
has inspired the dynamic capabilities view in strategy research (cf. Murmann et al., 
2003). 
 
Dynamic capabilities view 
This area of research draws primarily on key contributions by Teece and Pisano (1994, 
1997) and responds to the lack of dynamism in strategy research and theories described 
this far. The research area is concerned mainly with industries in which timely 
responsiveness and rapid and flexible production innovation, coupled with the 
management capability to effectively coordinate and redeploy internal and external 
competences are a must for gaining and retaining competitive advantage. In these 
Schumpeterian circumstances of high uncertainty and rapid innovation, large stocks of 
valuable technological assets do not lead instantly to competitive advantage without the 
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help of any useful dynamic capabilities26 (such as product development routines, resource 
configuration routines and knowledge creation routines). Dynamic capabilities are 
commonly defined as the firm’s ability to integrate, build, and reconfigure internal and 
external competences to address rapidly changing environments (Teece et al., 1997, 
p.516). In terms of evolutionary theory, dynamic capabilities thus are the organizational 
and strategic routines by which firms achieve new resource configurations as markets 
emerge, collide, split, evolve, and die (Eisenhardt et al., 2000, p.1107). 
 
Scholars in this area of research are interested in the way capabilities influence the 
existing resource-base of a firm so that it matches the requirements of the ever-changing 
environment (e.g. Dierickx et al., 1989) and the relation between dynamic capabilities 
that renew the firm’s competences with sustaining competitive advantage in industries 
with differing levels of ‘velocity’ (Eisenhardt et al., 2000). 
 
Basic assumptions 

The portrayal of man within the Evolutionary Economics-based strategy research with 
regard to its rationality is similar to the Competence Perspective.27 The bounds on 
rationality that are assumed to underlie human decision-making processes are the 
cognitive bounds described by Simon (1955). As a result, evolutionary theory holds that 
assuming maximizing behavior is a serious misconception in neoclassical 
(micro)economics. Nelson (1982) emphasizes that lags between decision and effective 
action are recognized, along with the possibility that predictions of what markets will be 
are not perfect: maximization becomes maximization of expectation. That all potentially 
available information may not be fully exploited at decision time also is recognized. 
Maximization must be understood as recognizing information costs and other costs 
(p.66). 
 
The perspective’s assumption of firm heterogeneity is firmly grounded in the tri-
elementary variation-selection-retention framework. According to Barney (2001), firms 
vary in the routines they develop for conducting their business in the Nelson and Winter 
framework, since the resource selection and accumulation and (dynamic) capability 

                                                      
26 Kogut et al. (1992) refer to dynamic capabilities as combinative capabilities. 
27 In fact, many similarities exists between the two theoretical perspectives, which is not surprising 
since the first draft of Barney's (1991) article was originally titled "An Evolutionary Theory of 
Competitive Advantage" (Barney, 2001). 
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development are both path and time dependent in the sense that history and initial firm 
endowment play an important role in these processes. 
 
Perspective 

The unit of analysis in Evolutionary Economics-based strategy research is the 
organizational routine. Originally, Nelson and Winter (1982) define routines as a 
persistent feature of the organism that determines its possible behavior (though actual 
behavior is determined also by the environment); they are heritable in the sense that when 
tomorrow’s organisms are generated from today’s (for example when building a new 
plant) have many of the same characteristics, and they are selectable in the sense that 
organisms with certain routines may do better than others, and, if so, their relative 
importance in the population (industry) is augmented over time (p.14). Those aspects of a 
firm’s behavior that are regular and predictable are plausibly subsumed under the 
heading of routine (p.15). According to Barney (2001), routines are an example of firm 
resources and capabilities. Indeed, if one adopts the definition of capabilities as the ability 
of firms to use their resources to generate competitive advantage, then the definitions of 
routines and capabilities are virtually indistinguishable (p.647). Within the dynamic 
capabilities view of strategy, the unit of analysis is the routine to learn new or change 
existing routines (cf. Eisenhardt et al., 2000). 
 
The view of the firm that corresponds with this unit of analysis regards firms as rent 
seeking collections of routines. Firms select, develop, combine, retain and discard (lower 
and higher order) routines including dynamic capabilities and knowledge routines, which 
in turn determine their ability to identify and exploit rent opportunities. This view of the 
firm is very much similar to the Competence Perspective, apart from the differing 
terminology. 
 
Explananda 

The strategic explananda that the dynamic capabilities view provides have limited direct 
practical implications for firms. Perhaps the evolutionary focus on the selection 
mechanism leaves little room for firms’ purposeful strategic behavior, except for the 
explicit focus on the need to adapt to changes in their competitive setting. Still even as 
declarative statement, Evolutionary Economics-based strategy research presumes that 
firms can sustain performance differentials and that the most efficient routines of a firm 
are selected by the environment and are thus the main source for these long-term 
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performance differentials. The perspective brings in dynamism as an important strategic 
capacity for firms’ that want to survive the natural selection of evolution. 
 
Contribution  

Evolutionary Economics-based strategy research has made one main theoretical 
contribution to the strategy field. The ability of a firm to adapt its strategy dynamically to 
a changing environment is an important aspect of competitive strategy. A theory of 
information strategy does not incorporate the aspect in this research, but leaves it as an 
opportunity for further research (see chapter 8). 
 

2.3.5 Information Economics-based perspective 
 

A last candidate theory that should be taken into account in an integrationist 
attempt to realize a Strategic Theory of the Firm is the strategic perspective based on 
Information Economics. In general terms, Information Economics (IE) was born from a 
scholarly dissatisfaction with the neoclassical assumption of perfect information in 
market functioning. Scholars argued that traditional competitive equilibrium analysis is 
not robust to slight alterations in the informational assumptions (cf. Stiglitz, 1985, p.21). 
IE-models that take shape in a range of forms, have examined economic behavior in the 
presence of imperfect information (see Stiglitz (1985, p.23) for a taxonomy of models). 
On top of this dissatisfaction, IE-scholars object to and heavily criticize the imperialistic28 
neoclassical view of regarding information as a commodity, which is summarized by 
Babe (1994): mainstream economics, premised as it is on the ubiquity of commodity 
exchange, needs to treat information as commodity in order to account for information 
within the mainstream or orthodox paradigm. Information, however, does not fulfill the 
definitional or conceptual requirements of commodity, thereby placing the discipline in a 
crisis concerning its own internal validity. Moreover, insisting that information is 
commodity obscures many essential properties of information, as well as consequences of 
informational exchange, creating thereby also a crisis of external validity (p.42). 
Information Economics regards information both as (1) tradable economic commodity 
with special characteristics (Hirschleifer, 1973), and as (2) valuable productivity enhancer 
(a factor of production) that reduces uncertainty in decision-making (Arrow, 1979). In 
                                                      
28 Stigler (1988, p.191) labeled theorists such as Stigler, Becker and Posner as economic 
imperialists for their belief that all behavior involving scarce resources can be illuminated by 
neoclassical price theory. 
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line with these two notions of information, research in Information Economics can be 
divided into two areas of research. 
 
(1) Information as economic ‘commodity’ 
Even though the use of the word ‘commodity’ is somewhat confusing given the critical 
standpoint of IE-scholars about the neoclassical view on information as commodity, fact 
is that information can be traded for a price (or can be acquired at some resource cost) 
and therefore satisfies at least a very simple notion of economic commodity (cf. Allen, 
1990, p.268). Several IE-scholars (e.g. Allen, 1990, Arrow, 1962, Babe, 1994) have 
stressed the special characteristics that disqualify information as a standard (neoclassical) 
commodity, including that: 
 satiation occurs at one unit of information of any given type since identical copies 

of the same information are worthless unless the duplicates can be sold (Allen, 
1990, p.269); 

 information value for the purchaser is not known until he has the information, but 
then he has, in effect, acquired it without cost (Arrow, 1969) (sometimes (e.g. 
Douma et al., 1992, p.51) denominated as the information paradox); 

 information is indivisible, in the sense that partial information can be useless 
(Allen, 1990, p.269); 

 since information can be reproduced and transmitted at little or no cost 
(information goods involve high fixed costs, but low marginal costs), information 
can be difficult to appropriate (Arrow, 1969); 

 information is a ‘public good’ in the sense that many can possess it concurrently 
and ‘possession’ by one does not necessarily prevent others from becoming 
informed. Restricting access to those who are willing to pay for the information is 
considered as inefficient (Babe, 1994, p.52); 

 information lacks a measurement standard. Economic agents have different 
amounts of information. Speaking about amounts of information suggests that we 
have an economically relevant measure of the quantity or value of information. 
This is not in fact the case29 (Spence, 1974b). 

 
In the IE-perspective, these special characteristics of information introduce a range of 
new issues and opportunities for firms operating in a market context. According to 

                                                      
29 Shannon (1948) and Weaver have constructed a quantitative measure of information, however 
their technical notion of information is not appropriate for economic analysis (cf. Babe, 1994, 
p.53). 
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Hirschleifer these issues can be analyzed by examining buyers’ and sellers’ information 
behavior (private use/production, sales/purchase, gratuitous dissemination/monitoring, 
deception/evaluation) in relation to the special characteristics of information. Research in 
this area assumes away market uncertainty and focuses only on how firms deal with 
technological uncertainty (i.e. a firm’s desire for information about its own resource 
endowment and productive opportunities) which involve the profit opportunities of 
patents, the problems and opportunities of privately producing and selling particular 
information given the information paradox, insider-trading, and the limited transferability 
in the form of authentication problems and unauthorized reselling (cf. Hirschleifer, 1973). 
 
These research issues did not inspire considerable strategy research until the observation 
caught on in the 90’s that the increased use of information and (networked) technology 
(IT) in society caused a so-called ‘information economy’30 sometimes expectantly labeled 
as ‘the New Economy’ in popular managerial literature (e.g. Kelly, 1998). In this new 
stream of strategically oriented literature, Shapiro and Varian (1999) suggest strategies 
for realizing competitive advantage by versioning information (Shapiro et al., 1998), 
managing intellectual property rights, creating lock-in and switching costs and 
establishing technological standards, by enjoying positive feedback and network effects, 
which should eventually result in increasing returns (Arthur, 1994, 1996). Evans and 
Wurster (1997, 2000) address similar topics when they describe how the swift emergence 
of technical standards for information exchange blows up the traditional trade-off 
between reach (number of people connected) and richness (bandwidth, degree of 
customization and interactivity) in the traditional economics of information. This blow-up 
causes the deconstruction of vertically integrated value chains into small bits of 
businesses. In these ‘new’ economics of information, the altered structure of the business 
or industry creates new sources of competitive advantage (cf. Evans et al., 1997, p.79). 
The optimistic tone in which the possibilities of the ‘new’ information economy renders 
new possibilities for competitive advantage is mitigated somewhat by critics such as 
Arthur (2000) who specify more precisely what the economic effects of a high-tech 
economy entail and under what circumstances they can occur. The feast days of the new 
economy currently seem to have faded. 
 

                                                      
30 Interestingly, Marc Porat had already signaled such an ‘Information Economy’ in the year 1977. 
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(2) Information as factor of production (resource) 
In this area of research, information is seen as a resource or factor of production, which 
stresses the characteristic that the number of people using it does not affect its 
availability. However, the problem with considering information as a resource is that such 
an approach often creates a basic misunderstanding of its nature and value. It is unlike 
both natural and human resources. For example, information is usually transmitted 
through a channel or conduit, but its value may or may not be independent of the value of 
the medium. As a resource it is similar to capital and labor, but its uniqueness is 
accentuated by the fact that it is not depletable over time and forms an integral basis for 
service industries, for technology transfer, and for R&D (Jussuwalla et al., 1993, p.140). 
 
Taking into account these special characteristics of information-as-a-resource, it enhances 
the productivity of firms at the expense of a certain amount of search costs. In the face of 
uncertainty, the value of information is the amount by which the information reduces the 
expected cost to the buyer. The optimum amount of search will be such that the marginal 
cost of search equals the expected increase in receipts (Stigler, 1961, p.216). This focuses 
attention on the role and value of information in decision-making processes in a market 
context. This division of the IE-literature assumes away technological uncertainty and 
asserts that firms are only imperfectly informed about the supply-demand offers of others 
and information is wanted solely to permit taking advantage of others (Hirschleifer, 1973, 
p.33, 35). The complementary informational processes of advertising and search are the 
main areas of interest. Scholars have been concerned with the analysis of price 
information (Stigler, 1961), the hazards of the asymmetrical distribution of information 
about quality (Akerlof, 1970, Arrow, 1962, Stiglitz, 1985), signaling (Spence, 1974a, 
Spence, 1974b) and the subsequent impact on market performance as a whole. The 
seminal works of these authors, including three Nobel laureates (Nobel Foundation, 
2001), are considered as pioneering contributions to this area of Information Economics. 
 
Regardless of the importance and relevance of this area of research in IE and the 
occasional recognition that information asymmetries provide strategic opportunities for 
firms in R&D (Davis, 2001) and related diversification (Nayyar, 1990), the true impact 
on strategy research still remains to take place. Even though IE shares this notion of 
information-as-a resource with the RBV, no explicit attention has been paid to the way 
firms can exploit strategically the resource characteristics that give information its special 
character. As a result of this scarce strategic follow-up of the information-as-resource 
literature and the popular style of the ‘new’ information economics (information-as-
economic-’commodity’) literature (e.g. Meyer et al., 1996, Wang et al., 1998), it is 
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difficult to confidently infer the basic theoretical elements that IE-based strategy research 
has actually added to RBV insights. However, the IE-literature does enable to identify the 
implications of acknowledging that information can be both a special (digital) economic 
‘commodity’ and a special factor of production as an opportunity for theory development 
in strategy research. The onset of developing a theory of information strategy in this 
dissertation seizes this opportunity. 
 
Basic assumptions 

Unfortunately, the Information Economics literature cannot be praised for being very 
explicit about the behavioral characteristics that economic actors or decision-makers are 
asserted to have. Nevertheless, the theory assumes firms and economic actors to face 
(technological) uncertainty and sometimes hints at limited mental processing capacities 
(Arrow, 1984, p.146, Hirschleifer, 1973, p.38). This could imply that IE assumes bounds 
on rationality similar to Simon’s (1955) notion of bounded rationality. However, it seems 
that IE-theorists stress the dispersion of knowledge in markets and the rate and amount of 
changes in information as the main external cause for uncertainty in decision-making, 
rather than internal cognitive constraints. 
 
The dispersion of knowledge entails that different individuals have different information 
and follows-through on Hayek’s (1945) observation that knowledge is fragmentary. 
Given the fact that private information and information asymmetry are crucial concepts in 
the literature, firms are consequently considered to be heterogeneous certainly when it 
regards their information assets. 
 
Perspective 

The IE-literature does not explicitly specify either the unit of analysis or its view of the 
firm. However, the most obvious unit of analysis is the different kinds of information 
behaviors or information processes, such as private use or production, sales or purchase, 
gratuitous dissemination or monitoring, deception or evaluation as identified by 
Hirschleifer (1973). These different information behaviors determine how a firm or 
economic actor responds to informational imperfections in markets while recognizing the 
special attributes of information as an economic ‘commodity’. The view of the firm that 
the IE-literature radiates is one that views the firm as a productive entity similar to the 
view in neoclassical (micro)economics. Information products are produced by combining 
different factors of production internally and by delivering the product through some sort 
of channel. Again, the dominant view of the firm can only be derived indirectly, since the 
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theory is mainly deduced from specific business-cases, not from a general theoretical 
view of the firm, and is hardly mentioned in the literature. 
 
Explananda 

The strategic explananda of Information Economics are more extensively discussed and 
therefore easier to recognize in the literature. The IE-belief about the nature of value 
creation follows directly from its standpoint on the value of information. In the classic 
view of IE (e.g. Stigler, 1961) information adds value as uncertainty-reducer in decision-
making processes for firms, while in the ‘new’ economics of information (e.g. Shapiro et 
al., 1999) it adds value as a basis for (digital) information products and as indispensable 
component of services. Firms can thus use information strategically to add value in either 
-or both- of these ways. The main explanation that IE-based strategy research seeks to 
provide is how strategies exploit the special attributes of information (e.g. Evans et al., 
2000, Shapiro et al., 1999) and under which circumstances these strategies can yield 
competitive advantage. 
 
With regard to the presumed possibility of sustained performance differentials, IE-based 
strategy research holds that these are possible. Arthur (1994, 1996) explains that some 
markets can yield increasing returns (instead of the traditional diminishing returns) if they 
are characterized among others by market instability, multiple potential outcomes, 
unpredictability and fat profits for the winner. This means that firms already enjoying a 
competitive advantage get further ahead, while those with a competitive disadvantage 
further lose advantage. According to Arthur, these markets with increasing returns are 
typically high-tech industries that he labels as knowledge-based markets. He considers 
information-based markets in the service industries as hybrids between increasing and 
diminishing-return markets. In addition, he signals a tendency to a dominantly increasing-
returns character of the service industries caused by the increasing pervasion of software 
in service products (cf. Arthur, 1996). Arthur’s account implies that the IE-strategy 
perspective holds that performance differentials may exist and can indeed be persistent as 
a result of the market characteristics of high-tech and service industries, if firms are able 
to aggressively take advantage of the dynamic characteristics of the market. 
 
Contribution 

Information Economics-based strategy research has made one main theoretical 
contribution to the strategy field. Information-assets are strategically relevant both as 
special factors of production and as special (digital) economic ‘commodities’. A theory of 
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information strategy does regard information as a strategically relevant factor of 
production (similar to the RBV), but does not theoretically differentiate between 
traditional physical products and intangible (digital) information products. The case study 
(chapters 5, 6 and 7) includes both physical and information products, but signals delving 
into the details of rent opportunities of purely digital information products as an 
opportunity for further research (see chapter 8). 
 

2.3.6 Overview 
 
 Table 2 and Table 3 provide a compendious overview of each of the candidate 
theories’ perspective on strategy, including the domain of strategic decision-making and 
the possibility of performance differentials, their perspective on information, including 
the presumed nature and view of information and their belief on the rent-earning potential 
of information and the basic assumptions concerning the behavioral characteristics of 
economic actors and the heterogeneity of firms. 
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Table 3 Basic assum
ptions in the candidate theories for an integrate theoretical basis for a theory of inform

ation strategy 
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2.4 Requirements for a theory of information strategy 
 

This concluding section defines an integrate theoretical basis on which a theory of 
information strategy will be constructed in the next chapter. This theoretical basis consists 
of the combined economic principles, perspectives and assertions from the four candidate 
theories (IO-Economics-based, the Competence Perspective, Evolutionary Economics-
based and Information Economics-based strategy research) that specify the requirements 
that a theory of information strategy should satisfy, plus the requirement of using basic 
assumptions that do not exclude the future integration of insights with theories of the firm 
in Organizational Economics. Starting from these theoretical requirements, a theory of 
information strategy can be derived that is able to explain the ways in which firms can 
employ (information) resources and capabilities in an attempt to create performance 
differentials by dealing with information imperfections in factor and product markets. A 
theory of information strategy that is constructed in this manner is able to do its modest -
but relevant- share in the search for a Strategic Theory of the Firm. 
 
The requirements for a theory of information strategy are derived below by combining the 
different perspectives on strategy from the four candidate theories (in section 2.4.1), by 
taking a stand on the appropriate perspective on information (section 2.4.2), and by 
discussing the common behavioral assumptions (section 2.4.3). These three aspects of the 
theoretical requirements are summarized and concluded in sections 2.4.4. 
 

2.4.1 Perspective on strategy 
 

The combined perspective of an integrate theoretical basis for a theory of 
information strategy combines the views on strategy specified in the four candidate 
theories. This means that strategy covers at least the domains of decision-making that 
each of the strategic theories addresses individually. Correspondingly, strategy includes 
decisions on resource selection and acquisition on strategic factor markets, decisions on 
resource combination and coordination, and capability development inside the firm, as 
well as decisions on value maximization on product markets including ways to exploit the 
special characteristics of (digital) information products. The dynamic aspects of strategic 
decisions will not be addressed in this research, but will be discussed as an opportunity 
for further research in chapter 8. 
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In order to examine the essence of strategic behavior in these domains of strategic 
decision-making, it is important to identify heterogeneity as a precondition to strategic 
behavior. With the exception of IO-Economics, it is assumed that a firm’s actions -
sometimes led by managerial decision-making- increases the level of heterogeneity of 
firms. Given the behavioral assumptions that managers are boundedly rational in the face 
of uncertainty and sometimes display opportunistic behavior and dispose of different 
information, firms differ in the strategic decisions they make. As a result, firms also differ 
in the resources they select, accumulate and develop given their initial resource 
endowment and the historical circumstances. Taken together, these differences in 
managerial decision cause the heterogeneity among firms to increase. However, this 
increase is counterbalanced by the social influences such as regulations and social 
pressures that reduce firm heterogeneity as assumed by IO-Economics. 
 
Regarding the objective of strategic decision-making, all of the candidate theories are 
interested in the possibility and sources of performance differentials, or rents. However, 
each of the theories has its distinct belief about the types of performance differentials that 
a firm can realize. Firms can earn monopoly rents from monopolistic actions (e.g. entry 
deterrence) in product markets, efficiency type of rents in case factor markets are 
imperfectly competitive, Schumpeterian rents from dynamic capabilities in high velocity 
environments and increasing returns with (digital) information products in high-tech 
industries or software-based service industries. In fact, a firm can pursue all these rent 
types simultaneously by exploiting the different market imperfections associated with 
them. Nevertheless, a theory of information strategy will focus exclusively on InfoRent as 
newly introduced rent type and information imperfections as the particular type of market 
imperfection that is associated with this rent-earning opportunity (see chapter 3). 
 

2.4.2 Perspective on information 
 

In order to derive informational aspects of strategic decisions from existing 
strategic theories, a theory of information strategy should also take a stand on its 
perspective on information. 
 
Since all candidate theories have been inspired by economic theory, it is not surprising 
that their initial belief about the nature of information is very much in the neoclassical 
economic tradition. Information is considered to be objective in the sense that the 
information can be interpreted in only one way, and thing-like so that it can be considered 
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as an economic commodity in the traditional neoclassical belief. This objective and thing-
like nature is echoed in the views that regard information as a strategic factor of 
production or resource, and as the basis for capabilities. IE-scholars have critically argued 
that information is in fact not a standard commodity in the neoclassical sense, and should 
thus be regarded as a product with special characteristics. However in spite of this 
nuance, their notion of information does not differ from the common objective and thing-
like perspective on information in traditional economic theories. 
 
The perspective on information that is distinctly different from these objective, thing-like 
notions of information as either commodity or resource, views information as subject to 
human interpretation (cf. Babe, 1994, Schement, 1993). This more constructivist view 
adds the possibility of different interpretations of the same information coexisting (multi-
interpretability of information), stresses humans’ limited ability to produce and converge 
meaning (communication limits) and the possibility of the resulting condition of meaning 
asymmetry (e.g. Huizing, 2002). This perspective on information can be found 
occasionally -but not exclusively- in the knowledge-based view of strategy (e.g. 
Nooteboom, 2000), as basic assumption that affects processes of knowledge production 
and exchange. 
 
Taking a stand on the perspective on information for a theory of information strategy is a 
dilemma -meaning that there is no fully satisfactory solution-. Surely, assuming the multi-
interpretability of information would heighten the realism of the theory. However, 
strategic theories that are based upon this more realistic constructivist view provide few 
handles for theorizing on the link between intangible (information) resources and rents. 
The remaining strategic theories that do provide these handles are dictated by the 
predominant neoclassical view of information objective and thing-like. In light of the 
objective of theory initiation, this research chooses the wealth of theoretical insights that 
these theories offer over the increase in realism of including multi-interpretability and 
sense-making aspects in the perspective on information. The consequences of this choice 
and the further research opportunities that this more realistic view on information 
provides will be discussed in chapter 8. 
 
Regardless of the standpoint on the multi-interpretability of information, information can 
be seen as both a factor of production and as a (digital) product that can be traded in 
product markets, with which firms can attempt to realize rents. While the Competence 
Perspective explicitly acknowledges -but does not work out- the rent-earning potential of 
information as a resource, Information Economics theorizes only on (digital) information 
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products as sources of rents. The overemphasis on information technology in IO-
Economics publications that claim to address the competitive potential of information 
(e.g. Porter et al., 1985) leaves the issue pitifully untouched, as well as Evolutionary 
Economics which is silent on the rent-earning potential of information. A theory of 
information strategy addresses precisely these shortcomings in the different candidate 
theories. It will address the rent-earning potential of information both as a factor of 
production and as (part of) a (digital) product or service. 
 

2.4.3 Behavioral assumptions 
 

The behavioral assumptions that economic actors are assumed to be lead by in their 
(strategic) decision-making have a large common denominator when it concerns the 
rationality of economic actors. Apart from IO-Economics that assumes normative social 
bounds on human rationality, the other candidate theories belief economic actors to be 
limited by bounds on rationality caused by cognitive limitations in the face of uncertainty. 
The additional assumption of opportunism is currently under debate. Some KBV-scholars 
argue that since the knowledge-based view of strategy does not rely explicitly on 
opportunism this assumption is superfluous. Without taking side in the debate, their 
account might be true in light of constructing only a theory of the firm. However in light 
of constructing a Strategic Theory of the Firm, ruling out even the possibility of self-
interested or opportunistic behavior not only limits insights, it also seems rather naïve and 
unrealistic to count on altruism when the ultimate goal at stake is individual advantage. 
Therefore, it is argued that opportunism is an indispensable behavioral assumption in 
constructing an integrative theory of strategy. 
 
Within current theories of the firm (in particular transaction cost economic) bounded 
rationality and the possibility of opportunistic behavior are two generally accepted 
behavioral assumptions. Thus relying on bounded rationality and opportunism further 
facilitates the integration of a theory of information strategy with theories of the firm in 
Organizational Economics. 
 

2.4.4 Conclusions 
 
 Table 4 provides an overview of the theoretical requirements that a theory of 
information strategy should satisfy to the extent to which they are actually included in the 
research.  
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 THEORY OF INFORMATION STRATEGY 

Perspective on strategy 
Domain of 
strategic 
decisions 

Selecting, combining and developing resources acquired at factor 
markets and capabilities, and maximizing the value of (information) 
products on product markets 

Possibility of 
performance 
differentials 
(rents) 

Rent is the ultimate objective of strategy. Firm heterogeneity and 
competitive factor and product market imperfections are necessary 
conditions for performance differentials and rents 

Perspective on information 
Nature Information is thing-like and objective 
View Information is a strategically valuable factor of production, the basis 

for capabilities and a special economic commodity (product) 
Behavioral assumptions 
Economic actors Individuals are assumed to be boundedly rational and possibly 

opportunistic 
 

Table 4 Overview of theoretical requirements for a theory of information strategy 

 
With regard to the perspective on strategy, a theory of information strategy should satisfy 
the requirements that: 
 
 strategy includes decisions on resource selection and acquisition on factor markets, 

internal resource combinations and coordination decisions, as well as decisions on 
product/market combinations and value maximization on product markets; 

 firm heterogeneity is the main precondition for performance differentials to exist 
between firms; 

 firm performance is the dependent variable of strategic research and rent is the 
ultimate objective of strategy; 

 competitive (factor and product) market imperfections are a necessary condition for 
the existence of performance differentials, sustainable competitive advantage and 
rents. 
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In addition, the view on information that guides the informational perspective needed for 
a theory of information strategy, should incorporate that: 
 information is thing-like and objective; 
 information can be both a strategic factor of production and (part of) a (digital) 

product or service. 
 
Finally, in order to facilitate the future integration of a theory of information strategy with 
theories from Organizational Economics, it is required that: 
 bounded rationality and opportunism are the behavioral assumptions that underlie a 

theory of information strategy. 
  
By satisfying these requirements, a theory of information strategy contributes to 
advancing the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm, which was characterized earlier as 
a search for a ‘grand theory’ that clearly specifies the way forward in the theoretical 
development of Strategic Management and Organizational Economics and their 
integrated insights. 
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3.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter follows through on the main thesis brought forward in chapter 2, 
which states that a truly relevant theory of information strategy should ultimately be 
based on the broadest set of complementing insights from strategic content theories and 
should not exclude the future integration with theories from Organizational Economics.  
 
The goals of this chapter are: 
 
(1) to develop the initial outlines of a theory of information strategy that satisfies the 

theoretical requirements specified in the previous chapter (see section 2.4); 
(2) to derive an analytical framework that facilitates the informed analysis of a firm’s 

information strategy (i.e. the collection of information strategy decisions) in its 
specific business context. 

 
The chapter thus addresses research subquestions 2 and 3 and partly addresses 
subquestion 4 and 5 (see chapter 1): 
(2) Which core concepts, basic assumptions and propositions should a theory of 

information strategy incorporate? 
(3) Which information strategy decisions provide a firm with opportunities to earn 

economic rents (i.e. InfoRent)? 
(4) What decision-making is involved in formulating and implementing a firm’s 

information strategy? 
(5) Which factors influence, guide and delimit a firm’s decision-making with regard to 

its information strategy? 
 
Realizing the first aim requires to combine elements from the relevant strategic content 
theories identified in chapter 2 into a coherent definition of information strategy, such 
that it satisfies the theoretical requirements specified in section 3.2. This involves taking 
an explicit standpoint on what the perspective on the firm is, what the basic assumptions 
and the notion and objective of strategy are, and which core definitions and propositions 
with regard to strategic decision-making are employed. Collectively, these standpoints 
form the theoretical outlines on which a theory of information strategy can be further 
developed. In this way, a theory of information strategy can be constructed by elucidating 
the informational aspect of the underlying theoretical outlines of the integrated insights of 
existing strategy content theories. Section 3.2 addresses this first step in the construction 
of a theory of information strategy by specifying and elaborating on strategy as a 
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continuous search for sustainable rent opportunities that derive from competitive factor 
and product market imperfections. 
 
In order to address the second aim of this chapter, a unidimensional focus on 
informational aspects is applied to these integrated insights from strategy content 
theories. Section 3.3 defines information strategy as a continuous search for InfoRent 
(information-based above-normal returns) by means of information strategy decisions that 
exploit information imperfections in strategic factor and product markets. Additionally, 
this definition is captured in an analytical framework with which a firm’s information 
strategies can be analyzed within a broader business context that includes for instance 
specific market settings. This derived analytical framework can be used to identify, 
highlight and analyze collections of individual information strategy decisions in real-life 
firm contexts and to examine the way specific firms take and align their individual 
information strategy decisions to form an appropriate information strategy given its 
idiosyncrasies. 
 
Realizing the second aim of this chapter allows refining the theoretical insights and 
increasing its relevance for management practice by means of exploratory testing the 
information strategy framework in a case study (see chapter 5, 6 and 7). This dual 
approach to theorizing about information strategy not only contributes to the theoretical 
development of Strategic Management and Information Management as academic 
disciplines, it also offers analytical guidelines for strategic and information managers; a 
duality that is inherent to both disciplines. 
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3.2 An integrate definition of strategy 
 

In order to lay a proper foundation on which a theory of information strategy can 
be built, the theoretical requirements for the combined insights from strategy content 
theories are first collected into a coherent definition of strategy in this section. The main 
theoretical requirements that followed from the analysis of the four candidate theories in 
chapter 2 are that: 

 
(1) strategy includes decisions on resource selection and acquisition on factor markets, 

internal resource combination and coordination decisions, as well as decisions on 
product/market combinations and value maximization on product markets; 

(2) firm heterogeneity is the main precondition for performance differentials to exist 
between firms; 

(3) firm performance is the dependent variable of strategic research and rent is the 
ultimate objective of strategy; 

(4) competitive (factor and product) market imperfections are a necessary condition for 
the existence of performance differentials, sustainable competitive advantage and 
rents. 

 
The integrate definition of strategy is worked out with regard to its view of the firm and 
notion of strategy, with explicit attention for different rent types and the market 
imperfections that underlie different types of rent. A definition of information strategy is 
subsequently derived from this integrate definition of strategy in the next section 3.3. 
 

3.2.1 View of the firm 
 

A view of the firm is a conceptualization and model that explains and predicts its 
structure and behavior (Grant, 1996) and thus defines a firm’s direct environment and the 
presumed matter a firm consists of. The focus of this view guides and delimits the aspects 
that a definition of strategy that is based on this view includes. Given the objective to 
satisfy the first theoretical requirement stated above, an integrate definition of strategy 
should include both factor and product market aspects of strategic decision-making. 
Therefore, the view should at least combine the complementary perspectives on the firm 
of both IO-Economics and the Competence Perspective. Additionally, the view should 
not regard the firm itself as a complete black box and therewith exclude internal resource-
related aspects of the firm. The view should allow for focusing on resource selection, 
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accumulation and utilization in order to gain insight in the origins of firm heterogeneity 
and ultimately the sources of performance differentials. Figure 4 depicted below reveals 
the view of the firm that satisfies these theoretical requirements, or at least does not 
preclude theorizing about these necessary aspects of an integrate definition of strategy. 
 

Firm

Resource bundles

(Core) Capabilities

Resources

Resources

(Strategic) Factor
Markets

Products/
services

Product Markets

Products/services
Suppliers

CustomersCompetitors

Competitors

 
 

Figure 4 View of the firm including its factor and product markets 

 
In this above view of the firm, the firm is regarded as part of a value chain in which one 
firm’s output market may be another firm’s input market. This way of viewing the firm 
models it as a basic input-processing-output scheme and highlights the productive 
function in relation to the firm’s markets. The scope of the perspective includes all 
possible input and output markets that directly surround a firm and therefore highlights 
the scope of its strategic decision-making in three domains: (1) the input or factor 
markets, (2) the internal resource and capability composition, and (3) the output or 
product markets. Each of these strategic decision domains is addressed in turn below. 
 
(Strategic) Factor markets 

In general economic theory, factor markets are those markets where demand and supply 
of resources, or so-called factors of productions, come together via exchange. Drawing on 
Hirschleifer (1980), it was an early contribution by Barney (1986b) that first introduced 
factor markets as a key concept in RBV-thinking. He defined a firm’s strategic factor 
markets as those factor markets associated with the acquisition of resources that are 
required in order to implement the firm’s business strategy (p.1232). In this sense each 
business strategy on the product market (e.g. product diversification, low-cost producer) 
has a related (set of) strategic factor market(s), whenever there are resources required to 
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implement the chosen strategy. The market parties that influence a firm’s economic 
activity and strategic choices on these factor markets are primarily the resource suppliers 
and competitors that have a concurrent demand for the same resources. Obviously, other 
market parties such as external regulators and intermediaries exist as well. 
 
Internal resource and capability bundling 

Following this close connection of strategic factor markets and business strategy 
explained by the RBV, the resources that are acquired at these (strategic) factor markets 
are seen as the basic substance of firms and as the important factors of production. 
Penrose (1959, p.25) applies a caveat to the use of resources as synonym for factors of 
production since it makes no distinction between resources and its services. It therefore 
ignores the fact that resources themselves are never directly inputs in the production 
process, but only the services that these resources can render. According to Penrose, the 
distinction between resources and services is not their durability, but the fact that 
resources consist of a bundle of potential services and can be defined independent of their 
use, while services cannot be so defined (p.25). Penrose’s preciseness is appreciated and 
considered important. It is not the resource per se, but the way in which resources are 
productively used that makes it potentially valuable for a firm.  
 
At the expense of using a definition that is claimed to be all-inclusive leading to 
terminological impreciseness (see Truijens (2003) for an overview of critiques on the 
RBV), a commonly used but rather broad resource definition is adhered to here. RBV 
precursor Wernerfelt (1984, p.172) meant a resource to be anything which could be 
thought of as a strength or weakness of a given firm. Somewhat more precisely, he 
defined a firm’s resources at a given time as those tangible and intangible assets which 
are tied semi-permanently to the firm like capital, equipment, skills and knowledge of 
individual employees, brand names, technological systems, trade contracts, efficient 
procedures and machinery. However, only few of the potential services of individual 
resources are productive on their own, therefore resources are often combined in bundles, 
which requires coordination. The capacity of people to bundle and coordinate resources 
such that these resources cooperatively perform some productive task or activity is 
referred to as capabilities (cf. Grant, 1991, p.7). 
 
Product markets 

In short, this view of the firm stresses resource bundling and the development of 
capabilities that make productive use of these resource bundles in order to make up a 
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product or service (including information products) that is offered on a product market. 
Although often used in IO-Economics, the definition of this basic concept of product 
market is often passed over. Nevertheless, product markets are defined here as those 
markets where demand and supply for the productive services of (bundles of) resources 
come together via exchange such that the firm maximizes the potential value of those 
productive services. Other relevant market parties that operate on these product markets 
are customers that represent the demand for the productive services of the resource 
bundles that the firm offers, and competitors that concurrently attempt to maximize the 
potential value of their resource bundles, and other market parties (analogous to factor 
market parties). 
 
Summarized, this view of the firm perceives the firm as a unique bundle of (idiosyncratic) 
resources and capabilities where the primary task of management is to maximize value 
through the optimal deployment of existing resources and capabilities, while developing 
the firm’s resource base for the future (Grant, 1991, p.110). This boils down the decision 
scope for management to three domains: 
 the selection and acquisition of resources in strategic factor markets; 
 the accumulation, combination and coordination of resource bundles and 

development of capabilities inside the firm in order to increase the value of the 
productive services that these resource bundles render; 

 and the selection and use of product markets in which the potential value of the 
productive services of the resources(s) bundles is maximized. 

 

3.2.2 Heterogeneity 
 

In order to satisfy the second theoretical requirement, firm heterogeneity should be 
assumed to allow for differences in performance between firms. Given that real-life firms 
are never completely homogeneous, firm heterogeneity is believed to be a realistic 
assumption. The diversity among firms has many potential causes including differences 
in management skills, existing resource base and resource history and ideas about the 
optimal way of value maximization. Consequently, IO-Economics, the Competence 
Perspective and Evolutionary Economics hold that due to these differences firms’ 
decisions on the three main domains mentioned above differ accordingly. Firms can differ 
in the way they select, acquire and accumulate resources (resource strategy) (cf. Dierickx 
et al., 1989), the way they combine and coordinate resources (implementation of 
production function) (cf. Penrose, 1959) and the way they attempt to maximize the value 
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of products and services (competitive strategy) (cf. Porter, 1980, 1985). These differences 
in decisions are the main cause for the idiosyncratic character of the firm and firm 
heterogeneity, which is indicated ultimately by the heterogeneity of the productive 
services available from its resource bundles (cf. Penrose, 1959, p.75). Summarized, firm 
heterogeneity is assumed to be a realistic assumption, which will prove to be of 
considerable importance for the defnition of strategy presented in the following section. 
Heterogeneity of a firm’s resource base is considered as an important precondition for 
performance differentials between firms. 
 

3.2.3 Notion of strategy 
 

While the assumption of firm heterogeneity allows for performance differentials 
and strategic behavior, and the view of the firm guides and delimits the aspects that an 
integrate definition of strategy can take into account, the main objective of strategy itself, 
the ways in which this objective can be pursued by firms and the actual subject matter of 
strategic decision-making remain to be determined. Therefore, this section focuses on 
providing such a definition of strategy in order to be able to derive subsequently a 
definition and framework for information strategy based on the above view of the firm 
and the heterogeneity assumption. In order to satisfy the third theoretical requirement, 
firm performance is designated as the dependent variable of strategy research and rent is 
defined as the ultimate objective of strategy. 
 
Continuous search for rents 

In addressing the question of why firms differ as the fundamental theoretical strategy issue 
in realizing a Strategic Theory of the Firm, it is prerequisite to be able to demonstrate that 
indeed firms do differ. In other words, the dependent variable of strategy research and the 
objective of Strategic Management practice should be agreed upon. Barney (2002) 
ascribes the convergence of the diverse interests of early Strategic Management scholars 
to a single dependent variable for Strategic Management research and practice to Michael 
Porter (1980). His accomplishment to focus on obtaining superior economic performance 
as the single most important strategic objective is considered as a major contribution to 
the discipline. In Porter’s conceptualization, firm performance is an outcome of the 
strategy making process that is consistent with the interests of all firm’s stakeholders, not 
just its equity holders. Barney (2002, p.54) states that by focusing the field’s efforts on 
understanding how firm strategies can generate a rate of return in excess of a firm’s cost 
of capital, Porter helped set the stage for a revolution that continues this day. IO-
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Economics-based and Competence Perspective-based strategy scholars -in fact many 
Strategic Management scholars- currently regard firm performance as the overall 
dependent variable and superior economic performance as the overall objective of 
strategy. Regardless of this generally agreed upon dependent variable, strategy scholars 
apply their own interest or perspective in order to analyze a particular aspect of the 
multifaceted strategy field. The approach to delivering a notion of (information) strategy 
adhered to here, applies this same principle. Following a strict economic approach, the 
overall strategy objective is considered to be superior performance known as rent31, while 
the specific interest concerns the content of decision-making about the ways in which 
firms aspire rent. 
 
At the broadest level of analysis, strategy is therefore seen as a continuous search for 
sustainable rents as put forward by Grant (1991) and Mahoney (1995, 1992). The strict 
economic definition of rent holds that rents are returns in excess of a resource owner’s 
opportunity costs, which is defined as the revenue that a resource (bundle) can generate 
when put to an alternative use in the firm or the price which it can be sold for (Grant, 
1991, p.22). When firms consistently earn higher net profits in comparison to the industry 
average this indicates that the firm is indeed earning rents (see for instance the case on 
TravelCom in chapter 5). Different rent types are distinguished in order to differentiate 
several specific types of market imperfection that are known to allow firms to earn rents 
(see below). In addition, the conditions under which such rents can be sustained by firms, 
have been identified (Barney, 1991): rents derived from valuable, rare, inimitable and 
non-substitutable resources are sustainable (see further chapter 8). 
 
In the Strategic Management literature, rent is sometimes wrongfully regarded as equal to 
the concept of competitive advantage made popular by Porter (1980, 1985) and widely 
used by others. In a commonly used definition by Barney (1991) a firm is believed to 
enjoy a competitive advantage if it is implementing a uniquely value-creating strategy not 
simultaneously implemented by any current or potential competitors (Barney, 1991, 
p.102). Although some scholars suppose rent and competitive advantage are linked, the 
nature of their interrelationship is debated (e.g. Durand, 2002, Powell, 2001), certainly 
not universally understood. Barney (2001a, p.135) states that it can sometimes be the case 
that a firm does not simultaneously enjoy a competitive advantage and earn economic 
rent, if for example the factor markets are perfectly competitive and the price that a firm 

                                                      
31 Because of the ambiguity associated with accounting definitions of profit, the academic 
literature increasingly uses the term "rent" to refer to "economic profit" (Grant, 1991, p.22). 
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must pay to acquire or develop these resources will reflect their value in implementing 
the (unique) product market strategy. In addition, the Strategic Management discipline 
has yet failed to specify the conditions under which a competitive advantage can be 
sustained. 
 
Summarized, rent and competitive advantage are two distinct -possibly related, but 
certainly not mutually exchangeable- strategic concepts: the latter indicating the 
uniqueness of a set of strategic choices, the former indicating the ultimate financial 
returns that a strategy aims for. Of these two concepts, rent and its elaboration in different 
rent types and sustainability conditions is the more theoretically mature, more undisputed 
and better measurable concept. Therefore, this research sticks to rent as the ultimate 
objective of strategy and the dependent variable in strategy research. 
 
Rent types 

Having posed that rent is the objective of strategy, a number of different rent types can be 
usefully distinguished in order to differentiate the underlying sources of rent (cf. Lewin et 
al., 2001, Mahoney, 1995, Mahoney et al., 1992): 
 
 Ricardian rent 

Probably the most well-known rent type was introduced by Ricardo (1817). These 
Ricardian rents may be achieved by owning a valuable resource that is scarce (including 
ownership of valuable land, locational advantages, patents and copyrights) (Mahoney et 
al., 1992, p.364). 
 Bain-type IO/monopoly rent 

In the IO-Economics tradition, firms can earn monopoly rents by government protection 
or by collusive arrangements when barriers to potential competitors are high (Mahoney et 
al., 1992, p.364). Because of the output oriented perspective of IO-Economics, this type 
of rent can only be earned in product markets. 
 Penrosian rent 

Although presumably Penrose (1959) originally never intended to focus on rent aspects of 
the firm (cf. Rugman et al., 2002), her theory of the growth of the firm that highlights the 
limits of managerial capabilities has inspired Strategic Management scholars (cf. Kor et 
al., 2000). A firm may achieve Penrosian rents not because it has better resources, but 
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rather the firm’s distinctive competences32 involves making better use of its resources 
(Penrose, 1959, p.54). 
 Schumpeterian/entrepreneurial rent 

Inspired by Schumpeter’s work (1934), rents resulting from risk-taking and 
entrepreneurial insight in an uncertain and/or complex environment are designated as 
Schumpeterian or entrepreneurial rents. This type of rent is explored in detail in 
evolutionary economics-based strategy research. 
 Quasi-rent 

The quasi-rent value of an asset is the excess of its value over its salvage value, that is, its 
value in its next best use (Klein et al., 1978, p.298). The value resulting from the second-
best use can be precisely the amount a firm appropriates to realize above-normal returns. 
The potentially appropriable specialized portion of the quasi-rent is that portion in excess 
of its value to the second highest-valuing user. Quasi rents are created when there is a 
high cost involved in making a particular asset available to others as for instance in the 
rental of idiosyncratic physical capital, human capital and dedicated assets (see Klein 
(1978) for an example). 
 
The list of different rent types mentioned above is not exhaustive and slight differences of 
opinions do exist.33 The main purpose of listing the different rent types is to clarify that 
different market imperfections (mostly different forms of scarcity) that underlie above-
normal firm performance are each typified with a corresponding rent type. Therefore, 
introducing a new rent type, which will be done in section 3.3, allows strategy researchers 
and strategic managers to focus on a particular market imperfection that firms can exploit 
in their search for rent. 
 

3.2.4 Market imperfections as rent opportunities 
 

Having agreed and expanded on rents as the ultimate objective of strategy, this 
section focuses on the continuous search aspect of the tentative definition of strategy 
given above. The essence of strategy is to maximize economic rent over time (Boisot, 
                                                      
32 A distinctive competence is a differentiated set of skills, complementary assets, and organization 
routines which together allow a firm to coordinate a particular set of activities in a way that 
provides the basis for competitive advantage in a particular market or markets (definition by Dosi 
and Teece in: Williamson, 1999, p.1094). 
33 For instance, quasi-rent is sometimes interpreted as quasi-Ricardian rents as explained by 
Mahoney (1992, p.364). 
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1999). Regarding strategy as a search process stresses the process and decision-making 
aspects of strategy. In line with the (explore and exploit)34 management task explained in 
the view of the firm, these process and decision-making aspects concern exploring the 
opportunities for realizing rents on the one hand, while on the other require decisions on 
exploiting the rent opportunities that were actually identified. In strategy, search behavior 
is the process of discovering and exploiting rent opportunities (Williams, 1994). In order 
to satisfy the fourth theoretical requirement, market imperfections are defined as rent 
opportunities that firms explore and exploit in a two-step decision-making process in their 
search for rents.  
 
Exploring rent opportunities 

This continuous process of exploring and identifying rent opportunities can be understood 
by examining the competitive circumstances that preclude firms from realizing rents by 
definition. These circumstances are known as either competitive market equilibrium, or 
the perfect or efficient market as described in the First Theorem of Welfare Economics 
(e.g. Arrow et al., 1971). Because ‘efficient’ markets are anathema to the strategist, an 
understanding of the characteristics of such markets is a useful preliminary to an analysis 
of the profit potential of various markets (Yao, 1988, p.60). Many authors (e.g. Arrow et 
al., 1971, Besanko et al., 2000, Suranovic, 1997, Yao, 1988) have treated these 
characteristics of, or rather the assumptions that underlie the perfect market with differing 
levels of completeness and precision. 
 
The implications of these assumptions on the profit-earning ability of firms are described 
by Arrow (1971): if consumers and producers act as price-takers, complete present and 
future markets exist, and there is complete information, then, if an equilibrium exists, it 
will be Pareto-efficient (Pareto-efficiency is satisfied if no means can be found that will 
improve at least one person’s welfare without reducing any other person’s welfare). This, 
in turn, implies that the marginal cost of production will equal the market price for all 
commodities and that firms make normal profits (i.e. zero rent). In simple wording it 
reads that if the assumptions of the perfect market hold, rents do not occur. In a world that 
satisfies these strict theoretical assumptions of the perfect market, strategic decisions are 
not rewarded with above-normal returns, but at best with mere continuation of the firm. 
Conversely, if any of the assumptions are not satisfied, rent opportunities occur and can 

                                                      
34 Througout the history of strategy research it has been common to distinguish between explore 
and exploit activities either as a managerial continuum or as complements (cf. Knott, 2002). 
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be appropriated and sustained by firms. Three categories of assumptions can be 
distinguished: 
 
 Perfect competition 

The perfect market consist of numerous buyers and sellers such that no buyer or seller is 
large enough to influence the market price of the good or service being transacted (no 
monopoly or oligopoly). Furthermore, the buyers and sellers are price-takers, which 
means that they have no option other than to pay or charge the market price for a good or 
service (no market power). In addition the products that sellers offer are assumed to be 
identical in all respects, including their quality. Finally, there are no barriers to market 
entry or exit for firms. Market parties can enter or withdraw from markets at no costs. In 
case markets are imperfectly competitive, firms can earn Bain-type IO/monopoly rents by 
raising entry barriers in product markets, and Ricardian rents by owning resources that 
are scarce in strategic factor markets. 
 
 Complete markets 

It is assumed that perfect markets are complete in the sense that markets exist for all 
commodities now and in the future. Furthermore, no public goods, transaction costs, 
economies of scales or production externalities exist. This ensures that all production 
takes place so as to equate (private and social) marginal cost and marginal benefit and 
that large producers do not enjoy any competitive advantage over smaller firms. In case 
markets are incomplete, firms can earn Schumpeterian/entrepreneurial rents by risk taking 
in uncertain environments, or quasi-rents when there are high costs involved in making an 
asset available to others. 
 
 Perfect information 

In the perfect market all economic actors are assumed to instantly have complete and 
perfect information about all relevant aspects of market transactions and production, 
exchange and distribution activities, including market opportunities, available technology, 
costs of production under alternative production arrangements, the quality of goods 
produced and, critically, the intentions of their fellow actors. Any new information 
instantly becomes available to all market parties at no cost, thus communication is 
assumed to be perfect and instant as well. Price is a so-called ‘sufficient statistic’ in the 
sense that the price contains all the information an economic actor needs to know to base 
a transaction on (Hayek, 1945). Nevertheless, rent types that follow directly from 
imperfect information have currently not been identified or defined. One of the rent types 
that relates indirectly to markets characterized by incomplete information is for instance 
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Penrose rent. Since the managerial competence to coordinate resources relies indirectly 
on internal and market information, firms can earn Penrose rents when managers possess 
the information that enables them to coordinate the productive use of their resources more 
efficiently than competitors. 
 
Posed that rent is the ultimate objective of strategy, market imperfections become 
important in the analysis of a firm’s search for rent opportunities and the strategic 
decisions that earn them rents. Understanding the sources of rent opportunities and the 
specific nature of different kinds of market imperfections is prerequisite to understanding 
the explore-part of the continuous rent search process of firms. 
 
Exploiting rent opportunities 

Even though equilibrium theory leaves no room for concepts like rent and strategy, it 
inversely explains the necessary conditions for profitable markets, which in turn can be 
exploited by strategies with which a firm can appropriate and sustain rents. Two seminal 
contributions to the Strategic Management discipline illustrate this linkage. Barney 
(1986b) focused his early theoretical contributions to the RBV on imperfectly competitive 
factor markets (in specific the assumption of complete information) as a precondition for 
earning rents. Yao (1988, p.60) exemplifies for instance that Porter’s work on barriers to 
entry and the related generic strategies in product markets can be better understood when 
related to the deviation of the perfect market assumption that the generic strategy 
exploits.  
 
Rents can be appropriated and sustained under several conditions, grippingly summarized 
as four cornerstones (heterogeneity, ex-ante and ex-post limits to competition and 
imperfect mobility) by Peteraf (1993). Her analysis points to the fact that the amount of 
rent that a firm can earn depends on the cost of the resources acquired at factor markets 
and their economic value when sold in product markets. In case factor markets are 
perfectly competitive, rents are offset by the costs of acquiring resources since all market 
parties would have the same and perfectly accurate expectations about the future value of 
resources. Consequently, resource suppliers will never sell their resource if the full future 
value is not reflected in the price, nor will the firm pay a price higher than the future 
value they expect to receive in product markets. 
 
In case product markets are perfectly competitive, eventual rents are instantly competed 
away, since no forces exist that limit the competition for rents. Competition may dissipate 
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rents by increasing the supply of scarce resources or it may undermine a monopolist’s (or 
oligopolist’s) attempt to restrict output. This implies that sustainable above-normal 
returns can solely be realized when firms exploit competitive imperfections in both 
strategic factor and product markets. Peteraf’s (1993) analysis shows that theoretical 
deviations from the assumptions of perfect competition and efficient markets introduce a 
lead for theorizing about the way firms can exploit market imperfections.35 Strategic 
theories that are developed in this manner, should therefore explicitly explain the 
particular assumption that is deviated from, the rent opportunity that results from this 
market imperfection, and the ways in which firms can exploit the market imperfection in 
order to realize rents. 
 
Having defined rent as the primary objective of strategy and having acknowledged that 
different rent types are used to highlight different types of market failures that underlie 
firms’ strategic decision-making, the definition of the strategy can be refined. The notion 
of strategy as the continuous search for rent can be stated more precisely: strategy is the 
continuous process of exploring and exploiting rent opportunities that result from 
competitive market imperfections. This notion of strategy and the view of the firm that 
underlies it will be used as a basis to derive the definition of and framework for 
information strategy in the next section. 
 
 

                                                      
35 Foss (1998) warns for relying solely on equilibrium explanations of competitive advantage since 
they neglect market process aspects of strategy and therefore suggest combining the two 
approaches. Even though this research focuses on content aspects of strategy, these process aspects 
are not dismissed as irrelevant in this research, however a lack of insight in content aspects of 
strategy hinders their combined insights and thus should be addressed first. 
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3.3 Information strategy: a continuous search for InfoRent 
 

This section draws on the integrate definition of strategy as presented in the 
previous section. Given the integrate definition, this section focuses explicitly on the 
informational aspect of this definition in order to come to a working definition of 
information strategy. In order to do so, InfoRent is introduced as a new rent type that 
accentuates information imperfections as a source of rent (section 3.3.1). Furthermore, the 
theoretical origins and practical manifestation of the two dimensions of information 
imperfections are explained (section 3.3.2). From this information strategy definition, an 
information strategy framework is derived that can serve as an analytical tool for 
(strategic) management that classifies possible information strategy decisions in the 
search for InfoRent (section 3.3.3). 
 

3.3.1 Continuous search for InfoRent 
 

In order to accentuate and isolate the particular informational aspects of strategy, 
InfoRent is proposed as a new type of economic rents that guides this focus. This rent 
type is not new in the practical sense that until its introduction firms were unable to 
realize InfoRent, rather it is new since it focuses explicit theoretical attention to 
information imperfections as market imperfections that can be a source of rents. In 
economic literature, the concept of ‘information rents’, has been mainly applied to the 
analysis of incentive contracts and principal-agent relationships (e.g. Aoki et al., 1990, 
Esö et al., 2003). Even though the general notion of the terms coincides with the meaning 
in this stream of literature, the term InfoRent is used (instead of information rent) in order 
to consciously differentiate from this narrow notion and focus on situations besides the 
principal-agent setting in which information can yield rents. InfoRent will be achieved 
when a firm is less imperfectly informed relative to other market parties and is able to 
implement a strategy that renders these differences so that it positively affects the firm’s 
ability to maximize the value of its productive services. This definition follows the format 
of existing rent definitions in the sense that it defines the competitive market imperfection 
and the opportune circumstances under which firms can exploit this imperfection. This 
newly proposed rent type InfoRent has connections with other rent types36 for instance 

                                                      
36 Similarly, existing rent types are interrelated, for instance monopoly rents will hardly ever be 
earned in the absence of Ricardian rents. In the literature these connections are generally left out of 
consideration. 
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with Ricardian and Penrosian rents. 
 
Two examples are provided to illustrate the connections between InfoRent and other rent 
types. First, if a firm takes relatively ill-informed strategic (rent-seeking) decisions, which 
eventually turn out to earn rents beyond its initial expectations, this can be confidently 
labeled as luck (cf. Barney, 1986b). By definition, luck cannot be systematically 
analyzed, influenced or attracted. In this view, strategy can be seen as minimizing the 
influence of luck in rent creation, which entails minimizing the difference between 
expected rents and the actual rents. Thus the only way a firm can perfect its rent 
expectation is by becoming better informed (for instance about the future value of a 
resource), preferably better than its competitors. In this way, firms can avoid strategic 
choices with pessimistic expectations, while implementing the optimistic ones. In the 
absence of information imperfections and different levels of imperfectly informed firms, 
strategic choices that are aimed at realizing the anticipated rents of whatever type comes 
down to awaiting luck and the concept of strategy as a coherent set of choices to earn 
rents becomes idle. Therefore, part of the rents that a firm earns -regardless of the specific 
type of those rents- can be related to the way a firm deals with imperfect information with 
regard to the existence or the way to exploit the rent opportunity. 
 
Second, strategy is posed to depend not only on the quality of rent expectations relative to 
competitors, but also on the firm’s capability to detect rent opportunities and implement a 
strategy that exploits it. A definition of capability by Amit (1993, p.35) reveals that 
capabilities are in essence information-based, which implies that better information 
facilitates the development of these essential strategic capabilities.  
 
The above definition of InfoRent allows for a tentative definition of information strategy 
analogous to the strategy definition given in the previous section. Consequently, 
information strategy can be regarded as a continuous search for sustainable InfoRent, 
which boils down the management task to explore and identify InfoRent opportunities 
and decision-making about whether and how to exploit the identified InfoRent 
opportunities. In order to specify the management task related to information strategy and 
to derive an analytical framework for (strategic) managers, first a closer look is required 
at what opportunities for InfoRent entail. 
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3.3.2 The origins of information imperfections 
 

As explained earlier, rent opportunities for firms derive from competitive market 
imperfections that deviate from the assumptions made in efficient market theory. In this 
line of reasoning, InfoRent opportunities derive from those market imperfections that 
result from releasing the perfect information assumption in general equilibrium theory. 
Departure from this assumption implies that sometimes economic actors have only 
imperfect and incomplete information of relevant aspects of market transactions and new 
information does not instantly disseminate nor is communicated to all market parties at no 
costs. These competitive information imperfections are considered as the most important 
object of analysis in information strategy. In order to be able to identify information 
imperfections, both their theoretical origins and practical manifestation ought to be 
understood. This section exposes the theoretical origins of information imperfections. 
 
Bounded rationality 

With regard to the origins of information imperfections, again general equilibrium theory 
is of inverse assistance. The assumption of perfect information is directly related to the 
theory’s assumption on man’s rationality; a topic discussed in various forms and shapes 
by 1978 Nobel laureate Herbert Simon (e.g. 1947, 1955, 1957, 1961, 1972). Simon notes 
that traditional economic theory postulates an ‘economic man’, who, in the course of 
being ‘economic’ is also ‘rational’. This man is assumed to have knowledge of the 
relevant aspects of his environment, which -if not absolutely complete- is at least 
impressively clear and voluminous. He is assumed also to have a well-organized and 
stable system of preferences, and a skill in computation that enables him to calculate, for 
the alternative courses of action that are available to him, which of these will permit him 
to reach the highest attainable point on his preference scale (1955, p.99). Inspired and 
backed-up by Hayek (1945), Simon posits his severe doubts whether a ‘rational economic 
man’ provides a suitable foundation for building economic theory. He argues to replace 
this assumed global rationality of man with a kind of rational behavior that is compatible 
with the access to information and the computational capacities actually possessed by 
humans in the kind of environments in which such organisms exist. Therefore, Simon 
(1961, p.xxiv) poses that human economic behavior is assumed to be intendedly rational 
but only limitedly so.  
 
This approximate or rather bounded rationality takes into account both internal capacity 
constraints and external environmental complexity and uncertainty constraints on 
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humans. These constraints of bounded rationality involve neuro-physiological limits on 
the one hand, but occasionally language limits are added as second inability of the human 
brain (Williamson, 1975, p.21).37 The physical limits take the form of rate and storage 
limits on the powers of individuals to receive, store, and process information without 
error (Williamson, 1975, p.21). Human cognitive capacities are as a rule insufficient for 
fully understanding especially complex tasks to recognize the relevant information need 
and to completely process all relevant information (Wigand et al., 1997, p.75). Since the 
language limits have never been properly worked out, the original and narrow notion of 
bounded rationality as physical cognitive limits is adhered to in this research. 
 
Substituting the purely rational portrayal of man with the ‘administrative man’, a 
choosing organism of limited knowledge and ability, introduces a new range of problems 
in human decision-making in organizational contexts. Bounded rationality takes shape in 
three domains of decision-making (Simon, 1947, p.81): 
(1) rationality requires a complete knowledge and anticipation of the consequences 

that will follow on each choice. In fact, knowledge of consequences is always 
fragmentary; 

(2) since these consequences lie in the future, imagination must supply the lack of 
experienced feeling in attaching value to them. But values can be only imperfectly 
anticipated; 

(3) rationality requires a choice among all possible alternative behaviors. In actual 
behavior, only a few of all these possible alternatives ever come to mind. 

 
The assumption of bounded rationality explain humans’ limited rational information 
behavior (Simon, 1955). Bounds on rationality are interesting, of course, only to the 
extent that the limits of rationality are reached - which is to say, under conditions of 
uncertainty and/or complexity. In the absence of either of these conditions the appropriate 
set of contingent actions can be fully specified at the outset (Williamson, 1975, p.22). In a 
non-trivial environment, characterized by some degree of complexity and uncertainty, the 
possible outcomes of certain events quickly become numerous. Under these 
circumstances, it is impossible for humans to gather and analyze the complete set of 
                                                      
37 This second inability is referred to by Williamson (1975) as the language problem of bounded 
rationality. These language limits refer to the inability of individuals to articulate their knowledge 
or feelings by the use of words, numbers, or graphics in ways that permit them to be understood by 
others. Despite their best efforts, parties may find that language fails them (possibly because they 
do not possess the requisite vocabulary or the necessary vocabulary has not been devised) and they 
resort to other means of communication instead (p.22). 
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relevant information for decision-making. This kind of limited information behavior is 
known as satisficing: searching for a solution that meets the decision-maker’s aspiration 
levels which is therefore acceptable. Instead of a complete search for all relevant 
information, the decision-maker only tries to attain a subjectively satisfying, yet 
incomplete level of information (Wigand et al., 1997, p.75, emphasis added). Seth (1994) 
has discerned three broad interpretations of the satisficing rule of bounded rationality and 
its implications. Some theorists have argued that bounded rationality collapses into 
substantive (i.e. complete) rationality under conditions of costly information-processing 
and computational resources (e.g. Baumol and Quandt, 1964). Others (see Williamson, 
1985) have proposed a semistrong form of rationality in close spirit to Simon. Nelson and 
Winter (1982) suggest that there is a fundamental difference between a limited 
information model, in which there is uncertainty about knowing which state of the world 
is true, and a model in which decision-makers have limited cognitive abilities which 
preclude knowledge of which states are possible (p.174). Regardless of the underlying 
cause of the different satisficing interpretations, the behavioral assumption of bounded 
rationality eventually accounts for the existence of incomplete information in the 
decision-making process of market parties. 
  
Opportunism 

Apart from their bounds on rationality, humans are also assumed to sometimes display 
opportunistic behavior. This contrasts with neo-classical economics that assumes 
economic agents to be self-interested, however not opportunistic.38 As Diamond (1971, 
p.31) puts it, standard economic models treat individuals as playing a game with fixed 
rules, which they obey. They do not buy more than they can pay for, they do not 
embezzle funds, they do not rob banks (in Williamson, 1985, p.49). Williamson (e.g. 
1973, 1975, 1985) is one of the authors that explicitly deviates from this neo-classical 
assumption and discusses opportunistic behavior within organizational contexts. Inspired 
by Goffman39 (1969), Williamson (1975) defines opportunism as self-interest seeking 
with guile involving self-disbelieved threats and promises in order to realize individual 
advantages. It includes lying, stealing and cheating, but more often less blatant forms of 
deceit. More generally, opportunism refers to the incomplete or distorted disclosure of 
information, especially calculated efforts to mislead, distort, disguise, obfuscate, or 
                                                      
38 Opportunism is seen as the strongest form of three levels of self-interest seeking behavior 
(stronger than obedience and simple self-interest seeking) (cf. Williamson, 1985). 
39 Goffman describes different types of strategic behavior in game theory settings, without 
however referring to the term opportunism itself. 
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otherwise confuse (Williamson, 1985, p.47). Opportunism takes two forms, sometimes 
labeled ex-ante and ex-post from a transactional point of view (cf. Williamson, 1973, 
p.317): 
 strategic disclosure of asymmetrically distributed information by at least some 

economic actors to their advantage. Typical consequences of this type of 
information asymmetry are often exemplified in the field of insurance and known 
as adverse selection (cf. Arrow, 1984), and the ‘lemon’ problem (Akerlof, 1970). 

 the impossibility to extracting what can be confidently regarded as self-enforcing 
promises to behave responsibly. The consequences of this post-contractual 
information asymmetry are most commonly exemplified in the field of insurance 
and known as moral hazard (cf. Arrow, 1984). 

 
Drawing on seminal work by Nobel Prize laureates (Nobel Foundation, 2001) Akerlof 
(1970), Stiglitz (1985) and Spence (1974a), information asymmetries have been analyzed 
extensively mainly as opportunism-driven hazards to economic transactions (e.g. Arrow, 
1984, Clemons et al., 2001, Hirschleifer, 1973, Williamson, 1975). Williamson (1975) 
states that information imperfections exist even when parties have identical information 
and, a fortiori, if information differences exist. He adds that not asymmetry per se, but 
rather information asymmetry coupled with (a) the high costs of achieving information 
parity and (b) the proclivity of parties to behave opportunistically poses the problem40 
(p.31). The subtlety of the word ‘proclivity’ is Williamson’s response to the critique (e.g 
Ghoshal et al., 1996) that the behavioral assumption of opportunism is a rather 
pessimistic view of human nature. The assumption is that, while not all humans behave 
opportunistically, it is difficult to predict beforehand whether they will or will not behave 
as such. Lack of opportunism might simplify matters greatly but implies a loss of realism 
and questionable gains in predictive powers (see also chapter 2, section 2.3). In short the 
behavioral assumption of opportunism explains why economic actors might use 
conditions of information asymmetry to their individual advantage. 
 
Summarized, the assumptions of bounded rationality and possible opportunism together 
account for the dual nature of information imperfections. Information imperfections can 
thus be described as a combination of imperfections along two dimensions: incomplete 
information and information asymmetry. 
 

                                                      
40 Williamson designates this condition as information impactedness. 
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3.3.3 Exploring InfoRent opportunities 
 

As indicated by the attention for information imperfections in Information 
Economics, and Organizational Economics (e.g. transaction cost economics, agency 
theory), a tradition exists to theorize about information imperfections as hazards to human 
decision-making and efficient market functioning. However apart from Nayyar (1990) 
and Davis (2001), seldom information imperfections are regarded as strategic 
opportunities that firms can explore and exploit. This section elaborates on the practical 
manifestation of each of the two dimensions of information imperfections: incomplete 
information and information asymmetry in both factor and product markets as 
opportunities for realizing InfoRent. 
 
Analogous to Penrose’s (Penrose, 1959, p.32) view as ‘seeing, willing, and being able’ to 
act upon productive opportunities, the role of the firms and its managers in the continuous 
search for InfoRent implies a two-step decision-making process of exploring and 
exploiting InfoRent opportunities. The first, explore-step in this process practically entails 
seeing InfoRent opportunities by identifying instances of information imperfections as 
combinations of incomplete information and information asymmetry in both the factor 
markets and product markets that are relevant for implementing the firm’s business 
strategy. The second, exploit-step in this process  (section 3.3.4) entails decision-making 
on whether (willing to act upon) and how to act upon the instances the firm identified 
(being able). 
 
Instances of incomplete information 

Instances of incomplete information occur in case an economic actor makes a trade-
related decision without being able to dispose of all the potentially relevant information 
needed to make the economically most efficient decision. Under these circumstances 
economic actors are able to make at best subjectively satisfying decisions (‘satisficing’). 
 
In factor markets, examples of instances of incomplete information that a firm might 
identify include, but are certainly not limited to a lack of complete information about: 
 who the resource suppliers are for the resource that the firm considers 

acquiring/acquires; 
 what the acquisition process and the resource itself entails that the firm considers 

acquiring/acquires (composition of resource, terms and conditions); 
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 the prices for which the firm can acquire the resource from different resource 
suppliers; 

 what the quality is of the resource that the firm can acquire from different resource 
suppliers; 

 who the competitors are that also (attempt to) acquire the resource that the firm 
considers acquiring/acquires; 

 which price competitors are willing to pay for the resource that the firm considers 
acquiring/acquires. 

 
In product market, examples of instances of incomplete information that a firm might 
identify include a lack of complete information about: 
 who the customers are for the product that the firm considers offering/offers; 
 what the acquisition process and the product itself entails or should entail 

(composition of product, terms and conditions); 
 which price customers are willing to pay for the product that the firm considers 

offering/offers; 
 who the competitors are that also offer the product that the firm considers 

offering/offers; 
 what the quality is or should be of the product that the firm considers 

offering/offers compared to competitors’ products; 
 which prices competitors charge for products similar to the products that the firm 

considers offering/offers? 
 
The common aspects in these examples of instances of incomplete information are market 
parties such as suppliers, customers and competitors, the resource or product itself, the 
prices, the quality, the acquisition/sales process and conditions, and competitive 
information about prices and quality, regardless whether it concerns traditional products 
or services or intangible (digital) information products. 
 
Although the above examples are stated from the perspective of the firm, all market 
parties associated with a particular factor or product market (e.g. competitors, consumers, 
suppliers, intermediaries, external market institutions such as consumers’ organizations, 
and external regulators such as the government) possibly face instances of incomplete 
information. However for the information strategy framework presented in the following 
sections, solely the perspective of the firm will be elaborated. 
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Instances of information asymmetry 

Although theoretically rooted in a different behavioral assumption, instances of 
information asymmetry are related to instances of incomplete information. In fact, 
incomplete information is a precondition for an instance of information asymmetry to 
exist. The combination of the existence of instances of incomplete information with the 
assumption of heterogeneity (of firms and economic actors) can results in the situation 
that some economic actors are less incompletely informed than others. It is with respect to 
this that practically every individual has some advantage over all others in that he 
possesses unique information of which beneficial use might be made, but of which use 
can be made only if the decisions depending on it are left to him or are made with his 
active cooperation (Hayek, 1945, p.521). It then depends on the individual’s proclivity to 
behave opportunistically whether he exploits this information advantage to his individual 
gain. 
 
Instances of information asymmetry occur in the situation that one economic actor has 
private information that is unknown to and costly to draw level for other economic actors 
and is used to the individual advantage of the economic actors that has the information 
advantage. Summarized, for an instance of information asymmetry to exist between two 
economic actors, at least one of them should be incompletely informed about a particular 
market aspect (see examples above), and one of the parties exploits this in an 
opportunistic manner. Information asymmetry thus exists solely as an imperfection that 
occurs in (transactional) exchange relationships between market parties and takes shape 
as either information advantages or disadvantages. 
 
Market transparency versus market opaqueness 

Regardless of the composition of the information imperfection in terms of its two 
dimensions, the particular instances of information imperfections that a firm identifies 
depends on the specific market circumstances and the ability of the firm to see and 
recognize them. Specific market characteristics (such as the number of market parties, 
level of homogeneity of resources and products) and aspects of market mechanisms (such 
as the level of objectivity and formalization of the transaction) cause variance in the 
number of occurrences of instances of information imperfections. In addition, firms 
possess different abilities to recognize and identify the imperfections that occur in the 
markets that are relevant for them. The number, gravity and level of annoyance of the 
instances of information imperfections that a firm identifies, determines if a market is 
experienced by a firm as being paramountly transparent or opaque. The judgment of 
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being transparent or opaque is thus seen as two ends of a continuum, where the more a 
firm identifies instances of imperfections, the more it experiences the market as opaque. 
 

3.3.4 Exploiting InfoRent opportunities 
 
 In the second step of a firm’s search for InfoRent the firm has to decide whether 
and how to exploit the instances of information imperfections identified in the strategic 
factor and product markets in the first explore-step (seeing InfoRent opportunities). From 
the individual firm’s perspective, this decision-making process on the exploitation of the 
identified instances comes down to two generic information strategy decisions designated 
as solve and maintain. In order to make this decision, firms have to decide: 

 
(1) whether it is desirable that the identified instances of information imperfections 

exist, given their choices in business strategy and other strategic domains, such as 
finance (willing to act upon InfoRent opportunities). 

 
The willingness of a firm to act upon InfoRent opportunities and to influence 
market transparency is influenced by the choices it has made in its business and IT 
strategy. For instance, firms pursuing a cost leadership strategy can be expected to 
regard increased price transparency as desirable, while firms with a good reputation 
and large marketing budget can be expected to regard product/quality transparency 
as undesirable. These influencing factors will be explored in more detail in the case 
study (chapter 5, 6 and 7). 

 
(2) whether it is possible and worthwhile to dedicate resources and capabilities to 

address the instances of information imperfection considering the actions and 
possibilities of other market parties (able to act upon InfoRent opportunities). 

 
The ability of a firm to act upon InfoRent opportunities is influenced by both the 
extent to which it can acquire the resources and capabilities required to implement 
its decision, and the possibility to influence a market’s transparency given its 
market characteristics, market mechanism and possibly opportunistic market 
parties. In practice, markets differ in these aspects and have differing levels of 
market transparency as a result. Markets that approximate the assumptions of the 
perfect market (perfect competition and complete markets) more closely, are 
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inherently more transparent than market that do not. These factors will be explored 
in more detail in the case study (chapter 5, 6 and 7). 

 
Information strategy decisions 

The result of a firm’s decision to either maintain or solve one of the dimensions of 
information imperfections is shortly discussed below in order to exemplify the effect of 
information strategy decisions on the composition of the information imperfection in 
terms of its two dimensions, referred to as its state. The examples of solve and maintain 
decisions show that information strategy decisions on one particular dimension of the 
instance of information imperfection influence the other dimension (e.g. privately solving 
incomplete but symmetric information causes information asymmetry). The overview of 
possible states (A, B, C, or D) of information imperfections and the decisions that cause 
to alter this state from the individual firm perspective are depicted in Figure 5 (p.96). 
 

Solve 

A firm that decides to solve an instance of incomplete information in the absence of 
information asymmetry (state A in Figure 5) dedicates its resources and capabilities to 
become more completely informed about particular market aspects in factor and product 
markets. This information strategy decision results in the situation that the firm has an 
information advantage over other market parties, regardless of whether it is now 
completely or still incompletely informed (state C). This information advantage puts the 
firm in a position where it can choose to either publicly increase market transparency that 
allows every market party to make more economically efficient decisions, or to privately 
use the information advantage (see maintain/solve of information advantage). In either of 
the cases, it prevents other firms from solving the instance of incomplete information and 
possibly making it into an instance of information advantage. For example, regulatory 
authorities on financial markets (e.g. the Dutch Autoriteit Financiële Markten, the US 
Securities and Exchange Commission) count as their objective to make sure that financial 
and exchange-related information is publicly available in order to stimulate an orderly 
and transparent market process (Autoriteit Financiële Markten, 2001, 2002). Their task is 
to prevent instances of incomplete information and thus the possibility for any 
information advantages to occur, so they cannot be exploited to an individual market 
player’s advantage by means of insider trading. 
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Figure 5 Effects of information strategy decisions on the state of information 
imperfections 

 
A firm that decides to solve an instance of information asymmetry dedicates resources and 
capabilities to draw level the information differences that constitute the asymmetry in 
order to realize information symmetry, regardless of whether the firm is completely 
informed or not. 
 In case of an instance of information disadvantage, and thus incomplete 

information (state B), the information strategy decision to solve it prevents the 
other market parties from using their information advantage to their individual 
advantage. For example, firms that engage in reverse engineering to discover the 
composition and constitution of newly introduced competitive products attempt to 
solve the information disadvantage that inhibits them to produce an equivalent or 
similar product. The result is either a situation of incomplete but symmetrical 
information (state A), or perfect -complete and symmetrical- information (state E). 

 In case of an instance of information advantage, regardless of incomplete or 
complete information, the information strategy decision to solve it implies that the 
firm renounces from using its information advantage over other market parties to 
its individual advantage. For example, a firm entering into a strategic partnership 
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where one of the goals is to share and pair its expertise can decide to solve its 
information advantage in order to facilitate future cooperation. The resulting 
situation is perfect information (state E) in case of complete information and an 
information advantage (state D), and symmetrical but incomplete (state A) in case 
of incomplete information and an information advantage (state C). 

 
Maintain 

Firms that decide to maintain an instance of incomplete information in the absence of 
information asymmetry do not dedicate resources and capabilities to become more 
completely informed about particular aspects in factor and product markets. This 
information strategy decision results in a continuation of the market opaqueness that 
prevents all market parties from making more economically efficient decisions, except 
those market parties that have been able to privately solve this instance of incomplete 
information. For example, firms that decide to maintain incompletely informed about 
consumer demand because it is too costly to solve, allow other market that are able to 
gain more complete insight in consumer demand to transfer this into an instance of 
information advantage.  
 
Firms that decide to maintain an instance of information asymmetry do not dedicate 
resources and capabilities to draw level the information differences that constitute the 
asymmetry in order to realize information symmetry, regardless of whether this is in a 
situation of complete information or not. 
 In case of an instance of information disadvantage and thus incomplete information 

(state B), the information strategy decision to maintain it implies that the firm does 
not attempt to unveil the other party’s private information that constitutes the 
asymmetry and allows the other market party to use its information advantage over 
them to their advantage. For example, if information disadvantages result from 
highly specific and complex R&D developments, it can be too costly or complex to 
attempt to unveil the other market party’s private information that constitutes the 
information asymmetry (cf. Davis (2001) for four different ways of dealing with 
information advantage in R&D settings). 

 In case of an instance of information advantage regardless of incomplete or 
complete information, the information strategy decision to maintain it holds a firm 
from disclosing the private information that constitutes the asymmetry in order to 
sustain the information advantage. For example, local tour guides attempt to 
maintain their information advantage over tourists (for their part armed with travel 
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guides) by collecting detailed local background information, so they can exploit 
their in-depth local knowledge by means of hired guided tours. 

 

3.3.5 Information strategy framework 
 

Based on the view of the firm, the notion of strategy and the definitions of 
underlying assumptions and concepts expounded in the above sections, a more precise 
definition of information strategy can now be provided. 
 
The information strategy of a firm is defined as: 

a continuous search for sustainable InfoRent by means of a set of generic 
information strategy decisions (solve/maintain) that exploit the specific instances 
of information imperfections (combinations of incomplete information and 
information asymmetry) that the firm explores and identifies in the factor and 
product markets that are relevant for implementing its business strategy. 
 

While this definition specifies precisely the type of decision-making that information 
strategy entails, it omits factors that influence these individual information strategy 
decisions and aspects of mutual interdependence and dynamism within this set of 
individual decisions. These managerial aspects that overarch the individual information 
strategy decisions are concerned with making the set of individual decisions a coherent 
managerial whole. The information strategy framework depicted below in Figure 6 
includes several of these issues, specifically the factors that directly influence a firm’s 
information strategy. 
 
The information strategy framework shows the explore-part and exploit-part of decision-
making in information strategy in terms of the underlying behavioral assumptions, two 
dimensions of information imperfections, and the two generic information strategy 
decisions. In a broader context, these individual information strategy decisions are shown 
to be influenced by other areas of strategic decision-making (e.g. business, financial and 
IT strategy). Depending on the information-intensity of the industry, information strategy 
can gain in relative importance to business strategy. In some cases, information strategy is 
of such importance that it is almost intertwined with a firm’s business strategy (see 
M2MATCH case in chapter 1). While in less information-intensive industries, information 
strategy issues might be considered to just add unnecessary costs to the implementation of 
a firm’s strategy. In the latter case, the business and financial strategy of a firm can be 
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expected to have a more restrictive influence on a firm’s information strategy decisions, 
in some cases even leading to spending no managerial attention to it at all. 
 
Furthermore, a firm’s information strategy should fit both the opportunities and threats 
that the structure of the industry provides and the internal strengths and weaknesses of the 
firm. More specifically, a firm’s information strategy should fit the possibility to 
influence market transparency given the market’s characteristics, mechanism and market 
parties, and the firm’s ability to assemble the required resources and capabilities to 
actually implement the information strategy decision. 
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Figure 6 Schematic overview of the information strategy framework 
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Earning InfoRent: 12 propositions 

Collectively, the individual decisions to either maintain or solve the dimensions of the 
instances of information imperfections affect the level of market transparency that the 
firm experiences and the firm’s ability to earn InfoRent from its information strategy. 
 
Since the implementation of some of the information strategy decisions requires the firm 
to dedicate resources and capabilities (such as information, IT and analytical skills), every 
information strategy has a set of associated internal and external resources and 
capabilities that are either acquired or developed and employed in order to implement the 
set of information strategy decisions at a certain cost. These costs of implementing 
information strategy decisions to an extent limit whether and how much InfoRent a firm 
can earn. On the other hand, information strategy decisions allow firms to earn InfoRent 
from both strategic factor and product markets. The total amount of InfoRent a firm can 
appropriate is therefore determined by the amount of InfoRent it can yield and sustain in 
strategic factor markets and product markets minus the costs associated with 
implementing the information strategy decisions. 
 
However, a firm’s ability to actually earn InfoRent by means of its information strategy is 
not solely dependent on its own information strategy decisions. Notably, not all 
information strategy decisions directly yield InfoRent, some are aimed at limiting the 
firm’s or other market parties’ future ability to realize InfoRent. An overview of 
propositions of which information strategy decisions possibly earn InfoRent given the 
instance of information imperfection in either strategic factor and product markets is 
given in Table 5 (p.101) and Table 6 (p.102).  
 
Moreover, a firm’s ability to realize InfoRent depends on the extent to which the 
information strategy decisions of other market parties leave room for instances of 
incomplete information and information asymmetry that can be exploited to the firm’s 
advantage. This dependency on other market parties introduces the aspect of competitive 
action-reaction dynamics and strategies and counter-strategies that play a role when firms 
that operate on the same market formulate and implement an information strategy in their 
attempts to earn InfoRent. In the exploratory case study presented in chapters 5, 6 and 7 
the factors that influence, guide and limit a firm’s information strategy decisions are 
investigated. 
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Strategic Factor Markets 
Instances of incomplete symmetrical information 

Solve 
The firm creates a possibility to earn InfoRent, depending on its decision to maintain 
or solve the information advantage that results from its private information (see 
information advantage). 

Maintain 

The firm leaves the opportunity for other market parties to create a possibility to earn 
InfoRent, depending on the other parties’ ability to create an information advantage 
and their decision to maintain or solve the information disadvantage that results from 
their private information (see information disadvantage). 

Instances of information disadvantage (for the firm vis-à-vis other market parties) 

Solve 

The firm prevents other market parties from earning InfoRent. By unveiling the 
private or strategically disclosed information of other market parties that caused 
different expectations of the future value of a resource among market parties, the 
expectations can be based on the same information. Provided that information 
symmetry holds, the future value can then be reflected in the price of the resource to 
the extent that the remaining incomplete information allows this. 

Maintain 

Other market parties are able to earn InfoRent. As a result of the private or 
strategically disclosed information the firm can make a less accurate expectation of 
the future value of a resource than other market parties. The expected value 
differences might not be reflected in the price of the resource, therefore other market 
parties can earn InfoRent in case the resource proves to be overvalued as a result of 
the firm’s information disadvantage. 

Instances of information advantage (for the firm over other market parties) 

Solve 

The firm renounces the possibility to earn InfoRent. By unveiling the private or 
strategically disclosed information that caused different expectation of the future 
value of a resource among market parties, the expectations can be based on the same 
information. Provided that information symmetry holds, the future value can then be 
reflected (fully) in the price of the resource to the extent that the remaining 
(in)complete information allows it. 

Maintain 

The firm is able to earn InfoRent. Based on its private or strategically disclosed 
information the firm is able to make a more accurate expectation of the future value 
of a resource than other market parties. The expected value differences might not be 
reflected in the price of the resource, therefore the firm can earn InfoRent in case the 
resource proves to be undervalued as a result of the other market parties’ information 
disadvantage. 

 

Table 5 Overview of propositions on InfoRent-earning possibilities in strategic factor 
markets 
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Product Markets 
Instances of incomplete symmetrical information 

Solve 
The firm creates a possibility to earn InfoRent, depending on its decision to maintain 
or solve the information advantage that results from its private information (see 
information advantage). 

Maintain 

The firm leaves the opportunity for other market parties to create a possibility to earn 
InfoRent, depending on the other parties’ ability to create an information advantage 
and their decision to maintain or solve the information disadvantage that results from 
their private information (see information disadvantage). 

Instances of information disadvantage (for the firm vis-à-vis other market parties) 

Solve 

The firm prevents other market parties from earning InfoRent. By unveiling the 
private or strategically disclosed information of other market parties that hinder the 
firm in maximizing the value of the productive service of its resource bundles, value 
creation can be based on the same information. Provided that information symmetry 
holds the firm has equal opportunity to maximize the value of the productive service 
of its resource bundles. 

Maintain 

Other market parties are able to earn InfoRent. As a result of the private or 
strategically disclosed information of other market parties, the firm is unable to 
maximize the value of the productive services of its resource bundles. Other market 
parties can appropriate InfoRent in case the information advantage allows them to 
maximize the value of the productive service of their resource bundles, while the 
information disadvantage hinders the firm’s value maximization. 

Instances of information advantage (for the firm over other market parties) 

Solve 

The firm renounces the possibility to earn InfoRent. By unveiling the private or 
strategically disclosed information that caused the firm to maximize the value of the 
productive service of its resource bundles, value creation can be based on the same 
information. Provided that information symmetry holds, other market parties have 
equal opportunity to maximize the value of the productive service of their resource 
bundles. 

Maintain 

The firm is able to earn InfoRent. Based on its private or strategically disclosed 
information the firm is able to maximize the value of the productive service of its 
resource bundles, regardless of information asymmetry. The firm can earn InfoRent 
in case its information advantage allows it to maximize the value of the productive 
service of its resource bundles, while the information disadvantage hinders other 
market parties’ value maximization. 

 

Table 6 Overview of propositions on InfoRent-earning possibilities in product markets 
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4.1 Introduction 
 

This section bridges the theoretical and empirical part of this research by 
expounding on the research methodology. The empirical part comprises an in-depth case 
study consisting of three cases that were conducted in the Dutch leisure travel industry. 
Goal of the empirical study is both to heighten the theoretical rigor of the information 
strategy framework by confronting it with organizational reality and to assess the 
practical relevance and usefulness of the framework for managerial practice. Each of the 
three studies investigates whether, how and why the organization deals with the 
information imperfections identified in the factor and product markets that are relevant 
for implementing its business strategy. 
 
The research methodology guides a researcher from the initial research topic, objectives 
and question through the structured gathering and analysis of data, to drawing 
conclusions. However, the choices made in this methodology and the overall research and 
case study design depend strongly on the research paradigm that the researcher adheres 
to. The philosophical foundations that reveal the researcher’s stance on what constitutes 
scientific knowledge and how it can be discovered, guides the design choices which in 
turn determine the implementation of the research process. These translations from 
research paradigm, to research strategy, to implementation are justified and clarified in 
this chapter. 
 
First, section 4.2.1 elaborates on the epistemological and ontological stance of the 
researcher, which make up his personal belief about the underlying interpretive research 
paradigm that is adhered to in the research. Then, the choice for a particular research 
strategy, regardless of this choice for an interpretive approach, is explained in section 
4.2.2. The case study method is argued to be the most suitable method for addressing the 
empirical research given its methodological nature, its use as a means for theory building 
and its function within the Strategic Management discipline. Section 4.2.3 sums up the 
consequences of the combination of the two above choices by explaining the hermeneutic 
principles that are adhered to in conducting interpretive case studies. These principles 
guide the dialogue between theory and practice, which is required for rigorously 
developing relevant theories. 
 
Second, the setup of the case study is explained. This setup translates the research 
paradigm and the topic under investigation into a set of coherent choices explaining how 
and under which circumstances the empirical research is conducted. These choices 
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include the justification of the Dutch leisure travel industry as an appropriate industry 
(section 4.3.1), the justification of three case organizations that each represent a part of 
the value chain in this industry (section 4.3.2), and the choices made in the case study 
design in section 4.3.3. Lastly, the steps taken in the implementation of the research 
process are described. This includes the range of activities and guidelines followed from 
the way of gaining access to the organization to the analysis of empirical data (section 
4.3.4). 
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4.2 An interpretive approach to the case study research strategy 
 

Addressing the methodological issues of any research cannot but reveal a part of 
the researcher’s personal view of the (scientific) world of knowledge creation and 
accumulation. In describing the methodological approach to any research, researchers 
take a stance on what constitutes proper research and what their role in the research 
process entails in addition to describing the research process itself. This section discusses 
the interpretive approach to the case study research strategy taken up in the empirical part 
of this research. In determining the (philosophical) approach to a research, no right and 
wrong choices exist, since this choice reflects the researcher personal beliefs. However in 
any given academic discipline, a majority of researchers seems to conform to a dominant 
approach -often labeled as the research paradigm within a field- while generally several 
paradigms coexist (see Hirschheim (1992) for different paradigms in the field of 
information systems). Introducing or adhering to a non-prevailing paradigm inevitably 
leads to criticism and debate, as is currently still the case in information systems (IS) 
research41. Although these fundamental discussions are certainly of interest, they will be 
at best touched upon in this section in order to prevent getting bogged down in the 
underlying philosophical matters of the empirical research design. 
 
The choice for the interpretive approach, in fact any research paradigm, becomes clear in 
the philosophical underpinnings of the research, more specifically in the ontology and 
epistemology. The first two sections elaborate on the choice for the interpretive paradigm 
in qualitative research (4.2.1) and the justification for the case study research strategy 
(4.2.2). The last section (4.2.3) addresses the consequences of following an interpretive 
case study approach as a means for theory development that stimulates dialogue between 
theory and empiricism. 
 

4.2.1 Research approach 
 

Taking a stance on the research approach that guides the choice made in the 
empirical design of a research, above all requires explaining what a research approach 
entails. All research (whether quantitative or qualitative) is based on some underlying 

                                                      
41 IS research is used here to denote research broadly including areas such as information, 
information (resource) management, information technology (IT) and IT management, and 
information systems. 
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assumptions about what constitutes ‘valid’ research and which research methods are 
appropriate (Myers, 1997). A research approach simply makes these assumptions explicit. 
The researcher’s personal beliefs about these philosophical foundations determine to a 
large extent what methods of inquiry and data analysis are used to come to valid results. 
Although these assumptions sometimes remain implicit, it is important to know what 
these assumptions are in order to properly conduct or evaluate research (methods). A 
preoccupation with methods on their own account obscures the link between the 
assumptions that the researcher holds and the overall research effort, giving the illusion 
that it is the methods themselves, rather than the orientations of the human researcher, 
that generate particular forms of knowledge (Morgan et al., 1980, p.499, emphasis 
added). More specifically, in the social sciences these orientations concern the 
researcher’s assumptions about ontology and epistemology.42 Several classifications of 
these assumptions, also known as paradigms, coexist and the distinction is not always 
obvious, let alone that the classes are mutually exclusive. Classifications of philosophical 
perspectives include amongst others (see Morgan (1980) for a continuum): interpretivism, 
hermeneutics and social constructionism (Schwandt, 2000); positivism, post-positivism, 
critical theory and constructivism (Lincoln et al., 2000). The most simple and clear-cut 
three-fold classification that was suggested by Orlikowski (1991) and is now widely 
adopted in IS research (cf. Myers et al., 2002), distinguishes a positivist, interpretive and 
critical paradigm. Orlikowski added two paradigms to the -at that time predominant- 
positivist paradigm in IS by explaining their underlying philosophical differences (p.5). 
 
 Positivist studies are premised on the existence of a priori fixed relationships 

within phenomena that are typically investigated with structured instrumentation. 
Such studies serve primarily to test theory, in an attempt to increase predictive 
understanding of phenomena. 

 Interpretive studies assume that people create and associate their own subjective 
and inter-subjective meanings as they interact with the world around them. 
Interpretive researchers thus attempt to understand phenomena through accessing 
the meanings that participants assign to them. 

                                                      
42 Although sometimes the basic beliefs about ethics (axiology), human nature and methodology 
itself are included under the heading of paradigm (cf. Denzin et al., 2000b, p.157, Morgan et al., 
1980, p.491), the more narrow notion that focuses on ontology and epistemology is adhered to 
here. 
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 Critical studies are aimed to critique the status quo, through the exposure of what 
are believed to be deep-seated, structural contradictions within social systems, and 
thereby to transform these alienating and restrictive social conditions. 

 
The empirical part of this research follows the interpretive approach. The accompanying 
ontological premise, or belief about the nature of reality, in this research can be labeled as 
internal realism as distinct from external realism. Whereas external realism considers 
reality as independently of our construction of it, internal realism views reality-for-us as 
an intersubjective construction of the shared human cognitive apparatus (Walsham, 
1995b, p.75). The related epistemological stance taken in interpretive studies involves 
that our knowledge of reality is gained only through social constructions such as 
language, consciousness, shared meanings, documents, tools and other artifacts to be 
obtained by means of the researcher interacting with the human subject of inquiry (Klein 
et al., 1999, p.69, Walsham, 1995a, p.376). Although these ontological and 
epistemological stances clearly distinguish this interpretive study from the positivist 
tradition, the more precise underlying philosophical principles (e.g. phenomenology, 
ethnomethodology, philosophy of language or hermeneutics) remain to be discussed (see 
section 4.2.3). 
 
Interpretive approaches to empirical research are sometimes wrongfully regarded as 
synonymous with qualitative research methods. Certainly, a divide exists between 
qualitative and quantitative methods to empirical research, and surely interpretive 
approaches often rely on qualitative data. However conversely, qualitative research does 
not necessarily rest upon an interpretive foundation; critical and positivist approaches in 
qualitative methods exist as well. The term qualitative research is not used here in the 
strict sense of data collection mechanism that does not allow numerical data as type of 
evidence (Yin, 1981), but rather as counterpart to quantitative research approaches. 
Typically, quantitative approaches can be used in studies in which generally accepted 
quantifiable measures of the constructs of interest exist or can be confidently constructed. 
In social science and in particular in the young field of IS43, these measures certainly 
cannot always be found. In these cases, following a (positivist) quantitative approach to 
empirical research seems somewhat contrived, as strikingly characterized by Morgan 
(1980). In manipulating ‘data’ through sophisticated quantitative approaches, such as 
multivariate statistical analysis, social scientists are in effect attempting to freeze the 
social world into structured immobility and to reduce the role of human beings to 

                                                      
43 This statement also reveals my view on the IS field as a social science. 
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elements subject to the influence of a more or less deterministic set of forces. They are 
presuming that the social world lends itself to an objective form of measurement, and that 
the social scientist can reveal the nature of that world by examining lawful relations 
between elements (p.498). On the other hand, qualitative researchers study things in their 
natural settings, attempting to make sense of, or to interpret, phenomena in terms of the 
meanings people bring to them (Denzin et al., 2000a, p.3) based on methods of data 
generation which are flexible and sensitive to the social context in which data are 
produced (rather than rigidly standardized or structured, or removed from ‘real life’ or 
natural social contexts) (Mason, 1996, p.4). Qualitative (and non-positivist) research 
seems much more suitable for understanding complex social phenomena within its 
context while retaining some of the inherent complexity of the topic under investigation. 
 
Given the nature and aim of the research, information behavior as a typical social 
phenomenon under investigation, the ontological and epistemological stance taken by the 
researcher and the lack of generally accepted quantifiable measures for the concepts of 
interest, the empirical study in this research follows the interpretive approach to 
qualitatively researching information strategy. 
 

4.2.2 Case study as research strategy 
 

Given the choice for an interpretive approach to the empirical research, a number 
of research strategies or methods can be chosen from. Just as there are various 
philosophical perspectives that can inform qualitative research, so there are various 
qualitative research methods. A research method is a strategy of inquiry which moves 
from the underlying philosophical assumption to research design and data collection 
(Myers et al., 2002, p.7). Within the qualitative research approach, action research, case 
study research, ethnography and grounded theory are valid research methods. Of these 
research methods the case study is adhered to as research strategy in this research. In this 
section, three arguments are provided to support this choice. First methodologically, case 
study research is suited for the type of research question and phenomenon under 
investigation. Second, case study research can be applied as a way of theory building. 
Finally, Strategic Management scholars instigate case study research as an intrusive 
research method that is well suited for revealing sources of performance differentials 
complementing large-scale quantitative methods. 
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The nature of the case study method 

A first argument for adopting the case study research strategy is that the research nature 
and question, and phenomenon under investigation suit the nature of the case study 
method. Each of the four qualitative research methods mentioned above is suited to be 
used for a particular nature and aim of empirical research: 
 
 Action research aims to contribute both to the practical concerns of people in an 

immediate problematic situation and to the goal of social science by joint 
collaboration within a mutually acceptable ethical framework (Rapoport, 1970, 
p.499). 

 A case study is an empirical enquiry that investigates a contemporary phenomenon 
within its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon 
and context are not clearly evident (Yin, 1994, p.13). 

 In ethnographic research, the researcher is required to spend a significant amount 
of time in the field. The ethnographer ‘immerses himself in the life of people he 
studies’ (Lewis, 1985, p.380) and seeks to place the phenomena studied in their 
social and cultural context. 

 Grounded theory is an inductive, theory discovery methodology that allows the 
researcher to develop a theoretical account of the general features of a topic while 
simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations or data (Martin et 
al., 1986). 

 
Even though case study research is an often applied and well suited to IS research, the 
method is certainly not safeguarded against critiques or free of challenges for the 
researcher. From its introduction and application in the IS field, the case study method 
has been criticized and accused of a lack of rigidity and inability to generalize insights. 
After having searched his own heart for conscience, Miles (1979) can only conclude that 
qualitative data are an attractive nuisance. He frankly describes the nuisance and feeling 
of helplessness in his case study team that results from the ill-formulated methods of 
analysis of qualitative data. Yin (1981) does not take up lightly these grave problems that 
Miles indicates. He responds by providing some answers that address the analysis of 
within-case evidence and cross-case qualitative evidence. Until today, criticism and 
debate about case study research remains; sometimes related to a lack of recognition for 
the underlying research paradigm, but often still related to the perceived lack of 
methodological rigor or evaluation criteria. For example, where Benbasat (1987) and Lee 
(1989) make their case for a positivist approach to case study research in IS derived from 
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a naturalist scientist model of scientific research, Dutton (1988) argues with Benbasat 
(1987, 1988) over whether the evaluation criteria for judging case research are indeed 
questionable, if not inappropriate. 
 
In its most literal sense, a case study merely specifies a choice for a particular research 
object, such as an organization or a child (cf. Stake, 2000, p.436). This specific, unique, 
bounded system -or simply case- can then be studied from a range of (theoretical) 
perspectives, involving a variety of research questions. Also narrowly defined, Schramm 
(1971) posits that the essence of a case study is that it attempts to illuminate a decision or 
set of decisions: why they were taken, how they were implemented and with what result. 
However, Yin44 (1994) argues that given his definition above, the case study method is 
particularly suitable when a ‘how’ and ‘why’ question is being asked. Irrespective of 
which specific perspectives on the case study method is chosen, this research satisfies all 
of the above conditions in which the case study as strategy of inquiry seems to be in 
order. The research focuses uniquely on the organization and more specifically its 
information behavior as its case, is concerned with illuminating a set of (information 
strategy) decisions, and asks how and why questions. 
 
Theory building through case study research 

In a discussion between Montgomery (1989, 1991) and Seth (1991), it is argued by 
Montgomery that strategy content research which is developed through an interactive 
research process would benefit greatly from (1) more carefully developed theoretical 
work (2) more theory-driven data analysis; and (3) less emphasis on the immediate 
applicability of results (1989, p.189). Therefore a second reason for adopting the case 
study research strategy is that, together with the grounded theory method, it is one of the 
qualitative methods that can be used for theory building. Eisenhardt (1989) first brought 
this function of case study research under the attention within organizational research. 
She presents a roadmap that outlines the steps to be taken from formulating research 
questions and a priori constructs, the theoretical sampling of cases, through within and 
cross-case analysis, to reaching closure and theoretical saturation (p.533, for an 
overview). The strengths of her approach lie in the likelihood of creating novel theoretical 
insights, the emergent theory is likely to be testable with constructs that can be readily 
measured and hypotheses that can be proven false, and the resultant theory is likely to be 
                                                      
44 Even though Yin’s perspective on the case study method is undoubtedly positivistic, his insights 
about the nature and characteristics of the case study method seem generally accepted even outside 
the positivist paradigm. 
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empirically valid. The difficulty of her approach however, lies in the researcher’s 
required ability to preserve theoretical parsimony while digesting large amounts of rich 
data, and to mount the details of the case in order to prevent building idiosyncratic theory. 
Eisenhardt’s framework evoked some questions whether single or multiple case studies 
are the most powerful means to create theory, and critique that her approach favors the 
development of clear constructs and testable propositions, that lack a good storytelling 
aspect which makes classic case study so insightful (Dyer Jr. et al., 1991). Eisenhardt 
responds by stressing that regardless of the number of cases and the relative importance 
of good storytelling, methodological rigor and multiple-case comparative logic raises the 
chance for theoretical insights from case study research (Eisenhardt, 1991, p.626). 
 
Case study method in Strategic Management research 

A third and last reason for adopting the case study method is that Strategic Management 
scholars have promoted this intrusive matter as useful counterpart for large-scale 
quantitative studies that study sources of performance differentials. As seen in chapter 2, 
Strategic Management research draws heavily on economic theory and economists seem 
to have a predilection for formal evidence and generating large homogenous samples of 
firms for hypothesis testing. Lockett et al. (2001) suggest employing complementary case 
study research to overcome two methodological difficulties linked to the firm 
heterogeneity assumption and the problem of causal ambiguity. 
 
Given the centrality of the firm heterogeneity assumption in Strategic Management, 
traditional large samples of homogenous firms seem unsuited for addressing core 
strategic issues, such as firm performance differentials and firm idiosyncratic sources of 
competitive advantage. Case study research in Strategic Management trades off the 
generality of large-sample studies for a greater appreciation of the complexity of 
organizations (Lockett et al., 2001, p.742). The potential solution of employing case 
study research has unleashed a debate about the suitability of large-scale quantitative 
research methods that are generally used to test strategy hypotheses. Rouse et al. (1999) 
argue that the research methods traditionally used in strategy research (specifically in the 
RBV) are unsuited for revealing sources of sustainable competitive advantage. Strategic 
Management research must be done not only on organizations, but also in organizations 
(p.487). Their plea for using intrusive research methods to isolate sources of sustainable 
competitive advantage incorporates a four-step firm selection process (industry selection; 
clustering strategic groups; comparing groups’ performance indices; identifying high 
versus low performers). Levitas et al. (2002) react to this suggestion by providing three 
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counterarguments why these intrusive research methods will not isolate sources of 
competitive advantage. First, they question the ability of the researcher to understand 
what even managers find difficult to articulate, specifically the tacit elements of 
competences. If a firm’s distinctive competence could be fully understood and articulated 
by outside researchers, it must also be feasible for an insider (e.g. competitor) to grasp 
these competences and duplicate them elsewhere (cf. p.960). This counterargument 
corresponds with the causal ambiguity critique, discussed below. Second, the authors 
point towards the fact that Rouse et al. overlook the role of observable outcomes to test 
for unobservable sources of sustainable competitive advantage such as culture, reputation 
and learning. Obviously, this issue overlaps with the observableness problem signaled by 
Barney (2001b), mentioned below. Levitas et al.’s final objection is that the suggested 
four-step firm selection process samples on the dependent variable, which introduces 
considerable bias into the case study findings. By excluding moderate performers in the 
selection mechanism, firms characteristics that are simply required for adequate 
performance, as opposed to superior performance cannot be isolated (cf. p.961). In a 
reaction on these three shortcomings in the methodology, the original authors stress that 
their call for the use of intrusive research methods was intended to complement and 
augment, not replace, large-scale qualitative studies that rely on secondary data (Rouse et 
al., 2002). 
 
The second difficulty emanates from the assumption that insight in the link between 
resources and competitive advantage is hindered by causal ambiguity. Causal ambiguity 
hinders the outsider’s and even the inside researcher’s ability to analyze the sources of a 
rival’s success and thus easily replicate that success, specifically where intangible 
resources are concerned. This opacity hinders outside researchers as much as rivals in 
gaining insight in and explaining sources of competitive advantage. A methodological 
issue that is related to this causal ambiguity problem is the problem of diagnosing 
intangible resources (cf. Barney et al., 2001b, p.637). Since intangible resources are 
believed to be the source of sustainable competitive advantage, the problem in empirical 
researching is that these intangible assets are hard to grasp. A possible solution to this 
challenge suggested by Godfrey et al. (1995) is to identify observables that shed light on 
underlying unobservable resources. However, the construction and use these kinds of 
proxies require scrutiny in order not to raise concerns about construct validity. 
 
Case study research provides an alternative to large-scale quantitative research in 
Strategic Management since it is better able to deal with the assumption of firm 
heterogeneity and causal ambiguity in combination with unobservable phenomena. 
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However, accuracy and methodological rigor remain of utmost importance to guarantee 
the validity of the study and its outcomes. 
 

4.2.3 Interpretive case study research 
 

The choice for taking an interpretive approach to the case study research strategy is 
reflected both in the research process and outcomes of the empirical studies. As 
mentioned in the previous section, the more precise grounding philosophical principles of 
the interpretive paradigm remained to be discussed. Interpretive research methods can be 
guided by principles of for instance postmodernism, deconstructionism, phenomenology, 
ethnomethodology, the philosophy of language, and hermeneutics. The case study that 
were conducted in the empirical part of this research is founded on the principles 
provided by Klein (1999) which in turn draw on hermeneutics and phenomenology. 
 
In short, hermeneutics is the study of interpretation, especially the process of coming to 
understand a text (cf. Boland Jr., 2002). Phenomenology attempts to unveil the meaning-
concealed essence of individuals’ experiences from their own point of view. The main 
principle that has guided the empirical work is that understanding is a constant movement 
from the whole to the part and back to the whole, also known as the hermeneutic circle 
(Gadamer, 1976, p.117). In this description, ‘parts’ can be the interpretive researchers’ 
and the participants’ preliminary understanding in the study. The whole consists of the 
shared meanings that emerge from the interactions between them. Participants, as well as 
the researcher, appropriate meaning from each other through interaction in a number of 
iterations of the hermeneutic cycle (cf. Klein et al., 1999, p.71). In these cycles of 
interaction the researcher’s initial understanding is based upon theory, whereas the 
participant’s initial meaning is based on his (shared) understanding and experiences. 
Through the empirical research these two initial beliefs are confronted in an attempt to 
create a mutual shared meaning of the constructs and relationships of interest in the study. 
In this sense, interpretive case studies can be employed as a means to establish a dialogue 
between theory and empiricism in order to come to shared meaning and understanding of 
phenomena. 
 
Reminded of the personal stance taken on what constitutes theory (section 1.2.1), the 
main principle of the hermeneutic cycle fits in with the view of theory as social process 
with emphasis on the plausibility of the narrative and the constructionist character of 
theory development (DiMaggio, 1995). The statistical generalizability, common in the 
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positivist approach, is not the goal of the case study. From an interpretive position the 
validity of an extrapolation from an individual case or cases depends not on the 
representativeness of such cases in a statistical sense, but on the plausibility and cogency 
of the logical reasoning used in describing the results from the cases, and in drawing 
conclusions from them (Walsham, 1993, p.15). 
 
Klein suggests six other derivative principles that stem from the basic concept of the 
hermeneutic cycle (i.e. contextualization, interaction between the researcher and subject, 
abstraction and generalization, dialogical reasoning, multiple interpretations and 
suspicion). Of these seven principles, all but the principle of suspicion45 -the principle 
least developed in IS research literature (Klein et al., 1999, p.78)- are taken into account 
in the design of the interpretive case study and are shortly described below. 
 
 The contextualization principle requires that the subject matter be set in its social 

and historical context so that the intended audience can see how the current 
situation under investigation emerged. The case study takes into account the 
company background taken from both written documentation (e.g. company and 
annual reports) and personal interpretations from the participants. Company 
background sketches some of the unique historical, and socio-economic conditions 
that have influenced the company in what it has become at the time of study. 

 The interaction principle requires the ‘facts’ of the case study to be reproduced as 
part and parcel of the social interaction of the researchers with the participants. 
This principle introduces a trade-off between finding the richest way of interaction, 
preferably in multiple cycles, with the participants in the study, while keeping the 
time load within acceptable proportions for the participants to ensure voluntary 
participation. 

 The abstraction principle requires that theoretical abstractions to be carefully 
related to the field study details as they were experienced and collected by the 
researcher. The essence of the case study conducted is to show the practical 
manifestation of the theoretical insights that were presented in the previous chapter. 
The theory acts as a sensitizing device to view the world in a certain way, upon 
which the participants in the study are asked to reflect. The type of generalization 
that is aimed for in this approach is that of constructs and theory generation by 
confronting the theoretical insights with the participants in the cases. 

                                                      
45 This principle requires sensitivity to possible ‘biases’ and systematic ‘distortions’ in the 
narratives collected from the participants (Klein et al., 1999, p.72). 
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 The principle of dialogical reasoning requires the researcher to constantly question 
its initial beliefs by confrontation with the empirical data that emerge from the 
study. The incorporation of this principle has led to various revisions in the 
theoretical framework after each of the cases that were studied and several 
opportunities for further research (see chapter 8). 

 The principle of multiple interpretations urges the researcher to search for different 
interpretations of the same phenomenon to grasp the variety of meanings attributed 
to it by the participants. In each case, the concepts of interest in the study were 
analyzed from each of the participants’ individual perspectives. Furthermore, the 
information strategy decisions were examined from different market parties’ 
perspectives, typically the perspectives of two organizations that interact and 
transact with each other on one market. 

 
The continued effect of following these principles in conducting the interpretive case 
study is reflected in the choices made in the case study setup described in the following 
section.   
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4.3 Case study setup 
 

Whereas the previous section justified the interpretive case study as an appropriate 
research strategy, this section discusses in more detail the setup of the in-depth case study 
that was conducted at three organizations in the Dutch leisure travel industry. 
 
First, both the industry and case selection will be discussed in section 4.3.1 and section 
4.3.2. The design of the case study in terms of its nature, the central question and main 
purpose of the study, the unit of analysis and the general propositions underlying the 
study will be addressed in section 4.3.3. Finally, the method and techniques used for data 
gathering and analysis will be discussed in section 4.3.4. 
 

4.3.1 Industry selection 
 

This section justifies the selection of the Dutch leisure travel industry as the 
domain for selecting the case study objects in the empirical part of this research. In 
selecting the industry of interest, Stake (2000, p.446) suggest selecting an industry in 
which it is likely to learn the most of the topic and constructs under investigation. There 
are two main reasons why the Dutch leisure travel industry is suitable for investigating 
and analyzing the information strategy decisions of several market parties that operate in 
this industry. First, this industry is information intensive; second, the mean level of 
informational transparency of the relevant markets in the industry is low. Certainly, other 
industries suit this profile (e.g. insurance, real estate or mobile telephony) and in that 
sense the choice for the travel industry is arbitrary. 
 
The information intensity of the industry is of importance for the industry selection since 
it indicates the importance and business relevance of information in general and in 
specific the information strategy decisions that influence the transparency of those 
markets that are relevant in the industry. The leisure travel industry is nearly completely 
information-based: consumers’ product selections and comparisons are information 
searches; travel agents principally add value for consumers by handling information 
(searching, comparing, informing, booking); tour operators combine information by 
matching demand information with information on flight and accommodation schedules 
and by coordinating travel components into package tours; the only physical components 
in the industry other than the information carriers (e.g. confirmation letters, tickets, 
vouchers) can be found at the transportation and accommodation suppliers in the industry 
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(e.g. air plane seats, hotel beds). All of these market parties depend on the availability, 
use and analysis of information in their primary business processes. As a result of this 
dependency on information and the information intensity of the travel industry, it can be 
expected that the participants in each of the cases are well aware of the strategic potential 
of information as well as the related relevance of market transparency and information 
strategy decisions. 
 
A second important aspect for the industry selection is the low level of informational 
transparency of the relevant markets in the leisure travel industry, since this leaves room 
for market parties to actually influence market transparency in any desired direction while 
being able to notice the effect. Intuitively, consumers experience the market opaqueness 
of travel markets when searching and comparing travel products over various travel 
agencies and tour operators. Generally, it pays off to engage in extensive information 
searches since price dispersion is fairly large46, a large number of market parties coexist, 
and competing tour operators and travel agents sometimes have large overlaps in their 
range of travel products and destinations. Furthermore, the travel market itself is 
characterized by lively market activity, which constantly alters the market structure and 
competition between market players. A well-known historical example is the introduction 
of a computerized reservation systems called SABRE (Hopper, 1990), other examples 
include the rise of direct sales activities through company websites, the introduction of 
new flight products with a new service concept, and the growth of the number of online 
intermediaries in the form of travel comparison websites. These market characteristics 
further indicate a relatively low level of market transparency in the leisure travel industry. 
Given this confined level of market transparency, it is expected that market parties 
engage in attempts to influence market transparency to their advantage, since the 
opportunities for realizing InfoRent are better in opaque markets compared to more 
transparent markets. The current level of market transparency indicates the potential 
impact of information strategy decisions and thus enables their detection in the research. 
In addition, the relative low level of IT applications in the travel industry also leaves 
room for organizations to deploy IT to enable or support their information strategy 
decisions. 

                                                      
46 Price dispersion can be seen as an indicator of market transparency since in informationally 
perfect markets price is a ‘sufficient’ statistic and competition on price is expected to converge 
prices (see also chapter 3 on the perfect market, or Marshall (1961), who states that the more 
nearly perfect a market is, the stronger the tendency for the same price to be paid for the same 
thing at the same time in all parts of the market). 
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Obviously, the choice for a Dutch industry relates both to the ease of access to 
organizations and to the advantage of complete mastery of the Dutch language being a 
native speaker. Since the hermeneutical principles emphasize the importance of 
interaction between the researcher and participants, the mutual exchange of 
interpretations, and understanding the social, historical and economic settings in which 
the case is researched, full command of the language and affinity with the home country 
of the cases in the industry are seen as generally important aspects of the industry 
selection. 
 
Summarized, the characteristics of the Dutch leisure travel industry result in a high 
relevance and strategic potential of information and information strategy decisions, which 
enhances the possibility to discuss and analyze these decisions with the market parties in 
the case study  
 

4.3.2 Case selection 
 

Within the Dutch leisure travel industry a number a different types of market 
parties operate, transact and interact. Figure 7 displays the market parties and their 
interactions, which collectively make up the value chain for leisure travel products. 
 
The ‘raw material’ suppliers at the beginning of the value chain in the travel industry 
include the suppliers of basic travel components such as transportation (airline, coach 
companies, car rental companies) and accommodations (hotels, bed agents, holiday home 
companies), information suppliers such as Toeristiek, and infrastructure suppliers such as 
TravelNet. The travel component suppliers offer their products directly to consumers 
using call centers and websites, as well as enter into (long-term) sales contracts with tour 
operators. Information supplier Toeristiek offers objective travel-related information on 
accommodations and destinations to both tour operators and travel agents. TravelNet 
organizes regular meetings with all relevant market parties in order to provide the 
infrastructure (proprietary network, including network standards, and protocols) that suits 
the needs of all these market parties and offers access to its infrastructure to both tour 
operators and travel agents. The tour operators that combine different travel components 
for a particular range of destinations offer their package tours either directly to the 
consumer (direct sellers), sometimes exclusively using their own sales agents, or using 
intermediaries for their sales. These intermediaries can be either independent offline 
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travel agents, or online travel agents. These travel agents specialize in informing 
consumers about the available travel products of a range of tour operators for a wide 
range of destinations and look after the booking process in case of a sale. The two branch 
organizations (ANVR, SGR) respectively protect the interests of the travel agents and 
assist consumers in case of a dispute over the costs and payments of travel products. 
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Figure 7 Overview of the market parties and their interactions in the Dutch leisure travel 
industry 

 
From this variety of market parties, four market parties were initially selected to each 
represent one of the three stages of the value chain: an airline, information supplier 
Toeristiek, a tour operator that sells directly to consumers and uses its own travel agents 
for sales, and an online travel agent. Unfortunately, the final selection of cases involved 
only three of the four foreseen cases. After two extensive introductory meetings that 
explained the purpose and design of the study, Toeristiek refused to participate in the 
study and even prohibited the use of the company documentation they had initially 
provided. The reason for Toeristiek’s defensive attitude was the strategic sensitivity of the 
material that the study would reveal, which in their eyes threatened the unique position 
that Toeristiek occupies in the Dutch travel industry. The three remaining cases are: 
 
 TravelCom - the most information-oriented company within the largest Dutch tour 

operator concern; 
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 AirCom - one of the larger leisure airline in the Netherlands that offers both 
scheduled services and charter flights to the Mediterranean; 

 GoWeb - an independent online travel agent, highly ranked in terms of number of 
visits, with a unique implementation of the online search and comparison function 
in the Netherlands. 

 
This selection enables to analyze information strategy decisions in a particular market 
from the perspective of two organizations, since each of these market parties share a 
market with another market party from the case selection. For instance the market for 
charter flights is a product market for an airline while it is an important factor market for 
a tour operator. Possibly, these two organizations have incompatible interests concerning 
market transparency. Given the spread of the case selection, the resulting effect of one 
organization’s information strategy decisions can be evaluated in light of the information 
strategy decisions of other market parties on the same market. This is an attempt to 
capture not only the individual motives of organizations to influence market transparency 
in a certain direction but also to reveal the reactive aspects and interrelatedness of 
information strategy decisions in a market. 
 
These three cases that were conducted in order of appearance, are worked out 
consecutively in chapter 5, 6 and 7. 
 

4.3.3 Case study design 
 

Yin (1994, p.19) describes a case study design as being the logical action plan that 
guides the researcher from initial research questions through the collection and analysis 
of relevant data to the set of conclusions. Case study designs exist in a variety of shapes 
and forms and each of these designs suits a different purpose. Yin (1994) classifies case 
study designs along two dimensions: single versus multiple, and embedded (single unit of 
analysis) versus holistic (multiple units of analysis) designs. Stake (2000, p.437) 
distinguishes between studies that are intrinsic, aimed at isolated insights, instrumental 
aimed at generalizations of a phenomenon, or collective being multiple instrumental 
studies. This is an alternative to known classifications such as exploratory, descriptive, 
and explanatory (Yin, 1994, p.3). Others discriminate between nomothetic studies that are 
aimed at generating general law like rules and idiographic (or idiothetic) studies that take 
into account and attempt to understand the specifics and uniqueness of the case studied. 
In light of the above variety of classifications of characteristics, the case study design 
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used in this research can be characterized as a collective, exploratory, idiographic, 
multiple holistic case study consisting of three cases. 
 
According to (Yin, 1994, p.20) a case study design should at least address the study’s 
question, propositions, and unit of analysis. Additionally, the data analysis method and 
criteria for interpreting the findings can be discussed although detailed guidance for this 
last topic is currently lacking. The first three elements are discussed below, followed by 
the data collection and data analysis method, the criteria for interpreting the findings will 
be dropped due to the deficiency of methodological literature on this topic. 
 
Research question and purpose 

Before expounding on the research question that guided the case study, first the main 
purpose of the empirical part of this researched is shortly discussed. The aim of the case 
study was to detect, clarify and analyze the information strategy decisions that an 
organization takes in the markets that are relevant for its business, and to explain the 
underlying reasons for taking these decisions. Starting from the theoretical framework 
presented in chapter 3, each of the cases provided an opportunity to revise and refine the 
theoretical framework on information strategy. This process is depicted in Figure 8.  
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Figure 8 Overview of the case study research strategy (adapted from Yin, 1994, p.49) 

 
The TravelCom case served as a first exploratory case to test and revise the interview 
questions that addressed the theoretical constructs and to refine the definitions of these 
constructs. This first study showed that managers at the business unit or department level 
and top managers were able to understand and apply the constructs and perspective in 
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their organizational setting. However, this study stressed the need to include a description 
of the organizational structure and primary process in order to understand the 
relationships and main activities of a department or business unit within the firm context. 
In addition the results suggested that a workable way of retrieving a market’s level of 
transparency was to characterize the market in general, its market mechanism and its 
relevant market parties, these items where explicitly added to the interview structure. The 
improvements were taken into account in the study at AirCom and GoWeb respectively. 
The cross-case conclusions and the theory and policy implications are discussed in 
chapter 8. 
 
A secondary purpose of the case study was to verify whether and how real-life 
organizations could relate to, understand and apply the constructs and propositions of the 
information strategy framework. This would indicate the usefulness and usability of the 
framework for managers, who are often insufficiently satisfied with purely theoretical 
insights generated in academia. Part of the applicability of strategic theories and 
frameworks depend on the ease with which (strategic) managers can relate to the concepts 
used and the employability of the outcomes after the case analysis. 
 
Given this purpose, the main research question that guides the case study is: 
 

In its search for InfoRent, how does the organization deal with the information 
imperfections that it can identify in the factor and product markets that are 
relevant for implementing its business strategy? 

 
In short, this question analyzes which information strategy decisions the organization has 
made. This research question reveals the exploratory character of the case study. The 
exploratory part of the study lies in whether the participants are able to understand the 
definition of information strategy and are able to identify information imperfections that 
they respond to. In addition the study examines the reasons why the organization makes 
certain information strategy decisions given its position (current resource and capability 
composition, strategic directions) and the specifics of the market context that the decision 
concerns. 
 
Propositions 

A crucial proposition that underlies the studies concerns the zero-rent potential of perfect 
markets. First, it is assumed that every organization faces markets that have a certain 
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amount of information imperfections, since the ‘perfect market’ is more of a theoretical 
ideal than a real life phenomenon. Related to this assumption is the proposition that 
InfoRent possibilities decrease when a market is characterized by less information 
imperfections. However, possibly an organization has not identified any of the existing 
information imperfections in a market which is in fact not perfect. It can thus be the case 
that organizations deal with information imperfections implicitly, because these 
imperfections have not been actively identified and acted upon. The setup of the study 
attempts to make the participants aware of information imperfections, so they can 
explicitly reflect upon their information strategy decisions that perhaps were implicitly 
made prior to the study. A final related proposition is that organizations make information 
strategy decisions even if they are unaware of their existence, while organizations that are 
aware of them make information strategy decisions that have a beneficial effect on market 
transparency from their perspective, not necessarily aimed at reaching the theoretical 
ideal of complete and perfect information. 
 
Unit of analysis 

The study’s unit of analysis is the organization’s information behavior in relation to the 
information imperfections that they identify. This incorporates processes such as 
identifying relevant information (lacks), gathering, processing, analyzing, producing, 
concealing, misrepresenting and exchanging information either within or outside of the 
organization. This includes both information that is used in business processes, as well as 
information about business processes. The particular focus lies at the information 
behavior that addresses the information imperfections that the organization identifies in 
the factor and product markets that it finds crucial for implementing its business strategy. 
 

4.3.4 Case study protocol 
 

The case study protocol contains the procedures and guidelines for conducting the 
fieldwork, ranging from getting in touch with a contact for the case organizations, to 
guidelines for data collection and analysis. Using a protocol is not only a prerequisite for 
consistently studying multiple cases; it also increases the overall reliability of the study. 
The elements of this protocol are discussed below in order to provide insight in the 
procedure followed in the case study. 
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Gaining access 

The first step in approaching the organization entailed getting in touch with the manager 
most closely associated with the information management function. A letter explaining 
the purpose of the study, the choice for selecting the organization as a case and a 
managerial summary of the topics addressed, was sent to this contact together with a 
request to personally amplify on the research in an introductory meeting. In this first 
meeting, the extent to which the organization was interested in the topic and willing to 
participate in the study were assessed, and agreements on the confidentiality of the results 
and the anonymity of interviewees, time schedule and preferred method of feedback were 
discussed. In a subsequent meeting, the contact was given the opportunity to introduce the 
organizational setting and structure, and his or her role in the organization. From this 
description, the contact was consulted for the selection of appropriate interview 
candidates. The profile for these candidates was to select representatives from the 
management level of departments with a high level of information intensity, where the 
overall selection mirrored the market-related activities of the organization, preferably 
complemented with representatives from the top management level. The contact was also 
asked to prepare the selected interview candidates for their possible participation in the 
study. The agreements made in these introductory meetings were captured in a document 
that is sent to the contact.  
 
Data gathering 

The primary data sources of the case study are interviews held at the case sites (six 
interviewees at TravelCom, 12 at AirCom and six at GoWeb). According to Snow and 
Thomas (1994) interviews are an appropriate data gathering technique for obtaining 
information about phenomena that a researcher is unable to observe (1994, p.461). At all 
sites, the interviews were complemented by written documentation such as company 
reports, annual reports, and information from the company website and intranet, if 
available and accessible. Prior to the interview, an introductory letter was sent to each of 
the selected interview candidates asking for their participation accompanied by a short 
summary of the research scope, goal and question. The individual semi-structured 
interviews lasted approximately one, to one and a half hour, and took place at the case’s 
office location. During the interviews, the researcher shortly introduced his interpretation 
of the definition of information strategy, information imperfections and the 
accompanying view of the firm. The interviewee was then asked to reflect on a number of 
related topics (see Figure 9) in order to analyze his or her view on information strategy 
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and to reveal any information imperfections and information strategy decisions that are 
relevant for the department that the interviewee represented. 
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Figure 9 Topics addressed in semi-structured interviews 

 
First, the interviewees were asked to reflect on their perception of the key issues in the 
organization’s business strategy, the strategic objectives, policy guidelines and to explain 
the reasons for these choices. Second, they were asked to describe the factor and product 
markets that are relevant for implementing this business strategy and specifically those 
markets relevant for their department. Then, they were asked to identify the information 
imperfections that existed in each of these relevant markets, as well as to describe to what 
extent these imperfections are a realistic threat or opportunity for the organization. For 
each of the information imperfections identified in the relevant strategic markets, the 
interviewees were asked to explain how and why the organization either maintains or 
solves the identified imperfections. Subsequently, they were asked to explain which 
(information) resources and capabilities are required in order to implement these 
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information strategy decisions. Finally, the interviewee’s reflection on the usability and 
usefulness of the analysis of the organizations information strategy concluded the 
interview. 
 
Field notes were kept from every interview describing the researcher’s impression of the 
interview, points of special attention for subsequent interviews and interesting thoughts 
that developed during the course of the interview. The interviews were tape recorded if 
the interviewee granted permission for it. Only one of the interviewees objected to the 
recording, and thus notes were taken during this interview and worked out immediately 
after. The interview tapes were literally transcribed and the transcription was sent to the 
interviewee for corrections and scrapping of parts of the interview that could not be used 
for data analysis. In several cases a corrected transcription was returned, and in one case 
an interviewee requested for an opportunity to explain and further elaborate on the topics 
discussed in his interview. 
 
Data analysis 

The main technique used for data analysis was the coding of the collected case materials. 
Coding is the heart of whole-text analysis: it forces the researcher to make judgments 
about meaning of contiguous blocks of text (Ryan et al., 2000, p.780). After all 
transcriptions and other documentation were gathered, the available material was 
imported into a software tool for qualitative data analysis47, named Atlas.ti. This tool 
enabled the researcher to code specific quotations in the data and to flexibly group these 
coded quotations and to triangulate the different available data sources. The code network 
that was used for labeling the data is displayed in Figure 10 and short descriptions of the 
codes are given in appendix A (section 4.4, p. 135). Several codes were grouped in so 
called super-codes to reflect the structure of the theoretical framework. 
 
For each code in the network, first the coded quotations of each case were analyzed in 
search for major overlaps, similarities and differences between the coded evidence of 
different respondents and data sources. In this way, both a common conception of the 
constructs as well as distinct opinions of interviewees could be recognized and 
distinguished. The code relationships defined in the code network indicate which coded 
quotations could be related to other coded quotations and in what manner. By connecting 

                                                      
47 For more information on CAQDAS (Computer Aided Qualitative Data Analysis Software) see 
Weitzman (2000). 
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the analyses of specific code groups with others, the original structure of the theoretical 
framework could be confronted with the views, interpretations and data found in the 
empirical data. Miles (1994, p.127) refers to this data analysis method as using 
conceptually ordered data displays that draw on the conceptual coherence which is 
provided by the initial theory. This process of decomposing and recomposing evidence, 
and comparison with the theoretical framework is in line with the principles of the 
hermeneutic cycle. In this way, a perspective on the organization can be constructed that 
highlights the spearheads in the business strategy, the range of relevant factor and product 
markets, and the information strategy decisions by combining the individual views of the 
interviewees and secondary data sources. 
 
The findings that resulted from this elaborate process of coding and data analysis, were 
written up in a concept report, which was first discussed with the contact and revised if so 
desired, before being presented publicly to the interested members of the case 
organization. These case study reports served as a basis for the three subsequent case 
chapters (5, 6 and 7). 
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Figure 10 Code network used in ATLAS.ti 
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4.4 Appendix A 
 
 Business strategy - the interviewee’s view of the spearheads of the organization’s 

strategy 
- objective/target group - mission, strategic objectives, and specific customer 
or supplier groups that the business strategy focuses on 
- market position - relative position in the market compared to competitors 
- value proposition/PM-combi - ways to add value for customers, or choices 
for a certain product range and target market 
- position in value chain - exchange or interactive relations with other market 
parties 

 
 Primary process - activities that are considered as the core of the organization’s 

existence 
- role of department - the role of the department that the interviewee represents 
in light of the primary process 
- external relation - external relations with market parties that are required for 
the department’s activity 
- internal relation - interdepartmental relations that are required for the 
department’s activity 

 
 Factor market/product market - a factor or product market that is relevant for 

implementing the chosen business strategy and conducting the business activities in 
the primary process 

- market characteristics - the general characteristics of the market (e.g. level 
of competition, or number of suppliers, level of product/resource 
differentiation) 
- market information - information that is relevant for searching, operating 
and transacting in the market 
- market mechanism - the way the market operates and transactions come 
about 
- market party/competition - a market party or competitor that operates on the 
market 
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 Transparency - a general characterization of the level of market transparency as 
experienced by the interviewee 

- opaque - market characteristics that indicate the opaqueness of a market 
- transparent - market characteristics that indicate the transparency of a market 

 
 Information imperfection - instances that the interviewee identifies in which the 

organization/department is incompletely informed in decision-making in a market 
- incomplete information - an instance of information imperfection in which 
more information is needed in order to improve decision-making in a market 
- information asymmetry - an instance of information imperfection in which 
one party clearly has information another market party does not have, and 
retains this situation for opportunistic reasons 

- information advantage - the organization has relevant information for 
decision-making that other parties cannot dispose of 
- information disadvantage - the organization lacks relevant information 
for decision-making that other parties dispose of 

 
 Information strategy decision - factors determining or influencing the way the 

organization deals with identified information imperfections 
- maintain - the information strategy decisions to retain the instance of 
information imperfection identified in a market 
- solve - the information strategy decisions to actively address the instance of 
information imperfection identified in a market in order to dispose of the 
imperfection 
- required resources - the resources that are required for implementing an 
information strategy decision 
- required capabilities - the capabilities that are required for implementing an 
information strategy decision 
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5.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter presents the analysis and results of the first of three cases in the 
exploratory case study on information strategy conducted in the Dutch leisure travel 
industry.48 The study represents a first attempt to make a firm’s information strategy 
decisions explicit in order to facilitate the analysis of the underlying reasons for and 
implementation of these decisions. The object of analysis is TravelCom,49 a large Dutch 
travel organization. The central research question for this case is: 
 

In its search for InfoRent, how does TravelCom deal with the information 
imperfections that it can identify in the factor and product markets that are 
relevant for implementing its business strategy? 

 
First, some information is provided on TravelCom’s background and activities in section 
5.2. With regard to its business strategy, the spearheads and main value drivers are 
discussed in section 5.2.2 and section 5.2.3. Subsequently, TravelCom’s primary process 
(section 5.2.4) and the relevant strategic factor markets (section 5.3) and product markets 
(section 5.4) that are identified as being relevant for implementing TravelCom’s business 
strategy are described in terms of the market characteristics, the market mechanism and 
the level of market transparency. Respectively, the information strategy decisions that are 
made in order to deal with the information imperfections that TravelCom has identified in 
each of these strategic factor and product markets, are analyzed. Finally, section 5.5 
provides an overview of these decisions and section 5.5.2 reflects on the resources and 
capabilities that are required to implement TravelCom’s information strategy decisions. 
 

                                                      
48 The study was conducted in 2001. 
49 The names of TravelCom and TravelConcern are fictitious due to a confidentiality agreement. 
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5.2 TravelCom: case description and background information 
 

TravelCom represents one of the subsidiary companies of the largest travel 
organization in the Netherlands, fictitiously named TravelConcern. TravelConcern came 
into existence after a merger of two large and established travel organizations in the mid 
90’s. It currently consists of over 3000 employees, with an annual turnover of over 3 
billion Dutch guilders in 1998/1999. TravelConcern entails over a dozen different brands 
including tour operating, several travel agency chains, executive travel management, 
inbound tourism, and group and incentive travel management. Figure 11 depicts this 
range of TravelConcern’s activities at the concern level. Within the Dutch travel industry, 
TravelConcern is the only organization that is organized in several different subsidiary 
companies. As a result, the company has a separate commercial organization at the 
concern level, which outlines the overall policy guidelines for all tour operating brands 
and other activities.  
 
TravelCom’s business activities span both tour operating and travel agency activities. The 
company represents one of TravelConcern’s three substantial tour operating brands, that 
collectively booked 1,5 million vacationers in 1999. Besides these three major brands, 
TravelConcern focuses on the travel needs of several specific customer target groups by 
means of a number of smaller tour operators with highly specialized product market 
combinations. 
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Figure 11 Range of TravelConcern’s activities at the concern level 
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5.2.1 Background 
 

With a history in organized coach trips, TravelCom’s current focus in market 
activities lies on offering package tours: trips that consist of at least two travel 
components such as a flight, a hotel and local transportation. TravelCom specializes in 
group travels in the form of organized round trips at cultural locations with local hosts 
and travel guides, and city trips. The destinations of these package tours are spread 
worldwide. TravelCom combines this focus on particular travel products with an 
extensive target group differentiation, as for instance 55+ seniors, Christians or single 
travelers. Together with a particular target destination or type of tour (e.g. France, winter 
sports, adventure, city trips), these target group and travel product foci make up around a 
dozen travel programs, or so-called labels, each equipped with a specifically geared 
marketing approach and distribution channel. 
 
Where it is common in the Dutch travel industry to sell package tours through travel 
agencies, TravelCom operates mainly as a direct seller and invests heavily in marketing 
its products. In its marketing strategy, TravelCom relies on its call center, on-line booking 
facilities via its website, direct mailings, and advertisement in newspapers and magazines. 
TravelCom’s direct sales approach does not exclude the use of travel agencies to market 
and sell its products. TravelCom owns around 30 retail outlets spread over the 
Netherlands. 
 
Key figures 

TravelCom’s origins can be traced back to a local regular service by horse carriage in 
1922 in the south of the Netherlands. Currently they consist of around 200 employees 
working at the headquarters, excluding travel agency personnel. Annually, around 
200.000 vacationers generate returns of around €100 million. This makes TravelCom the 
fifth largest tour operator in the Netherlands.  
 
TravelCom’s gross margins do not differ substantially from the industry’s average that 
lies between 15% and 20%. However, its profitability shows in its net margins of around 
7% of its returns compared to an industry average of around 1%. This ranks TravelCom 
up with the highest profitable tour operators in the Dutch travel industry. 
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5.2.2 Spearheads of TravelCom’s business strategy 
 

As one of TravelConcern’s subsidiary companies, the outline for TravelCom’s 
business strategy is determined in a separate commercial department at the concern level. 
At the concern level, the mission or business vision is to manage the integral vacation 
experience of its customers. The head of TravelConcern’s strategy department explains 
that customers’ travel desires serve as the central basic principle in its choice to operate as 
a customer-oriented organization. The motivation for this choice is that TravelConcern 
considers its travel products as a unique experience that should not straightjacket its 
customers in their travel options. From this concern-level vision, several spearheads for 
TravelCom’s business strategy have been formulated. Five of these spearheads (demand-
side orientation, multi-channel approach, extensive target group differentiation, direct 
marketing approach and net margin maximization) are discussed here for these were 
repeatedly mentioned in the interviews with TravelCom’s management team. 
 
Demand-side orientation 

TravelConcern is currently undergoing a concern-wide shift from a supply-oriented to a 
demand-oriented approach to business. The head of TravelConcern’s strategy department 
explains that TravelCom has an exemplary role in this attention shift. TravelCom is the 
most experienced subsidiary company and employs the most advanced techniques when it 
concerns the use of customer information in determining which travel products to market. 
TravelCom exerts itself to capture and analyze information about who its customers are, 
what their holiday needs and preferences are and which role TravelCom can play in 
fulfilling these needs. A number of data capturing tools, analysis techniques, a data 
warehouse and CRM applications50 play a crucial role in facilitating this demand-side 
orientation. The data warehouse stores information about past bookings of products, 
booking behavior of customer groups and the results of customer satisfaction surveys. 
Combining this information enables TravelCom to obtain insight in the degree to which 
its travel products suit the needs of its customers. 
 
In the Dutch travel industry the majority of travel organizations are focused solely at 
realizing economies of scale in purchasing package tour components. This overemphasis 
on the supply side of travel products results in a basic neglect of the demand side for 
travel products. In its business strategy, TravelCom has aimed its attention primarily at 

                                                      
50 Customer Relation(ship) Management. 
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the sales and customer side of the equation. However, this demand-side orientation does 
not imply that TravelCom simply ignores special purchase offers from travel component 
suppliers. TravelCom also seizes upon special offers of travel component suppliers 
regardless of the demand for it by a specific target group. Subsequently, its extensive 
knowledge of target group preferences enables them to identify the target group with the 
largest chance of buying the travel product that consists of these inexpensively acquired 
travel components. 
 
Extensive target group differentiation 

At the concern level, TravelConcern’s differentiation strategy becomes evident in a multi-
brand approach. Like TravelCom, each of the subsidiary tour operators represents a brand 
that each for their part hosts several labels. These labels focus on a variety of narrowly 
specified target groups of customers that are serviced with a specific type of travel 
product. This extensive target group differentiation serves as one of the ways in which 
TravelCom spreads its economic risk. 
 
TravelCom hosts around a dozen of these labels that include amongst others: 
 active hiking/biking trips for 55+ seniors; 
 organized round trips at cultural locations and city trips; 
 snow, beach and adventure trips for young people; 
 trips to speed skating tournaments; 
 trips to France; 
 for internal use only, TravelCom has a so-called ad hoc label. This label is meant to 

compose travel products that are the result of unforeseen discounted purchase 
opportunities for travel components. From these purchases, package tours are 
composed that suit the needs of target groups of one of the other labels. 

 
Each of the labels combines a destination area that suits a particular target group with an 
appropriate value proposition (either a service or low-cost proposition). None of 
TravelCom’s labels is the result of a pure cost leadership strategy, each label differs in its 
relative emphasis on either low costs or service in the composition of the travel products. 
Depending on the needs and financial situation of a specific target group that is aimed for, 
TravelCom shifts the emphasis in the label’s value proposition. For instance, the 
adventure trips for young people will have a stronger emphasis on low costs than active 
trips for 55+ seniors because of the significant differences in their financial situation and 
service dependency. TravelCom’s differentiation strategy with an emphasis on adding 
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value through a service proposition is in accordance with the business strategy and value 
proposition of the majority of international travel organizations. 
 
Multi-channel approach 

Apart from the extensive target group differentiation, a second way of economic risk 
spreading is by employing multiple distribution channels. Whereas the majority of tour 
operators choose to distribute and sell their products through travel agencies, TravelCom 
operates as a direct seller without intermediating parties. TravelCom employs multiple 
distribution channels, such as its call center, on-line booking facilities on the company 
website, direct mailings and advertisements in newspapers and magazines. Figure 12 
depicts an overview of these distribution channels. TravelCom’s direct market approach 
does not totally exclude the use of travel agencies as a distribution channel. However, 
travel agencies are not organized in a separate retail organization, but rather considered as 
an extension of TravelCom’s tour operating activities and one of many possible 
distribution channels. TravelCom uses a privately owned travel agency chain that is 
aimed specifically at selling the package tours that TravelCom produces. These company-
owned travel agencies account for around 80% of the total returns, and the remaining 
20% of their sales are established through other (independent) travel agencies. 
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Figure 12 Overview of distribution channels 

 
This multi-channel approach to TravelCom’s direct market strategy not only serves as a 
way of risk spreading, but also provides the flexibility to react to unforeseen changes in 
the market demand for travel products. These shifts in market demand can be caused for 
instance by unforeseen popularity of a vacation location or a sudden decrease in demand 
as a result of political instability in a particular country. Tour operators that communicate 
their products solely via brochures at travel agencies lack this flexibility. They have the 
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possibility to communicate changes in their product offering by means of adapting the 
content of their brochure at most once or twice every year. Furthermore, these tour 
operators hardly have any insight in how well a certain product is received for they do not 
capture information about consumers’ interest in their products at the travel agencies. 
TravelCom deliberately avoids this limited flexibility that is inherent to the use of a single 
distribution channel with intermediaries. 
 
Direct marketing  

TravelCom’s ability to apply direct marketing techniques results from the combination of 
a demand-side orientation, extensive target group differentiation and a multi-channel 
distribution. Contrary to most tour operators that passively await consumer interest for 
their brochures at travel agencies, TravelCom takes an active approach in communicating 
its travel products to consumers. Based on the assumption that customers book vacations 
two to three times a year and the fact that the demand for vacations grows 7 to 8% each 
year, TravelCom takes the initiative to suggest travel products that it expects to suit the 
preferences of a target group. These suggestions are based mainly on previous booking 
behavior and information that is derived from customer contact. These interactions 
include conversations with TravelCom’s call center, click-behavior on its website and 
reactions to direct mailings. This information is gathered and combined in TravelCom’s 
data warehouse and subsequently analyzed by means of CRM and data mining 
applications in order to derive relevant suggestions for travel products for a target group. 
 
Maximization of net margins 

In terms of market share, TravelCom’s has no intention to become the largest market 
party, rather they focus on generating the highest possible returns on invested capital. The 
success of this objective is shown by a positive net margin of 7%, a difference of about 
6% compared to the industry’s average 1% margin. TravelCom’s financial director states 
that this competitive edge is not a coincidence, but a direct consequence of the 
commercial strategy that differs from the majority of the competing tour operators as 
explained by the above spearheads. TravelCom’s ICT director explains that where in 
general CRM is used to generate higher returns, TravelCom’s objective is primarily to 
realize higher margins. Given these objectives, it seems rational to focus CRM efforts on 
those target groups that are likely to generate the highest margins and to generate higher 
profits with less or more focused marketing effort. 
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5.2.3 TravelCom’s value drivers 
 

TravelCom serves as an intermediary between travel component suppliers, such as 
airlines and hotels, and consumers. By comparing the advantages of an organized 
package tour with a customer that personally composes and coordinates the individual 
travel components, the value that TravelCom adds for customers can be derived. This 
comparison reveals three aspects of value-adding for customers: reduced prices, risk 
assurance and a high quality of service. 
 
Reduced prices as added value 

In general, tour operators can offer reduced prices for package tours as a result of 
economies of scale. These economies of scale reside in purchasing large volumes of 
travel components such as transportation (e.g. airlines, coaches) and accommodation (e.g. 
hotels, apartments). As a result of these large purchase volumes, major discounts can be 
realized that enable TravelCom to offer package tours for reduced prices. The price 
differences between for instance an individual consumer that book one hotel room for two 
weeks and TravelCom booking 50 rooms over a period of 30 weeks each year are quite 
substantial. 
 
In order to make maximum use of the price reductions that result from economies of 
scale, TravelCom focuses on realizing synergy among its labels. Whenever TravelCom 
needs a particular volume of airline seats for a more expensive label, they identify a target 
group in a less expensive label that also suits this particular destination. This increase in 
volume purchased at a single supplier results in larger economies of scale and greater 
discounts. Consequently, customers in less expensive labels can enjoy the more expensive 
vacation destinations as a result of economies of scale in purchasing. TravelCom 
simultaneously increases its margins in the more expensive label, and is able to offer 
ordinarily more expensive destinations to its customers in less expensive labels.  
 
Apart from purchasing large volumes, TravelCom has two additional sources for reduced 
prices as added value. These price reductions are a direct consequence of the nature of its 
core travel products -organized round trips at cultural destination and city trips- and two 
specific target groups, namely elderly people and higher incomes. Usually round trips and 
city trips include several visits to sights. Since daily sightseeing activities in high 
temperatures are generally regarded as unpleasant, the nature of the travel product 
therefore forces them to schedule somewhat off-season. In addition, elderly people or 
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people with higher incomes allow TravelCom to schedule their travel products off-
season. These customer groups are not bound to the regular summer vacation months or 
have a much longer vacation period, which allows them to avoid the high season. Due to 
a peak in the demand for transportation and accommodation components during the high 
season, the prices for these components are much higher than during the low season. 
Therefore, TravelCom can enjoy price discounts as a result of purchasing its components 
for these travel products in the low season. The specific niche markets that TravelCom 
focuses on in its business strategy provide the circumstancs to realize these price 
discounts. 
 
Risk assurance as added value 

A second way in which TravelCom adds value to its customers is by the risk assurance 
they provide. Compared to customers composing and coordinating their package tours 
themselves, TravelCom reduces risk for customers by providing booking, legal and 
financial assurance.  First, TravelCom relieves customers from coordinating the timing of 
the individual travel components. They assure that the reservations for hotels, car rentals 
and tours and excursions fit neatly into a travel schedule. The booking assurance concerns 
the reservations of the individual travel components. The long-standing relationships and 
contracts that TravelCom has with airlines and hotels allow TravelCom to take the risk of 
cancelled reservations upon them on behalf of its customers. These cancellations are often 
the result of travel component suppliers that overbook themselves. In case of an 
overbooking of for instance a hotel, hotel owners will be more likely to give TravelCom a 
preferential treatment over individual customers. An hotelier can allow himself to 
overbook a single customer occasionally, causing only a relatively small loss of income. 
However, TravelCom can be responsible for nearly half of a hotel’s income, which makes 
it less probable that TravelCom’s reservations are cancelled. In case such a cancellation 
does occur, TravelCom can assure alternative accommodation or transportation that fits 
the package tour schedule. 
 
TravelCom also takes legal and financial risks upon them on behalf of its customers. 
Legal and financial problems that customers encounter with regard to their booking or 
travel will be handled entirely by TravelCom. This relieves customers for instance from 
taking legal action against hoteliers in distant foreign countries. The need for this legal 
and financial assurance seems to increase relative to the distance and reputation of the 
vacation location. For example, Dutch customers will arrange their weekend in Belgium 
themselves, without the need for TravelCom’s assurance. However, when booking a 
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vacation to Spain or Indonesia during the high season the perceived uncertainty increases 
dramatically, customers are likely to value legal and financial assurance. This need for 
assurance stems from differences in legal context and higher chances of overbooking 
during the high season. The need for a certain level of confidence and assurance forms 
the basis of this value driver specifically at the more distant destinations. 
 
Quality of travel products as added value 

A third important value driver for TravelCom is its ability to offer high quality travel 
products, which is in line with the service proposition in the majority of its labels. As a 
result of its demand-side orientation, TravelCom is interested in how customers 
appreciate the quality of its travel products.  
 
TravelCom combines two sources of information in order to gain insight in the quality of 
the travel products. On the one hand, TravelCom gathers information about how 
customers have experienced a particular travel product. After a vacation, each customer is 
asked to fill out a customer satisfaction survey. The average response rate of these 
surveys lies around 40%, which is surprisingly high compared to other travel companies. 
The aggregated results of these surveys inform TravelCom about how particular flights, 
accommodations and guided tours and excursions are received. On the other hand, 
TravelCom uses local travel agents and hosts to become informed about the quality of its 
travel products. These local hosts are well informed about the quality of service in hotels 
and the availability and quality of excursions and guided tours. Furthermore, these local 
agents have the possibility to foresee certain quality reducing circumstances such as 
planned hotel renovations or changes in staff.  
 
These two information sources enable TravelCom to judge which travel components and 
travel component suppliers are able to fulfill the needs of a particular target group of 
customers. This allows TravelCom to match the quality of its travel products more 
closely to the expectations of its customers in a way that would be impossible to arrange 
for an individual vacationer. 
 

5.2.4 Primary process 
 

TravelCom has two main functions as an intermediary between the demand for 
travel products and the supply of travel components. On the one hand, TravelCom 
produces package tours by allotting travel components and coordinating these 
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components to make up an integral vacation. On the other hand, TravelCom distributes 
and sells its travel products through several distribution channels. Figure 13 depicts the 
main activities of TravelCom’s primary process. Compared to a regular production 
process where commonly purchase precedes sales, travel products are produced in reverse 
order. Based on the expected future sales, TravelCom allocates a particular amount of 
airline seats, hotel beds and other components. During the subsequent season, 
TravelCom’s main concern is to empty these fictitious stocks or so-called allotments by 
selling its travel products. 
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Figure 13 Overview of TravelCom’s primary process 

 
As a producer of package tours, TravelCom composes travel products that suit the 
preferences of its selected target groups. As a consequence of the extensive target group 
differentiation, TravelCom selects target groups with a high profit potential and several 
appropriate travel destinations. According to the preferences of the selected target groups, 
TravelCom composes package tours by combining travel components from 
transportation, accommodation and other travel component suppliers. Based on this 
choice of composition, TravelCom engages in negotiations with airlines for seat 
allocations, hotels for room allocations and other providers for allocations for guided 
tours, excursions and for instance car rentals. 
 
As a distributor of package tours, TravelCom sets the prices and volumes based on the 
negotiated purchase prices of travel components, the expected volume of sales and the 
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acceptable profit margins within the aimed target group. Subsequently, the travel products 
are promoted through various distribution channels. The choice for a particular mix of 
distribution channels and the medium that will be used depends on the preferences of the 
target group that suits the particular travel product. Finally, the travel products are sold 
through the company website, travel agents and TravelCom’s call center. After the 
vacation has taken place, each customer is asked to provide feedback on the quality of the 
travel product by means of the customer satisfaction survey. This feedback serves the 
purpose of gaining insight in the quality of travel products given the target group 
preferences. 
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5.3 Information strategy decisions in TravelCom’s strategic factor 
markets 

 
This section elaborates on the information strategy decisions that TravelCom 

makes in its strategic factor markets. First, an overview is provided of the factor markets 
and the associated sub markets that are relevant for acquiring the resources to implement 
TravelCom’s business. Those factor markets that were considered as strategic were 
included in the study. From these strategic factor markets, the market characteristics and 
the market mechanism are shortly explained. Subsequently, the instances of information 
imperfections that TravelCom has identified to cause a lack of market transparency are 
discussed. Finally, for each of the identified imperfections TravelCom’s information 
strategy decision to attempt to solve or maintain it is explained. 
 

5.3.1 Overview of TravelCom’s strategic factor markets 
 

As a producer of package tours, TravelCom depends on several supply markets for 
travel components. The decomposition of a package tour reveals three generic 
components: transportation to the travel destination, accommodation at the location and 
extra’s such as excursions, travel insurance and car rentals. Each of these travel 
components has a related set of factor markets, where these components can be acquired. 
Some of these factor markets are indispensable for the implementation of TravelCom’s 
business strategy and its role as travel producer, and were therefore considered as 
strategic. The overview and decomposition of TravelCom’s (strategic) factor markets is 
depicted below in Figure 14. 
 
The strategic factor markets that were included in the analysis of TravelCom’s 
information strategy decisions are the markets for both charter and scheduled flights, and 
accommodations (hotels, apartments and beds). These two generic types of travel 
components are the core constituents of a package tour, while the extra components are 
varying or even optional parts of TravelCom’s travel products. However, these extra 
components generally cause the characteristic differences between similar package tours 
of competing tour operators and are the basis for small differences in margins in a branch 
where copycats prevail and margins are wafer thin (see also section 5.4.1). 
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Figure 14 Overview of TravelCom’s (strategic) factor markets (markets included in study 
in bold) 

 
The strategic factor markets for flights are considered as the most important supply 
markets for TravelCom’s products. Compared to other travel components, the flight 
component takes up the largest share of the total price of a package tour (around 40%). 
Economies that can be realized at purchasing these components are of the greatest 
importance because of the continued effect on the final prices of package tours and 
TravelCom’s margins. The three strategic factor markets that were included in the study 
differ in terms of their characteristics, the market mechanism and the level of 
transparency (i.e. the existence of instances of information imperfections). These 
differences are reflected in the information strategy decisions that deal with the instances 
of information imperfections that TravelCom has identified in these markets. 
 

5.3.2 The strategic factor market for charter flights 
 

The market for charter flights is characterized by a large set of suppliers (charter 
companies) and consumers (tour operators and end consumers). The set of suppliers is 
stable in the sense that airlines do not enter or leave the market quickly, however mergers 
and alliances occur on a regular basis. This relative stability in the set of suppliers is due 
to the substantial initial investments in airplane equipment that are required in order to 
compete in the market. The differences in product offerings between the suppliers are 
minimal, since the possibilities for product differentiation are limited. Airlines differ in 
their range of destinations, the routes (direct or indirect) and their flight schedules and 
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tariffs. The market mechanism that brings supply and demand together in a transaction is 
based on contract negotiations between tour operators and airlines. Negotiations between 
the airline and the tour operator about the volume, price and type of contract precede the 
allotment of seats by tour operators for each of the destinations. The price of an allotment 
depends mainly on the volume of seats, the total demand for a particular destination and 
the risk a tour operator is willing to take in allotting its seats in advance. However, there 
is no generally accepted calculation formula to exactly determine the allotment price.  
 
Market transparency and information strategy decisions 

With regard to market transparency, the market for charter flights can be characterized as 
opaque as a direct result of the market mechanism that is based on contract negotiations. 
The tour operators that operate on this market face two instances of information 
asymmetry causing a lack of transparency. 
 
The first instance of information asymmetry vis-à-vis airlines is faced by all tour 
operators in this strategic factor market, thus also by TravelCom. This information 
disadvantage concerns TravelCom’s lack of insight in whether charter flights to a 
particular destination will be offered by airlines in the coming season. An airline’s 
decision to operate a charter flight to a particular destination depends on the total demand 
that an airline expects for a particular destination and the outcome of the negotiations 
with individual tour operators. Individual tour operators have no insight in the total 
demand for a particular destination, since there is no incentive for tour operators to reveal 
to each other beforehand which destinations they require for their travel products. 
Similarly, there is no incentive for airlines to reveal the total demand for a particular 
destination in their negotiations with tour operators. Therefore, it remains uncertain for 
TravelCom whether airlines will offer charter flights to a particular destination in the 
coming season. TravelCom’s perception of this uncertainty is reflected in a statement that 
charter flights appear as fast as they disappear. 
 
The second instance of information asymmetry is a direct result of the lack of formulas or 
models to calculate the price of seat allotments for flights. This instance of information 
asymmetry takes the shape of an information disadvantage for TravelCom vis-à-vis the 
airlines. TravelCom has no insight in the allotment prices that other tour operators have 
negotiated in their contracts with airlines. In the absence of generally agreed calculation 
methods, TravelCom could benefit from this insight by using the information in the 
negotiations as jurisprudence and reference points for its price setting. Therefore, both the 
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competing tour operators and the airlines have no incentive to provide TravelCom with 
this insight. Vice versa, other airlines have no insight in the prices TravelCom negotiates 
at airlines. 
 
Summarized, TravelCom faces two instances of information imperfections in the factor 
market for charter flights: 
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(1) an information disadvantage vis-à-vis airlines with regard to insight in the future 

existence of charter flights to a particular destination; 
(2) an information disadvantage with regard to insight in prices that other tour 

operators have negotiated at airlines for charter flights. 
 
In its information strategy, TravelCom decides how to deal with these identified instances 
of information imperfections by either maintaining or solving them. 
 
Ad 1 and 2. Information imperfections in the market for charter flights 
 
The information strategy decisions with regard to both instances of information 
imperfections that TravelCom has identified in the market for charter flights are to 
maintain them and not to allocate resources and capabilities to address this market 
opaqueness. In its business strategy, TravelCom has decided to avoid the use of charter 
flights as transportation component for its package tours as much as possible and use 
scheduled services instead. Their decision is prompted by the major uncertainty that the 
information imperfections introduce with regard to the existence of charter flights and the 
contract negotiations for seat allotments. The relatively more transparent market for 
scheduled services provides a more certain basis for acquiring the flight components for 
its travel products and therefore suits the business strategy spearhead of maximizing net 
margins in an industry with very thin margins. 
 

5.3.3 The strategic factor market for scheduled services 
 

Since the majority of airlines offer both charter flights and scheduled flights, the 
market characteristics that regard the supplying parties and the level of differentiation are 
equal to those described above for the market for charter flights. However, major 
differences exist between these markets where it concerns their market mechanism. 
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Nearly all airlines publish their scheduled flights in GDS’s51 in order to make their 
product offering widely available for booking by tour operators, travel agents and 
individual consumers by CRS’s.52 However, some airlines such as EasyJet choose to 
market their products directly to end consumers only via the company website and 
therefore are not included in the GDS’s. Transactions with airlines for scheduled flights 
are not based on contract negotiations, but based primarily on the tariffs listed in the 
GDS’s for matching supply and demand. The main determinants of a flight’s tariff are the 
popularity of the destination, the route (direct or indirect) and timing (day of the week, 
and departure time) of the flight. Since scheduled flights are primarily aimed directly at 
individual end consumers, economies of scale or large volume discounts do not occur for 
consumers. Individual customers can book scheduled flights through direct access to a 
CRS or via travel agencies. TravelCom has decided to use scheduled flights instead of 
charter flights as the travel component in its travel products. However, its bookings are 
not made individually through the CRS’s, but through contract negotiations with airlines 
because of the possible economies of scale. Different than the negotiations for allotting 
charter flights, now both the airline and TravelCom dispose of a reference point for these 
negotiations in the shape of the commercial tariff listed in the GDS’s. In comparison with 
the strategic factor market for charter flights, the market for scheduled flights thus 
provides two securities. First, the existence of scheduled flights is not solely dependent on 
the highly fluctuating tour operator demand, but also on the more stable demand of end 
consumers. Secondly, the negotiations about seat prices are less complicated since they 
are based upon a commercial tariff that is common knowledge among all tour operators. 
 
Market transparency and information strategy decisions 

Due to the relatively lower level of uncertainty in the market mechanism, the strategic 
factor market for scheduled flights is regarded as somewhat more transparent than the 
market for charter flights. Information concerning the scheduled flight suppliers, their 
product offering in terms of schedules, routes and destinations are easily accessible via 
GDS’s and are therefore considered as common knowledge among all tour operators. 
TravelCom’s financial director states that TravelCom has a complete overview of 
suppliers and their products and that this market has very little secrets to them in that 
respect. The main market opaqueness of the market for scheduled flights lies in the seat 
prices for scheduled flights. Even though information about flight prices is publicly 

                                                      
51 GDS: Global Distribution Systems such as Galileo and Amadeus. 
52 CRS: Computer Reservation Systems. 
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available through GDS’s and airline web sites, these prices reflect only the commercial 
tariffs, which are the prices that individual consumers have to pay for a ticket. These 
prices differ substantially from the quoted prices that result from negotiations between 
airlines and tour operators, which include economies of scale discounts. Since a list of 
quoted prices does not exist, this information is not publicly available to tour operators. 
 
In terms of information imperfections, TravelCom faces two instances of information 
asymmetry vis-à-vis the airlines and competing tour operators. TravelCom has no insight 
in the quoted prices that other tour operators pay for allotments, since it is not in the 
interest of either airlines or tour operators to reveal information about the quoted prices 
they negotiate. Consequently, TravelCom faces an information disadvantage. Vice versa, 
TravelCom has an information advantage over other tour operators with regard to the 
quoted prices it realizes itself when purchasing flights at airlines. Similar to its 
competitors, TravelCom does not intend to reveal these prices to other tour operators. 
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(1) an information disadvantage vis-à-vis airlines and other tour operators with regard 

to the quoted prices of scheduled flights that other tour operators have realized at 
airlines; 

(2) an information advantage vis-à-vis other tour operators with regard to the quoted 
prices of scheduled flights that TravelCom itself realized at airlines. 

 
Ad 1. Information disadvantage with regard to quoted prices of scheduled flights 
 
TravelCom attempts to solve the information disadvantage with regard to the quoted 
prices of scheduled flights. In comparison to the imperfections on the charter flight 
market, this information disadvantage is easier to solve. Since the commercial tariffs are 
publicly accessible and allotment volume is the main determinant of the seat price, quoted 
prices of other tour operators can be estimated. TravelCom estimates the allotment 
volume of other tour operators relative to its own allotment sizes. Since the set of tour 
operators that operate in this market has been stable over the last several years, 
TravelCom has built up some experience in making these estimations based on previous 
seasons. These estimations of quoted prices that other airlines have realized can be used 
to obtain a position of power in the price negotiations with airlines. 
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Ad 2 Information advantage with regard to own quoted prices of scheduled flights 
 
Similar to the information strategy decision of other tour operators discussed above, 
TravelCom also has no interest or incentive to reveal the quoted prices that it is able to 
negotiate at airlines. Revealing this price information to other tour operators would 
provide them with a point of reference for their negotiations and possibly a position of 
power over the airlines in their negotiations for allotments. 
 

5.3.4 The strategic factor markets for accommodations 
 

The strategic factor markets that are relevant for acquiring the accommodation 
components of TravelCom’s package tours are the market for hotel rooms, apartments 
and beds. Amongst one another, these sub markets differ minimally in terms of market 
characteristics, the market mechanism and the level of market transparency. Therefore, 
TravelCom’s information strategy decisions with regard to these factor markets are 
analyzed on a generic level and not specifically for each of the sub markets. 
 
The strategic factor market for accommodations can be characterized as diverse and 
complex. The number of accommodation suppliers worldwide is very large and the level 
of product differentiation is very high. Even within one destination, quality and price 
levels for accommodations can differ enormously between suppliers. Accommodations 
suppliers sell both directly to consumers, via agents and through tour operators as part of 
package tours. The transactions between TravelCom and accommodation suppliers are 
based on contract negotiations. Analogous to the contract negotiations for flights, these 
contracts specify the allotment volume and price, the timing in the season and the risk 
level that TravelCom is willing to take upon itself in reserving the accommodation in 
advance. Several contract forms exist in allotting accommodations, which divide the risk 
of advance reservations between the two transacting parties. Some contract forms allow 
TravelCom to return the allotments that they are unable to fill under particular 
circumstances. In that case, TravelCom’s risk is minimal, but the price of the allotment 
will be higher compared to a contract that imposes more risk on TravelCom. The 
challenge is to allot a volume of accommodations that is large enough to realize 
economies of scale, but at the same time matches the demand for that component 
optimally. If the demand exceeds the allotment volume, extra allotments have to be 
negotiated and economies of scale are missed out. 
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The key decision criterion for TravelCom’s selection of accommodations as a component 
for its package tours is the price/quality ratio. In determining the price, an 
accommodation supplier’s commercial tariffs serve as a reference point for the 
negotiations about the price of an allotment. Analogous to the market for flights, the 
difference between the commercial tariff and the quoted price that includes large volume 
discounts can be quite substantial. Nevertheless, the main difficulty in determining the 
price/quality ratio of an accommodation lies in assessing its quality. First, the quality of 
the accommodation itself and the quality of service are subjective for they are dependent 
on a combination of personal preferences and perception. For its quality assessment, 
TravelCom does not rely on any star-ranking system for accommodations. A cross-
country comparison of the quality of accommodations is impossible, since no 
international standard for such a ranking exists. The differences in the quality of 
accommodation and the quality of service between a four-star hotel in the USA and 
Turkey differ substantially. The absence of such an internationally standardized quality 
guarantee and the fact that the quality of an accommodation can only be experienced at 
the location of the accommodation itself forces TravelCom to assess the quality of 
accommodations through its own trusted sources, its local agents and customer surveys. 
 
Market transparency and information strategy decisions 

The difficulty of a quality assessment of accommodations, the lack of an international 
quality ranking system and the sheer amount of accommodation providers causes 
TravelCom to consider this strategic factor market as rather opaque. This lack of market 
transparency is reflected by three instances of information imperfections that TravelCom 
identifies. 
 
First, TravelCom faces an instance of incomplete information because of the large variety 
of accommodation providers. Any tour operator -TravelCom not excepted- has 
incomplete insight in which accommodation providers exist worldwide, what their 
product offering is and which providers will enter or leave the market in the near future. 
Even though several branch organizations exist, accommodation providers are not legally 
required to affiliate to them. Therefore, branch organizations are of little help in gaining 
complete insight in the diversity of accommodation suppliers. 
 
A second instance of incomplete information is a direct result of the difficulty of the 
quality assessment of accommodations. TravelCom has incomplete insight in the quality 
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of the accommodation in terms of the presence and quality of facilities and the quality of 
service by the personnel. 
 
The last instance of information imperfection that TravelCom has identified in this factor 
market is an information asymmetry with regard to the quoted prices of accommodations. 
This information disadvantage vis-à-vis the accommodation provider is analogous to the 
instance identified in the factor markets for flights (section 5.3.2, 5.3.3). TravelCom lacks 
insight in the quoted prices of accommodations that competing tour operators have 
negotiated. They only have insight in the commercial tariffs that are published by the 
accommodation providers, which merely offer a price indication. 
 
Summarized, TravelCom faces the following instances of information imperfections, 
which it addresses in its information strategy: 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in the full range of available accommodations worldwide; 
(2) incomplete insight in the quality of accommodations. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(3) an information disadvantage with regard to the quoted prices of accommodations 

that other tour operators have realized at accommodation suppliers. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in the full range of available accommodations 
 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision with regard to incomplete insight in the 
product offering of accommodation suppliers is to attempt to solve it. At the same time, 
TravelCom realizes that complete insight in the availability of accommodations is 
impossible. In order to at least partly increase its insight, TravelCom gathers information 
from local travel agents and hosts, and at professional meetings to become informed 
about the current and future product offering of accommodation suppliers. However, its 
insight in the availability of accommodations is limited to those destinations that they 
currently service or are planning to include in its product range in the near future. 
Although the information strategy decision only partly solves the instance of incomplete 
information, TravelCom does not consider it as a disadvantage. All tour operators face 
this instance of incomplete information and have equal means and difficulties to solve it 
completely. TravelCom expects no tour operator to be able to derive a competitive 
advantage from this market opaqueness. 
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Ad 2. Incomplete insight in the quality of accommodations 
 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is to attempt to solve it. In order to do so, TravelCom combines several 
sources to assess the quality of the accommodation and the quality of service. 
TravelCom’s commercial employees acquire a reasonable insight in the quality of 
accommodations through local agents and hosts that visit the accommodations on a 
regular basis. TravelCom relies on Toeristiek for detailed information on the availability 
and quality of the facilities of an accommodation. This institution is independent and 
provides tour operators with objective information about holiday resorts and 
accommodations. Touristiek has a large team of researchers at its disposal that visit 
holiday resorts and accommodations on a regular basis to check whether the published 
information in brochures matches the actual situation. These checks include for instance 
the listed walking distances to the beach or swimming pool, the exact room size, wheel 
chair accessibility, and the quality and availability of guest facilities, such as showers, 
baths and child seats. A third source in the quality assessment is the results of customer 
satisfaction surveys that provides TravelCom with detailed subjective information about 
how customers experienced the quality of the accommodation. The trends in the results of 
these satisfaction surveys of previous seasons are examined in order to gain insight in any 
structural changes in the perceived quality. The combination of these information sources 
provides TravelCom with the insight whether the quality of an accommodation suits the 
preferences of the target groups. 
 
Ad 3. An information disadvantage with regard to quoted prices of accommodations 
 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this information disadvantage 
is to attempt to solve it. TravelCom therefore compares its allotment size and associated 
quoted price with those of competitors. Although TravelCom does not know the exact 
allotment size of its competitors, it knows from previous experiences what the average 
maximum allotment sizes are. Nevertheless, these estimates do not completely solve the 
information disadvantage vis-à-vis the accommodation providers. Consequently, 
TravelCom is unable to derive a stronger negotiation position in purchasing 
accommodation components. However, the influence of this information disadvantage on 
the negotiated prices is minimal because the largest impact on the purchase price is the 
sheer volume of beds that is allotted. Given its relative large allotment size, TravelCom 
does not consider this information disadvantage as detrimental for the negotiations with 
accommodation providers. 
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5.4 Information strategy decisions in TravelCom’s product market 
 

This section focuses on TravelCom’s main and only product market, the market for 
package tours. The information imperfections that TravelCom has identified and the way 
they are dealt with in the information strategy are discussed. 
 

5.4.1 The product market for package tours 
 

In its role as a distributor of travel products, TravelCom operates on the product 
market for package tours.  A package tour consists of two or more travel components 
with a particular destination that are selected to appeal to a specific target group and 
which is promoted through a specific distribution channel. 
 
The market for package tours is characterized by numerous buyers and sellers. In the 
Dutch market, around 50 tour operators are registered at the ANVR53 branch 
organization, whereas numerous smaller tour operators are not registered. The five largest 
market players on the Dutch market collectively cover around 80% of the total sales and 
TravelConcern has the largest market share. The level of product differentiation is high in 
the sense that large differences exist between tour operators regarding the content, quality 
and prices of package tours. With regard to the market mechanism, the most common 
way for tour operators to sell package tours is through travel agents. Tour operators that 
use these intermediaries, roughly sell 50% through their own travel agencies and 50% 
through other travel agencies. While the majority of tour operators use travel agencies as 
their main distribution channel for retail, TravelCom is one of the few tour operators that 
operates directly on the consumer market (see also section 5.2.2) relying on its company 
website and call centers. 
 
Market transparency and information strategy decision 

TravelCom faces two instances of information imperfections, which determine the way it 
experiences the transparency of the product market for package tours. The first is an 
instance of incomplete information that basically all tour operators face. Tour operators 
have only partial insight in what the market demand for travel products will be. This 

                                                      
53 ANVR: General Dutch Union of Travel Companies (Algemeen Nederlands Verbond van 
Reisondernemingen). 
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insight is however crucial for the selection and allotment of travel components and the 
selection of destinations that suits a selected target group of customers. The main reason 
for this incomplete insight is the use of travel agencies -both company-owned and 
independent-, as intermediaries in the sales of package tours to consumers. The head of 
TravelCom’s ICT department explains that hypothetically all tour operators that sell their 
travel products through their own travel agencies or directly could at least have some 
insight in the demand for their own products. However, the majority of tour operators 
have proven to be unable to structurally collect information about consumer demand even 
at their own travel agencies.54 Tour operators have underestimated the potential of IT-
facilities like data warehouse technologies and CRM applications, that give tour operators 
the potential to structurally gather and analyze customer information and build customer 
profiles. 
 
The second information imperfection in the product market for package tours is an 
instance of information asymmetry. TravelCom has an information advantage over 
consumers with regard to the insight in the price composition of package tours. For 
consumers it is impossible to retrieve what the individual prices are for each of the travel 
components that make up the package tour. Consumers only know the all-inclusive price, 
which allows them to compare travel products of different tour operators based on the 
price for a composition, not the prices of the individual components. Naturally, tour 
operators do have the insight in how the prices of the individual travel components make 
up the all-inclusive price for their own package tours. For other tour operators, retrieving 
the price composition of other tour operators’ products requires insight in the prices of the 
individual components paid in the factor markets. As seen earlier, this information is 
generally kept private among tour operators (see section 5.3). 
 
Summarized, TravelCom has identified the following two instances of information 
imperfections in the product market for package tours: 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in consumer demand for package tours. 

                                                      
54 The travel industry has paid little attention to automation. Travel agencies still face the problem 
of several disintegrated data bases and face the challenge of integrating their back and front office. 
(Ruesink, 1999, translated from Dutch by the author). 
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Instances of information asymmetry 
(2) an information advantage with regard to insight in the price composition of the 

individual travel components vis-à-vis customers and other tour operators. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in consumer demand for package tours 
 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is to attempt to actively solve it privately in order to create an information 
asymmetry. By privately solving this instance of incomplete information, TravelCom can 
realize an information advantage relative to other tour operators, which it hopes to 
maintain. This information advantage would enable TravelCom to develop better 
expectations of the required travel components that should be allotted in order to 
optimally fulfill this demand. Moreover, the information advantage can be exploited in 
the negotiations with travel component suppliers. A more exact prediction of the required 
allotments optimizes on economies of scale and allows TravelCom to increase the risk it 
can take in the allotment contracts. 
 
TravelCom’s effort to actively create an information advantage shows in its efforts to 
gather customer information. At the concern level, TravelConcern’s marketing 
department determines how each of the subsidiary companies deals with customer 
information in its business strategy. This explicit attention by a department of around 10 
employees is comparatively large relative to other tour operators. For TravelCom, 
customer information has historically been a major point of attention in its business 
strategy (see section 5.2.2). In the 80’s, TravelCom started systematically building 
customer profiles based on the transaction history of its customers. Each travel product 
that was booked and each contact between TravelCom and a customer was registered. 
Even though customer information of over five years old becomes useless, TravelCom 
has build up experience during this time in gathering and analyzing transaction histories 
of customers. This experience concerns the use of CRM applications and data warehouse 
technologies, as well as techniques that enable TravelCom to build and analyze customer 
profiles and translate these into a prediction of future demand for travel products. 
 
TravelCom’s own travel agencies and its call center and company website serve as 
assembly points for customer contact and booking information. Based on this 
information, TravelCom categorizes its customers based on four aspects: 
 Socio-demographics: situational factors such as age, sex, social class and family 

composition; 
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 Holiday needs: customers that have a need for quiet vacations, active vacations, 
cultural or city destinations; 

 Behavior: customers that book the same destination every year, customers that 
book a different destination each year, or customers that visit a distant destination 
once a year and several nearer destinations depending on special offers; 

 Perception: customers with a positive perception of the Mediterranean or 
Scandinavian countries, or a positive attitude towards coach travels or group 
holidays. 

 
Each of TravelCom’s labels is then focused at a target group with a specific combination 
of these aspects. For instance, TravelCom’s 55+-label combines socio-demographic and 
perception aspects in its focus on seniors that have a positive perception of round trips in 
groups by means coach tours. Labels aimed at families with children combine socio-
demographic, perception and behavioral aspects in its focus on family vacations for 
customers with a positive perception towards bungalows and apartments, but not hotels, 
that plan and book their vacations longer ahead compared to for instance single travelers.  
 
Nevertheless, no matter how extensive the customer profiles are, the predictability of 
future customer behavior remains difficult -if not impossible. The head of the ICT 
department states that predicting future bookings of customers closely resembles reading 
tealeaves mainly for two reasons. First, the interpretation of the information in a customer 
profile is not trivial. The information about past booking behavior that is used to predict 
future demand not necessarily reflects the customer’s actual buying decisions. Although 
most of the decisions are explainable ex post if TravelCom has been able to gather 
enough factual data, ex ante prediction of customer demand for now remains 
TravelCom’s biggest wish and ambition. Secondly, TravelCom is unable to capture 
information about the future demand of new customers, since its predictions are based on 
past booking behavior. TravelCom is therefore incompletely informed about the demand 
of new customers that have never contacted TravelCom in the past. This instance of 
incomplete information is important since 80% of TravelCom’s customers that book via 
its company website are new customers. While these on line sales currently represent 
20% of TravelCom’s total sales, these figures are expected to increase in the future, 
which will increase its incomplete insight in consumer demand. 
 
Compared to other tour operators that gather customer information, TravelCom has a 
major advantage as a direct seller compared to travel companies that sell their products 
through travel agencies. In the absence of intermediaries, TravelCom is in full control of 
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which customer information is gathered and in what way. The combination of 
TravelCom’s historical experience in gathering customer information and the absence of 
intermediaries is not common within the Dutch travel industry. Therefore, competing tour 
operators can only scantily dispose of customer information and customer profiles based 
on their transaction history. Currently, the use of customer information is a major 
spearhead in the business strategy of the majority of TravelCom’s competitors. 
Competing tour operators currently invest in CRM and data warehouse technologies and 
techniques to acquire customer information, however they lag in their experience in 
analyzing and translating this information into predictions of future demand for travel 
products. Therefore, TravelCom currently still enjoys an information advantage with 
regard to insight in customer demand, while competitors are currently attempting to 
decrease this advantage by investing in technology and techniques. TravelCom expects its 
competitive advantage to decrease slowly, since its information advantage is not based 
only on the technology, but primarily on analytical techniques, its historical experience 
and the position as a direct seller. 
 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision to solve this instance of incomplete 
information and to maintain the resulting comparative information advantage over tour 
operators is also exploited in the negotiations with airlines, hotels and other travel 
component suppliers. As an intermediary between consumers and airlines, TravelCom 
blurs the insight that airlines have in the market demand for flights to particular 
destinations. Tour operators and travel agents gain insight in consumer interests for 
flights to particular destinations through their retail outlets and at the same time control 
the distribution channels to reach customers. Therefore, airlines have very little insight in 
the popularity of and subsequent demand for the flights they offer. This relative lack of 
insight can be considered as an information disadvantage for airlines in their negotiations 
with tour operators about seat allotments. TravelCom can exploit this insight in market 
demand in allotment negotiations. In case an airline has overcapacity on a flight to a 
particular destination as a result of the lack of insight in the demand for that destination, 
TravelCom’s information advantage makes them an attractive market party for 
negotiations and contracts, however at some cost. One the one hand, TravelCom has the 
insight in the potential demand for the destination and also control the distribution 
channels to promote a package tour based on that destination on a short term. On the 
other hand, TravelCom exploits this dependency relationship that is based on its 
information advantage in the negotiations about the prices of those flights. The 
information advantage enables TravelCom to obtain a position of power in the price 
negotiations with airlines and other travel component suppliers. 
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Ad 2. Information advantage over consumers with regard to insight in price composition 
of package tours 
 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this information asymmetry is 
to consciously maintain its information advantage over consumers. The way TravelCom 
attempts to realize this is by inhibiting a direct price comparison of its travel products 
with those of competing tour operators through product differentiation. TravelCom 
prevents the direct comparison by offering package tours that differ in terms of the 
composition of travel components from competing tour operators. The small differences 
between similar travel products are found mainly in the extra components (e.g. insurances 
and guided tours). For instance, TravelCom sometimes adds a three-day car rental for an 
extra charge of one guilder (€ 0,45), even if this results in an overall higher price for the 
entire package tour. Since the added car rental simultaneously increases the level of 
convenience, it is an important way to differentiate from competitors in level of service. 
These small additions to travel products attract those customers that are willing to pay 
extra for more convenience, thereupon increasing TravelCom’s margins. 
 
Apart from deliberate product differentiation, TravelCom inhibits the comparison of 
travel products based on insight in the prices of the constituent components of a package 
tour. Consumers can only compare the all-inclusive price of package tours, because they 
lack insight in how the prices of the individual travel components make up the total price. 
TravelCom attempts to direct customer attention to the content and service level of the 
travel product and away from the price in order to inhibit a direct price comparison of its 
travel products with competitors. TravelCom lures consumers away from an objective 
price-based comparison towards a more subjective comparison based on quality and level 
of convenience. Consequently, TravelCom relies on a relatively large marketing budget 
as a subsidiary company of TravelConcern to establish its brand name and reputation for 
offering high quality travel products. 
 
TravelCom realizes that theoretically, the more transparent the market for package tours 
becomes for consumers, the lower the prices and the thinner TravelCom’s margins will 
be. Therefore, it is advantageous for TravelCom to retain the current market opaqueness 
for consumers. In its attempt to inhibit market transparency, TravelCom however faces 
two adverse forces: (1) disintermediation by travel component suppliers that 
communicate their product offerings directly to consumers and (2) travel comparison 
websites and portals that enable price comparisons of package tours and travel 
components. 
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(1) Disintermediation by travel component suppliers 
A threat of disintermediation could reside in local agents that decide to offer their country 
arrangements (e.g. a combination of hotels with travel guides and excursions) directly to 
consumers via a website, and not via tour operators. Even though several travel 
component suppliers have indeed started these initiatives, TravelCom does not regard this 
as a hazard for its intermediating role between travel component suppliers and consumers. 
First, the threat of complete disintermediation is not realistic, because several small 
financial hurdles inhibit travel component suppliers to compete with TravelCom on price. 
The main problem that these component suppliers face is to generate group size without 
an established brand name or reputation. Without a sufficient group size, the lack of 
economies of scale will drive up the costs and prices of the products enormously 
compared to TravelCom’s prices. A second hurdle that inhibits disintermediation by 
travel component suppliers is the handling of financial transactions. Financial transactions 
are relatively more expensive if the number of transactions is small. The common 
denominator of these two inhibiting factors is the lack of scale in the demand for 
individual travel components. Possibly travel component suppliers could aim for a larger 
target group of customers through the use of a website. However, even if the suppliers 
decide to concentrate only on Europe, they immediately face language problems, which is 
especially difficult when it concerns tour guides and hosts. Comparatively, TravelCom is 
able to realize enough scale in demand by focusing solely on Dutch customers, thereupon 
avoiding these language problems. The addition of these inhibitors raise a financial hurdle 
that prevents travel component suppliers to engage in a direct price-based competition 
with tour operators in an industry where net margins already are wafer-thin. 
 
(2) Price comparisons and online travel agencies 
TravelCom is meticulously aware of travel comparison websites and portals that increase 
market transparency by enabling price comparisons of package tours and individual travel 
components. However, TravelCom does not consider the existence and rise of these 
market parties as a threat for its information advantage over consumers. 
 
From a consumer’s perspective, the markets for flights, accommodations and package 
tours are becoming increasingly transparent thanks to several types of Internet-based 
initiatives. Travel comparison websites and online travel agents that provide on-line 
access to professional booking systems have contributed to this increased transparency. 
Comparison web sites, such as seatonly.nl and lastminute.com, provide up-to-date 
overviews of airlines that fly to a particular destination and a comparison of their tariffs. 
On the other hand, virtual travel agencies provide consumers with online access to 
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professional booking systems, such as WorldSpan or Galileo. In some cases, these virtual 
travel agencies are associated with tour operators or airports, like TravelPort at the 
Schiphol website, others like ElmarReizen.nl are independent. These virtual travel 
agencies not only compare the prices of individual travel components (e.g. flights, hotels 
and car rentals), they also compare the offer of package tours of several tour operators. 
Furthermore, the offer of accommodations has been made more transparent for 
consumers by both Toeristiek and company websites of accommodation providers. 
Toeristiek provides both objective and subjective information about accommodations as 
an independent institution. Consumers can access this information through travel agents, 
however in the future Toeristiek is planning to offer this information directly on its 
website. Also, increasingly hotels, apartment and car rental providers are offering 
information about their products and services, their facilities and prices on their company 
website.  
 
Still however, TravelCom does not consider these transparency-increasing initiatives as a 
threat for its information advantage for three reasons. First, travel comparison websites 
provide insight in the commercial tariffs of several travel components suppliers based on 
some characteristics such as travel period, number of people, destination and preferred 
means of transportation. Even if consumers are able to locate the cheapest individual 
travel components that together match TravelCom’s package tour, the composition of 
these individually cheap components will not result in an overall lower price. 
TravelCom’s economies of scale outweigh any price advantage individual consumers can 
realize because of increased market transparency through these comparison websites. 
Second, online travel agencies that compare package tours of several tour operators only 
offer a price comparison, without comparing the quality aspects of the travel products. 
Since TravelCom consciously differentiates its package tours from those of competitors 
in order to attract a specific target group, direct price comparisons are not a threat. 
TravelCom’s target group focus lies on those consumers that are willing to pay extra for 
an increased level of service and convenience. TravelCom’s strategy towards these sites 
and portals is to selectively take part on them. TravelCom’s decision whether or not to 
participate on these websites and portals depends mainly on whether it enables them to 
reach its aimed target groups and realize its strategic objectives of net margin 
maximization. Finally, objective information providers like Toeristiek and 
accommodation suppliers that present their product offering directly via a website are 
also not considered a threat to TravelCom. Although they provide consumers with some 
insight in the availability and commercial tariffs of their product offerings, they hardly 
provide insight in the quality of service, such as the quality of meals, service personnel 
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and facilities. This type of quality is hard, if not impossible, to judge from just website 
pictures and secondhand stories of independent sources. Even if consumers would be 
informed about these quality differences, the challenge of translating these differences 
into a price difference remains.  
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5.5 Conclusions 
 

This section summarizes TravelCom’s information strategy and information policy  
by giving an overview of its decisions in both the relevant strategic factor and product 
markets that were included in the study. Subsequently, the resources and capabilities that 
are required to implement these decisions are shortly discussed. Finally, the factors that 
seem to have influenced TravelCom’s information strategy are explored. 
 

5.5.1 Overview of TravelCom’s information strategy decisions 
 

Table 6 provides an overview of the information imperfections TravelCom has 
identified in the strategic factor and product market that are relevant for implementing its 
business strategy, and the information strategy decision it has made in order to deal with 
these instances of information imperfections. The overview shows how TravelCom’s 
information strategy is aimed at increasing the transparency of its strategic factor markets 
and how it avoids a market that is characterized by too much opaqueness inherent to the 
market characteristics and market mechanism. In TravelCom’s product market, the 
information strategy decisions are aimed at actively creating or preserving information 
advantages over competing tour operators and consumers. The extent to which 
TravelCom’s rent (6% net margin higher than industry average) is in fact InfoRent and 
can thus be directly ascribed to the particular combination of information strategy 
decisions and the policy to invest over the years in CRM techniques, skills, and 
technology is uncertain. Certainly, TravelCom’s relative large allotment size causes 
favorable economies of scale, however it is tentatively posed here -as well as confidently 
believed by TravelCom’s top management team- that TravelCom’s customer information 
and its skills to interpret that information contribute partly to their rent-earning capacity. 
Both TravelCom’s external sales and its internal level of efficiency in coordinating its 
efforts benefit greatly from these information-based resources and capabilities. 
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5.5.2 Required resources and capabilities 
 

TravelCom dedicates resources and capabilities to implement its information 
strategy decisions that attempt to either solve or maintain the instances of information 
imperfections that they have identified. These required resources and capabilities could 
be considered potentially strategic to the extent that they lead to a (sustainable) 
competitive advantage for TravelCom depending on whether competitors have access to 
or can develop these same resources and capabilities.  
 
Strategic factor markets 

In the strategic factor markets, both price and quality information seem to be at the heart 
of the way TravelCom implements its information strategy. In the acquisition of 
transportation components, price information is crucial in the selection and allotment of 
flights. In acquiring accommodation components, quality information plays an important 
role besides price information in the selection and allotment process. 
 
TravelCom’s focus on acquiring price information can be explained by the important 
continued effect that price reductions on flight allotments have on the package tour price. 
Any competitive price information that enables TravelCom to realize discounts in its 
negotiations with airlines is therefore extremely valuable. The additional focus on quality 
information when it concerns acquiring accommodation components can be explained in 
two ways. First, strict industry regulations and the simplicity of the product (transport 
from A to B) have resulted in a high degree of product standardization with a high level 
of quality. Quality differences reside only in the secondary conditions such as service and 
meals on board. However, the general level of service of airlines is acceptable to such a 
degree that TravelCom is not interested in these minor differences. For accommodation 
components, these quality differences between different providers can be quite 
substantial. Secondly, the influence of the quality of accommodation on customers’ 
quality perception of the total package tour is larger compared to the influence of the 
quality of the transportation component. Not only do customers spend more time in the 
accommodation than on the flight, the service by local personnel and the available 
facilities determine largely how customers at the vacation destination itself experience the 
vacation. Therefore, TravelCom focuses on quality information in addition to price 
information in the selection and allotment of accommodation components. 
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The information advantage over consumers regarding information about the quality of 
accommodations is the basis of one of TravelCom’s value drivers. TravelCom’s 
knowledge acquisition of travel component suppliers and their product offerings through 
experience, local hostesses and agents and customer satisfaction surveys, enables them to 
assure quality travel products to customers that otherwise face the possible negative 
consequences of not having this information if they compose and coordinate their own 
vacation. 
 
The capabilities that are required in order to benefit from these important information 
resources are: 
 estimating competitors’ allotment sizes and prices in order to become informed 

about the quoted prices that other tour operators have negotiated at travel 
component suppliers; 

 gathering, analyzing and interpreting both factual and subjective information about 
the quality of service of travel components from different sources in order to make 
up a quality assessment of accommodation components. 

 
Product markets 

In the product market for package tours, the crucial information resource is demand 
information and information about the price composition of package tours. Imperfect 
access to these two information resources is the main cause of the lack of market 
transparency. Moreover, these information imperfections are an important part of the 
raison d’être of TravelCom as an intermediary between travel component suppliers and 
consumers. TravelCom’s information strategy decision to address the imperfect access to 
customer information has put them in a unique position within the Dutch travel industry 
and it enables them to obtain a position of power in price negotiations with travel 
component suppliers. On the other hand, TravelCom benefits from the lack of insight 
consumers have in the price composition of package tour components. This lack of 
insight shifts the comparison based on objective criteria such as price of the individual 
components to the content and quality of the total package tour. In this more subjective 
comparison, TravelCom relies on its brand name, its reputation and comparatively large 
marketing budget to attract customers. 
 
The capabilities that enable TravelCom to benefit from the lack of product market 
transparency and its information advantages are: 
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 inhibiting direct (price) comparisons of travel products with those of competitors 
by deliberately differentiating travel products from competitors; 

 selectively participating on travel comparison websites, portals and online travel 
agents; 

 improving and extending the gathering, analysis and interpretation of customer 
information in order to better predict the future demand for travel products; 

 obtaining a position of power in negotiations with travel component suppliers 
based on the information advantage concerning insight in consumer demand for 
travel components. 

 

5.5.3 Conclusions 
 

In examining the range of information strategy decisions that TravelCom has taken 
in its strategic factor markets, several issues are striking. First, TravelCom’s strategy to 
increase the insight in its factor markets seems logical considering the industry’s thin 
margins and the subsequent focus on low costs in purchasing travel components. 
Theoretically, the more markets approximate the theoretical ideal of the perfect market 
with perfect and complete information, the lower the purchase prices will be. This 
theoretical rationale clearly shows in TravelCom’s information strategy decision in the 
strategic factor market for charter flights. The lack of insight and certainty that is inherent 
to the market characteristics and mechanism of charter flights has caused TravelCom to 
avoid this market in the acquisition of its flight components. Whereas TravelCom’s 
information strategy decision has a major influence on the selection which strategic factor 
markets are used for its business, the actual influence on the purchase price of its 
decisions within the market for scheduled flights is rather limited. The cause for this 
limited influence is that economies of scale far exceed the influence of increased market 
transparency, since the market is already considered as rather transparent, given the 
uniformity in product, the large number of suppliers and the global information systems 
for tariffs. 
 
Compared to the effort to obtain increased insight in price information, TravelCom makes 
a larger effort to gain insight in the quality of accommodation components. The quality of 
accommodations does not only determine to a large extent the customer’s perception of 
the quality of the complete package tour, TravelCom’s information advantage also 
connects to one of its value drivers. For consumers, the information advantage 
TravelCom has with regard to insight in the quality of accommodations is difficult to 
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solve, since quality can only be experienced at the vacation location itself. TravelCom has 
access to the information resources that provide them with the insight while individual 
consumers cannot access these same resources as easily. The relatively large effort 
TravelCom puts in solving the imperfect insight in the quality of accommodations is 
therefore explained by its interest to derive an information asymmetry from it vis-à-vis 
consumers, that is the basis of one of its value drivers in business. 
 
In examining the information strategy decisions that TravelCom has made in its product 
market, several aspects attract attention. In general, the way TravelCom deals with the 
product market transparency is more crucial to its business strategy compared to its 
decisions regarding the strategic factor market. Its strategy to inhibit market transparency 
for consumers forms an important part of its raison-d’être as an intermediary. Its strategy 
to deliberately create and establish information advantages over consumers and travel 
component suppliers can be considered as opportunistic behavior. Without TravelCom’s 
transparency inhibiting behavior, part of its business relevance would disappear. Two 
important weapons in its information strategy are the approach to actively gather 
customer information to gain insight in the future travel demand and the deliberate 
product differentiation to inhibit direct comparison of travel products. The competitive 
advantage that TravelCom currently possesses as a result of its experience with CRM and 
data warehouse technologies has a good change of being sustainable, given the 
competitors’ lag. The competitive advantage is not simply based on easy-to-imitate 
technology, but rather on complex and historically developed skills of interpreting and 
translating customer profiles into a future demand for travel products. Its approach to 
maintaining market opaqueness by means of deliberate product differentiation is 
theoretically grounded in deviating from the assumption of homogenous goods in 
efficient market theory (see chapter 3). The more heterogeneous products are in a 
particular market, the harder it becomes to gain insight in the differences between 
products in order to compare them. Travel comparison websites, portals and online travel 
agencies do increase the insight in the variety of available travel products to some extent. 
However, these website only enable a comparison based on all-inclusive package tour 
price, and do not solve the information imperfection with regard to quality of travel 
components. Therefore, these Internet-based initiatives are currently not considered as a 
threat for TravelCom’s information advantage in the market for package tours. 
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5.5.4 Preliminary implications 
 

Based on the analysis of the empirical material of this case study, some preliminary 
implications can be derived with regard to factors that influence a firm’s information 
strategy decisions. 
 
At a more abstract level, information strategy decisions seem to be guided by both 
business strategy and information technology (IT) strategy decisions. In a business 
strategy, firms determine which factor and product markets are relevant for their activities 
and how they should compete on these markets. These choices determine largely which 
resources and capabilities the firm requires in order to implement this business strategy. 
On the other hand, firms are either enabled or restricted by choices they have made in 
their IT strategy. In their IT strategy, firms decide which technologies are relevant for 
implementing their business activities and in what way IT is applied. Naturally, these 
choices are reflected in the resources and capabilities that are required to implement these 
IT strategy decisions. Summarized, the choices firms make in their business and IT 
strategy determine the resource base and the capabilities they have to dispose of in order 
to compete in particular markets in a particular way, possibly applying IT. 
 
A business strategy to operate as a direct seller requires TravelCom to obtain or develop 
the resources and capabilities to gather, analyze, and interpret customer information. In its 
IT strategy, TravelCom has decided to make use of IT applications to support the 
processing of large quantities of customer information, which requires to obtain the 
resources and capabilities to apply these technologies and techniques. The combination of 
the choices in business and IT strategy and the required resources and capabilities guide 
TravelCom’s information strategy decision to solve the imperfect insight in customer 
demand. 
 
Information strategy decisions not only seem to be a natural result of choices in business 
and IT strategy, the decisions also seem to be influenced by the resources and capabilities 
a firm already disposes of. The long-standing experience with analyzing, interpreting and 
translating customer information enables TravelCom to solve the information 
imperfection and consequently realizing a competitive advantage over competing tour 
operators that have not been able to build the required resource and capability base. The 
unique historical conditions that enabled TravelCom to develop its capabilities and the 
complexity of interpreting social behavior, gives the competitive advantage that is based 
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on these capabilities a high chance of being sustainable according to the RBV’s Valuable, 
Rareness, Inimitability and Non-substitutability conditions (cf. Barney, 1991). 
 
A third aspect that influences the information strategy decisions a firm takes is the market 
transparency itself. As a result of the characteristics and mechanism to come to a 
transaction in a market, markets differ in the extent to which they are transparent. In other 
words, markets differ in the type and number of information imperfections that the 
market parties face. For instance, information imperfections that are caused by 
opportunistic behavior are more difficult to solve than imperfections that result from 
incomplete insight caused by large numbers in comparisons of market parties or product 
differences. Especially the use of information technology can help overcome information 
imperfections that can be related to bounded rationality of economic actors that causes 
incomplete information in decision making. The actual decision to solve or maintain an 
instance of information imperfection therefore depends on how much effort a firm has to 
put into implementing its information strategy decisions and what its benefit or interest is. 
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6.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter reports on the second of three cases of the exploratory case study 
conducted in the Dutch leisure travel industry55. This study investigates the information 
strategy of a Dutch airline company that is fictitiously56 named AirCom. The goal of this 
second study is to substantiate, theoretically refine and exemplify the theory of 
information strategy that was outlined in chapter 3 and explored in a first case at 
TravelCom described in the previous chapter (Chapter 5). Triggered by the findings and 
preliminary implications of the previous case, the approach to this case differs slightly. 
The study focuses more attention to the organizational structure of the organization and 
discusses more extensively the market characteristics, mechanism, market parties and the 
market transparency for each of the markets that is examined. 
 
The central research question with regard to the information strategy of the airline 
company that was studied is: 
 

In its search for InfoRent, how does AirCom deal with the information 
imperfections that it can identify in the factor and product markets that are 
relevant for implementing its business strategy? 

 
In order to tackle this research question several issues are addressed in the remains of the 
chapter. First, AirCom’s current business strategy is explored by examining its market 
activities, strategic objectives and main value drivers in section 6.2. This section reveals 
that currently AirCom is in the middle of a strategic repositioning issue due to the 
successful introduction of a new product market combination. Section 6.3 focuses on 
AirCom’s organizational characteristics. The primary process and organizational structure 
are provided and briefly discussed in order to explain its departmental decomposition and 
main business activities. The two subsequent sections focus on the analysis of AirCom’s 
information strategy decisions in its strategic factor (section 6.4) and product markets 
(section 6.5). Finally, section 6.6 summarizes and discusses the main findings by 
providing an overview of AirCom’s information strategy and by identifying the required 
resources and capabilities for implementing those decisions. 
 
 

                                                      
55 This study was conducted in 2002. 
56 Name of company and concern are fictional as agreed in the confidentiality agreement. 
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6.2 AirCom: case description and background information 
 

This section provides the relevant background information on AirCom by first 
describing its main market activities, its market position and its governance structure. 
Furthermore, the section reports on AirCom’s prospects and elaborates on the main areas 
of concern in its business strategy. Finally, for each of the product/market combinations 
the main value drivers are derived and shortly discussed. 
 

6.2.1 Background information 
 

AirCom is a Dutch airline company owned for a share of 80% by a large Dutch 
airline, named DutchAir. AirCom transport passengers from Europe to approximately 100 
leisure and business destinations in and around the Mediterranean, such as Italy, France, 
Greece, Spain and Portugal, North Africa, the Middle East and the Canary Islands. Its 
customer focus lies on vacationers and passengers visiting family and friends abroad as 
well as business travelers. These destinations are operated by means of three different 
product lines: charter flights, scheduled services and ad-hoc flights. Although these 
products lines are separated in operations and support, it can occur that a flight combines 
passengers from both charter flights and scheduled services. 
 
For its charter flights, AirCom places transport capacity at the disposal of almost all 
Dutch tour operators as well as local Mediterranean tour operators. Historically, charter 
flights have formed the core of AirCom’s activities, with which it currently holds a firm 
market position. For its scheduled services, AirCom operates point-to-point airways for 
individual passengers. Two business models underlie the scheduled service destinations: 
classic scheduled services and low-cost services. In the end of 2000, AirCom initiated 
scheduling its low-cost destinations in order to appeal to the price sensitive segment of 
the consumer market. AirCom utilized a growth opportunity by responding to customer 
requirements that stressed low-prized tickets. Despite the limited number of destinations, 
the new business model was considered a success and will be continued and even 
expanded in the near future. Furthermore, AirCom is experimenting with applying the 
low-cost service concept for charter flights. In its ad-hoc service, AirCom offers the 
possibility to request charter flights in between its planned flights for special occasions. 
This lucrative service is used for unexpected events such as the Dutch national soccer 
team playing in a championship final abroad. 
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AirCom sells its products through several distribution channels. For its scheduled flights, 
AirCom operates a website with on-line booking facilities, a call center and uses 
intermediate travel agents connected to worldwide computer reservation systems (CRS). 
Its charter products are sold primarily by means of contracts with tour operators and 
travel agents. 
 
Due to the leisure character of AirCom’s destination, the demand for flights fluctuates 
considerably between the high and low season. Besides its primary flying activities, 
AirCom is therefore engaged in aircraft leasing to provide for some flexibility in its flight 
capacity. They offer dry leases providing the aircraft only, as well as wet leases that 
include cockpit and cabin crew and possibly a team of technicians to other airlines. 
 

6.2.2 Key figures 
 

AirCom was founded in 1966 and currently consists of over 1600 employees. It 
operates between 25 and 30 aircrafts and has transported over 3,5 million people 
representing around 8,5 billion seat kilometers57 sold. AirCom is the largest Dutch 
holiday transporter in and around the Mediterranean and operates the largest Dutch 
charter company. 
 
With a result of around €11 million in 2001, AirCom has managed to obtain a positive 
annual result for the last 24 years. Despite this year’s increased competition and 
decreased demand as a result of an uncertain economy58, AirCom succeeded in nearly 
equaling 2000’s record turnover on the charter market. 
  
In general the overall margins in the airline industry are waver-thin. One of the 
employees explained that the margins have been so thin that AirCom earned only 1,- 
NLG (approximately €0,45) per passenger per flight. He continued that these shockingly 
thin margins and the substantial amount of invested capital are not a healthy situation for 
the continuity of a company. In such unhealthy circumstances it is nearly impossible to 
make a living simply by flying aircrafts. He adds to this explanation that the main 
contribution to the annual profits are not the revenues from the seat sales, but rather 

                                                      
57 Number of occupied seats transported over a distance of 1 km. 
58 The airline industry experienced a major drawback as a result of September 11th 2001 terrorists 
attacks. 
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revenues realized by book profits on the sale of aircrafts and smart purchase management 
of fuel. 

6.2.3 Strategic positioning 
 

With regard to AirCom’s prospects, it is currently reconsidering how to market its 
product range. The core of this uncertainty consists of a lack of clarity about how the 
relative emphasis of each of the product/market combinations will take shape. One of the 
employees explains that AirCom finds itself in the middle of a strategic positioning issue. 
Its three product/market combinations have to crystallize out in the near future. For the 
time being, it remains unclear where and how charter flights, traditional and low-cost 
scheduled services will be part of AirCom. Some of AirCom’s current activities might 
even be sold or hived off to DutchAir. 
 
The newly set up low-cost service seems to take an active part in the strategic positioning. 
However, the current scale of this service in terms of number of destinations and revenues 
generated is too small to be self-supportive. The service needs marketing and advertising 
both in the Netherlands and in Europe in order to generate more sales volume. The 
expectations are that AirCom will expand its low-cost service by adding more leisure 
destinations within Europe during the coming years. However, AirCom will not be able 
to simply transfer destinations from its classic scheduled services to establish this 
expected expansion because of existing contracts about code sharing59 with DutchAir and 
other airlines. The strategic options of this new service are being explored in order to 
determine to what extent AirCom should invest in it and what the organizational and 
governance consequences are. Currently, AirCom is working on a business plan that 
addresses issues like brand name, organizational structure and possible cooperative 
relationships with existing airlines and partners. 
 
Being an almost full daughter of DutchAir, the strategic positioning issue has inevitable 
consequence for AirCom’s governance relation with DutchAir. Where at first DutchAir 
rejected AirCom’s activities in the low-cost segment, it is currently accepted with open 
arms. Chances are that the low-cost service branch will be merged with other low-cost 
                                                      
59 The benefits of an alliance are made possible, in part, due to Code Sharing. This is a practice 
whereby an airline shares the services of another airline and sells that service as if it were its own 
flight. Customers benefit by having a greater number of destinations and flight choices on multiple 
airlines that can be conveniently booked through a single source. Source (adapted): 
http://www.nwa.com/corpinfo/allia/. 
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companies owned by DutchAir. DutchAir recently issued a communiqué stating that 
DutchAir will consist of 4 branches: Global, Feeder, Leisure and Low Cost. Although this 
communiqué makes DutchAir’s attitude towards low-cost activities clear, it does not 
elaborate on any details regarding the further implementation of either the leisure or low-
cost branch.60 
 

6.2.4 Spearheads of AirCom’s business strategy 
 

In its business strategy, AirCom’s principal objective is cost efficiency. By 
minimizing the cost of operations, AirCom is able to offer low-priced tickets to its 
customers. Since several of AirCom’s direct competitors also engage in this price-based 
competition, AirCom focuses additionally on issues like establishing a brand name and 
the convenience of offering flights at pleasant hours for a large range of destination on a 
regular schedule. 
 
AirCom’s focus on cost efficiency is seen as an outcome of several spearheads in its 
business strategy. Four closely linked spearheads guide AirCom’s operations: fleet 
standardization, cost/revenue optimization, ground time minimization and standardization 
of service concepts. These focal points enable AirCom to realize its products against low 
costs and at the same time retain its operational flexibility. 
 
Fleet standardization 

AirCom’s fleet policy is aimed at further standardization of its aircrafts. The variety of 
aircraft types will be limited to Boeing’s Next Generation, consisting of types 737-700 
and 737-800. All Boeing 737-300’s have been sold recently and a decision has been made 
to sell 757 aircrafts in the near future as well. This brings down its average fleet age to 
four years. 
 
One of AirCom’s fleet managers explains that fleet standardization is required when 
offering a low-cost product. In the past, 757’s have been acquired in order to respond to a 
market need. At that time, AirCom wanted to service particular destinations at a certain 

                                                      
60 Six months after the case study was conducted DutchAir has announced that the low-cost 
service will remain part of the concern, that it will not be integrated with other carriers and that the 
number of destinations will be expanded. Source: (van der Heide, 2002, translated from Dutch by 
the author). 
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distance with a certain seat capacity. Since no other equipment that fitted these 
requirements was available but the 757 increased fleet diversity was inevitable. However, 
the appearance of the Boeing 737-800 in 1998 introduced an alternative for the 757 on the 
European market. In comparing their performance, the 737-800 has somewhat less seat 
capacity (184 versus 219 seats), but a seat per mile cost that is 7% lower. Given 
AirCom’s cost efficiency focus, this difference is enough to decide to dispose of the 
757’s. 
 
Apart from this performance difference, additional cost advantages can be realized as a 
result of this increased homogeneity in the fleet. Fleet standardization also lowers the 
amount of spare parts in stock and reduces the number of stand-by crew required from 
two categories of airmen to one. The personnel that are required to maintain the Boeing 
757 fleet are no longer required. This reduces costs for maintenance, as well as for 
training material and personnel. Apart from more standardized processes and cost 
efficiencies, an additional advantage is that specialized knowledge on 737 aircrafts could 
provide for a knowledge advantage over competitors. 
 
Cost/revenue optimization 

Although cost efficiency ranks high in the business strategy, realizing low costs is not 
AirCom’s sole business objective, rather it focuses on an optimal cost/revenue (return). 
By way of illustration, the payment of the dividend to personnel is directly connected to 
the company’s operating profit (revenues minus costs without adding extra book profits 
generated by aircraft sales). One of the employees explains that low costs of operations 
are simply a means to an end, not an objective per se. This objective of cost/revenue 
optimization is reflected in a strong tendency to operational excellence, particularly in 
parts of the company that are characterized by stability and high fixed costs. For instance, 
the Technical Department fits these characteristics nicely and is therefore strongly 
focused on operational excellence, cost reductions and efficiency. 
 
Minimization of ground time 

AirCom’s third spearhead is connected to the spearhead of fleet standardization as well as 
to cost/revenue optimization. Since the amount of ground time serves as an indicator for 
the maintenance costs of aircrafts, AirCom third spearhead is to minimize the ground 
time of aircrafts. Every minute an aircraft stands on the ground, it cannot generate 
revenues. From a financial perspective the larger the part of the fleet is in the air, the 
better. However, from a safety perspective the fleet needs regular check-ups and small 
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maintenance. Several employees mentioned that AirCom’s Technical Department has a 
strong reputation in flexibility and speed of operations, which enables the company to 
minimize the time to prepare a plane for a flight. This is seen as an important competitive 
characteristic for AirCom. 
 
Standardization of service concepts 

Triggered by the recent introduction of its low-cost service, AirCom also works on 
clearing out and standardizing the variety of service concepts. The low-cost service 
concept offers no standard included meals or drinks and extra services aboard. Instead, 
meals and drinks are offered as paid services. Due to the success of the low-cost service 
concept AirCom is experimenting with expanding it to its charter flights. Its success has 
also triggered AirCom to clear out large differences in its range of service concepts. 
Currently, AirCom is deciding which aspects of its service concepts will be retained and 
which will be rejected. This includes decisions on on-board meals, drinks and service, 
regulations for transfer flights and general conditions of transport (maximum volume of 
luggage, amount of hand luggage, etc.). Because of its position within the DucthAir 
group and corresponding code sharing agreements, mutual consultation with DutchAir is 
required in order to align with their service concepts and external agreements.  
 

6.2.5 AirCom’s value drivers 
 

AirCom’s market activities span three major product/market combinations: charter 
flights, scheduled services and low-cost flights. Each of these product/market 
combinations has a different target group and a different set of value drivers that will be 
described in this section. 
 
Charter flights 

Historically, AirCom has operated in the market for charter flights given its focus on 
leisure transport. The target area of these leisure flights is the Mediterranean, since this 
area has always been the most popular Dutch vacation destination. AirCom’s target group 
however is not limited to this group of vacationers. It also includes relatives and friends 
that visit their family abroad, since the Mediterranean is also a popular area for owning a 
second house. Together these two target groups represent a large part of the market for 
leisure transport to the Mediterranean in which AirCom has a distinguished history and 
tradition. 
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Traditionally, airlines sell their charter flights through tour operators as flight components 
in travel packages. Tour operators sell these package tours consisting of a flight, hotel and 
additional services to consumers, possibly via travel agents. AirCom negotiates contracts 
with these tour operators for the allotment of seats on particular flights for the coming 
season. These negotiations cover the destinations, the flight dates, times, the volume of 
seats allotted, as well as other contractual arrangements like risk insurances, premiums, 
commission and discounts. 
 
An important value driver in the product/market combination of charter flights results 
from AirCom’s flexibility in its operations and its ability to quickly fulfill extra capacity 
demands (see also the strategic objective of minimization of ground time in section 
6.2.4). This enables tour operators to increase or decrease their allotment size at the last 
moment according to the realized sales of travel packages. The low-priced flights that 
result from the focus on cost cutting and the flexibility in capacity have proven to be a 
powerful combination of value drivers. Based on this combination, AirCom has 
established a firm position in the charter market. 
 
Scheduled services 

AirCom’s scheduled services are currently subject of the strategic positioning debate 
mentioned in section 6.2.3. Chances are that this product/market combination will be 
partly or entirely transferred to DutchAir, since they have a strong reputation in scheduled 
services, especially in intercontinental flights. The character of the destinations and the 
service concept aboard are aimed at attracting business travelers, which are therefore 
considered as the main target group. 
 
The most important value driver in operating scheduled services is to strategically 
manage the route network. For AirCom, this involves creating a demand for DutchAir’s 
intercontinental flights that depart from Amsterdam. In order to create sufficient demand, 
several smaller carriers have to take care of transporting passengers from surrounding 
destinations in Europe to Amsterdam. Planning and aligning supplying carriers with the 
actual intercontinental flight is the essence of strategically managing the network of 
destinations. These supplying carriers do not necessarily have to be profitable by 
themselves, as long as the cost are not excessive. The profitability of these carriers is 
evaluated on an overall basis, including the revenue created on the intercontinental flight. 
As a low-cost airline, AirCom might play an important role as low-priced supplying 
carrier for DutchAir’s intercontinental flights. 
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The planning of new scheduled services requires the analysis of the development of the 
existing transport streams. Whenever there is a significant increase in the density of this 
stream, there is a opportunity to seize by providing extra frequency on the particular 
route. Based on the density of the transport stream and data on the airlines that currently 
service the route, the potential business case can be determined. The crucial factor in this 
competitive positioning game is price setting. By adjusting prices to the fares of 
competitors, a particular part of the transport stream can be appropriated. Price 
differences are caused by the tariff difference that customers are wiling to pay for a direct 
flight (from A to B) compared to an indirect flight (through C). The seat prices of direct 
flights are higher but offer more convenience, while indirect flights offer the opposite. 
This differentiation in flights for the same route is the basis of the competition in 
scheduled services. An important precondition for competition based on this value driver 
is insight in the fares of competing airlines. Without this insight, it is impossible to adjust 
prices to those of competitors and to appropriate a part of the existing transport stream. 
 
Low-cost service 

AirCom’s low-cost service focuses mainly on city trips to destinations within the 
Mediterranean. These destinations attract both leisure and business travelers. The 
principal idea behind offering low-priced city trips is to address a latently existing 
market. The product/market combination addresses a market demand that is not at the 
expense of AirCom’s existing business, it generates new demand. The low-cost trips 
provide vacationers with an alternative to other low-priced holidays, such as museums or 
amusement parks. Consumers that normally would not even consider booking such a 
flight are now persuaded by the low price. Therefore, market research that precedes the 
introduction of new destinations always contains price elasticity models. These models 
show what extra demand can be expected for a certain destination when the ticket price 
drops under a certain level. 
 
AirCom’s philosophy behind the low-cost service is operational integrity and process 
control. This involves approaching the market without intermediaries and the continuous 
improvement and slimming-down of business processes in order to reduce operational 
costs. At the same time, needlessly expensive marketing campaigns are avoided that go 
beyond letting consumers know which destinations are serviced for what prices. 
Furthermore, this product/market combination requires openness and ultimate clarity in 
communicating fares and travel conditions to consumers. One of the interviewees phrased 
the essence behind the service concept as ‘what you see is what you pay’. 
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6.2.6 Summary 
 

Summarized, AirCom’s activities stretch three business models with three different 
service concepts: scheduled services, charter flights and low-cost services. The successful 
introduction of the latter has profound organizational consequences. AirCom currently 
finds itself in a process of strategic positioning, whereas the governance structure for its 
different business models have to be sorted out. 
 
AirCom’s overall business strategy is mainly focused on offering low-priced flights 
which forces to concentrate on cost efficiency in its business processes. Related to this 
cost efficiency awareness, several spearheads enable AirCom to minimize its operational 
costs, such as fleet standardization, cost revenue optimization by means of operational 
excellence, the minimization of ground time and the standardization of its service 
concepts. 
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6.3 Organizational structure and primary process 
 

This section provides insight in AirCom’s organizational structure. The main 
activities and interrelations with either internal or external parties will be described for 
those departments that have been researched. Furthermore, the primary process will be 
sketched. 
 

6.3.1 Overview of organizational structure 
 

Figure 15 depicts an overview of AirCom’s organizational structure at the 
department level. The organization consists of three main sections: Operations, Finance & 
Planning and Marketing & Sales. Since not all departments have been researched 
extensively in the study, some of the departments will be outlined, while others that have 
been at the center of attention will be described in more detail. The departments discussed 
in more detail are printed in bold in the figure. 
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Figure 15 AirCom’s organizational structure at the department level (departments 
included in study in bold) 
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6.3.2 Operations 
 

The section of Operations is primarily involved in preparing, monitoring and 
executing actual passenger flights. 
 
Ground Services and Operations Control 
The Ground Services department takes care of checking-in luggage, passengers handling 
and boarding-related activities of passengers on the airport and prepares the aircrafts for 
departure, managing for instance fuel, catering, water and cleaning services. Before take-
off the Ground Services department hands over responsibility to Operations Control. 
During the actual flight, the Operations Control department monitors the aircraft for 
delays and irregularities and handles the possible consequences for other (connecting) 
flights and airports.  
 
Pilots and Cabin Crew 
For the actual execution of the flight, several crew members are required (e.g. air corps, 
cabin crew). Each flight and type of aircrafts requires a specific experience profile for 
both the pilots and cabin personnel (e.g. pursers, air hosts/hostesses). In planning the 
deployment of this crew, the regulations of work and rest times must be enforced strictly, 
which complicates the planning process. 
 
Technical department  
The Technical Department (TD) is outsourced for 80% to DutchAir and Shannon MRO 
Ltd. These external parties handle the major repairs, while AirCom’s TD specializes on 
dealing with minor repairs. The TD plays an important role in realizing the objective of 
minimizing the ground time of aircrafts and assuring maximum flexibility in the fleet’s 
capacity utilization. 
 
Within the TD, there is a trend to engage in building a close relationship with aircraft 
supplier Boeing. Several projects have been undertaken to increase the electronic 
integration of AirCom with Boeing. It is AirCom’s intention to electronically support all 
aircraft manuals and handbooks and problem solving in case of technical disruptions in 
the near future. Boeing is favorably disposed towards these projects because of its shared 
interest in the electronic integration that enhances both parties’ efficiency. 
 
Fleet management 
Fleet Management is an important staff department that is responsible for managing 
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AirCom’s fleet. This department is concerned with the planning, acquisition and renewal 
of aircrafts so that the fleet reflects the technical state-of-the-art and fulfills AirCom’s 
need for seat capacity for the future seasons. The fleet plan has a horizon of around five 
years. 
 
An important task for the Fleet Management department is to negotiate with its preferred 
supplier Boeing on the price and service contract for each aircraft that will be acquired. 
Having selected and acquired a particular aircraft, Fleet Management is then responsible 
for making the necessary adjustments in order to conform it to the existing fleet 
requirements. Due to the importance of fleet standardization (see section 6.2.4), every 
aircraft should meet a standardized technical configuration and layout. The technical 
layout is concerned with for instance the controls of the aircraft and information systems 
that provide in-flight status information. AirCom has a proprietary technical layout 
standard that closely follows a global standard to keep the number of required 
adjustments limited. Since no such global layout standards formally exist, small 
adjustments to newly required aircrafts are always necessary. 
 
As a result of the technical character of the adjustment of the aircraft layout, the Fleet 
Management department has a strong relationship with the TD. The Fleet Management 
department informs the TD beforehand about new or changed technical features of newly 
acquired aircrafts whereas the TD assists in making the actual adjustments. 
 

6.3.3 Finance & Planning 
 

The section of Finance & Planning is concerned mainly with financial 
administration, control and administrative support. The departments of Controllers, 
Accounting and Facility Management fulfill their traditional roles. Treasury Management 
plays a vital role in assuring financial continuity by means of investments and insurances. 
Since investments in aircrafts and fuel are in dollars and concern substantial amounts, 
Treasury Management has in important task in closely observing the financial markets 
and taking up a solid position in the dollar market. 
 
Information services 
The name of the Information Services section is somewhat misleading, since it is by no 
means a provider of information. Rather, its main task is to supply other departments with 
automated information systems. The function resembles a traditional IT department for 
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they are concerned with the technology, rather than the content. The automated support is 
aimed mainly at the departments of Marketing and Sales. These departments specify 
which information should be available on for instance the company website. The 
Information Service department provides them with the necessary technical means to 
present and maintain the content. Furthermore, the department is concerned with the 
functioning of the internal yield management systems and inventory systems used for 
capacity planning (for details see Tactical Capacity Management section 6.3.4). 
 

6.3.4 Marketing & Sales 
 

The Marketing & Sales section consists of about 120 employees and entails the 
Marketing and Sales departments for charter flights and scheduled services, Tactical 
Capacity Management (TCM) and the Lease department. Its primary function is to ensure 
that the flight capacity that was foreseen is actually sold to passengers utilizing the 
maximum of the available fleet capacity. 
 
Marketing 
The Marketing department is in the lead in composing the flight network. They determine 
which destinations to fly to each season. Furthermore, they decide on the ticket prices and 
take care of promotions and advertising. The Marketing department has a planning scope 
of one or two years in the future. To make sure that the range of destinations that the 
Marketing departments decides upon can be realized in an attainable and makable 
exploitation of AirCom’s resources (fleet, crew, personnel, slots), there is constant 
interaction with the Tactical Capacity Management department. 
 
Tactical Capacity Management (TCM) 
The Tactical Capacity Management (TCM) department consists of only two employees 
but plays a pivotal role between AirCom’s commercial and operational side. Its two main 
tasks are producing a planning and schedule, and applying for slots.61 TCM’s main 
function is to translate the commercial demand for charter flights as set out by Marketing 
into a timetable that utilizes the fleet optimally. TCM has to deal with numerous internal 
constraints and external preconditions, such as the availability of specific types of 
aircrafts, the number of seats, slots, pilots, cabin crew and technical support, and the 

                                                      
61 Slots provide the right for a specific aircraft to land at a specific slot coordinated airport at a 
certain time and day. See section 6.4.3. 
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regulations and schedules of airports. This considerable planning problem consists of 
over 220 variables. Since the operational consequences are enormous, it is crucial to 
produce an attainable and makable planning and flight schedule. The objectives are to 
have maximum productivity of the fleet and commercially utilizing every available seat. 
In order to attain this objective, TCM has to distribute the capacity utilization evenly 
considering several levels of optimization simultaneously. The capacity utilization should 
be spread out evenly per route, per aircraft, per day, per week, per month and over the 
whole season. 
 
Commercial Realization (CR) 
The Commercial Realization (CR) department has various functions spread out over the 
planning unit, route unit, commercial administration and ad-hoc flights. The planning unit 
manages the planning and timetables for scheduled flights. The route unit manages the 
seat inventory for scheduled flights. The commercial administration unit is responsible 
for revenue accounting for scheduled flights and takes care of the invoice administration 
of tour operators. Furthermore, the CR department monitors unused rest slots with crew 
and aircraft that can be sold as ad-hoc flights. 
  
The planning unit has regular interactions with the Marketing department in order to 
design the timetable for scheduled flights. After the timetable has been designed, the 
planning unit will manage the further settlement. All scheduled flights are loaded into 
Corda, the inventory control system, which processes and registers all transactions. There 
is a daily capture of bookings and cancellations on all individual flights. Corda is 
connected to a yield management system (YMS) that is named Optix. The YMS is able to 
extract transaction data from Corda in order to get an overview of how a certain flight has 
been built up. With this insight, the inventory can be managed by setting the volume of 
seats in each class (tourist, economy, business) and by means of setting the individual 
seat price in each class. These fares are then published to several global distribution 
systems (e.g. Galileo, Amadeus), the company website, and to CORDA for in-house 
availability of flights. All flights that come within 48 hours of their departure time are 
then handed over to the operational control center (OCC) that manages the schedule until 
departure. 
 
Sales 
Once the Marketing Department and TCM have agreed on an attainable and makable 
planning and the schedules and prices have been set, the Sales departments are 
responsible for selling the available seats. AirCom has three distribution channels spread 
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out of three departments: charter flight sales, scheduled services sales en the customer 
contact center (CCC). Charter flight sales are focused at tour operators that buy 
allotments (allocations for blocks of seats), while scheduled service sales are aimed at the 
direct consumer market selling individual tickets. The CCC sells both charters and 
scheduled flights. 
 
Lease 
The Lease department is a staff department of Marketing and Sales. They provide extra 
flexibility in seat capacity by leasing in and leasing out aircrafts. In order to avoid a lack 
of occupancy in the fleet as a result of the seasonal pattern of demand, AirCom leases out 
aircrafts in the end of the summer to airlines in for instance Chili or Australia. In case of 
insufficient seat capacity in high season, aircrafts are leased in again from other airlines. 
The lease department plays a vital role in realizing the exact volume of available seats at 
the right moment. 
 

6.3.5 Overview of primary process 
 

Figure 16 depicts a graphical overview of AirCom’s primary process from a 
perspective that focuses on resource acquisition, processing and the subsequent activities 
that produce the resource output. 
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Figure 16 AirCom’s primary process from a resource perspective 

 
Critical input resources for AirCom’s primary process are aircrafts, crew, personnel and 
slots. The Fleet Management and Lease department acquire or lease aircrafts according to 
the fleet and capacity plan. The crew (pilots, cabin crew) and personnel for the TD form 
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the other important factor in the planning equation. The Marketing department selects the 
range of destinations for the coming season according to the results of its market research. 
The Tactical Capacity Management (TCM) department combines these inputs in order to 
spread out the capacity usage evenly over the resources. The TCM department then 
requests slots based on this capacity planning at the slot coordinator. The capacity 
planning is adjusted accordingly depending on the slots that are actually assigned by the 
slot coordinator and the timetable for all flights is derived from this final capacity 
planning. Subsequently, the volumes and prices for the available seats in each class are 
determined. For charter flights, this involves negotiations in order to set up contracts 
about allotments, while for scheduled services this involves determining the prices per 
seat in each of the classes relative to competing prices. For the scheduled services, the 
availability and prices are distributed to worldwide distribution systems and the 
company’s website. Finally, the transactions are registered during sales to reflect the 
volume of seats in inventory and prices are adjusted if necessary. Finally, the planned 
flights are executed and monitored during the flight. 
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6.4 Information strategy decisions in AirCom’s strategic factor 
markets 

 
This section elaborates on the information strategy decisions that AirCom has 

made in its strategic factor markets. In order to do so, first an overview is given of the 
markets that AirCom regards as critical for implementing its business strategy. These 
strategic factor markets are the markets for aircrafts, slots, crew and fuel. Each of these 
markets is then explored in more detail, elaborating on the market characteristics, the 
market mechanism of how transactions are established and the most important market 
parties. With regard to the market transparency, the identified instances of information 
imperfections (incomplete information and information asymmetry) are described, as well 
as the way AirCom handles these instances in its information strategy (maintain or solve). 
 

6.4.1 Overview of (strategic) factor markets 
 

In the interviews that were conducted, several input markets for resources were 
designated as critical for executing AirCom’s business strategy. Figure 17 provides an 
overview of these strategic factor markets and its relevant sub markets. 
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Figure 17 Overview of (strategic) factor markets (markest included in study in bold) 

 

6.4.2 Strategic factor market: new aircrafts 
 

The criticality of the market for new aircrafts for an airline is obvious. However, it 
is not just the necessity of the equipment, but also the magnitude and the long life span of 
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the investment that determine this significance. The Fleet Management department is 
responsible for AirCom’s activities and decisions on this strategic factor market. 
 
Market characteristics 

Within the market for new aircrafts three sub markets can be identified: the market for the 
actual machine, the engines and the service contract. The market for the aircraft, 
excluding the engine, can be characterized as oligopolistic, since only two main suppliers 
exist: Boeing and Airbus. The differences between the products that these two suppliers 
deliver are minimal, since the suppliers observe each other closely and make no attempt 
at differentiating from each other. Market demand simply forces them to build similar 
products in terms of performance and capability to operate a certain stream of transport. 
The main market competition is not driven by the aircraft manufacturers, but by the 
constant technological innovation and changing requirements of the industry. This leads 
to technologically more advanced and more environment-friendly aircrafts that compete 
away existing older aircraft types. As a result of this technological dependency, the 
success of a certain aircraft type, in terms of quantity sold, is highly unpredictable. One of 
the fleet managers explains that some aircraft types suit market needs perfectly for a long 
period, resulting in a great success, while other types halt at only 1000 items sold.  
 
As for the market for engines, there are three main suppliers: General Electric, Pratt & 
Whitney and Rolls Royce. The differences in the engines that these suppliers produce 
regard their weight, thrust, fuel usage and their performance. These differences are 
common knowledge within the market. The two main aircraft suppliers differ in the 
possible combinations of aircraft type and engine. While Airbus offers a choice in engine 
for each aircraft they sell, Boeing operates with fixed combinations of aircrafts and 
engines. As a result of the nature of the product, initial investments are substantial and 
therefore the time for return on investment is lengthy. 
 
AirCom has frequent contact with its preferred aircraft supplier Boeing. Agreements on 
maintenance and replacement of the aircraft are stated in a service contract that tends to 
be long-term agreements, approximately 10 - 15 years. In order to inform Boeing about 
changes in its fleet composition, AirCom continuously confers its fleet plan. 
 
Market mechanism 

The market mechanism refers to how market parties come to a transaction. In the strategic 
factor market for new aircrafts, transactions are preceded by negotiations about the 
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purchase prices and the terms and conditions of the related service contract. Aircrafts 
suppliers attempt to lock in airlines by engaging in long-term agreements. Within these 
agreements various forms of purchase options concerning quantity, delivery date and 
purchase price coexist (e.g. purchase right, purchase-and-reconfirm62). For the actual 
purchase of the aircraft, various combinations of lease and purchase are possible and 
often occur. 
 
Apart from these different contractual possibilities that influence the purchase price of an 
aircraft there are several other price-determining factors. An important price-reducing 
factor is timely ordering. The earlier the supplier is certain of a specific order, the lower 
the purchase price. This is the main reason for AirCom to constantly inform Boeing about 
changes in its fleet plan, which has a time horizon of 4 to 5 years. Other important price 
reductions result from economies of scale. Since AirCom’s fleet size consists of about 26 
aircrafts, these economies are confined in comparison to some of its competitors with 
larger fleets and order sizes. However, AirCom’s fleet manager explains that the effect of 
ordering more than one aircraft at once is not to be underestimated, as well as the price-
reducing effect of trading in old aircrafts. AirCom has a possibility to combine orders 
with DutchAir to maximize economies of scale. A final price-determining factor is the 
delivery date of the aircraft. Due to the seasonal demand pattern of the demand for flights, 
most airlines want their newly ordered aircrafts delivered at start of the season in April. 
The fleet manager explains that if the aircraft is delivered in January, there is no business 
for the first few months leading to maintenance costs without any sales. Therefore there is 
a great business advantage for AirCom in getting the order delivered in April. However 
for its supplier, there is hardly a financial value difference in living up to AirCom’s wish 
for this specific delivery time. Since all parties are aware of these value differences, the 
effect of delivery time on purchase price is understood, but certainly not uniformly 
calculated and therefore always subject to negotiations between AirCom and its supplier. 
 
Market parties 

The most important market parties in the factor market for new aircrafts are the aircraft 
suppliers, AirCom and DutchAir and other airlines. 
 
From the two main aircraft suppliers in Europe, AirCom has chosen Boeing as its 

                                                      
62 For detailed information see the Boeing website: 
http://www.boeing.com/companyoffices/doingbiz/tc0692/ (access date 12/2002). 
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preferred supplier. However, this preference does not imply that there is a formal 
agreement between the parties, but simply that there is a mutual favorable disposition. 
This disposition however does not inhibit AirCom from carefully monitoring advances at 
the competing supplier and to use this information to exert pressure in its negotiations 
with Boeing. 
 
Rather than being a corporate relationship, the relationship between AirCom and Boeing 
is very much based on long-standing personal relationships between AirCom’s fleet 
manager and several account managers at Boeing. As a result, it is important for AirCom 
to let all communication with Boeing take place through its fleet manager in order to take 
maximum advantage of the personal character of the relation. Within this relationship, 
AirCom’s contribution to Boeing is to assist in product development and in improving its 
products by providing feedback. The relationship is strengthened by several projects that 
are aimed at improving the digital communication between the two parties, specifically 
with the technical department. These projects, such as Portable Maintenance Aid (PMA), 
digital service bulletins63 and My Boeing Fleet, increase the intensity of the relationship 
between AirCom and Boeing and strengthen AirCom’s position in negotiations. 
 
Market transparency and information imperfections 

The transparency of the factor market for new aircrafts is determined by the information 
imperfections (instances of incomplete information or information asymmetry) that 
AirCom identifies. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
 
Judging by its market characteristics, the market for new aircrafts seems fairly transparent 
for AirCom as well as for other airlines. The limited number of suppliers and the low 
level of product differentiation cause a limited number of differences in products and 
product quality. All airlines are fully aware of the available aircraft types and models on 
the market and the performance differences in terms of capacity, thrust and fuel usage. 
With regard to these aspects, all airlines are equally and fully informed. Therefore, at first 
sight it seems that this market functions like a catalogue system, which implies the 
existence of standard prices. However, since the bargaining power lies very much with 

                                                      
63 Service bulletins are issued in order to explain how certain type of aircrafts needs adaptation or 
maintenance on a particular part after the actual production of the aircraft. 
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the two suppliers given the multitude of purchasing airlines, standard prices are not the 
case. The opaqueness of the market for new aircraft lies in how price-reducing factors 
determine the ultimate purchase price of new aircrafts. Although the price-reducing 
effects of trading-in old aircrafts, delivery and order time, and ordering multiple aircrafts 
might be acknowledged (as discussed above), the exact influence is certainly not 
uniformly calculated. All market parties, including AirCom, are incompletely informed 
about how to calculate the exact influence of these price-reducing factors. 
 
A second instance of incomplete information in this strategic factor market regards the 
insight in the technical layout of newly manufactured aircrafts. Within a series of a 
particular type of aircraft, small differences in technical layout exist as for instance the 
exact location of a certain technical module. These small differences cause heterogeneity 
in AirCom’s fleet and can result in large unforeseen maintenance and adaptation costs for 
AirCom’s Technical Department. All airlines face this incomplete insight in what the 
exact technical differences are. Even Boeing’s account manager may have incomplete 
insight in these differences because of the complex technical character and the degree of 
detail of these layout differences.  
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
 
The information asymmetry that AirCom faces in the market for new aircrafts is a lack of 
insight in deals that other airlines have negotiated at Boeing. Boeing will not provide this 
information to any of the airlines and therefore AirCom has an information disadvantage 
vis-à-vis Boeing, similar to all other airlines that have Boeing as its supplier. This market 
opaqueness is caused and preserved by Boeing’s opportunistic attitude of retaining this 
information from the airlines. If Boeing would make this information publicly available, 
the airlines could use this competitive information as reference points or to obtain a 
position of power in their purchase negotiations and possibly realize purchase price 
reductions. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

Summarized, AirCom has identified three instances of information imperfections in the 
strategic factor market for new aircrafts: 
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Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in how price-reducing factors influence the purchase price of 

new aircrafts; 
(2) incomplete insight in small technical differences in the lay-out of newly ordered 

aircrafts. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(3) an information disadvantage with regard to insight in deals that other airlines have 

negotiated at Boeing. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in price-reducing factors 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision is to attempt to convert this instance of 
incomplete information into an information advantage by privately solving its lack of 
insight. The way AirCom attempts to solve this imperfection is by meticulously preparing 
scenarios and calculations that precisely quantify these price-reducing factors. 
Subsequently, these calculations are used in the negotiations with Boeing since no 
standard prices or price models exist. In order to underpin pleas for purchase price 
reductions, AirCom’s fleet manager attempts to be better prepared and informed than 
Boeing’s account manager about the calculations. The larger the information advantage is 
for AirCom, the more likely that it can be successfully used by AirCom in the negotiation 
process. The fleet manager explained that the calculations are screened in advance to 
check whether it reveals any bonanzas for AirCom, which are then opportunistically left 
out of the sheets that are presented to Boeing. By attempting to convert this instance of 
incomplete information into an information advantage, AirCom exploits the market 
opaqueness that exists with regard to the purchase price of aircrafts. The absence of 
uniformly accepted price calculations allows AirCom to realize its advantage over aircraft 
suppliers and other airlines. 
 
Ad 2. Incomplete insight in technical layout differences of newly ordered aircrafts 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision is aimed at converting this instance of incomplete 
information into an information advantage by privately solving its lack of insight. Some 
airlines simply await the delivery date and then run an inspection program to discover 
these technical differences and their consequences at the final delivery. In contrast to 
these airlines, AirCom has decided to actively solve this instance of incomplete 
information up front. Up to 4 to 5 months before the planned delivery date of a new 
aircraft, AirCom installs several of its employees at the manufacturer. They are present 
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during the product design phase and the actual manufacturing, constantly looking over the 
shoulder of Boeing’s engineers. Their main task is to detect and avoid any changes in the 
specification of the aircraft and to avoid any anomalies from these specifications in the 
production process. An important role for these information outposts is to inform and 
prepare the Technical Department before the aircraft is delivered. These informational 
preparations reduce the number of failures, the total maintenance costs and the overall 
ground time of an aircraft. Furthermore, the intensity of the relationship with Boeing is 
increased by this collaborative relationship. 
 
Ad 3. Information disadvantage with regard to deals of other airlines 
 
Surprisingly, AirCom takes the view that information equality for all market parties is not 
beneficial for them. Rather, the information disadvantage that every market party faces 
relative to each other is seen as beneficial for AirCom. They have experienced to dispose 
of superior negotiation skills compared to other airlines. Even in the absence of 
economies of scale, AirCom has been able to realize far better deals with Boeing than 
some of the other airlines that enjoy large economies of scale advantages. The market 
opaqueness that is caused by this information asymmetry provides the right conditions for 
AirCom to exploit its superior negotiation skill to get good deals without other airlines 
being aware of that. This information would be of much use to other airlines in their 
negotiations with Boeing for it provides them with a reference point for their price 
negotiations. AirCom feels that solving this information disadvantage and aiming for 
information equality would limit its negotiation space with Boeing and therefore 
mitigates the position they can take up. Therefore, in its information strategy, AirCom 
undertakes no action to solve this information disadvantage, relying on Boeing to 
maintain the information asymmetry as it currently exists. 
 
An example of AirCom’s superior negotiation skills and in-depth knowledge of Boeing is 
given by the fleet manager. He explains the importance of gleaning after the formal 
completion of a transaction. Gleaning involves arranging small extras with the purchase 
of an aircraft by making deals with several separate employees at Boeing without these 
individuals knowing of the others granting these small extras. By consciously spreading 
the favors for small extras over several departments at a large organization like Boeing, 
this gleaning behavior results in several extras without Boeing ever knowing of it. 
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6.4.3 Strategic factor market: slots 
 

Apart from the obvious necessity of aircrafts, less obvious but equally crucial 
resources that are required in order for AirCom to utilize its fleet capacity are slots. Slots 
provide an airline with the right to take off and land at a certain airport at a certain date 
and time. For instance, a slot can grant an airline the right to land and take off at Pisa 
every Wednesday for 30 weeks between 08:00-09:00 with a 737-800 aircraft. The tactical 
capacity management (TCM) department is responsible for managing all slot requests and 
therefore guides AirCom’s decisions on this strategic factor market. 
 
Market characteristics 

Of the world’s 22000 airports, 220 are slot-coordinated, which means that their capacity 
is insufficient for the demand for the airport’s use. The capacity of an airport is 
determined by a number of factors. Among these factors are the number of check-in 
counters, the arrival and departure hall restrictions (number of luggage belts, speed of the 
belt, space for passengers), available parking space for aircrafts and the number of 
possible runway movements. Together, these factors determine the amount of passengers 
that can be handled hourly at the airport. If the number of passengers that arrive at this 
airport exceeds this capacity per hour, then the airport has to be slot-coordinated. 
 
Around 85% of the charter destinations that AirCom operates are slot-coordinated, which 
enforces them to take extra restrictions into account in the capacity planning process. 
Because of the high percentage of slot-coordinated destinations, the relevance and 
consequences of the outcome of the slot allocation process are huge. Although slots can 
be allocated at no cost in Europe, the large implications of slot allocation have caused it 
to become an economic asset of great value. The amount of slots that an airline requires is 
directly related to the demand for flights (both charter flights and scheduled services) to 
slot-coordinated destinations. 
 
Market mechanism 

Since it is forbidden for slots to be traded, the market mechanism in this strategic factor 
market does not concern how slots are transacted, but rather the process of how slots are 
requested and allocated is described. 
 
Regulations of the International Air Transport Association (IATA) and the Scheduled 
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Procedure Guide (SPG) determine the rules for slot requests and allocation.64 These 
regulations specify for instance what a slot is and what the rules are that both airlines and 
slot coordinators need to abide by in the slot allocation process. In this process, the slot 
requests of all airlines and the capacity of slot-coordinated airports are matched by the 
slot coordinator. After a season’s end, the slot coordinator has both insight in the slots 
that are available for the coming season and the slot requests of all airlines. In case of 
several airlines requesting for the same available slot, the regulations determine which of 
the requesting airlines will be granted the available slot. The rules specify for instance 
that new airlines or airlines that have requested the slot for several seasons but were never 
granted it, receive priority over other airlines. By applying the regulations, all slots are 
allocated to one of the requesting airlines. Apart from requesting for newly available slots 
for the upcoming season, there is also a way for airlines to retain a slot that was allocated 
in the previous season. The way to receive this so-called historical slot right is to fill 80% 
(for instance 24 of 30 weeks for one slot) of the allocated slot during the season. All 
airlines receive a Slot Historical List (SHL) that gives them an overview of their 
historical slot rights. Whenever an airline is unable to satisfy the 80% requirement, the 
slot becomes available for requests of other airlines. If the airline that has lost its 
historical right still desires to make use of the slot, it will be placed at the end of the 
queue behind all other requesting airlines. When all airlines have issued their slot requests 
(new, changed, historical) at the appropriate slot coordinators and the slot regulations 
have been applied, the resulting slot allocations are presented to all airlines at a 
conference. The conference also provides the opportunity to confer with the slot 
coordinators in case any adjustments or other possibilities have to be discussed. These 
changes involve for instance reducing the aircraft size for a slot in case of a passenger 
capacity restriction at a certain airport. Meeting the passenger capacity restriction could 
result in the allocation of a slot that was initially rejected. 
 
The tactical capacity manager explains that the slot coordinators are of the opinion that all 
airlines should only request those slots that they can actually fill in the season. It is both 
inefficient and unfair towards other airlines to request slots when it is uncertain if all 
these slots will be filled. However, in reality all airlines request a surplus of slots as a 
cover mechanism. Two factors cause this safeguarding behavior. The first factor is the 
mutual dependence of one airline’s slot allocations on the concurrent slot requests of 
other airlines and the lack of insight that each airline has in other airlines’ requests. The 
second factor is the unpredictability of the extent to which the actual demand for 
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particular flights will exceed the foreseen demand. A surplus of requested slots provides 
airlines with the necessary margin to account for rejections of slot requests by the slot 
coordinator and unforeseen increased demand for a particular destination. 
 
Market parties 

The most important market parties in the strategic factor market for slots are the slot 
coordinators, the external regulating parties and airlines that service slot-coordinated 
destinations. 
 
The required interaction in the slot allocation process between the airlines and the slot 
coordinator are subject to strict rules enforced by several external parties like the IATA, 
SPG and the EU. Some negotiation space is provided in the communication between 
airlines and the slot coordinators at the annual conference, however these negotiations are 
still settled by enforcing the same strict rules and are meant primarily to discuss 
alternatives to rejected slot requests. 
 
Market transparency and information imperfections 

The market transparency of the strategic factor market for slots is determined by the 
instances of incomplete information and information asymmetry that AirCom has 
identified. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
 
The information about slot-coordinated airports and their capacity restrictions that is 
needed for airlines to determine which slots are available is publicly accessible. These 
details such as opening hours, landing capacity and other operational restrictions, 
standards and preconditions are fully transparent for all airlines. As a result of this insight 
and externally enforced regulations that guide the slot request and allocation process, the 
market for slots seems very transparent for all market parties involved. Moreover, the slot 
regulations state that every airline should be granted the possibility of gaining insight in 
the slot request of all other airlines. This means that after the slot meeting at the annual 
conference, the allocated slots are fully transparent for all airlines. This means that 
AirCom has not identified instances of incomplete information and that they too, like all 
other airlines, have complete insight in the market for slots. 
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Instances of information asymmetry 
 
The absence of instances of incomplete information implies that the market for slots is 
absolutely transparent. However, although the slot information itself is transparent the 
underlying reasons to request slots are absolutely not. It is unclear for AirCom which slot 
requests are the result of guile and opportunistic behavior such as safeguarding surplus 
requests and fake requests. Moreover, there is no incentive for the airlines that are 
engaged in these strategic games, including AirCom itself, to reveal these underlying 
motives of slot requests. Therefore, the true demand for slots is very opaque regardless of 
the strict reinforcements of the slot regulations. This instance of information advantage 
for AirCom plays a role in the interaction between AirCom and the slot coordinator. 
AirCom’s tactical capacity manager knows which of his slot requests result from 
safeguarding or opportunistic behavior and which are not, while the slot coordinator has 
insufficient information to judge this. However, with regard to AirCom’s insight in 
ulterior motives behind slot requests of other airlines, AirCom itself faces a similar 
information disadvantage as the slot coordinator. 
 
A second instance of information asymmetry is connected to these strategic slot games 
mentioned above. It concerns the granting of the historical slot rights. If AirCom is 
unable to fill a particular slot due to any circumstances whatsoever, they will contact the 
slot coordinator to apply for an exception to the rules. AirCom then attempts to convince 
the slot coordinator that this was caused by circumstances beyond their control such as 
technical failures or canceled flights. For the slot coordinator, these excuses are almost 
impossible to judge at face value. The rules complicate this, for they state that the airline 
should prove its innocence, but the slot coordinator does not need to prove the airline’s 
guilt. Usually these excuses result in the allocation of the historical slot allocation after 
all. This instance of information asymmetry is an important information advantage for 
AirCom that can be exploited vis-à-vis the slot coordinator in the process of historical slot 
allocation. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

Summarized, AirCom has identified two instances of information imperfections in the 
strategic factor market for slots: 
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Instances of information asymmetry 
(1) an information disadvantage with regard to insight in motives behind slot request 

of other airlines; 
(2) an information advantage vis-à-vis the slot coordinator in applying for exceptions 

in the historical slot allocation process. 
 
Ad 1. Information disadvantage with regard to ulterior motives of other airlines’ slot 
requests 
 
AirCom’s decision to either maintain or solve this instance of information asymmetry 
depends on the possibility of absolute transparency in the market for slots. Total 
transparency would imply for each of the airlines to request slots only in good faith 
without safeguarding and opportunistic behavior. AirCom’s tactical capacity manager 
explains that the slot request and allocation mechanism forces AirCom to maintain the 
existing instance of information asymmetry and to continue its opportunistic game 
playing in requesting slot. The large economic consequences of not getting a slot 
allocated, makes it unacceptable for AirCom to hold back from this behavior. 
 
Absolute transparency in the slot market would not be detrimental for AirCom. On the 
contrary, all market parties could equally benefit from the efficiency that results from 
absolute transparency in this market. However, this seems infeasible since it would 
require the compliance of all 300 airlines and their contractors, the tour operators. Since 
this commitment and mutual trust seems unrealistic, the factor market for slots is unlikely 
to become transparent without legal enforcement by the government. AirCom’s 
information strategy decision to maintain this information asymmetry is therefore guided 
by the impossibility of transparency and the large detrimental effect of non-opportunistic 
behavior while other market parties do not comply. 
 
Ad 2. Information advantage with regard to applying for a historical slot right 
 
Given the opportunistic game playing in the slot request process explained above, the 
importance of getting a historical slot allocated is high. Since the rules of the historical 
slot allocation process do not control for opportunistic behavior, AirCom is able to 
exploit its information advantage by providing information with guile and disclosing 
information in an opportunistic manner. For the slot coordinator it is nearly impossible to 
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validate the information that is provided by the airlines.65 A simple solution would be to 
disallow any request for reconsidering the allocation of historical slots, ignoring any 
evidence from the requesting airlines. However until this rule is introduced, AirCom’s 
information strategy decision with regard to this instance of information asymmetry will 
be to maintain it. 
 

6.4.4 Factor market: crew and fuel 
 

The factor markets for crew and fuel are operationally indispensable, however their 
strategic character, in the sense that they provide possibilities for differentiating from 
competitors, is relatively insignificant. Although the departments that were responsible 
for AirCom’s activities were deliberately left aside during the interviewee selections, a 
brief analysis is included for the sake of completion. These departments are characterized 
by a low level of information intensity and relatively transparent markets and low 
strategic priority. 
 
The factor market for crew includes several sub markets for personnel for ground services 
and operations control, cabin crew, pilots and the technical staff. The main problem for 
AirCom in these factor markets is scarcity not a lack of insight. With regard to market 
transparency, these personnel markets can be considered as rather transparent. There are 
strict rules for the employment, certifying and testing of personnel. All relevant 
information for the deployment of personnel is kept in experience profiles. Although the 
collective labor agreements are complicated, they are at the disposal of all airlines and 
therefore cause no market opaqueness. 
 
The financial significance of AirCom’s activities in the factor market for fuel is 
enormous. Great financial advantages can be realized when the right hedging decisions 
are made. However, with regard to its transparency the market for fuel is rather 
transparent. It concerns a homogenous product in a market with numerous known buyers 
and sellers, where price is the single most important aspect of the transaction. The fuel 
market seems to approximate the economic ideal of the perfect market. However, the 
unpredictability of the market is caused by its connection to several national or world 
economies. Foreseen price fluctuations, bonanzas and luck can cause large cost savings as 

                                                      
65 This type of information asymmetry is typically known as moral hazard, usually exemplified in 
the context of insurances (Akerlof, 1970). 
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a result of the large multiplier effect of the quantity of fuel needed. Since the information 
needed to make the hedging decisions lies for the most part outside the fuel market itself, 
the relevant information imperfections and information strategy decisions are left out of 
consideration in this study. 
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6.5 Information strategy decisions in AirCom’s product markets 
 

This section discusses AirCom’s information strategy decisions in the product 
markets that are relevant for implementing its business strategy. The three main 
product/market combinations have three associated product markets: the market for 
charter flights, scheduled services and low-cost flights. AirCom’s information strategy 
decisions in these markets will be analyzed in turn by examining the market 
characteristics, the market mechanism and most important market parties, the market 
transparency and the information strategy decision to maintain or solve the identified 
instances of information imperfections. 
 

6.5.1 Product market: charter flights 
 

The most important product market and the historical core of AirCom’s activities is 
the market for charter flights. This section examines AirCom’s information strategy 
decisions in this product market. 
 
Market characteristics 

The market for charter flight itself can be decomposed in several different ways as for 
instance in business versus leisure, or domestic versus international carriers. AirCom 
focuses on leisure travel to destinations in and around the Mediterranean and currently 
has a market share of 40 - 45%. AirCom’s charter activities have traditionally been the 
stable core of its activities. Although the market has been turbulent, AirCom has managed 
to realize stable returns over the past years. 
 
AirCom’s customers in the market for charter flights are tour operators. In the 
Netherlands, five large tour operators represent 80% of the market, while numerous small 
independent tour operators that are not registered at a branch organization represent the 
rest of the market. Tour operators usually focus on one or more types of travels (cultural 
round trips or city trips), target groups (singles, families, youth) or target destinations (the 
Mediterranean). The average consumer spends around NLG 1000 to 1100 (approximately 
€ 450-500) on package tours sold by tour operators. Around 40% of this average amount 
is spent on the seat price of the flight. Recently, AirCom has experimented with applying 
its low-cost service concept at its charter flights, increasing the number of options for tour 
operators and contributing to a lower package tour price (see section 6.5.3) 
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Market mechanism 

The transactions between AirCom and its tour operators are based on negotiations about 
allotments for a certain amount of seats on a particular flight. These allotments differ per 
tour operator in terms of destinations, volume of seats, flight days, period and distribution 
over the season. Traditionally, there is a peak in the allotment demand in the high season 
that is caused by the leisure character of AirCom’s destinations. 
 
In these allotment agreements, seat prices are the most important item under negotiation 
in order to come to a transaction. Airlines can contribute to affordable package tours for 
consumers by offering low-priced seat allotments. The ability for airlines to differentiate 
from competitors is limited primarily to the amount of seat volume, for that is the main 
determinant of the allotment price. Other differentiating possibilities are the distribution 
over the season, flight days, level of risk sharing, promotion fees, commission and 
discounts. AirCom is currently experimenting with the differentiating possibilities of 
providing tour operators with On Time Performance information to stress AirCom’s 
ability to contribute to an optimal timing in the coordination of different components in a 
package tour. 
 
Different contract forms may coexist for the allotment of each flight day and destination 
that a tour operator negotiates. The seat price is fixed for about 85% of the total, where 
the allotment volume and the amount of risk a tour operator is willing to take determine 
the remaining 15%. Several forms of risk sharing exist that divide the risk between the 
airline and the tour operator. The most expensive of these forms implies that if the tour 
operator is unable to fill an allotted seat, they do not have pay for it. A less expensive 
version implies that a certain percentage of the allotment has to be paid and the remaining 
percentage has to be re-confirmed before a certain date. A last important determinant of 
the allotment price is the level of competition on a certain destination. The more 
competition, the more AirCom is forced to keep its profit margins low, sometimes nearly 
approximating the cost price. 
 
Ideally, the contract negotiations with tour operators should be completed well before the 
season start in order for AirCom to be able to request the right slots and make a realistic 
planning of its fleet capacity. However, these negotiations usually complete after the 
deadline for slot requests since tour operators generally wait as long as possible with their 
final allotments. The reason for this waiting game is that allotments of the last seats on a 
particular flight are often cheap. After an airline has covered a certain level of its costs for 
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a flight, all additional sales are regarded as extra profits for the airline. This can result in 
extremely low ticket prices. This makes timing an important aspect of the negotiations for 
tour operators. 
 
Once the contracts have been negotiated, tour operators have the opportunity to adjust 
their allotments by adding or subtracting seats six times a season, if the contract form 
allows it. During the season, AirCom continuously screens the allotments of all tour 
operators in order to be informed about the ratio of the volume of seats sold in relation to 
the total allotted volume. 
 
Market parties 

Apart from AirCom and other charter companies, the important market parties in the 
product market for charter flights are the tour operators and the branch organizations. 
 
80% of the tour operators that transact with AirCom are registered at one of the branch 
organizations. Two branch organizations exist: ANVR66 (Dutch Union for Travel 
Organizations) and SGR67 (Council of Guarantee Fund for Traveling Money). The tour 
operators that are registered at these branch organizations publish their booking 
information to the ANVR. In turn, the ANVR reports these figures to the airlines, which 
use these figures to screen the volume of allotted seats that have been sold. 
 
The competition in the market for charter flight is based on several factors. First, there is 
a direct fare competition between airlines, especially newly founded low-cost and local 
airlines. Due to differences between EU and non-EU regulations, some local non-EU 
airlines are able to continuously offer lower prices than AirCom on particular 
destinations. Because of the regulatory nature of this competitive advantage, AirCom 
avoids a direct price-based competition with these local airlines. Instead of fighting a lost 
battle, AirCom focuses on establishing a sound distribution in its palette of destinations as 
a matter of risk spreading. A second source of direct competition is vertically integrating 
tour operators. Some tour operators operate their own fleet and thus circumvent the 
negotiations and simplify the fleet planning process. A last source of indirect competition 
are travel comparison websites. These website have increased the transparency of the 
market for scheduled services by facilitating direct price comparisons of flights. In 
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67 Stichting Garantiefonds Reisgelden. 
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combination with the increased web presence of hotels, consumers have the possibility to 
easily coordinate a package tour themselves. Consumers often think that this market 
transparency guarantees a lower price than a package tour bought at tour operator, while 
in fact the economies of scale of tour operators far outweigh the perceived cost savings 
that result form increased market transparency. Nevertheless, this increased market 
transparency of scheduled service flights results in some consumers circumventing the 
tour operators, resulting in less demand for charter flights at airlines.  
 
Market transparency and information imperfections 

The market for charter flights is becoming increasingly transparent for AirCom. The 
stagnated market growth inhibits large fluctuations in allotment demand, while AirCom 
has built up a relationship with a stable set of known tour operators. However, several 
information imperfections still inhibit market transparency. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
 
AirCom has identified two instances of incomplete information in the product market for 
charter flights. 
 
The first instance of incomplete information concerns AirCom’s lack of complete insight 
in booking figures of tour operators. In contrast to the minimum of information that 
AirCom keeps about its customers of scheduled services, booking information of tour 
operators is registered more extensively. The reason for this extensive registration is 
mainly that it is easier to gather information from five large tour operators than from 
millions of individual passengers. Booking information is registered by one of the branch 
organizations and distributed to all airlines in the ANVR/NIPO report. This report 
provides insight in the fluctuations in demand for a certain destination in terms of volume 
sold. Apart from this report, national and international airport figures can be used as 
additional sources for this information. However, AirCom has chosen to use only the 
Dutch report figures. The consequences of this choice are that AirCom disposes of 
booking information of only those tour operators that are registered at one of the branch 
organizations. Although 80% of the tour operators is registered, AirCom has incomplete 
insight in the booking figures of the remaining unregistered tour operators. It remains 
unclear for AirCom, which customers these tour operators service, which markets they 
address and what the total amount of sales is. 
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A second instance of incomplete information that AirCom has identified is incomplete 
insight in tour operators’ demand for allotments at the deadline for slot requests. The 
main reason for this incomplete insight is the fact that allotment negotiations with tour 
operators complete after the deadline for slot requests for this waiting game is beneficial 
for tour operators. Therefore, AirCom’s slot requests are based upon a translation of the 
expected commercial demand for destinations in the coming season, rather than factual 
negotiated allotment volumes. These estimates are based on the experience of AirCom’s 
contracting managers and contacts with tour operators. The difficulty with estimating tour 
operators’ allotment demand is that a tour operator’s primary concern is to get the lowest 
price for a seat at a carrier. Since AirCom is just one of several carriers, there is no 
guarantee that a tour operators commits to AirCom because of prior transactions or 
relationships.  
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
 
The first instance of information asymmetry that AirCom has identified in the product 
market for charter flights is an information disadvantage vis-à-vis tour operators with 
regard to insight in market demand. The advantage that tour operators have over airlines 
is that they receive information about consumer demand for destinations through its retail 
outlets. Tour operators use travel agents as retail antennas to collect information about 
shifts in market demand and to gain insight in which target groups fit specific target 
destinations and when consumers book a certain vacation. In addition, AirCom’s insight 
is blurred because tour operators sometimes underhandedly divide the market demand 
among several tour operators in order to veil the actual market demand for airlines. 
 
A second instance of information asymmetry concerns AirCom’s lack of insight in deals 
that tour operators negotiate with other airlines. Analogue to the first instance of 
information asymmetry, tour operators have no interest in showing how market demand 
is divided over the airlines. Competing airlines have no incentive either to reveal this 
information about their contracts with tour operators for this is competition-sensitive 
information. This information disadvantage for AirCom enables tour operators to 
negotiate conditional sales with other airlines without AirCom knowing of it. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

Summarized, AirCom has identified four instances of information imperfections in the 
product market for charter flights: 
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Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in the booking figures of tour operators; 
(2) incomplete insight in demand for allotments by tour operators. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(3) an information disadvantage in terms of insight in market demand vis-à-vis tour 

operators; 
(4) an information disadvantage in terms on insight in deals that tour operators 

negotiate with other airlines. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in booking figures 
 
AirCom attempts to privately solve this instance of incomplete information in order to 
make it into an information advantage over competing airlines. Since the currently 
available booking figures (ANVR/NIPO report) are essentially incomplete, any extra 
booking information gathered directly from tour operators increases AirCom’s 
understanding of tour operators’ sales performance. Therefore, AirCom is currently 
dedicating resources to setup extranet applications with all its tour operators. This 
extranet is aimed at the registration of sales figures to increase insight in the performance 
of individual tour operators. Solving this instance of incomplete information can 
contribute directly to drive back AirCom’s budgetary lack of occupancy. If the 
information gained from the extranet results in more efficient capacity utilization, this 
information strategy decision might result in a competitive advantage. 
 
Ad 2. Incomplete insight in demand for allotment 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is essentially aimed at solving it, but is restricted mainly by the impossibility 
of transparency. The market mechanism with regard to the adverse timing of slot requests 
and allotment negotiations is outside AirCom’s scope to change since the adverse timing 
is the result of the awaiting attitude of tour operators. This adverse timing causes the 
impossibility for AirCom to establish complete insight in tour operators’ allotment 
demands before filing its slot requests. Consequently, AirCom attempts to increase the 
quality of its estimates of actual allotment demand by intensifying the relationships with 
tour operators. These relationships enable the use of informal networks to gather 
information about future allotment demand. One of the ways AirCom’s attempts to 
intensify these relationships is by providing tour operators with figures about AirCom’s 
quality of service and On Time Performance. 
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Ad 3. Information disadvantage with regard to insight in market demand 
 
Since tour operators derive a large part of their right to exist from the opportunistic 
exploitation of this information disadvantage, it will be difficult for AirCom to convince 
them to share their market information. AirCom does attempt to solve its information 
disadvantage and slowly disintermediate the tour operators by offering charter flight via 
direct sales. However, the importance of this information asymmetry for tour operators’ 
existence and the dependency on tour operators for its sales, presents a great difficulty for 
AirCom to completely solve this information disadvantage. 
 
Ad 4. Information disadvantage with regard to insight in tour operators’ deals with other 
airlines 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this information disadvantage is to 
actively seek to solve it. AirCom attempts to build relationships with tour operators in 
order to be able to use the informal networks to retrieve extra information. Therefore, 
AirCom occasionally invites the most important tour operators for dinners, receptions and 
parties. Since however competitors easily copy these informal activities, AirCom 
continuously searches for new ways to intensify its relationship with tour operators. 
 

6.5.2 Product market: scheduled services 
 

The second important product market for AirCom is the market for scheduled 
services. This product market is important for the connection between AirCom and its 
parent company DutchAir. This section examines AirCom’s information strategy 
decisions in this product market combination. 

 
Market characteristics 

AirCom’s product market for scheduled services accounts for about 25% of the total 
amount of destinations. This relatively low percentage of destinations and AirCom’s long 
history in charter flights reveals that scheduled services are not considered the core of 
AirCom’s activities. However, AirCom plays an important role in flying in and carrying 
away passengers for its parent company DutchAir. AirCom connects destinations from all 
over Europe to DutchAir’s junction for subsequent intercontinental business transport. As 
a result of its supportive role, AirCom’s target group for scheduled flights are mainly 
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business travelers. The range of destinations has been selected to attract business travelers 
spread over Europe. 
  
Several distributions channels for AirCom’s sales coexist. Flights are sold both through 
travel agents and directly to consumers. For its direct sales, AirCom makes use of its call 
center and company website for online bookings. However, for the majority of its sales 
(around 80% of the sales) AirCom is dependent of intermediating travel agents. 
Currently, AirCom attempts to shift more towards direct sales in order to gradually 
disintermediate these travel agents. The large dependency on these agents requires a 
cautious approach in this disintermediation process. 
 
Market mechanism 

The market mechanism in product markets concerns how customers come to a transaction 
with AirCom relative to its competitors. Therefore, the market mechanism also sheds 
light on the way different market parties compete. 
 
In the market for scheduled flights, there are two main competitive drivers: strategic 
network management and price-based positioning. The former driver is important with 
regard to flying in and carrying away passengers to/from DutchAir’s junction for 
intercontinental flights. The supportive flights have to collect passengers from all over 
Europe. The alignment of these supportive flights with the intercontinental flight, which 
involves the selection of destinations and the planning of the schedules, are core issues in 
strategically managing the route network. The latter competitive driver concerns the way 
AirCom positions its scheduled flights relative to existing carriers. The decision to seize 
an opportunity of adding extra flight frequency is based on the observation of a transport 
stream that thickens on a particular route. The competition between the carriers that 
operate the same destinations is primarily based on price. In order to participate in this 
price competition AirCom has to closely monitor prices of competing carriers for direct 
and indirect flights. The insight in these price settings guides the decision how AirCom 
should positions itself relative to these existing carriers. By managing the seat price and 
capacity by means of revenue control, competitors in a certain class and tariff can be 
challenged. 
 
The philosophy of pricing in this competitive game involves creating a mask for a 
particular destination that sets the advancement of seat prices in each class (e.g. tourist, 
economy, business). In setting this mask, competitors’ prices have to be weighed against 
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AirCom’s own profit margins. The main way of differentiating in price is by either 
offering a direct or indirect flight. However, there are no rules for how much this 
difference can be in terms of ticket price. Even though price is the primary differentiating 
factor, the palette of competition extends to secondary means of differentiation, as for 
instance a frequent-flyer programs or the service concept on board to attract and retain 
more customers. 
 
Market parties 

The most important market parties in the market for scheduled flights are DutchAir, 
AirCom’s competitors, travel agents and authorities that file tariffs and schedules. 
 
AirCom’s competition on the scheduled flight market comes from two sources: regular 
scheduled service airlines and low-cost companies. Whereas regular airlines follow the 
unwritten rules of price-based positioning competition, low-cost companies have ignored 
the subtlety of these unwritten rules and introduced a new way of competing. The 
extremely low fares of low-cost companies, such as RyanAir and EasyJet, are a powerful 
competitive weapon in the price-based competition and are therefore considered as direct 
competitors of AirCom’s scheduled service flights. In reaction to this new form of 
competition, AirCom has decided to also develop low-cost products. 
 
The relationship between AirCom and travel agents is ambivalent. On the one hand, 
AirCom is dependent on them for the largest part of its sales, while on the other hand 
AirCom takes initiatives to disintermediate this market party by focusing more on direct 
sales. Circumventing travel agents would increase profit margins for AirCom and 
simplifies revenue control.  
 
Two other market parties that complicate the sales of scheduled flights for AirCom are 
ATPCO (Airline Tariffs Publishing Company), that collects and distributes airline fares 
and OAG (Official Airline Guide) that manage flight schedules. AirCom is obliged to 
register its flights at these institutions. The interaction with these parties causes delays 
and extra costs, which could be circumvented by focusing on direct sales without 
intermediaries. 
 
Summarized, AirCom is dependent of several market parties in order to both publish its 
flight data and actually sell its flights. In addition, there is a strong dependency on 
DutchAir for the alignment of schedules and fares in order to fulfill the role as supportive 
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carrier for DutchAir’s intercontinental flights. These intermediaries and 
interdependencies complicate the sales process for scheduled services. Circumvention of 
several of these parties by focusing on direct sales provides an opportunity for AirCom to 
simplify the sales process by means of direct revenue control, cutting down costs and 
preventing time delays in bringing its products to market. 
 
Market transparency and information imperfections 

The market transparency of the product market for scheduled flights is determined by the 
instances of incomplete information and information asymmetry AirCom has identified in 
this product market. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
 
AirCom has identified two instances of incomplete information in the market for 
scheduled flights: incomplete insight in other airline’s tariffs and incomplete insight in 
customer booking behavior. 
 
A crucial precondition for taking part in the price-based positioning competition, 
described above, is insight in the tariffs of other airlines. All airlines that sell flights 
through travel agents have to publish their tariffs in ATPCO in order to make a flight 
available for bookings through CRS’s  (Computer Reservation Systems) in GDS’s 
(Global Distribution Systems such as Amadeus and Galileo). However, not all tariffs are 
published through CRS’s. Some airlines publish their net tariffs through a fax to their 
agents, which exclude them from being registered, while other airlines circumvent 
ATPCO by direct sales. Bookings that are made directly in an airline’s inventory system 
through a website or call center are not registered. The main reason to circumvent 
ATPCO is that an airline pays to register each booking that is published. Several low-cost 
airlines have therefore decided to avoid this substantial cost factor by means of direct 
sales. This implies that ATPCO has insight in the tariffs of a large part of the market, but 
certainly not in the whole of the scheduled service market since bookings of direct sellers 
are excluded. 
 
Airlines can subscribe to the (inter)national tariff information for several thousands of US 
dollars a month at ATPCO. The information on this tape provides insight in all historical 
bookings and the flights that are currently in the CRS’s. Airlines can organize the 
information according to leisure or business destinations and per seller. The information 
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also enables airlines to produce rankings of for instance the top five selling agents of a 
particular destination. Through DutchAir’s subscription to the tape, AirCom has access to 
this booking information. Even the airlines, like AirCom, that have access to the ATPCO 
tape are incompletely informed for the information represents only a portion of the 
market due to circumvention of the publishing system. Therefore, an instance of 
incomplete information that each airline faces to some degree is incomplete insight in 
other airline’s fares regardless of whether they have access to the ATPCO tape. 
 
The second instance of incomplete information concerns AirCom’s insight in customer 
booking behavior. As a result of AirCom’s focus on low costs and efficiency, the 
information that AirCom registers of its customers is confined to an absolute minimum. 
As a result, AirCom is unable to recognize an individual customer over several bookings, 
which inhibits to gain insight in customer booking behavior and to engage in personal 
marketing initiatives. 
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
 
The instance of information asymmetry that AirCom has identified in the market for 
scheduled services is related to the lack of insight in other airline’s tariffs that was 
identified as an instance of incomplete information above. Even though the tariff 
information that can be bought from ATPCO provides insight in only part of the market 
for scheduled services, access to this information is very expensive. Therefore, this 
information can be considered a crucial asset in the competitive game of scheduled 
services. Through its parent company DutchAir, AirCom has access to this information. 
Therefore, they have an information advantage over airlines that cannot afford to gain 
access to this information. However, this advantage will gradually disappear for two 
reasons. First, the level of incompleteness of the ATPCO tariff information will increase 
because of the trend of airlines to focus more on direct sales, therewith circumventing the 
tariffs to be published through travel agents. Second, the information advantage is 
reduced relative to low-cost companies that do not have access to the information because 
of the changing nature of competition in this market. Whereas in the traditional game of 
price-based positioning competition, information about other airline’s tariffs was crucial, 
low-cost competitors ignore these unwritten rules of competition by simply being the 
carrier with the ultimate lowest fare. This new way of competing reduces the need for 
competitors’ tariffs information and therefore reduces the effect of AirCom’s information 
advantage. 
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Information strategy decisions 

Summarized, AirCom has identified three instances of information imperfections in the 
product market for scheduled service flights: 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in tariffs of competing airlines; 
(2) incomplete insight in customer booking behavior. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(3) an information advantage in terms of access to ATPCO tariff information vis-à-vis 

airlines that do not have access. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in other airline’s tariffs 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision is guided by the impossibility to solve this 
instance of information imperfection, rather than its wish to maintain it. The level of 
incompleteness with regard to tariff information will only increase, given the fact that 
more airlines, including AirCom itself, focus on direct sales. While in fact AirCom would 
benefit from more insight in competing tariffs, it is impossible for them to retrieve the 
information that is omitted in the ATPCO files due to direct sellers. The airlines that 
circumvent the publication of their fares have no interest in sharing this competitive 
information with other airlines. 
 
Ad 2. Incomplete insight in customer booking behavior 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is to maintain it, since it is not seen as a drawback. Its business strategy to 
focus on operational integrity in order to deliver low-priced flights guides this decision. 
Gathering and analyzing customer information would be too costly given its current 
business strategy objectives. The expectation is that AirCom will not solve this instance 
of incomplete information in the short term. Perhaps when sales collapse in the future, 
AirCom will consider using information about customer booking behavior to increase its 
sales. For now, AirCom’s relies on its reputation and low prices. 
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Ad 3. Information advantage: access to ATPCO tariff information 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this information advantage is to 
maintain it as long as possible. AirCom is heavily dependent on its parent company 
DutchAir in this decision, because they join in on the subscription for tariff information. 
Even though the information that is provided is essentially incomplete, the importance of 
the competitive information makes access to the information worthwhile. The expectation 
is however that AirCom’s information advantage over airlines that cannot afford or do not 
have access will gradually disappear as a result of the trend of direct sales and the 
changing rules of competition due to the introduction of low-cost flights. 
 

6.5.3 Product market: low-cost flights 
 

A third important product market is the market for the newly introduced low-cost 
service. This section provides insight in AirCom’s information strategy decisions in this 
product market. 
 
Market characteristics 

The low-cost concept can be considered as a stripped down version of AirCom’s 
scheduled service flights. The main difference is the service concept on board, which is 
restricted to meals and drinks on a voluntary basis that must be paid for separately. Other 
differences include offering one-way trips only, free seating aboard the plane and strict 
terms and conditions that exclude services like cancellations and ticket changes. The 
market for low-cost flights can be characterized as young and agile, since competition is 
fierce and low-cost carriers are still experimenting with their service concept, and terms 
and conditions of flights. The successful introduction of this concept has made AirCom 
decide to extend the amount of destinations in the near future. The most important aspect 
in this consideration to introduce extra destinations is a price elasticity model that shows 
how much more demand is generated by lowering the ticket price. The principal idea 
behind offering low-cost flights is to address a latently existing market. These low-priced 
flights offer consumers an alternative in their choice for leisure activities that otherwise 
would not have been considered. AirCom’s target group for its recently introduced low-
cost concept is leisure travelers for short city trips as well as business travelers. Currently, 
flights are available to only a limited amount of city destinations in France and Spain.  
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Market mechanism 

The market mechanism for the low-cost flights is based on direct sales and thus places the 
airlines in full control. Flights are listed on the company website and can be booked 
instantly online or via AirCom’s call center. This by-pass of the regular sales outlets, such 
as travel agents and tour operators enables AirCom to have full insight in and control over 
the costs and revenues. However, in the absence of regular sales outlets AirCom’s new 
activities require a large marketing campaign to attract consumers’ attention for the new 
product. Furthermore, the flight price and the terms and conditions should be easily 
accessible and the flight itself should be easy to book. This simplicity in offering this 
product is aimed at enabling consumers to make a direct price comparison with other 
airlines. Whereas some differences exist in the surrounding terms and conditions of a 
booking, the primary base of competition among airlines in the low-cost segment is the 
fare of a destination. 
 
Market parties 

Since the sales concept in low-cost flights is based on direct sales, the relevant market 
parties in this product market are restricted to competing (low-cost) airlines. Some of 
these are existing carriers that have recently started in low-cost activities like AirCom, 
while others are start-ups that focus purely on this market segment. These new start-up 
have the disadvantage of a restricted fleet capacity, but the advantage of a newly set up 
lean company in comparison to existing older airlines that have to take into account the 
existing personnel and work practices. 
 
Market transparency and information imperfections 

The market for low-cost flights is fairly transparent for a number of reasons. First, the 
number of carriers is still surveyable and price is the most important distinctive factor 
between them. Additionally, airlines consciously enable direct price comparisons for 
consumers by engaging in open and direct price-based competition. However, AirCom 
has identified one instance of incomplete information and one instance of information 
asymmetry in this product market. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
 
The instance of incomplete information concerns AirCom’s insight in customer booking 
behavior. Analogous to its choice in the market for scheduled flights (see section 6.5.2), 
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AirCom has decided not to register detailed information about customer booking behavior 
because of its focus on operational cost reductions. The registration of passenger 
information is restricted to an absolute minimum, as for instance only the name and birth 
date of an accompanying passenger is required for a booking.  
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
 
The instance of information asymmetry concerns the lack of clarity that consumers have 
in what quality of service can be expected on AirCom’s low-cost flights compared to 
competitors. Therefore, the insight that AirCom has in its own quality of service can be 
considered as a possible information advantage over consumers from AirCom’s 
perspective. Although price is the most important distinctive factor, it is partly unclear 
what an airline actually offers for this price. There is a lack of insight in how often the 
flights are delayed or cancelled and if special service can be obtained such as wheelchair 
handling or taking oversized luggage. The incentive to provide other market parties and 
consumers insight in this quality of service depends on whether this information results in 
a beneficial way of differentiating from competitors. Airlines that have a low quality of 
service, but also a fare that is lower than those of competitors, will have no incentive to 
reveal this quality of service information. On the other hand, airlines that offer fares that 
are comparable to those of competitors will have an incentive to give both competitors 
and consumers insight in this information. AirCom takes the approach of providing 
customers with complete insight in all terms and condition surrounding its low-cost 
product. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

The two instances of information imperfections that AirCom has identified in the market 
for low-cost/low are flights are: 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in the booking behavior of customers. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(2) an information advantage over customers with regard to the quality of service. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in customer booking behavior 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this lack of insight in customer 
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booking behavior is to maintain it. This decision is in line with its extreme focus in its 
business strategy to minimize costs in order to be able to provide low fares. Since the 
distinctive factor between airlines is primarily price, gathering customer information is 
both too costly and useless. AirCom is not interested in who its customers are and why 
they book their flights not those of competitors, but rather AirCom wants to have insight 
in how many customers will book a certain flight relative to its fare. This minimum of 
information serves to check the predictions of the price elasticity models that were drawn 
up when considering the introduction of the destination. 
 
Ad 2. Information advantage with regard to insight in the quality of service 
 
AirCom’s information strategy decision with regard to this information advantage is to 
solve it. Currently, the competition in the low-cost market is based on absolute 
transparency of fares but incomplete insight in the surrounding terms and conditions. 
Relative to some of the new start-up airlines, AirCom has difficulty in matching their 
extremely low prices. On the other hand, AirCom expects to outperform these start-up 
companies with regard to its service level and on-time performance. By providing 
consumers with this information, AirCom extends the purely price-based competition to a 
competition to include quality of service in addition to fares. AirCom acknowledges that 
until now they have also neglected to be absolutely transparent in explaining the quality 
of service that customers can expect from them. However, the intention is to share quality 
of service information with consumers in order to introduce another competitive weapon 
in the low-cost market. With this approach, AirCom challenges other airlines to also 
provide insight in their quality of service aspect and to further increase the transparency 
of the market for low-cost flights. 
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6.6 Conclusions 
 

This section links the findings of the empirical study at AirCom to the theoretical 
framework presented in chapter 3. First, an overview of AirCom’s information strategy is 
given for the strategic factor and product markets that were identified as relevant for 
implementing its business strategy. Then, AirCom’s important resources and capabilities 
for implementing these information strategy decisions are listed. Finally, the forces that 
seem to have influenced AirCom’s information strategy decisions and the added value of 
the information strategy framework as analytical tool as experienced by the interviewees 
are discussed. 
 

6.6.1 Overview of information strategy decisions 
 

Table 7 and 8 summarize AirCom’s information strategy in the relevant strategic 
factor and product markets. The table shows the instances of information imperfections 
that were identified by AirCom, its type and the market parties that face the lack of 
market transparency. For each of the identified imperfections, AirCom’s information 
strategy decision to solve or maintain it is listed. 
 
The extent to which AirCom is actually able to realize rents and whether part of these 
rents can be ascribed to its information strategy and labeled as InfoRent, is difficult to 
conclude from the preceding analysis. The fierce price-based competition and thin 
margins indicate that rents are generally difficult to earn in the industry. Within in such a 
competitive setting, information strategy is important to the extent that it enables 
organizations to realize cost reductions. For AirCom this subordinate role of information 
strategy merely show in their information strategy decisions in their factor markets. Major 
cost reductions can be realized for instance by exploiting the in-house negotiation and 
calculation skills under the veil of market opaqueness. However, while these efforts to 
realize cost reductions in purchasing have been given explicit attention by AirCom, 
similar efforts on the product market-side have only recently been picked up (e.g. the 
initiative to build an extranet for tour operators). In addition, the effect of a cost-oriented 
business strategy can be noticed primarily in the information strategy decisions in 
AirCom’s product markets. Several lacks of insight, in specific in customer booking 
behavior, will not be solved for the resources and capabilities to implement this decision 
are too costly to acquire or develop. 
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6.6.2 Overview of required resources and capabilities 
 

This section provides an overview of the resources and capabilities that are 
required for AirCom to address the identified information imperfections in both its 
relevant strategic factor and product markets. 
 
Strategic factor markets 
The resources and capabilities that are required in the strategic factor markets are: 
 exploiting superior negotiation skills in new aircraft purchase; 
 (over)preparing scenario’s and calculations in order to use them in negotiations; 
 exploiting in-depth knowledge of Boeing for gleaning small extras at several 

distinct organizational departments; 
 integrating with supplier by engaging in joint product design and development; 
 installing outposts at supplier to gather information before actual purchase; 
 opportunistic information disclosure in requesting historical slot allocations at the 

slot coordinator. 
 
The resources and capabilities that are required to implement the information strategy 
decisions that AirCom has made in the market for new aircrafts come down to long-
standing relationships between some of AirCom’s fleet managers and Boeing’s account 
managers. These interpersonal relationships enable AirCom to negotiate good deals, 
glean small extras, and to cooperate without damaging the professional relationship. The 
lack of market transparency in these strategic factor markets veils the outcomes of these 
negotiations and prevents AirCom’s competitors from using this competitive information 
as precedent for their negotiations. In other words, the opaqueness of this particular 
strategic factor market enables AirCom to exploit its relationships and determines the 
importance of the resources and capabilities that are required for its information strategy 
decision. 
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Product markets 
The resources and capabilities that are required in the product markets are: 
 building customer relationships with tour operators; 
 using informal networks to fish for information about allotments or market demand 

trends; 
 access through parent company DutchAir to ATPCO tape with tour operators 

booking figures; 
 detailed registration of non-registered tour operators’ bookings by building an 

extranet application; 
 clearly communicating terms and conditions, prices and quality of service to 

consumers. 
 
In AirCom’s product markets, the required resources and capabilities are all aimed at 
gaining more insight in the markets. The majority of AirCom’s efforts are aimed at 
privately increasing its insight in order to create information advantages over competing 
airlines. The lack of insight that airlines have in market demand and the role of tour 
operators in the sales process are the main reason for the lack of market transparency. As 
a result, it seems that any effort to gain more insight in market demand can provide an 
airline with a competitive advantage over other airlines based on this information 
advantage. This overview shows that the majority of information strategy decisions 
require capabilities that allow AirCom to acquire information rather than to have 
possession of the information resources. Competitors cannot easily imitate such 
capabilities since they are mostly relationship-based and have been developed over a 
period of time. This implies that in case a competitive advantage derives from one of 
these capabilities, it is likely to be sustainable compared to a competitive advantage based 
simply on owning a particular and often imitable or substitutable resource. 
 

6.6.3 Preliminary implications 
 

Based on the instances of information imperfections and the associated information 
strategy that was analyzed in this case study, three reasons seem to guide AirCom’s 
information strategy decisions: (1) the impossibility of transparency, (2) the choice for 
particular business strategy objectives and (3) existing information resources and 
capabilities in the organization. 
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(1) impossibility of transparency 
In the case of impossibility of market transparency, it lies outside a firm’s ability to 
dedicate the appropriate resources or capabilities to address the instance of information 
imperfection. Even if a firm’s intention is to increase market transparency or create 
information symmetry, they are forced to resign with the inability to solve the identified 
instances of information imperfections. This inability can be caused by: 
 a lack of incentive or interest of other market parties to increase market 

transparency and solve instances of information imperfections, combined with the 
possibility of opportunistic behavior to exploit the lack of market transparency; 

 a high degree of uncertainty or complexity in the market characteristics or the 
market mechanism. For instance, markets can be characterized by a large amount 
of heterogeneous market parties or high degree of uncertainty in how market 
parties come to a transaction (e.g. negotiations). This underlying cause of a firm’s 
inability to solve instances of information imperfections is linked to the behavioral 
assumption of bounded rationality of economic actors. The complexity of the 
decision-making process causes market parties to show satisficing behavior instead 
of a completely informed and fully rational decision.  

 
(2) business strategy objectives 
Even when AirCom is able to address a particular instance of information imperfection, 
its decision to allocate resources and capabilities to address the imperfection can be 
restricted by objectives in its business strategy. A low-cost strategy, for instance, would 
not allow the extensive allocation of resources and capabilities to address an imperfection 
even if it is in AirCom’s interest to do so. 
 
(3) existing information resources and capabilities 
When it does lie within AirCom’s possibilities to maintain or solve a particular instance 
of information imperfection and its business strategy objectives allows them to dedicate 
resources, the decision depends on the resources and capabilities that AirCom already 
disposes of. Whenever AirCom disposes of the resources and capabilities, the information 
strategy decision depends mainly on whether it is in its interest to actually allocate these 
resources and capabilities to address the identified instances of information imperfection. 
 
Added value as analytical tool 

At the start of the study, none of the interviewees had a notion of the concept of 
information strategy. However, the position for Information management and Strategy 
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that the Information Services department has does imply that the connection between 
information and strategy has been acknowledged. However, the content of this position is 
limited to the technical aspects of information management, not so much to the 
informational aspects that were analyzed in this study. As a consequence, the initial 
associations of the concept by the interviewees were merely IT-related strategy issues 
such as on-line sales via the company website. 
 
At the end of each interview, all the interviewees were asked to assess the added value of 
the analytical tool that was applied during the interview to highlight their view on 
information strategy. The interviewees characterized the analytical tool as a structured 
approach to discover important information resources and capabilities that is guided 
primarily by the business case instead of IT-issues. The structured approach makes 
implicit choices in dealing with information and information imperfections explicit in a 
way that it can draw management attention. The underlying theoretical base of the 
analytical tool guarantees the completeness of the analysis. 
 

6.6.4 Conclusions 
 

This case study at AirCom has shown the applicability of a theory of information 
strategy as an analytical tool. The analysis reveals how information strategy decisions are 
guided by the (im)possibility of transparency, the (information) resources and capabilities 
that exist in the organization and particular business strategy objectives. Furthermore, the 
analysis shows how an organization can identify important information resources and 
capabilities by examining the market characteristics, mechanism and market transparency 
of the relevant strategic factor and product markets. 
 
The analysis of information imperfections and information strategy decisions from a 
market or business perspective enables the specification of required IT resources and 
capabilities without overemphasizing technology-related issues. In this manner, 
information strategy analysis intermediates between business strategy and IT strategy 
analysis. On the one hand, the determination of which product/market combinations to 
focus on is crucial in the analysis of information strategy decisions. On the other hand, 
the identification of important information resources and capabilities is crucial in order to 
determine which of these resources and capabilities require IT support and which are 
unsuited. 
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Information strategy at GoWeb 
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7.1 Introduction 
 

This chapter presents the results of the third case that was conducted68 at a Dutch 
online travel broker, fictitiously69 named GoWeb. This third study complements the 
preceding studies at TravelCom (Chapter 5) and AirCom (Chapter 6) by adding the 
perspective of a third important market party in the Dutch travel industry. Travels brokers 
are a specific type of online travel agents (OTA) that aim at increasing market 
transparency for consumers by facilitating online product and price comparisons of travel 
products of several connected tour operators. Compared to regular offline travel agents, 
online travel brokers have the potential to drastically increase market transparency as a 
result of their use of advanced search mechanisms, online access to reservation systems 
of multiple market parties and their independent position in the travel industry. 
 
The central research question in this case study was: 
 

In its search for InfoRent, how does GoWeb deal with the information imperfections 
that it can identify in the factor and product markets that are relevant for 
implementing its business strategy? 

 
The two main objectives of the study were to deduce the strategic resources and 
capabilities that GoWeb requires in order to influence market transparency and to derive 
the motives and considerations that underlie GoWeb’s information strategy decisions. In 
order to gain insight in these aspects the following topics are addressed in the remains of 
this chapter. First, a short historical overview of the coming into existence of GoWeb is 
described, complemented by an overview of its business strategy spearheads and website 
features (section 7.2). From this description of GoWeb’s strategic objectives and main 
activities, the required input and output markets can be derived. Section 7.3 focuses on 
the analysis of the information strategy decisions that GoWeb makes in the factor markets 
that are strategically relevant for the implementation of its business strategy. 
Subsequently, the information strategy decisions in GoWeb’s product markets are 
examined in section 7.4. For each of the strategically relevant markets, the market 
characteristics, market mechanisms and the market transparency are examined in order to 
derive the causes and origins of information imperfections that GoWeb faces. For each of 

                                                      
68 The study was conducted in 2003 
69 The company and concern name are fictional as agreed in the confidentiality statement. Any 
similarity with real companies by the name of GoWeb is unintended and based on coincidence. 
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these identified instances of information imperfections, GoWeb’s way of dealing with it 
and the subsequent effect on market transparency is analyzed. Section 7.5 presents an 
overview of these information strategy decisions that together make up GoWeb’s 
information strategy. This final section also generalizes from the specific reasons behind 
GoWeb’s information strategy decisions to examine three general factors that seem to 
influence GoWeb’s information strategy. Finally, the reflections of the interviewees on 
the added value and relevance of using the information strategy framework as an 
analytical tool to highlight information aspects of their business concept are briefly 
discussed. 
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7.2 GoWeb: case description and background information 
 

This section provides the relevant background information on GoWeb. First, a 
short history of GoWeb’s foundation and the current organization is outlined. 
Furthermore, the spearheads of its business strategy and the main features and 
functionalities of the website are described shortly. 
 

7.2.1 Company information 
 

GoWeb is a travel broker that facilitates the online search, comparison and booking 
process of travel products of a variety of connected travel component suppliers (e.g. tour 
operators). With its travel website, GoWeb responds to the observation that the 
exploitation of the Internet in the travel industry is increasingly held to be a growth 
market, since the number of travel portals, online travel agents and travel brokers is 
limited (Emerce, 18-10-2000). This prospect is derived from the increasing use of travel 
websites to search for and compare travel products on the one hand. On the other hand, 
research70 indicates that four out of ten consumers have the intention to book travel 
products over the Internet. However, other research71 points out that only 7% of the 
travelers currently purchase travel products via the Internet, compared to a majority of 
67% via travel agents and 14% directly at the tour operator or at the accommodation 
provider (13%). The main reason to kick off the GoWeb initiative was to respond to this 
opportunity by means of a web-based business concept in the travel industry that 
combines both information provision and booking facilities. At the time of its foundation, 
business concepts that combined the use of the Internet as a sales and information channel 
for travel products existed only to a limited extent. 
 
The GoWeb website offers both a wide and deep offering of travel products (around 
10.000 travels), including package tours, flights, accommodations and car rentals. In 
addition, the website provides background information on destinations, weather 
information and a web-based community where consumers can exchange travel stories, 
suggestions and experiences. The press releases issued at GoWeb’s foundation announce 

                                                      
70 Holiday Online is a research project that focuses on online consumer behavior and tourism 
conducted by Blauw Research (further information on http://www.blauw.nl). 
71 Research conducted by Interview/NSS (further information on http://www.interviewnss.nl). 
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that the initiators expect to attract a minimum of 200.000 visitors a month, resulting in a 
market share of around 10 to 20%. 
 
In the first several months after its release the website grows into one of the largest online 
travel portals in the Netherlands. Its product offering grows in breadth and depth because 
more suppliers of travel products are connected, including a tour operators specialized in 
holiday homes. In a survey, GoWeb’s effectiveness ranks sixth in January 2001, while its 
service level ranks fourth in a top 5 of online travel agents in March 2001.72 By January 
2002, the number of visitors per month rises to around 100.000, resulting in a position 
among the top online travel websites in the Netherlands in terms of the number of visitors 
(see Figure 18) 
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Figure 18 Number of visitors per month for the top four travel websites in the 
Netherlands (source: adapted from Nielsen/NetRatings) 

 
In spite of its apparent growth and success, GoWeb decided to put the initiative to a stop 
in January 2002. Spokesmen of the two main owners state that their decision is based on 
short falling returns. The disappointing returns resulted from investments in a time where 
the sky seemed the limit for web-based business. However, some news reports73 

                                                      
72 Rankings produced by JungleRating (further information on http://www.junglerating.nl). 
73 source: Algemeen Dagblad 11-1-2002. 
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speculated that an underlying and more important cause of the discontinuation lies in the 
wave of criticism on the initiative by travel agents. They were believed to fear a loss of 
income from commission and ultimately disintermediation. The travel market was in a 
position to boycott the sales of travel products of the tour operators that were involved 
with the GoWeb initiative. The press considered their decisions to discontinue as an 
attempt to prevent this from happening. 
 
In a new constitution, GoWeb currently operates as an autonomous organization, while its 
new co-owner BusinessTravel has a majority share in GoWeb. Its new partner 
BusinessTravel is a large Dutch travel organization that specializes mainly in business 
travel and has a leading position in the online sales of travel products. In this new 
composition, both former owners are now involved as supplying partners, while the 
majority of existing supplying tour operators also stayed on as partners. This new 
composition circumvents possible boycotts by travel agents, since no tour operator that 
depends on travel agents for its sales is involved in the organization as an owner, but only 
as supplying partners. Armed with a new management team and company structure, 
GoWeb is now attempting to retain and strengthen its position as one of the leading 
online travel agents. 
 
Organizational structure and key figures 

Managing
director

ICT director

Board of
commissioners

Sales Content

GoWebBusinessTravel

 
 

Figure 19 Organizational structure after GoWeb’s joint venture with BusinessTravel 
(departments included in study in bold) 
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GoWeb hosts around 30 employees in a simple organizational structure that is depicted in 
Figure 19. The managing director and the ICT director form the top management team. 
The board of commissioners that is in charge with supervision stands by this management 
team. At the level of business operations GoWeb is organized in two departments, one 
responsible for the content of the website and the other responsible for handling all sales-
related activities, such as payments and after-sales service. 
 
Since the figures on sales and profits are confidential, these cannot be published here. 
 

7.2.2 Spearheads of GoWeb’s business strategy 
 

GoWeb’s mission is to become the leading independent information exchange 
platform in the leisure segment of the Dutch travel industry. Such an independent position 
can be realized by offering travel products of several tour operators and other travel 
product providers side-by-side. Therefore, GoWeb’s website facilitates a unique online 
search and comparison mechanism of travel products and their prices within the supply of 
a range of connected tour operators. GoWeb’s management team expects its independent 
position to result in more visitors, higher sales and a higher conversion ratio compared to 
websites that offer travel products of a single tour operator. They envision their website to 
become the point of departure and source of inspiration for every holiday. The specific 
Internet objectives that are related to this vision is to end up in the list of favorites in the 
Internet browsers. 
 
In order to obtain a leading position as independent online travel agent, GoWeb has three 
spearheads in its business strategy on top of its overarching profitability objective: 
combining online booking and information facilities, the segmentation and distribution in 
its product range and offering available travels only. 
 
Online booking and information facilities 

A primary and overarching concern in GoWeb’s business strategy was to become 
profitable within three years after its foundation. The primary means to realize this 
objective was by the sales realized by the online booking facility for travel products on its 
website. However, one of GoWeb’s spearheads is to combine this booking facility with 
travel-related information to inspire and inform potential travelers about the location, the 
facilities and the background of the destination (for an overview of the main website 
features see section 7.2.3). In the website’s initial set-up the information facilities were 
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slightly overemphasized compared to the booking facility. This overemphasis on 
information provision was even considered to harm the ease of making a booking, which 
eventually resulted in disappointing sales. As a natural consequence of GoWeb’s take-
over that stressed the importance of the organization’s financial situation, this emphasis 
shifted in favor of the booking facility. Regardless of the relative emphasis, it remains 
one of GoWeb’s spearheads to combine and integrate information provision with online 
booking facilities. As a consequence of these online information facilities, GoWeb is able 
to register and analyze consumers’ search behavior in addition to its booking behavior. 
This exceeds the plain analysis of booking figures, which is considered as common 
practice in the world of (online) travel agents. It allows GoWeb to distill information 
about the aspiration level of its website visitors from their online search behavior. 
Eventually, GoWeb hopes to be able to derive the individual motives that drive a 
consumer’s choice for a particular travel product. 
 
Segmentation and distribution in product range 

A second spearhead of GoWeb’s business strategy is the segmentation and distribution in 
its product offering. In the Dutch travel industry, it is uncommon for the large tour 
operators to focus on particular market segments. Apart from the smaller niche players, 
the larger tour operators tend to aim for a broad product offering that appeals to a general 
public. GoWeb’s objective with regard to the distribution of the travel products is to 
cover the full range of market segments that it identifies. GoWeb has identified these 
market segments based on two characteristics of travel products: individuality and 
dependency. The market quadrants that result from this distinction are shown in Figure 20 
below.  
 
GoWeb’s initial objective is to connect at least two tour operators in the upper market 
segment of each of the quadrants. Its ability to establish the full breadth of coverage of 
the market segments that is discriminated is of great importance for its independent 
position as a travel broker. GoWeb’s approach to realizing this objective is to start by 
connecting the largest tour operators in the Dutch industry in order to have at least two 
tour operators in each quadrant. Subsequently, GoWeb will slowly extend the number of 
connected suppliers in each of the market segments in the future. 
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Figure 20 Market segments identified by GoWeb based on two characteristics of travel 
products 

 
Direct access to reservation systems 

A third spearhead of its business strategy concerns its online booking facility. The 
connected tour operators that offer their travel products on the website allow GoWeb to 
have online direct access to their reservation systems. This direct access enables GoWeb 
to provide an online booking facility with real-time price information, available travel 
products only and minimal manual handling of the transaction. The main disadvantage of 
this spearhead is that it limits the range of tour operators that GoWeb can connect to those 
that actually use a computerized reservation system (CRS). The direct access to tour 
operators’ reservation systems is the foundation of GoWeb’s what-you-see-is-what-you-
get philosophy. For three years GoWeb has been the only online travel agent (OTA) that 
makes use of this direct access to tour operators’ systems. Other OTA’s have to check 
manually for availability after a booking is requested, or have a partial allotment on travel 
products that has to be manually replenished from time to time. 
 

7.2.3 Website features 
 

Since GoWeb’s primary means of adding value to customers is its website, the 
required factor markets and product markets can be deduced by examining the website 
features and functionalities. The website is logically structured in three main branches: 
the offer of travel products, travel-related information and general company information. 
The overview below lists the features in the first two branches. 
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Travel products 

GoWeb offers four types of basic travel products (package tours, flights, accommodations 
and car rentals), the different search mechanisms that are combined with travel 
information (e.g. destination or weather information) make this range of travel products 
accessible in a variety of ways. 
 
Package tours 
Special offers Overview of the available discounted package tours that can be 

booked directly online. 
Last minutes 
and 
last seconds 
 

Overview of available Last minutes (8 weeks before departure), 
Last seconds (2 weeks before departure) and Last minute special 
offers. For each of the products, the available dates of departure are 
listed and the dates with the lowest price are highlighted. The last 
minute products can be booked directly online. 

Members’ 
specials 
 

Every two weeks, GoWeb selects three package tours that are 
offered to GoWeb members at special discounted prices. Specials 
can be booked directly online while stocks lasts. Visitors of the 
GoWeb website can become members by providing some of their 
personal details. 

Health & 
Beauty travels 

GoWeb offers a limited amount of thematic health and beauty trips 
in cooperation with a well-known drug store chain in the 
Netherlands. 

Winter travels 
 

Overview of available package tours to winter sport destinations in 
European ski areas. Tours can be searched by destination country, 
region and city and can be booked directly online (around 3.000 
products). 

Snow travels 
 

Overview of available package tours to snow destinations. Tours 
can be search by level of snow certainty and current snow heights. 
The destinations that satisfy the desired snow criteria can be 
searched by country, region and city and can be booked directly 
online. 

Summer travels Overview of available package tours to summer destinations 
around the world. Tours can be searched by destination country, 
region and city and can be booked directly online (around 10.000 
products). 
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Temperature 
travels 
 

Overview of available package tours to sun destinations. Tours can 
be searched by current temperature or average temperature in a 
specific month. The destinations that satisfy the temperature 
criteria can be searched by country, region and city and can be 
booked directly online. 

City travels Overview of available package tours to city destinations around the 
world, mainly Europe. Tours can be searched by destination 
country, city and hotel name and can be booked directly online 
(around 4.000 products). 

Active travels Overview of available package tours that can be searched by 
activity keywords (such as climbing, surfing or scuba diving). 
Tours that include the facilities for the activity can be searched by 
price range, type of transportation (e.g. airline, car) or preference 
for a specific tour operator. 

Africa travels Overview of the travel products of one of GoWeb’s linked 
affiliates that specializes in organized tours to southern Africa. 

 
Flights 
Scheduled 
services 

Overview of scheduled flights registered in BusinessTravel’s 
booking engine. Search criteria for flights are: place of departure 
and destination, date & time of departure, (in)direct flight, class, 
preference for specific airline. Flights can be sorted according to 
fare or departure time. Available flights can be requested for 
bookings. 

Special offers List of special offers sorted by destination type/region with 
discounted fares. The available flights per date are shown per 
destination, and can be booked directly online. 

Seat-only flights Overview of seat-only (charter flights) to a limited set of 
destinations in the Mediterranean. Available flights can be booked 
directly online (around 20 destinations) 
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Accommodations 
Car travels Overview of available accommodations in Europe that can be 

reached by private transportation. Accommodations can be 
searched by destination country, region and city or by name of the 
accommodation and can be booked directly online 

Holiday homes Overview of holiday homes based on country, region, number of 
guests, number of rooms, date, duration of stay and available 
facilities (e.g swimming pool, washing machine). The holiday 
homes that satisfy the criteria are returned and the available dates 
and prices are listed. Holiday homes can be reserved directly 
online. 

Hotels Overview of hotel rooms available around the world. Hotels can be 
searched by region, country, period and class. Hotels that satisfy 
the criteria are returned and the room availability is listed. Hotel 
rooms can be requested for availability or reserved directly online. 

Car rentals 
Overview of car rentals per country, city that can be searched by pick-up and drop-off 
location, period and time. The car rentals that satisfy the criteria are returned, rental 
prices are listed and cars can be reserved directly online. 
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Travel-related information 

In addition, the website provides travel-related information on countries, regions and 
cities and facilitates an online community where travelers can exchange tips and interact 
with travel experts. GoWeb believes that flight and accommodation details are not 
sufficient information for consumers. Therefore, they combine this information with 
detailed country, region and destination information that they obtain from a publisher of 
travel guides. This information facility is intended as an extra service for consumers and 
aims to inspire potential travelers. 
 
Country 
information 

Detailed background information per country (e.g. geographical, 
demographical, climate and cultural information)  

Museum directory An overview of museums around Europe that can be searched by 
country and city. 

Weather and 
climate 
information 

Overview of current, forecasted and average weather figures that 
can be searched by country and city (e.g. minimum and maximum 
temperature, hours of sun per day, millimeters of rain per month). 

Travel tips An open platform where travelers can exchange travel tips and 
suggestions related to travels. 

Travel experts Open platforms where travelers can ask questions that are answered 
by other travelers. Any visitor can enter as a travel expert. Experts 
are evaluated by ratings of the answers they give to questions. 

Poll Travel related poll to capture general opinion on travel topics 
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7.3 Information strategy decisions in GoWeb’s strategic factor 
markets 

 
This section presents the analysis of the information strategy decisions that GoWeb 

makes in the factor markets that they require for implementing its business strategy. First, 
an overview of these strategic factor markets is presented. Then, the market 
characteristics, the market mechanism and the transparency of each of the required 
markets are discussed. Finally, for each market an overview is given of the way GoWeb 
influences or deals with the market transparency by means of the information strategy 
decisions that address the information imperfections that GoWeb has identified. 
 

7.3.1 Overview of GoWeb’s factor markets 
 

GoWeb’s strategic objective to become an independent travel broker and its 
spearhead to strive for a segmented and evenly distributed product offering, results in a 
wide variety of markets that are relevant for implementing this business strategy. The 
relevant markets include the market for package tours, flights, accommodations and car 
rentals. The decomposition of these factor markets is shown below in Figure 21. 
 

package tours accommodations car rentals

(strategic) factor
markets

seat-only
flights

charter
flights

scheduled
flights hotels apartments holiday

homes  
 

Figure 21 Overview of GoWeb’s (strategic) factor markets (markets in bold are included 
in the study) 

 
The factor markets that GoWeb has identified as crucial for the implementation of its 
business strategy are the market for package tours and flights. Surprisingly, the factor 
market for travel-related information such as country, region and destination information 
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was not explicitly considered as strategic by the interviewees, even though the travel 
information facility on the website is one of GoWeb’s business strategy spearheads. 
 

7.3.2 Strategic factor market: package tours 
 

The market for package tours is considered as a key strategic factor market for 
GoWeb. This is not surprising since organized package tours represent the largest share 
of travel products sold in the Netherlands (67% in the year 200074). In the first several 
months after its foundation, package tours were in fact the only type of travel products 
that could be compared and booked on GoWeb’s website. Later, flights and 
accommodations were added to its product offering on the website, for GoWeb expects 
flights to become increasingly important in terms of market share. 
 
Market characteristics 

The market for package tours can be characterized as highly competitive. Among the 
suppliers of package tours, the two largest tour operators account for the majority of the 
market share (around 70 to 80%). The bulk of travel products that these large players 
offer have the Mediterranean (in specific Spain, Greece and Turkey) as their target 
destination. As the travel sum increases towards the upper level (A1) market segment, the 
market becomes more segmented and product offering becomes more specialized. As a 
consequence, a large variety of smaller niche players account for the remaining market 
share. The competition among the supplying tour operators is fierce and primarily 
revolves around prices. The margins are thin (maximally 10%) relative to the height of 
the travel sum of a package tour. This competitive pressure on margins stresses the need 
to realize volume in sales in order to benefit optimally from economies of scale. In 
addition to this fierce competition, the travel market in general faces a high level of 
uncertainty since it depends directly on global economic and political stability. 
 
With the exception of the large market players, the level of IT professionalization is 
considered as low. The level of IT support and expertise varies enormously between 
larger and smaller tour operators. One of the interviewees considered it incomprehensible 
that the level of automation is very low, while in such a low-margin environment 
precisely IT can make a difference in information provision, speed of decisions and 
handling costs. The combination of this lag in IT knowledge, an existing successful sales 
                                                      
74 source: research report by NFO Trendbox (2002) by order of the ANVR. 
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channel (i.e. travel agents) and the height of the investment cause the smaller tour 
operators to passively await the advances with regard to online bookings. While travel 
organizations certainly would like to facilitate online bookings, they simply lack the 
financial means and IT expertise to realize it. In some cases, GoWeb offers to bear a part 
of the tour operators’ IT expenses in order to realize a direct online connection into their 
reservation system. Apart from these obvious financial inhibitors in a low-margin 
environment, the online booking facility also introduces a new sales and communication 
channel that requires extra work and attention in an area where staff generally lacks 
experience.  
 
The perishable nature of package tours, in fact of travel products in general, is the main 
cause for price discrimination. The closer a travel product approaches its expiration date, 
the lower its price tends to become. This can result in major price differences in last 
minute bookings and special offers. Besides being perishable like all other travel 
products, the special nature of package tours is that they are composite. The composite 
nature of package tours introduces difficulty in facilitating the online booking process 
compared to for instance the less complex booking process of an airplane seat. Some 
travel products, such as fly-drive products are even too complex to facilitate completely 
online, because the booking sequence deviates from the standard sequence for a package 
tour that combines a return flight and a hotel.  
 
Market mechanism 

The market mechanism for package tours can be described as supply-driven. This implies 
that tour operators determine what their product offering is without paying much attention 
to consumer demand. The main reason for this supply-driven market mechanism is that 
the competition among tour operators to allot accommodations (specifically in the 
Mediterranean) is so fierce that most tour operators are forced to stick with the 
destinations and accommodation allotments they had the previous year. As a result, tour 
operators have very limited possibilities to change the composition of their travel product 
portfolio. Even if they would want to adapt their portfolio according to market demand, 
competition on the accommodation market inhibits it. 
 
As a consequence of tour operators’ emphasis on the supply side, travel agents have taken 
up an important role on the sales side. Most tour operators are entirely dependent on 
travel agents for the sales of their travel products. Before the introduction of online 
booking facilities, consumers could access a tour operator’s reservation system through 
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travel agents. In this dependency relation, tour operators have developed steering 
mechanisms via commission and bonus agreements with travel agents to influence the 
sales of their travel products in favor of those of competitors (i.e. yield management 
systems). These agreements incite travel agents to sometimes make a package tour appear 
in favorable light compared to travel products of other tour operators. A second way in 
which tour operators can manage their yield through travel agents is by offering last 
minutes. For tour operators, last minutes are a last way to promote and sell their 
guarantee-accommodations.75 Apart from the ability to manage their yield, there are two 
other major advantages for tour operators to the use of travel agents as the main sales 
outlet. First, travel agents make it time intensive and therefore costly for consumers to 
make a direct (price) comparison of travel products, because travel agents provide 
information about a selected number of travel products from a limited set of tour 
operators. Secondly, tour operators give travel agents and thus consumers only limited 
insight in the available stock of package tours. Reservation systems of tour operators 
return not all available products, but a maximum of 8 or 9 departure dates for each travel 
agent’s availability query. The fierceness of competition makes tour operators reluctant to 
facilitate direct comparisons by consumers or to provide insight in stocks to other tour 
operators. 
 
The GoWeb initiative and the possible future introduction of a central leisure CRS76 
(Computer Reservation System) throw a monkey wrench into this existing market 
mechanism and therefore jeopardize the control mechanisms tour operators can employ in 
their yield and sales management. Travel brokers, such as GoWeb (and a central leisure 
CRS) that combine online access to available package tours of several tour operators with 
an online booking facility turn this traditional market mechanism upside down. However, 
GoWeb’s ability to actually achieve this revolution in the market mechanism depends on 
two factors: the technological feasibility and the willingness of tour operators and travel 
agents to let this happen. 
 
The technological feasibility hinges upon several issues. First, not all reservation systems 
of tour operators are automated especially not at the smaller tour operators whose IT 

                                                      
75 Guarantee-accommodations are those reservations for accommodations that tour operator cannot 
cancel without costs. 
76 Several major parties in the Dutch travel industry are discussing the possibility of building one 
central CRS for all leisure travel products, which connects the supply of all Dutch tour operators 
(for background information see http://www.easybooker.nl, or http://www.kanteff.nl). 
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knowledge and skills are poor (see market characteristics). Secondly, traditional tour 
operators have separate systems for brochures, which contain travel descriptions and 
systems for reservations that register information on the available stock and prices. 
Online disclosure of travel products requires not only that information from these 
separate systems has to be presented in an integrated manner, but also that the brochure 
information has to be laid-out in a website format. The required integration of these two 
separate systems and the required IT knowledge can cause tour operators to object to 
connecting their supply. A final technological inhibitor comes forth from the limited 
capacity of reservation systems. Traditional reservation systems are designed to handle an 
availability query for one package tour for a particular destination at a time. The capacity 
load that the simultaneous availability queries for several package tours by GoWeb 
generates is simply too high to guarantee a proper performance and response time for 
consumers. 
 
Apart from these technological obstacles, tour operators and travel agents have raised 
other objections to initiatives like GoWeb (and a central leisure CRS). First, tour 
operators have made clear that they are interested in the possibility of making their 
products accessible online under the explicit conditions that an independent party controls 
the central CRS and that information that can harm their competitive position (such as 
available stock) is not centrally registered. If competitors have a way to gain insight into 
the stock of a tour operator they can adjust their sales management accordingly. For 
instance, tour operators can run the risk of overbooking more confidently, knowing that a 
competing tour operator has a large amount of unfilled stock remaining. Secondly, tour 
operators object to GoWeb since it ignores the tour operators’ traditional steering 
mechanisms of commission, bonuses and last minutes, described above. Lastly, tour 
operators are not favorably disposed towards direct product and price comparisons by 
consumers, since this could result in a power position for consumers in a traditionally 
supply-driven market. As described earlier, the competitiveness amongst tour operators 
restricts tour operators in their ability to respond to changing consumer demands. 
 
Tour operators are supported by a second market party that struggles against initiatives 
like GoWeb and a central leisure CRS. Travel agents fear disintermediation by online 
travel brokers because OTA’s have some distinct advantages in comparing their added 
value with offline travel agents (to be discussed in section 7.4.1). 
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Market transparency and information imperfections 

The level of transparency of the market for package tours depends on the instances of 
information imperfections that GoWeb has identified in this strategic factor market. First 
the instances of incomplete information and information asymmetry that GoWeb has 
identified are described. Subsequently, it is explained how these imperfections result from 
the particular market characteristics and mechanism. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
 
While a mere handful of tour operators represent the majority of the market share for 
package tours, it is the high level of segmentation by niche players that introduces an 
instance of incomplete information for GoWeb. The large amount of small niche players 
makes it costly to gain insight in the package tours that all tour operators supply. 
Considering the relative low level of IT experience of these niche players combined with 
their large number makes it too costly for GoWeb to connect all these small players. 
Nevertheless, the lack of complete insight that results from this instance of incomplete 
information is not considered as particularly harmful for GoWeb. The smaller niche 
players collectively represent a market share that is miniscule compared to the share of 
the two largest tour operators, of which GoWeb already connected the largest one. 
 
Instances of information asymmetry 
 
GoWeb has identified three instances of information asymmetry in the factor market for 
package tours. All three instances result mainly from the market mechanism in which tour 
operators rely heavily on the use of travel agents for their sales. In all cases, tour 
operators have an information advantage over other market parties such as (online) travel 
agents and competitors. 
 
First, tour operators are not in favor of objective direct product comparisons of their 
package tours with those of competing tour operators by independent parties. If the 
primary use of travel agents would be to provide a pure objective product comparison, 
tour operators would not have to employ commission and bonus agreements as yield 
management mechanisms. In a truly objective product comparison the influence of a tour 
operator’s yield management systems should be non-existent. Since however these 
agreements between tour operator and travel agents are private, they result in an 
information asymmetry between tour operators and other market parties. Besides the 
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situation that each tour operator has an information advantage with regard to insight in 
these private agreements vis-à-vis other tour operators, consumers also lack insight in 
these agreements. Consumers are unable to gain insight in the way tour operators 
influence the objectivity of a product comparison that travel agents make for them. 
Similar to consumers, GoWeb also faces this information disadvantage since tour 
operators have no incentive to disclose any information about these agreements between 
travel agents and tour operators to any market party. 
 
A second instance of information disadvantage that GoWeb has identified, results from 
the resistance of tour operators to provide insight in their total stock of available package 
tours. The CRS’s that list the available package tours are designed to not reveal any 
information to market parties other than the tour operator that owns it. The larger tour 
operators fear that any insight that competitors gain in stock information can harm their 
competitive position. If a tour operator itself is unable to fill its allotment and a 
competitor shares their supplier, this competitor can decide to take the risk of 
overbooking its own allotment. In such a case it is likely that the transportation or 
accommodation supplier can extend the competing tour operator’s current allotment by 
transferring these vacant allotments. Since this situation is undesirable for tour operators 
in such a competitive market, they prefer to keep any stock information private. The 
result is that tour operators have an information advantage with regard to stock 
information vis-à-vis other market parties such as competing tour operators, travel agents, 
consumers and GoWeb. 
 
A last instance of information asymmetry concerns insight in the net price differences of 
package tours. Tour operators tend to complicate direct price comparisons of their 
package tours with others. Price annexes that reveal the surcharges, discounts, taxes and 
other factors that determine the net price of a package tour are published separately from 
the brochures. Furthermore, the rules for calculating the actual net price of a package tour 
differ for each tour operator and there are no standard price models that enable a uniform 
way of calculating a net travel sum. The combination of a lack of price models, deliberate 
product differentiation (e.g. extra car rental included in price) and a lack of insight in the 
price of separate travel components makes it nearly impossible for consumers to make a 
direct price comparison of resembling package tours. One of the interviewees explained 
that consumers generally choose for the cheaper of two equal travel products based on 
gross price or a price indication, before calculating the net all-inclusive price. This 
explains why tour operators are hesitant to give full and easy insight in the price 
composition and net price calculation of their package tours. As a result, tour operators 
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have an information advantage over competitors, travel agents, consumers and GoWeb. 
Furthermore, tour operators have no incentive to disclose this information since it would 
facilitate direct net price comparisons. 
 
In all three cases of information asymmetry, the fierceness of competition has forced tour 
operators to restrain competitors and consumers from gaining insight in information that 
can harm their competitive position. Tour operators only strategically disclose 
information in an opportunistic manner to make optimal use of travel agents as their most 
important sales channel. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

Summarized, GoWeb has identified four instances of information imperfections in the 
strategic factor market for package tours: 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in the product offering of all supplying tour operators, including 

all small niche players. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
(2) an information disadvantage with regard to insight in tour operators’ yield 

management system; 
(3) an information disadvantage with regard to insight in available stock of a particular 

package tours at a tour operator; 
(4) an information disadvantage with regard to the net price composition of a package 

tour. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in the product offering of all supplying tour operators 
 
GoWeb information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is lead by the impossibility to completely solve the imperfection. Partly, this 
decision results from the technological inability to establish an online direct connection 
into the reservation system of every single tour operator, since some tour operators do not 
have or cannot afford a leisure CRS. Partly, the decision results from GoWeb’s spearhead 
in the business strategy for segmentation and distribution of its product offering (see 
section 7.2.2). GoWeb’s objective is not to connect all tour operators; instead they offer 
insight in the product offering of several of the major players in each of the market 
segments that it discriminates. GoWeb’s choice to connect at least some tour operators in 
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all of the market segments is meant to give consumers a sense of completeness in product 
offering that consumers expect from travel brokers. From a business perspective, some of 
the segments (e.g. distant travels) are not pre-eminently suited for online sales, but are 
merely provided for the illusion of completeness. Summarized, GoWeb information 
strategy decision to maintain this instance of incomplete information is influenced by the 
technological feasibility, the segmentation spearhead in its business strategy, the 
unsuitability for online sales of some market segments and the illusion of completeness in 
product offering that consumers expect from a travel broker. The information strategy 
decision to solve this incomplete insight hinges more upon the practical feasibility, than 
on GoWeb’s wish to completely solve this instance of incomplete information. 
 
Ad 2. Information disadvantage with regard to insight in tour operators’ yield 
management system 
 
GoWeb’s information strategy decision with regard to this information disadvantage is to 
solve it in order to facilitate an objective direct product comparison of package tours. The 
way GoWeb attempts to solve this information asymmetry for consumers is by changing 
the traditional market mechanism in which travel agents are the sole sales outlet through 
which tour operators can influence their yield. The GoWeb initiative itself provides 
consumers with an alternative independent sales outlet that ignores the commission and 
bonus agreements that tour operators employ in order to manage their yield in favor of 
their guarantee-accommodations. Without the influence of these agreements, GoWeb is 
able to provide an objective comparison of travel products based solely on their content. 
In fact, establishing product transparency is one of GoWeb’s most important and feasible 
objectives as a travel broker. 
 
The way in which GoWeb attempts to establish this product transparency is by its unique 
Search & Compare function on the website. This function allows visitors to put a 
maximum of five package tours side-by-side to compare all components that are included 
in the package tour, the facilities of the accommodation and the price range. For the 
description of the components and the quality of the accommodation information GoWeb 
relies entirely on the tour operators that provide this information. GoWeb does not add or 
correct any of the information that tour operators supply about their products. GoWeb 
believes that tour operators have no interest in the long run to provide consumers with 
incorrect or misleading information about their package tours. On top of this, the 
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ANVR77 has a grievance committee that takes measures against tour operators that spread 
misleading or incorrect information. An alternative supplier for travel and 
accommodation information is Toeristiek: a company that has specialized in gathering up 
to date objective information about countries, regions and destinations and the facilities of 
accommodations. Although a partnership with Toeristiek would aid GoWeb 
tremendously in its product transparency objective, the basic fee plus a fee for every 
booking that Toeristiek charges is too high. GoWeb regards the alternative of making tour 
operators themselves responsible for the correctness of the product information as a 
satisfactory solution. 
 
In essence, GoWeb does not directly solve the information disadvantage between tour 
operators and consumers that cause biased product comparisons by travel agents. 
However, by changing the market mechanism with its initiative, GoWeb takes away the 
inconvenience of biased comparisons for consumers that are caused by the lack of insight 
in commission and bonus agreements between travel agents and tour operators. In 
addition, its Search & Compare function allows for a side-by-side product comparison of 
package tours of different tour operators. 
 
Ad 3. Information disadvantage with regard to available stock 
 
GoWeb’s information strategy decision with regard to this information asymmetry is to 
solve it. The uniqueness of GoWeb’s business concept is that consumers can search 
directly online for available package tours in the stock of the connected tour operators. 
While most of the smaller tour operators that were connected had no problem with 
providing information about the total stock of available package tours, the larger tour 
operators oppose to the way GoWeb makes this stock information publicly available. As 
explained earlier, market transparency with regard to available stock can harm the 
competitive position of tour operators that have a large stock of available package tours 
left. GoWeb experiences this resistance against transparent stock availability in 
negotiations about connecting to the reservation systems of tour operators. GoWeb tries 
to dispel this resistance by applying a stop-sales principle in its connections to the CRS’s. 
The amount of available package tours that the tour operators specify can be booked until 
the system signals that it is out of stock. In this way only tour operators are aware of the 
exact amount of their own available package tours, while GoWeb can give insight in the 

                                                      
77 ANVR: Algemene Nederlandse Verbond van Reisondernemingen (Dutch Union for Travel 
Organizations). 
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available stock without making the actual total amount of available stock insightful. Since 
this information strategy decision to solve the information disadvantage results directly 
from a unique competitive aspect of GoWeb’s business strategy, a deviation from this 
availability transparency objective would kick over one of the cornerstones of its 
competitive power and would be a considerable drain for its competitive position. 
 
Ad 4. Information disadvantage with regard to net price calculation 
 
GoWeb’s information strategy decision with regard to this information asymmetry is lead 
by the impossibility to solve it. An important restrictive force is the resistance of tour 
operators against direct price comparisons. On the other hand, GoWeb beliefs that the 
selection and comparison of package tours should be primarily based on the destination, 
and the quality and composition of the travel product, not on its price. Although GoWeb 
does not strive for price transparency, it does provide real-time net price information 
about the package tours that are available. However, the package tours that match a 
consumer’s search criteria are deliberately not sorted by price. Sorting on price would 
imply that the high quality package tours with the higher travel sums are listed on the last 
result pages, while the sales commissions for GoWeb are relatively larger than for the 
cheaper package tours. Therefore, GoWeb returns the results of a search query in random 
order, as a counter-argument against objections of tour operators that focus on the higher 
market segments. 
 
An inhibitor to price transparency is that tour operators are reluctant to provide their price 
annexes digitally to GoWeb. These price annexes provide insight into the composition 
and exact calculation of the net price of package tours. Since GoWeb cannot dispose of 
detailed price information in its own databases, they have to connect to the tour operators’ 
reservation systems in order to retrieve a net price. The only price information that 
GoWeb disposes of in its databases is a price range with a margin of €250, which is large 
relative to the average travel sum. As a result GoWeb’s website does not facilitate a 
search on regular package tours by price or price range, except for the last minute 
products. Tour operators have agreed to provide net price information about the last 
minute products that GoWeb can register in its local databases without having to connect 
to the tour operator’s CRS. This allows GoWeb to identify the cheapest date of departure 
for a particular last minute destination. The reason for this exceptional standpoint is that 
filling the allotments on guarantee-accommodations by means of last minutes is so 
important for tour operators that they are willing to provide GoWeb with all the necessary 
information that is needed to facilitate easy online booking, even net price information. 
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Therefore last minute products are regarded as very suitable products to sell in an online 
environment. 
 

7.3.3 Strategic factor market: seat-only flights 
 

The shelf space of GoWeb’s website that is dedicated to the sales of seat-only 
flights (i.e. flights that are not part of a package tour) is relatively small in comparison to 
the parts for package tours, but will grow substantially in the near future. The GoWeb 
initiative initially started without offering any flight products, which were added to its 
product offering in the summer of 2002. This relative importance was also reflected in the 
interviews. The factor market for seat-only flights was considered as strategically 
relevant, however it received far less attention from the interviewees compared to the 
strategic factor market for package tours. 
 
Market characteristics and market mechanism 

The market for seat-only flights, which includes both scheduled services and charter 
flights can be characterized as fiercely competitive. The market uncertainty stems 
primarily from the dependency on political and economic stability that strongly influence 
consumers’ benevolence to travel by air.78 As a product, a flight is far less complicated 
than a package tour since it is not composite, it has fewer attributes and perceptible 
quality differences between airlines are marginal. A flight revolves simply around the 
transportation of a passenger to a particular destination. Newly introduced flight concepts, 
such as low-cost concepts have simplified the product even more by excluding on-board 
catering and service from the standard on-board service. 
 
Airlines use multiple internal and external sales channels that include their own company 
websites and call centers, (online) travel agents, and online travel brokers. For the sales of 
scheduled services, travel agents have access to the reservation system of the supplying 
airline to directly book available flights. For seat-only charter flights (also known as 
camping flights), tour operators conclude contracts with airlines for the allotment of a 
number of seats per season for a particular price (see chapter 6 for a more detailed 
analysis of contracts between tour operators and airlines). Although travel agents account 
                                                      
78 In 2003 airline companies suffered from declining sales as a result of war, terrorism, the SARS-
virus and economic recession (see for instance van der Heide, 2003, for additional background 
information). 
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for a major share of the sales of seat-only flights, increasingly airlines focus on direct 
sales via websites.79 
 
The simplicity of the seat-only product and the sufficient number of suppliers in the 
market has resulted in a fierce fare-based competition amongst airlines. Price competition 
has increased even more with the appearance of low-cost airlines (such as EasyJet and 
BudgetAir) that minimize their costs by saving on on-board service and offering cheap 
flights at unsalable departure times. Not surprisingly, this has lead to the reduction of 
profit margins to an absolute minimum of around 2%. The main determinant of price 
differences between tickets to the same destination is the availability of seats. The yield 
management system that airlines employ to guarantee a certain profit margin on a flight 
classifies the available seats in a plane in groups with a base price. According to the 
amount of available seats, airlines determine a net price for each seat that is requested for 
booking. As a result, the price that two passengers in the same class (e.g. economy, 
business) pay can differ tremendously depending on the specific moment of booking. 
This price difference is only partly justified by small perceptible product differences, as 
for instance the amount of leg space, but results mainly from the airlines yield 
management system, which is invisible for consumers and other market parties besides 
the airline itself. 
 
In order to be able to offer seat-only products on its website, GoWeb connects directly to 
the ticket engine of its co-owner BusinessTravel. Although BusinessTravel is mainly 
oriented towards business markets, but about 20% of its flight supply is intended for the 
leisure market. GoWeb’s role is limited to serving as one of BusinessTravels online sales 
outlets for its leisure flights. BusinessTravel handles both the purchase and distribution 
management for these products and is responsible for extending the number of supplying 
airlines and differentiating its product offering. Apart from being able to offer cheap 
fares, one of BusinessTravel unique selling points is that its websites connects directly 
into its ticket engine that has direct access to the reservation systems of the connected 
airlines. Therefore, BusinessTravel is able to offer available flights80 that can be booked 
directly online. This business concept is completely in line with one of GoWeb’s 
spearheads in the business strategy. 

                                                      
79 See for instance Wijnberg (2003) on the increasing use of direct sales outlets by airlines. 
80 For now, charter flights that the website returns are checked instantly for availability, scheduled 
services can be requested for availability. 
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Market transparency and information imperfections 

In comparison, the strategic factor market for seat-only flights is more transparent than 
the market for package tours. One of the interviewees estimated that the developments in 
the online sales of flights are about four years ahead compared to package tours. This 
edge shows in the level of online access to central CRS’s and booking engines, and the 
amount of information brokers that facilitate direct comparisons of fares. As a result of 
these developments, the transparency of the market for separate flights has increased 
dramatically. 
 
The first instance of information imperfection that GoWeb has identified is an instance of 
incomplete information about the available seat-only flights of all airlines. Travel brokers 
such as GoWeb aim to mitigate the task of comparing different sources of information 
about the fares and availability of flights of several airlines for consumers. Therefore, 
GoWeb facilitates searches in the product offering of several airlines and central CRS’s 
such as Amadeus, Galileo and WorldSpan. GoWeb combines information from these 
different sources in order to provide complete information (such as destination, schedule, 
class, fare) about all available seat-only flights of the connected airlines. However, as of 
yet, GoWeb and its co-owner BusinessTravel have not been able to connect all airlines 
and central CRS’s to the ticket engine on its website. 
 
The second instance of information imperfection that GoWeb has identified in the 
strategic factor market for flights is an information asymmetry. The simplicity of flight 
products in general and the fierce price-based competition limit the possibilities for 
differentiation for airlines. Flights of different airlines are therefore easily comparable for 
consumers. The competitive capacity of airlines lies primarily in the seat price they can 
offer. However, the way airlines determine a seat price for each booking request by 
means of their yield management system is not transparent for other market parties 
besides the airline itself. As a result, an important inhibitor to transparency that 
information brokers such as GoWeb face in the market for seat-only flights is the 
information disadvantage with regard to insight in the influence of a tour operator’s yield 
management system (YMS) on the net seat price. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

Summarized, GoWeb addresses two instances of information imperfections in the 
strategic factor market for seat-only flights: 
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Instances of incomplete information 
1. incomplete insight in the available seat-only flights and fares of all airlines. 
Instances of information asymmetry 
2. an information disadvantage with regard to the influence of tour operators’ yield 

management system on the net seat price. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in the available product offering and fares of all airlines 
 
GoWeb information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is to attempt to solve it. Ideally, GoWeb wants to be able to connect to the 
supply of all airlines that provide direct insight in their available seat-only flights online. 
However, for the implementation of this decision GoWeb is dependent on its co-owner 
BusinessTravel, who is autonomous in its decisions on extending the number of suppliers 
and CRS’s that it connects to its ticket engine. GoWeb’s information strategy objective is 
therefore to increase the market transparency by connecting the supply of all airlines, 
however it is not in a position to implement this decision. 
 
Ad 2. Information disadvantage with regard to insight in the influence of YMS on seat 
price 
 
GoWeb’s information strategy decision with regard to this information disadvantage is 
restricted by the impossibility to solve it. Airlines have no incentive to reveal the way 
their YMS influences the seat price, since their profit depends on their ability to manage 
their yield. If competing airlines gain insight in the way the YMS works, they can adjust 
their own YMS to pinch seats by adjusting their price setting. Given this unwillingness to 
provide insight in the functioning of their YMS81, GoWeb’s remaining attainable 
transparency objective is to provide insight in the net prices of available seat-only flights 
of the connected airlines and central CRS’s. In other words, GoWeb is unable to solve the 
information disadvantage vis-à-vis tour operators of how a YMS influences the net price, 
but is however able to provide insight in the resulting net price difference in an online 
direct comparison of net seat prices. 
 

                                                      
81 Other initiatives such as a reversed online auction for seats called Clicketing that attempted to 
by-pass the airlines YMS in an attempt to increase market transparency also encountered heavy 
resistance from airlines (see (Roelofs, 2000a, 2000b) for background information). 
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7.3.4 The factor markets for accommodations and car rentals 
 

The remaining factor markets that are relevant for GoWeb are the factor market for 
accommodations (hotels, apartments and holiday homes) and car rentals. These factor 
markets are relevant for they allow GoWeb to offer a more complete range of travel 
products. GoWeb offers these travel components separately in order to enable consumers 
to compose their own travel packages. However, these markets are not considered as 
strategically important as the strategic factor market for package tours and seat-only 
flights. The travel products of the suppliers in these additional factor markets are not seen 
as crucial for its role as travel broker, but merely as an extra service for consumers. 
GoWeb simply acts as a reseller of the associated product suppliers. Not surprisingly, the 
margins that GoWeb can realize on the sales of these products are minimal.  
 
As a consequence of the minor strategic significance of the travel products and the 
minimal influence GoWeb has on the market transparency in these additional factor 
markets, the analysis of information imperfections and GoWeb’s information strategy 
decisions has been left outside of the scope of the study. 
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7.4 Information strategy decisions in GoWeb’s product market 
 

This section focuses on GoWeb’s main product market, the consumer market for 
leisure travel products. First, GoWeb’s added value is examined in light of its main 
offline and online competitors in this market. Subsequently, the information 
imperfections that GoWeb has identified and responds to are discussed. Finally, the 
information strategy decisions by which GoWeb influences the market transparency in 
this product market are examined. 
 

7.4.1 The product market for leisure travels 
 

The main product market that GoWeb has identified as relevant for the 
implementation of its business strategy is the consumer market for leisure travel products. 
This product market is the playing field for consumers, (online) travel agents and travel 
brokers and can therefore be characterized as diverse. The number of travel agents is 
substantial and a variety of different business concept can be found. Some travel agents 
are dedicated to selling the travel products of only one tour operator, while others take a 
more independent position by selling the travel products of more than one tour operator. 
The degree of specialization among these travel agents differs somewhat, but in general 
two groups can be distinguished. The group of unspecialized travel agents attempts to 
offer travel products that appeal to the average travel product requirements in the 
Netherlands. This means that the majority of travel destinations lies in and around the 
Mediterranean. The product offering is purposely not segmented to suit the travel needs 
of a distinct group of travelers, rather it is intended for the masses. The other group is 
represented by a group of highly specialized travel agents that focus on a specific target 
area (e.g. Africa, India) or specific type of travel product (e.g. distant travels, adventure 
holidays). The specific focus on a particular market segment allows these travel agents to 
build up experience and a detailed knowledge base around their products and 
destinations. 
 
Market mechanism 

The competition amongst travel agents is fierce and their role and position in the market 
mechanism is a constant topic of debate. The introduction of online travel agents and 
travel brokers has raked up this discussion about the added value of offline travel agents. 
Especially the non-specialized travel agents face the possibility of disintermediation and 
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reclining sales if they remain unable to bring across their added value for consumers and 
tour operators. In terms of added value for consumers and tour operators, travel brokers 
like GoWeb have some distinct advantages in comparison to regular offline travel agents. 
 
GoWeb’s search mechanism facilitates an unbiased search in the supply of travel 
products of a variety of tour operators. The search disregards agreements on promotions, 
bonuses and commissions, which are common practice in the contracts between tour 
operators and travel agents. These agreement can cause biased searches for travel 
products at the offline travel agent that possibly result in a transaction that is most 
favorable for the travel agent and the tour operator, but not necessarily for the consumer. 
Furthermore, GoWeb makes extensive use of the information provision functionality to 
provide travelers with background information on countries, regions, destinations and 
accommodations. Although this information does not differ from the information that 
offline travel agents can dispose of, GoWeb’s does not face the problems of knowledge 
retention that result from staff turnover at offline travel agents. Besides this information 
provision functionality, GoWeb additionally provides a platform for travelers to create 
online communities around travel related topics. Furthermore, GoWeb spares consumers 
the trouble of waiting in queues at offline travel agents during their office hours. At least 
for those consumers that have Internet access, GoWeb’s website can be accessed 24 hours 
a day by concurrent users. A final advantage of using OTA’s for tour operators is that the 
commission percentage on bookings is somewhat lower compared to offline travel agents, 
since their operational handling costs can be lower. Nevertheless, two major 
disadvantages can be identified for GoWeb compared to regular travel agents. The first 
resides in their inability to support and offer complex travel products (e.g. fly-drives) and 
the second in the reticence of consumers to pay travel sums (ranging from €500 to 
€10.000) online using their credit card. For the handling of the financial transactions, 
GoWeb has therefore chosen not to use an online credit card facility, but conventional 
methods of payment instead. 
 
GoWeb also has some distinct advantages in comparison to other recurring online 
business concepts. The three generic business concepts that can be distinguished can be 
characterized as portals, online sales outlets and travel brokers. 
 
Portals 
Portals (such as Schiphol.nl and HappyTravel.nl) do not provide an online booking 
facility or a search and comparison mechanism. These portals simply categorize the travel 
products that are offered on other travel websites and link visitors to this website for 
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subsequent bookings. The business concept of these portals is based upon the fees they 
receive for the traffic they generate to the connected travel websites. 
 
Online sales outlets 
Online sales outlets (such as KrasStervakanties.nl and Neckermann.nl) are web-based 
marketing and sales channels that travel organizations use to complement their call center 
or offline travel agents. In some cases, these web-based channels provide an online 
booking facility exclusively for the travel products of the associated tour operator. The 
results that are returned by the search and comparison mechanism on the website include 
all travel products that satisfy the search criteria, including those products that are 
currently unavailable. With the exception of a few tour operators (e.g. 
KrasStervakanties.nl) the majority of online sales outlets do not provide direct access in 
the tour operator’s CRS. The availability of the travel products presented online has to be 
checked by individual requests per travel product or by contacting the associated travel 
organization for a manual check. 
 
Travel brokers 
Similar to D-Reizen.nl and Elmar.nl, GoWeb’s business concept can be characterized as a 
travel broker. Travel brokers provide search and comparison mechanisms in the product 
offering of more than one tour operator. Most of these travel brokers also facilitate online 
bookings. However, GoWeb’s main advantage over the other travel brokers is that they 
have direct online access to the reservation systems of the connected tour operators. 
 
In essence, GoWeb’s business concept combines the strengths of concepts of the travel 
broker with the online sales outlet. GoWeb’s product offering exceeds the offer of a 
single tour operator. Additionally, its search and comparison mechanism returns only the 
travel products that are actually available, which can then be booked directly online 
without manual intervention. 
 
Market transparency and information imperfections 

In light of the market transparency, the main right to exist for (online) travel agents and 
brokers resides in the difference in insight that tour operators have in consumer demand 
compared to travel agents. This information asymmetry is the basis for the added value 
for tour operators of using travel agents as their sales outlets. The origin of this 
asymmetry can be explained by the means that travel agents dispose of and the effort they 
can put into dealing with incomplete insight in consumer demand. In comparison to tour 
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operators, travel agents are in a better position to deal with this instance of incomplete 
information that principally all market parties in the product market for travel products 
face. 
 
The interaction with consumers informs travel agents about the requirements and 
preferences of the target population that is attracted by their product offering. However, 
for the greater part of the travel agents, the information that is systematically registered is 
confined to bookings. Travel agents are able to derive trends from the aggregation of the 
bookings they register from their customers. In turn, tour operators can use the insight in 
consumer demand for adjusting and fine-tuning their product offering and the selection of 
special offers. The larger the target segment that a travel agent focuses on and the better 
its information gathering ability, the more complete its insight can become in market 
demand and the more valuable the travel agent can be as a sales outlet for tour operators. 
The different offline and online business concepts that travel agents employ each provide 
insight in market demand to a different extent, resulting in a greater or lesser information 
advantage over tour operators. 
 
Information strategy decisions 

In an ideally transparent market, tour operators would be able to manage their product 
offering based on full insight in both booking and search behavior of all consumers in the 
market for leisure travel products. The only information imperfection that GoWeb 
identified as an important inhibitor to this ideal market transparency is an instance of 
incomplete information with regard to consumer demand. 
 
Instances of incomplete information 
(1) incomplete insight in both search and booking behavior of all consumers in the 

product market for travel products. 
 
Ad 1. Incomplete insight in search and booking behavior of all consumers 
 
GoWeb’s information strategy decision with regard to this instance of incomplete 
information is to solve it privately so they can attempt to maintain the information 
advantage over tour operators that results from it. The two factors that allow GoWeb to 
gain a more complete understanding of consumer demand is the breadth of its product 
offering and its ability to gather and analyze consumer information. The breadth in 
product offering that results from one of the spearheads in its business strategy allows 
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GoWeb to gain insight in the search and booking behavior of a large cross-section of 
Dutch vacationers. This insight exceeds the insight in booking behavior of online sales 
outlets of a single tour operator. GoWeb’s primary sources for analyzing consumer 
demand are its customers’ booking figures complemented by market research and 
detailed website statistics generated by SiteStat. These website statistics provide insight 
in for instance the search terms that visitors use and the parts of the website that are 
visited most often or the longest during their visit. At the moment however, GoWeb only 
uses the analysis of the booking figures to adjust its communication policy on its website. 
This communication policy primarily involves the selection of special offers, members’ 
specials and last minutes. This selection is published on the website and it is used for 
promotions by means of mass mailings to GoWeb’s members (currently around 30.000). 
In comparison to offline travel agents, GoWeb has the advantage of using a medium that 
more easily allows the registration of search and booking behavior. 
 
In the future GoWeb wishes to extend the registration and analysis of consumer 
information to include the search behavior of individual website visitors. Based on the 
combination of past booking behavior and personal search behavior, GoWeb would want 
to provide individuals with special offers at the exact moment in which individuals want 
to become informed before taking their final decision. The implementation of such a 
personal communication policy requires a more detailed customer relationship 
management system that allows GoWeb to register, combine and analyze the search and 
booking information of individual consumers. 
 
GoWeb’s ability to gain more complete insight in consumer demand by analyzing 
consumers search and booking behavior, allows it to strengthen its added value for tour 
operators that lack the means to gain this type of insight. The better GoWeb is able to 
solve this instance of incomplete insight, the larger the information advantage over tour 
operators becomes. The larger the information advantage over other market parties 
becomes, the more attractive GoWeb becomes for supplying tour operators to connect 
their supply to. 
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7.5 Conclusions 
 

This final section discusses the findings of the case study analysis against the 
theoretical background presented in chapter 3. An overview of GoWeb’s information 
strategy decisions is given, from which the strategic resources and capabilities that are 
required for implementing these information strategy decisions are derived. Subsequently, 
three general influences that seem to underlie GoWeb’s information strategy decisions are 
discussed in section 7.5.3. Finally, the added value of the information strategy framework 
as an analytical tool as perceived by the interviewees is discussed. 
 

7.5.1 Overview of information strategy decisions 
 

The set of GoWeb’s information strategy decisions in the strategic factor and 
product markets that are relevant for implementing its business strategy collectively make 
up its information strategy. An overview of GoWeb’s information strategy is presented in 
Table 9 and Table 10. For each relevant market, the table shows the instances of 
information imperfections that GoWeb identified, its type (incomplete information, 
information advantage or disadvantage) and the market parties involved. Subsequently, 
GoWeb’s information strategy decision to solve or maintain is listed and the main drivers 
or inhibitors for GoWeb’s decisions are summarized. 
 
The extent to which GoWeb is actually able to realize rents and whether part of these 
rents can be ascribed to its information strategy and labeled as InfoRent, is difficult to 
conclude since its profitability figures were confidential. However, the importance of 
information strategy for GoWeb’s intermediary role is shown clearly by the study. In 
addition, this case emphasizes the role that technology can play in either restricting or 
facilitating an information strategy. GoWeb’s unique right to directly access reservation 
systems is an important precondition for their ability to increase price transparency. The 
case also shows that even though information is a crucial asset for intermediaries, such as 
GoWeb, overall profitability implications determine to a large extent how much can be 
invested in information resources (such as connecting to more tour operators) and 
information capabilities (developing and extending the analytical skills to interpret 
customer information). 
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7.5.2 Overview of required resources and capabilities 
 

For the implementation of its information strategy decisions GoWeb requires 
certain resources and capabilities. These resources and capabilities can be considered as 
strategic since they are the means through which GoWeb is able to influence the market 
transparency of the relevant markets in its favor. In its strategic factor markets, the 
strategic resources that underlie GoWeb’s information strategy decisions are aimed at 
increasing market transparency. More specifically these entail: 
 
 direct online access to tour operators’ reservation systems; 
 direct online access to airlines reservation systems and central CRS’s via 

BusinessTravel’s ticket engine. 
 
Since its foundation, GoWeb is the only OTA that has been able to convince tour 
operators of the significance of granting direct access to their reservation systems, in spite 
of tour operators’ resistance against the resulting increase in market transparency. The 
subsequent ability to facilitate a direct product comparison of only available travel 
products gives GoWeb its competitive edge in comparison to other OTA’s. 
 
In the product market for leisure travels, the important resources and capabilities that are 
required to implement GoWeb’s information strategy decisions are: 
 
 registered information about customer booking behavior; 
 website statistics about online search behavior of website visitors; 
 analyzing booking figures and detect trends in booking behavior; 
 detecting trends in consumer demand by analyzing booking and online search 

behavior. 
 
GoWeb’s added value for tour operators and consumers is fully dependent on the extent 
to which it is able to privately solve the incomplete insight in consumer demand. The 
better its insight becomes, the greater its information advantage over tour operators, 
consumers and other (online) travel agents can be. If GoWeb can proof to systematically 
gain better insight into market demand than other market parties, the information 
advantage that is responsible for a large part of its right to exist can be sustained and 
exploited.  
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7.5.3 Implications 
 

Although the information strategy decisions that were analyzed in this study seem 
to depend on many contextual and organization-specific factors, this section generalizes 
from these specifics to general forces that influence GoWeb’s information strategy. Three 
general forces are identified that enable or restrict GoWeb’s information strategy 
decisions to solve or maintain the specific instances of information imperfections that 
they encounter. 
 
 The influence of transparency-inhibiting market parties  

 
A first major influence that limits GoWeb’s ability to solve instances of information 
imperfections are other market parties that oppose to an increase in market transparency. 
These market parties fear that a more transparent market may have a negative effect on 
their added value, their competitive position, their profit margins or even their right to 
exist. Tour operators are a typical example of market parties that oppose to the way in 
which GoWeb attempts to increase the insight in product, quality and price differences 
for consumers. If GoWeb solves these instances information asymmetry, tour operators 
loose a large extent of the control over travel agents that they currently have via their 
yield management system. Tour operators’ decision to prevent GoWeb from gaining and 
providing insight in the private information about available stock and net price 
calculations, can be directly related to the behavioral assumption of opportunistic 
behavior in the theoretical framework (chapter 3). This opportunistic standpoint can be 
illustrated further by examining the trade-off that tour operators make in their 
consideration to let GoWeb connect to their CRS. The trade-off for tour operators 
involves choosing between realizing extra returns from online sales through GoWeb 
versus preventing GoWeb to gain insight in competition-sensitive information such as the 
stock of available travel products. Whereas the smaller tour operators seem to have no 
problem with providing insight in their available stock, the larger tour operators offer 
more resistance. For the smaller tour operators the possible increase in sales that GoWeb 
generates outweighs the supposed detrimental effect of the increased insight in their 
available stock of travel products. For them, the practical benefit of increased returns 
compensates for the theoretical hazard of increased stock transparency. In addition it 
gives the smaller tour operators an extra sales outlet, which enables them to cover the 
grounds that the larger tour operators already cover. Apparently, the larger tour operators 
have more reserved expectations of the increase in returns that GoWeb generates, or 
judge the detrimental effect of stock transparency differently than smaller tour operators. 
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This trade-off is of major importance for GoWeb’s success as a travel broker. If GoWeb 
can persuade the larger tour operators to connect their supply, GoWeb can realize a 
critical mass in terms of market share that travel brokers require in order to pursue their 
transparency objectives. 
 
A second trade-off that illustrates tour operators’ opportunistic behavior relates to last 
minute products and net price calculations. Whereas tour operators resist giving insight in 
the net price calculations of their regular package tours, this resistance vanishes when 
offering their last minute products. Tour operators are willing to provide GoWeb with all 
the relevant net price information for last minute products since this enables them to 
minimize their losses of unfilled allotments. The importance of selling these last minute 
products results from the importance for tour operators to fill their guarantee-
accommodations and the perishable nature of travel products (see section 7.3.2). This puts 
travel brokers that offer last minutes (e.g. www.lastminute.com) in a favorable position 
because the nature of the product removes a part of the tour operator’s negative attitude 
towards increased market transparency. 
 
The influence of transparency-inhibiting market parties on the information strategy 
decisions of travel brokers has an implication for the added value of using the information 
strategy framework. By examining markets through the lens of the information strategy 
framework, travel brokers can become aware of those market parties that will oppose to 
increased market transparency and will exhibit opportunistic behavior. Furthermore, the 
framework will help signal those exceptional cases in which these market parties will 
abandon their opportunistic transparency-inhibiting standpoint for their own benefit, as is 
the case with last minute products. 
 
 The influence of information technology on market transparency 

 
A second influence on GoWeb’ ability to increase market transparency through its 
information strategy decisions is the influence of information technologies (IT). For 
GoWeb, IT has both an enabling and restrictive influence on its ability to increase market 
transparency. On the one hand, GoWeb’s business concept is entirely based on and 
dependent of IT. The use of technology allows GoWeb to limit its operational handling 
costs, to employ advanced search mechanisms and to connect directly into tour operators’ 
CRS’s. The use of IT enhances GoWeb’s ability to gather information about customer 
search and booking behavior (however not its ability to analyze this information). 
Furthermore, information technology allows GoWeb to search and compare the travel 
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products of several connected tour operators and to present only those travel products that 
are actually available. IT is therefore regarded as a major enabler of GoWeb’s ability to 
increase market transparency. 
 
On the other hand, GoWeb’s dependency on IT introduces some barriers for realizing its 
business and transparency objectives. The direct online access to tour operators’ 
reservation systems that GoWeb regards as a spearhead of its business model, introduces 
an inhibitor in the number of tour operators it can connect to. Not all tour operators 
currently make use or can afford to use a computerized reservation system for their 
bookings in the future. For those tour operators that do employ a CRS, it may be too 
costly for GoWeb to developed specific interfaces to their systems in comparison to the 
market share they gain by connecting them. The business objective to provide consumers 
with online direct access into the CRS of several tour operators restricts GoWeb’s 
transparency objective to connect all tour operators. Therefore, the use of technology also 
limits GoWeb’s objective to completely solve this instance of incomplete information. 
 
In addition to the direct restrictive influence on GoWeb’s information strategy decisions, 
the use of IT introduces an indirect difficulty for GoWeb’s business concept. The use of 
the Internet for instance confronts GoWeb with the reserved attitude of consumers 
towards online payments. 
 
 The profitability implication of market transparency 

 
A third influence on GoWeb’s information strategy decisions is the profitability 
implication of increased market transparency. GoWeb has to dedicate resources and 
capabilities for each of its information strategy decisions that solve an instance of 
incomplete information. The costs of the effort to increase its insight either privately or 
for the entire market may not outweigh the increase in profit that GoWeb expects from it. 
Establishing online connections to every single tour operator that exists might be a 
theoretical ideal for an information broker such as GoWeb. Nevertheless, the high costs 
involved with developing a universal interface to all tour operators and even (partly) 
financing their CRS’s is not always worthwhile from a straightforward profitability 
perspective. For GoWeb, the profitability trade-off of increased market transparency is a 
determining aspect for its information strategy decisions. 
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Added value of analytical tool 

Each of the interviewees was asked to reflect on their notion of information strategy, how 
this notion differs from the notion in this study and what the added value of using the 
information strategy framework as an analytical tool was. In none of the cases, the 
interpretation of information strategy of the interviewee coincided with the notion in this 
research. However, some used related terms such as information broker or 
communication strategy to address topics similar to the ones discussed in the interviews. 
The term communication strategy is used to refer mainly to the sales side of the 
organization. GoWeb’s communication strategy involves the information that can be 
registered from website visitors and the way visitors can be informed about travels and 
GoWeb’s product offering. This notion is primarily data-oriented with a clear link to the 
possibilities that information technology and data marketing provides. 
 
The interviewees acknowledged the usefulness of applying the information strategy 
framework as an analytical tool for GoWeb’s transparency objectives and information 
resources and capabilities. The analytical framework provided a structured approach to 
examining the opportunities and restrictions of enhancing its business model as an 
information broker. The analytical tool explicitly directs attention to the information that 
GoWeb already disposes of, the way this information can be linked to its product offering 
and which information could additionally be acquired from tour operators on the input 
side and consumers on the output side. 
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8.1 Introduction 
 
 This chapter rounds off this dissertation by discussing the main findings and 
implications of this research that has focused on the question: 
 

What constitutes a theory that explains how and why a firm implements an 
information strategy for the information imperfections that it identifies in markets 
that are relevant for implementing its business strategy in order to realize 
economic rents? 

 
This question has been worked out and addressed in five subquestions: 
(1) What forms an appropriate theoretical basis for developing a theory of information 

strategy? 
(2) Which core concepts, basic assumptions and propositions should a theory of 

information strategy incorporate? 
(3) Which information strategy decisions provide a firm with opportunities to earn 

economic rents (i.e. InfoRent)? 
(4) What decision-making is involved in formulating and implementing a firm’s 

information strategy? 
(5) Which factors influence, guide and delimit a firm’s decision-making with regard to its 

information strategy? 
 
While subquestions 1, 2 and 3 have been mainly theoretically derived from existing 
theory and extensively addressed in chapter 2 and 3, the remaining questions (4 and 5) 
have been handled primarily in the case study. The conclusions will focuses mainly on 
these last two questions. The type of information strategy decision-making (question 4) 
and the influencing factors (question 5) can be explained in more detail by confronting 
the information strategy decisions that were taken across the cases with the 12 theoretical 
propositions on InfoRent opportunities (see chapter 3). This cross-case analysis is 
provided first in section 8.2. 
 
Subsequently, the implications of the research are assessed. The duality of both the fields 
of Information Management and Strategic Management oblige researchers at a cross-
section of these fields to assess their endeavors from both a scientific and practical 
perspective. While this attempt at theorizing about information strategy certainly has 
managerial implications, the accent lays on its theoretical contributions, which are 
discussed first in section 8.3. These theoretical contributions are seen and assessed in 
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light of the theoretical legacy that the assumption of perfect information in neoclassical 
economic theory has left behind in derived fields such as Strategic Management, 
Organizational Economics and Information Management. A theory of information 
strategy introduces the aspect of information into the quest for a Strategic Theory of the 
Firm, it introduces a new information-related rent type and it proposes a first fundamental 
divide in managerial decisions that influence market transparency. 
 
The managerial conclusions and implications are assessed in section 8.4. The perceived 
added value of the information strategy framework that was evaluated by the interviewees 
reveals that the framework creates explicit managerial attention for the strategic potential 
and difficulties of information imperfections, and that it provides a way to structurally 
analyze the set of information strategy decisions of a firm within its business and market 
context. 
 
Finally, the limitations and possible extensions of the theory of information strategy are 
discussed in section 8.5. The basic assumptions that underlie the theory, the profit-
oriented notion of strategy, the seemingly underexposure of IT issues, as well as the 
empirical limitations of the research are critically examined. The chapter is concluded 
with suggestions for further research that could address the sustainability of InfoRent, 
dynamic aspects of information strategy, the refined strategic implications of (digital) 
information products and possible generic information strategies that could be detected 
using large-scale quantitative methods. 
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8.2 Cross-case analysis 
 
 The cross case analysis consists of two part. First, the information strategy 
decisions are confronted with the twelve theoretical propositions on InfoRent (section 
8.2.1). Second, the characteristic differences in relative importance of information 
strategy in each of the cases studied (section 8.2.2) are shortly discussed. The 
implications of these cross-case findings will be further discussed in section 8.3. 
 

8.2.1 Confrontation with theoretical propositions 
 
 This section confronts the findings from the three cases with the theoretical 
propositions on InfoRent opportunities formulated in chapter 3 in order to examine in 
more detail the decision-making on information strategy across the three cases. 
 
Strategic factor markets 

Table 12 shows the information strategy decisions made in the strategic factor markets. 
The decisions are categorized per type of information imperfection (incomplete 
information, information disadvantage, information advantage) and the particular 
information strategy decision (solve, maintain). The total number of instances of each 
type of information imperfection encountered in the cases is listed, and the theoretical 
proposition on what kind of InfoRent opportunity the particular combination of 
information imperfection and information strategy decision provides is summarized. 
 
Of the six instances of incomplete symmetrical information, five decisions are aimed at 
solving. In three instances (2x accommodations, flights) the solve-decisions are led by the 
importance of increased transparency for implementing a business strategy or business 
model and are not aimed at creating InfoRent opportunities. In the two remaining 
instances (2x charter flights), the solve-decisions are aimed at subsequently mantaining 
the information advantage and are thus focused indirectly at creating InfoRent 
opportunities. The only maintain-decision (package tours) is led partly by a deliberate 
choice in business strategy to leave the market opaque and partly by the impossibility to 
increase market transparency due to IT-limitations. 
 
Of the eight instances of information disadvantage, four decisions (scheduled services, 
accommodations, 2x package tours) are aimed at solving. All of these four solve-
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decisions are led by the motive to prevent the market party with the information 
advantage to exploit an InfoRent opportunity. The remaining four maintain-decisions are 
either the result of the impossibility to solve the information disadvantage (slots, package 
tours, flights) or the result of the special situation that not only the party with the 
information advantage is unable to exploit it, but also the party with the disadvantage can 
exploit its superior skills without other market parties being aware of it (new aircrafts). In 
either case, the InfoRent opportunities that exist for other market parties either cannot be 
seized or simply are left unexploited. 
 
Of the four instances of information advantage, all decisions are aimed at maintaining and 
exploiting the InfoRent opportunities that result from it. 
 

Strategic Factor Markets 
Instances of incomplete symmetrical information 

TravelCom accommodations (2x) 
AirCom new aircrafts (2x) Solve 
GoWeb flights 

# instances: 5 
InfoRent opportunity: 
depends on subsequent decision 

TravelCom  
AirCom  Maintain 
GoWeb package tours 

# instances: 1 
InfoRent opportunity: 
exists for other parties  

Instances of information disadvantage (for the firm vis-à-vis other market parties) 
TravelCom scheduled services; 

accommodations 
AirCom  

Solve 

GoWeb package tours (2x) 

# instances: 4 
 
InfoRent opportunity: 
is prevented for other parties  

TravelCom  
AirCom new aircrafts, slots Maintain 
GoWeb package tours; flights 

# instances: 4 
InfoRent opportunity: 
exists for other parties 

Instances of information advantage (for the firm over other market parties) 
TravelCom  
AirCom  Solve 
GoWeb  

# instances: 0 
InfoRent opportunity: 
is renounced by the firm 

TravelCom scheduled services 
AirCom new aircrafts (2x); slots Maintain 
GoWeb  

# instances: 4 
InfoRent opportunity: 
exists for the firm 

 

Table 12 Cross-case confrontation in strategic factor markets 
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Product markets 

Table 13 shows the information strategy decisions made in the product markets, similar to 
the previous table. 
 

Product Markets 
Instances of incomplete symmetrical information 

TravelCom package tours 
AirCom charter flights (2x) Solve 
GoWeb leisure travel 

# instances: 4 
InfoRent opportunity: 
depends on subsequent decision 

TravelCom  
AirCom scheduled service flights (2x); 

low-cost flights 
Maintain 

GoWeb  

 # instances: 3 
 
InfoRent opportunity: 
exists for other parties 

Instances of information disadvantage (for the firm vis-à-vis other market parties) 
TravelCom  
AirCom charter flights (2x) Solve 
GoWeb  

# instances: 2 
InfoRent opportunity: 
is prevented for other parties 

TravelCom  
AirCom  Maintain 
GoWeb  

# instances: 0 
InfoRent opportunity: 
exists for other parties 

Instances of information advantage (for the firm over other market parties) 
TravelCom  
AirCom low-cost flights Solve 
GoWeb  

# instances: 1 
InfoRent opportunity: 
is renounced by the firm 

TravelCom package tours (2x) 
AirCom charter flights; scheduled service 

flights 
Maintain 

GoWeb leisure travel 

# instances: 5 
 
InfoRent opportunity: 
exists for the firm 

 

Table 13 Cross-case confrontation in product markets 

 
Of the seven instances of incomplete symmetrical information, four decisions are aimed 
at solving (package tours, 2x charter flights, leisure travel). In all cases these solve-
decisions are connected to a subsequent decision to maintain the information advantage 
that results from privately solving the instance of incomplete information and are thus 
focused indirectly at creating InfoRent opportunities. The three remaining maintain-
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decisions are either led by the impossibility to increase market transparency or a 
deliberate choice in the firm’s business strategy not to address market opaqueness. 
 
Of the two instances of information disadvantage, both solve-decisions are aimed at 
preventing other market parties to exploit InfoRent opportunities 
 
Of the six instances of information advantage, one decision is aimed at solving and thus 
renouncing an InfoRent opportunity. This solve-decision is the result of the firm’s 
deliberate choice in its business strategy not to exploit market opaqueness. The remaining 
five maintain-decisions are all aimed at exploiting the InfoRent opportunities that result 
from the information advantage. 
 
Cross-case findings 

The result of this cross-case confrontation with the twelve propositions on InfoRent is 
that in the majority of the instances firms take the information strategy decision that 
either (indirectly) realizes an InfoRent opportunity or prevent other parties from creating 
or exploiting an InfoRent opportunity. In the other cases, the information strategy is led 
by either a deliberate choice in a firm’s business strategy or other strategic domains (e.g. 
finance, IT), or the impossibility of increased market transparency. The implications of 
these cross-case findings will be further discussed and illustrated in section 8.3.3. 
 

8.2.2 Approach to information strategy 
 
 In examining the characteristic differences in the overall approach to information 
strategy between the cases, the differences in the extent to which the cases attach 
importance to their information strategy are striking. 
 
The cases of M2MATCH and GoWeb show a high level of intertwinement of business 
strategy and information strategy for (information) intermediairies and a corresponding 
high importance of information strategy decisions, market transparency and InfoRent 
opportunities. In addition, both cases reveal the use of the information strategy 
framework to become aware of other market parties’ opportunistic, transparency-
inhibiting motives and the exceptional occasions (GoWeb: last minutes products) that 
some market parties (M2MATCH: smaller brokers) release these motives. These occasions 
provide the ultimate opportunies for infomediaries and intermediaries to successfully 
implement a transparency-increasing business model. 
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For non-intermediairies, the importance of information strategy as support for 
implementing a business strategy is indicated most clearly by TravelCom. The 
TravelCom case indicates how explicit recognition of the business relevance of 
information in a firm’s business strategy can actually lead to above-average firm 
performance in an industry that is in a stage of informational infancy compared to many 
other information-intensive service industries. 
 
A relatively low level of importance for information strategy is apparent in the AirCom 
case. AirCom indicates the restrictive influence of business strategy spearheads on a 
firm’s information strategy and reveals how this influence can differ for the different 
product/market combinations it covers. Furthermore, the AirCom case reveals a rather 
selective importance of information strategy, which is primarily focused at realizing cost 
advantages in the strategic factor markets (e.g. new aircrafts). In these markets, possible 
cost advantages are much higher and the efforts to realize these advantages can be 
focused on one preferred supplier instead of a much larger number of tour operators in 
AirCom’s product markets. 
 
Summarized, the extent to which information strategy is important for firms depends on 
several contextual (industry) factors, such as information intensity, as well as on internal 
management-related factors such as choices in business strategy. The implications of 
these findings are discussed in the next section. 
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8.3 Theoretical conclusions and implications 
 

The scholarly attention for the functioning of markets with imperfect information 
has been scarce, with the well-appreciated exception of Information Economics. The 
theoretical underdevelopment of topics such as the rent-earning potential and strategic 
exploitation of information imperfections can be attributed to the major impact of the 
First Theorem of Welfare Economics (efficient market theory) on related fields such as 
Organizational Economics, Management Science and Strategic Management. Most of the 
contributions in these derived fields deviate from one or more of the stringent basic 
assumptions of the perfect market, however the legacy of the perfect information 
assumption still pervades many of the theories. The consecutive strategic implications of 
information imperfections have merely been signaled, but have never been properly 
worked out in theory. This deficiency is considered as a serious shortcoming for the 
derived fields of Strategic Management, Information Management, but also for 
(Organizational) Economics and transdisciplinary quests such as the Strategic Theory of 
the Firm. Without these insights our understanding of the current ‘information society’ 
will be needlessly impoverished. Summarized, this legacy of the perfect information 
assumption is reflected in (1) the lack of explicit attention for the rent-earning capacity of 
information in the quest for a Strategic Theory of the Firm and Economics (2) the lack of 
information-related rent types (3) a lack of decision-making frameworks for (strategic) 
managers that explain generic ways of strategically dealing with information and 
information imperfections. The theoretical contributions and implications of the theory of 
information strategy that is presented in this dissertation are assessed with regard to these 
three areas. 
 

8.3.1 Information strategy in the Strategic Theory of the Firm 
 

Reminded to the research aim to contribute to the quest for a Strategic Theory of 
the Firm (SToF), the integration of strategic theories with theories of the firm remains an 
important overall objective for both the Strategic Management and Organizational 
Economics discipline. At current however, the difference in theoretical and empirical 
status between theories of the firm and theories of strategy seem to obstruct the 
integration (cf. Williamson, 1999). Strategy scholars should clear several issues in order 
to deliver strategic theories that are a well-matched complement to existing theories of the 
firm. Considering the signaled importance of information as a strategic asset and its rent-
earning potential, the underexposure of information strategy in Strategic Management is 
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one of these issues to be cleared in order to make strategic theories a better-matched 
complement to theories from Organizatioal Economics. In addition, it may also inform 
the field of Economics in general. 
 
The lack of explicit theoretical attention for the rent-earning potential of information and 
information imperfections in the quest for realizing a Strategic Theory of Firm (SToF) 
can be considered as the legacy of the stringent assumptions of neoclassical 
(micro)economics. As Stiglitz (Stiglitz, 1985, p.21) phrases it: ‘traditional competitive 
equilibrium analysis is not robust against slight alterations in the informational 
assumptions.’ On the one hand, this lack is surprising to the extent that the candidate 
theories for realizing a SToF undoubtedly offer points of departure for elaborating on 
informational aspects of firm existence and strategic decision-making. For instance, the 
commonly accepted bounded rationality assumption, satisficing behavior and incomplete 
information in decision-making are consistent with most organizational and strategic 
theories, just as information asymmetry is a core concept in both Transaction Cost 
Economics, the Resource-based View of the firm and Information Economics. On the 
other hand, the challenge of combining into a SToF several of these deviating 
assumptions such as bounded rationality, opportunism and imperfect competition and 
incomplete markets already causes enough debates (see chapter 2). Explicitly adding the 
assumption of imperfect information perhaps raises the challenge too much in the absence 
of a rigorous theoretical reference for the strategic use of information in firms. However, 
given the three main categories of assumptions of the perfect market (perfect competition, 
complete markets, perfect information; see chapter 3) examining the consequences of 
releasing the perfect information assumption should be equally important as researching 
imperfect competition and incomplete markets. 
 
The initial impetus that was given in this research to the further theoretical development 
of a theory of information strategy, contributes to the quest for a SToF in several ways. 
Notably, a theory of information strategy: 
 is based on a view of the firm that combines a factor market and internal-firm focus 

from the RBV, -the only candidate theory attempting to explain both firm existence 
and firm performance- with a product market focus from IO-Economics; 

 explains the existence of information imperfections as rent opportunites using basic 
assumptions that do not exclude the future theoretical integration with 
Organizational Economics; 

 concentrates on rent as the ultimate objective of strategy and content aspects of 
strategy that account for a firm’s rent-earning capacity in line with the core 
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strategic issue specified by Rumelt’s (1984) fourth topic in the theoretical profile 
for a SToF, more specifically it: 

- defines information imperfections as the type market imperfection that 
firm’s can explore to identify InfoRent opportunities; 
- defines two generic information strategy decisions that relate to the 
dichotomy between economizing (‘for the common good’) and strategic (‘for 
the individual firm’s success’) approaches to addressing the topic of market 
transparency; 
- provides propositions that relate generic information strategy decisions to  
InfoRent-earning possibilities for firms in strategic factor and product 
markets. 

 
While a theory of information strategy advances the theoretical status of strategic theories 
as complements to theories of the firm in Organizational Economics, it certainly does not 
integrally solve the quest for a SToF. Additional efforts to increase the theoretical insight 
in each of the topics outlined by Rumelt (1984) (especially the third topic of internal 
organization) are needed to level the theoretical maturity of the theories that need to be 
combined. Moreover, the debates on which theory should serve as a point of departure for 
the integration of insights (e.g. isolationist versus integrationist approach) need to be 
overcome. This is a major scientific challenge considering the tradition to develop 
theories as competing with, rather than as complementing other theories. 
  

8.3.2 Introducing InfoRent as a new rent type 
 

Focusing more specifically on the influence of the informational legacy of the First 
Theorem of Welfare Economics within the field of Strategic Management, it is striking 
that none of the existing economic rent types is directly related to the assumption of 
(im)perfect information. While various rent types are associated with the (in)complete 
markets and (im)perfect competition assumption, the currently only information-related 
rent type (information rent; see chapter 3) has received very little follow up in strategic 
theories. Possibly, this rent type is so narrowly defined in terms of principal-agent 
relationships that the translation of this concept into a theory of firm performance is too 
difficult to establish. 
 
The newly introduced InfoRent focuses explicit attention on the rent-earning potential of 
information imperfections and a firm’s informational resources and capabilities. It thus 
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addresses the deficiency of information-related rent types that the informational legacy 
has left behind in strategic theories. By addressing this deficiency, the tension becomes 
apparent between information imperfections that yield InfoRent opportunities for firms 
and perfect information as economic ideal in the perfectly efficient market where 
information strategy and InfoRent -as defined in this research- would be void concepts. 
This tension reflects the dichotomy between economizing and strategic approaches to 
addressing the topic of market transparency that was initially derived from the analysis of 
the illustrative M2MATCH case. Introducing a new information-based rent type thus 
creates awareness for this dichotomy and possibly conflicting interests with regard to the 
existence of information imperfections depending on the market party’s incentive to 
pursue perfect or imperfect information. 
 
Of the three cases, the TravelCom case most clearly suggests -however not proofs- that 
InfoRent can have an important share in the organization’s overall ability to earn rents (a 
considerable difference in net margin compared to the industry’s average). While this 
research was not aimed at identifying or quantifying how large this share is, the 
importance is hinted by the care and effort TravelCom puts in its information resources 
and capabilities. TravelCom’s efforts seem to pay off in an industry that has dealt with 
the opportunities and possibilities of information rather sloppily and that has relatively 
recently discovered the business relevance and profit implications of information and 
information capabilities. 
 

8.3.3 A framework for managerial decision-making 
 

As a consequence of the minor theoretical attention for the rent-earning potential of 
information imperfections, the translation of such theory to managerial decision-making 
frameworks has also failed to occur. No decision-making frameworks for (strategic) 
managers exist that explain generic ways of how to deal with information imperfections 
and how to influence market transparency to one’s advantage. The theory of information 
strategy proposes a first fundamental divide to maintain or solve a particular instance of 
information imperfection in the range of specific implementations that (strategic) 
managers have. These two generic information strategy decisions can be regarded as the 
substantiation of the above signaled tension between perfect and imperfect information 
and possibly conflicting interests with regard to the existence of information 
imperfections in markets. 
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The theoretical contribution of the proposed generic information strategy decisions is that 
it generalizes a large variety of considerations on how to deal with specific instances of 
information imperfections into one basic theoretical choice, regardless of all the practical 
contextual factors that managers regard as relevant for their decision. This generalization 
abstracts from the particulars of managerial decision-making rather drastically, however 
the exploratory case study reveals some general factors that seem to influence 
information strategy decisions at a more fine-grained level of analysis. The influencing 
factors that were revealed by the cases are discussed for the explore-part (seeing InfoRent 
opportunities) and exploit-part (willing and being able to act upon InfoRent 
opportunities). 
 
Explore: seeing InfoRent opportunities 

Whether a firm is able to recognize information imperfections in the (factor and product) 
markets that are relevant for creating and implementing its business strategy, depends 
partly on the extent to which the market is actually opaque and partly on the firm’s 
managerial ability to scan and understand its markets and recognize instances of 
information imperfections. Given the fact that a fully transparent market more closely 
resembles a theoretical ideal than a real life phenomenon, markets will be opaque more 
often than transparent. Therefore, actually identifying information imperfections as 
opportunities for earning InfoRent at least requires to dedicate managerial attention to 
understanding the markets that surround the firm (the further managerial implications will 
be discussed in section 8.4). Understanding the nature of information imperfections in 
terms of its dimensions, underlying causes and different occurrences helps to develop the 
managerial ability needed to see and recognize information imperfections in the explore-
part of the information strategy framework. 
 
Exploit: willing to act upon InfoRent opportunities 

The managerial consideration whether a firm is willing to act upon any instances of 
information imperfections that it has identified, places information strategy in a broader 
context. The managerial decision-making concerning whether to deal with instances of 
information imperfections or not, seems to be influenced by other strategic domains, in 
particular strategic business and IT decisions. This tripartite perspective (Business, 
Information/Communication, Technology) on firms has been suggested by Maes (1999, 
2003) and worked out for two additional levels (structure and operations) besides this 
strategic level, resulting in what Maes refers to as a generic framework for information 
management (IM). Whereas this dissertation has focused exclusively on information 
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strategy as one of the core domains of the IM-framework, the framework discerns the 
influence of two adjacent domains at the strategy level, depicted in Figure 22. These three 
strategic domains mutually influence each other and collectively determine a firm’s 
decision which of the instances of information imperfections that they identify to address 
and how to implement its decision.  
 

information strategy

business strategy IT strategy

 
 

Figure 22 Tripartite perspective on information management at the strategy level 

 
Each of the mutual influences between these three domains are discussed: 
 
 business strategy ↔ information strategy 

As seen in the cases, a firm’s business strategy determines the importance of its 
information strategy and vice versa. For instance, M2MATCH’s and GoWeb’s business 
strategy objective to increase market transparency and TravelCom’s intention to focus on 
customer relations, emphasize the importance of their information strategies. More 
specifically however, business strategy spearheads determine the actual willingness of a 
firm to address instances of information imperfections by its information strategy 
decisions. For instance, AirCom decides not to register customer information as a result 
of the cost minimization spearhead and low-cost strategy for its low-cost flights. 
Furthermore, AirCom’s choice to use and build a relationship with one preferred supplier 
allows them to exploit its superior negotiation skills and to install informational outposts 
at the supplier. The choice for just one supplier enables AirCom to create and exploit at 
least two information advantages over competing airlines. 
 
Inversely, a firm’s information strategy can influence the decision-making in the business 
strategy. For instance, the uncertainty that results from the lack of market transparency in 
the market for charter flights causes TravelCom to avoid using this market for the 
implementation of its business strategy and to use the more transparent market for 
scheduled service flights instead. Understanding this interdependence between business 
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and information strategy can make firms aware of the importance of a proactive attitude 
towards scanning the level of market transparency of a firm’s markets and determining 
whether the current level of transparency is either detrimental or beneficial for 
implementing a certain business strategy, and whether the business strategy spearheads 
are aligned with the firm’s information strategy. 
 
 information strategy ↔ IT strategy 

Whenever the implementation of an information strategy decision involves IT, the mutual 
dependency of IT strategy and information strategy comes into play. A firm’s strategic IT 
decisions have a dual influence on a firm’s willingness82 to act upon instances of 
information imperfections with its information strategy decisions: IT can both facilitate 
and restrict information strategy decisions. On the one hand, a firm’s decision to invest in 
IT facilities can enable a firm to realize an information advantage over market parties that 
do not dispose of the required technology. For instance, TravelCom’s data warehouse and 
CRM technology is directly connected to their willingness to gather and analyze 
consumer demand and to develop their information analysis capabilities. IT thus serves as 
an enabler of TravelCom’s information advantage over tour operators that do not have 
access to or are unwilling to invest in such technologies. On the other hand, the 
dependence of the implementation of an information strategy decision on IT can limit the 
firm in its willingness to address information imperfections. For instance, GoWeb’s 
willingness to create full market transparency by listing the travel supply of all tour 
operators is restricted by the low level of automated reservation systems by the smaller 
tour operators. GoWeb’s technological spearhead to provide direct online access to tour 
operators’ reservation systems excludes those tour operators that do not use or cannot 
afford a computerized reservation system (CRS), and thus limits the extent to which 
GoWeb can increase market transparency for consumers. 
 
Placing information strategy within the business and IT context of a firm highlights the 
mutual and dual influence of strategic decisions in both the business and IT domain. 
Within this tripartite perspective on information management, the strategic alignment 
issue becomes apparent where firms have to coherently consider the strategic 
opportunities and restrictions that each domain offers individually and collectively. 
 

                                                      
82 Purely as a resource, IT facilities also influence the firm’s ability to act upon InfoRent 
opportunities; this will be discussed in the subsequent section. 
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Exploit: being able to act upon InfoRent opportunities  

Finally, a manager’s decision to actively address a particular instance of information 
imperfection is restricted by its ability to act upon InfoRent opportunites. This in turn is 
determined by (1) the firm’s possibility to influence the current level of market 
transparency and (2) the resources and capabilities that are required to implement 
information strategy decisions. 
 
(1) the possibility to influence market transparency 
 
The existence of particular instances of information imperfections that a firm identifies 
and thus the current level of market transparency can be explained in light of the specifics 
of the market and industry. The market characteristics, the market mechanism and the 
associated market parties that have caused the existence of an instance of information 
imperfection determine foremost the firm’s possibility to maintain or solve it. 
 
Examples of how market characteristics cause instances of information imperfection for 
firms are: 
 a large number of market players that by their sheer number inhibit complete 

insight in which suppliers or customers exist in the market, such as a tour 
operator’s lack of complete insight in all the available accommodations worldwide 
(see TravelCom); 

 extensive product differentiation that inhibits insight in the differences between 
similar products, such as tour operators’ deliberate choice to inhibit direct product 
comparisons of package tours (see TravelCom); 

 composite products/services such as package tours that inhibit insight in the price 
composition of the individual components83 (see TravelCom/GoWeb); 

 a lack of universally agreed upon descriptions of products/services inhibits insight 
in what the product itself entails, such as the calculation of surface area in the 
descriptions of rental space (see M2MATCH); 

 a lack of quality assurance such as standardized hallmarks and ranking systems that 
inhibits quality assessment and comparison of for instance the quality of 
accommodations (see TravelCom/GoWeb). 

 

                                                      
83 Extreme examples are all-inclusive travel products to Turkey that include all-day food and 
drinks (Bouwman, 2003). 
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Examples of how the market mechanism causes instances of information imperfection for 
firms are: 
 the lack of a standardized transaction process that introduces opportunities for 

firms to negotiate and make underhanded reciprocal deals without other market 
parties being aware, such as airlines in their negotiations about new aircraft 
acquisition (see AirCom); 

 a lack of universally agreed upon models for price-making or catalogue system that 
inhibits insight in what other market parties pay/receive for similar 
resources/products, such a the price calculation of new aircrafts depends variably 
on the trade-in value of old aircrafts, quantity and order and delivery time (see 
AirCom); 

 transactions requiring extremely specialized in-depth knowledge in order to 
complete successfully that inhibit complete insight in the quality of service that a 
firm offers in this transaction, such as with contract negotiation and settlement for 
commercial real estate rental contracts (see M2MATCH). 

 
Examples of how other (possibly opportunistic) market parties cause instances of 
information imperfections for firms are: 
 business connections that can provide competition-sensitive information that is 

beneficial for a firm, such as the information outposts at Boeing that detect and 
signal technical lay-out differences in an early stage of the aircraft’s production 
(see AirCom);  

 market parties with an information advantage over the firm that resist to level their 
advantage by not divulging their private information, by revealing it with guile or 
by using opportunistic representations.  

 
The specific combination of these above causes determines to a large extent whether and 
how a firm can address the imperfection and whether it can influence market transparency 
in its favor. For example, the characteristic that the market for accommodations lacks 
quality assurance creates the opportunity for Toeristiek to gather and sell objective 
information about accommodations’ available facilities. The market characteristics enable 
them to maintain and exploit their information advantage. Inversely, firms can attempt to 
change the market characteristics or mechanism to address an instance of information 
imperfection that they face. For instance, tour operators deliberately increase the level of 
product differentiation to prevent other market parties to make an objective product and 
price comparison of their package tours. Similarly, tour operators and airlines engage in 
direct sales to gain better insight in market demand, which in turn enables them to employ 
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CRM or to make a more accurate capacity planning. This change in the market 
mechanism enables direct selling tour operators and airlines to realize an information 
advantage over competitors that sell through intermediating travel agents. 
 
(2) required resources and capabilities to implement information strategy decisions 
 
Given the possibility and decision to influence market transparency by either addressing 
an instance of information imperfection directly or by addressing the underlying market 
characteristic, mechanism or market party that causes it, firms then have to decide 
whether it lies within their capacity to address the imperfection given the (informational) 
resources and capabilities that are required for the implementation of the information 
strategy decision. Ideally, a firm has these required resources and capabilities directly at 
its disposal, however in some cases the resources or capabilities need to be acquired, 
developed or obtained through partnerships. In this case an additional profitability trade-
off is introduced for firms. Firms then have to decide whether the costs of obtaining these 
required resources and capabilities are worthwhile given the benefits of the effect on 
market transparency that their information strategy will have. An additional aspect that 
firms can take into account in this trade-off is to what extent the required resources and 
capabilities satisfy the VRIN84-conditions for the sustainability of the InfoRent that might 
result from implementing their information strategy.  
 
 
 

                                                      
84 The Resource-based View of the firm theorizes Valuable, Rare, Inimitable, Non-substitutable 
resources and capabilities to result in sustainable competitive advantage (Barney, 1991). See 
further section 8.5.2. 
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8.4 Managerial conclusions and implications 
 

In any industry, firms encounter instances of information imperfections in the 
markets that surround them given the assumption that markets with perfect information 
are a theoretical ideal of economic theory rather than a realistic phenomenon. This 
implies that managers in basically all firms are confronted with imperfect information 
causing some degree of market opaqueness, and deal with instances of information 
imperfections in their decision-making at least implicitly. The main managerial 
conclusions and implications that follow from this research are that a framework for 
information strategy can create explicit awareness among managers for the strategic 
opportunities and difficulties of information imperfections and that it provides a 
framework for the structured analysis of managerial decision-making regarding market 
transparency. 
 

8.4.1 Awareness for the strategic potential of information imperfections 
 

Regardless of the particular industry, information strategy is a potential topic of 
managerial attention in any firm, a fortiori in information-intensive firms, such as service 
companies and information-based intermediaries. Nevertheless, a well-known case study 
in the Danish concrete industry (Albæk et al., 1997), which examines the effect of 
increased market transparency on prices in oligopolistic markets illustrates that 
information strategy can also be an important topic in industries that are not so much 
information-intensive. Regardless of the level of information intensity, the information 
strategy framework can increase managerial awareness for the rent-earning potential of 
information imperfections and a firm’s influence on market transparency in several ways. 
 
First, the information strategy framework draws managerial attention to the Strenghts and 
Weaknesses that informational assets provide (the RBV-inspired ‘SW’-part of SWOT 
analysis). It aids managers to assess and value the firm’s rent-earning information jewels 
by identifying relevant markets, instances of information imperfections, information 
strategy decisions and resources and capabilities required for the implementation. Those 
(informational) resources and capabilities that potentially contribute to realizing 
information advantages and possibly yield InfoRent can be identified, protected and 
developed further. In case the required resources and capabilities are not at a firm’s 
disposal, managerial attention is focused at the trade-off between the costs and effort to 
develop them and the potential benefit of being able to implement the desired information 
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strategy decision. The information strategy framework forces managers to translate a 
desired influence on market transparency into the within-firm consequences in terms of 
informational resources and capabilities that are required to implement information 
strategy decisions. 
 
Second, the information strategy framework draws managerial attention to the 
Opportunities and Threats for its information strategy (the IO-Economics-inspired ‘OT’-
part of SWOT analysis). It makes (strategic) managers aware of transparency-influencing 
factors such as other parties’ information strategies. Given that markets are often 
characterized by a multitude of different market parties such as competing firms, 
intermediaries and governmental institutions, each with their own interest in either 
increased market transparency or market opaqueness. The managerial attention should 
exceed the analysis of the firm’s direct environment and should actively explore sector-
wide opportunities and threats. Actively, scanning markets for information imperfections 
that can be exploited by the firm can play an important role in extending a firm’s line of 
business, or in engaging in product diversifications. 
 
Given the assumption of opportunism, it is likely that each market party implements its 
information strategy in such way that its own interest is promoted. Possibly, market 
parties have conflicting interests that become apparent through their information strategy 
decisions. The information strategy framework makes managers aware of the underlying 
sources of information imperfections from a theoretical and practical perspective. The 
insight that is gained by examining market transparency and information imperfections in 
light of these underlying sources, creates an understanding of possible motives and 
interests of market parties to either strive for more transparent or opaque markets. This 
insight is particularly useful for information-based intermediaries or governmental 
institutions that can expect to experience resistance to their transparency-increasing 
objectives, since transparent markets are not of avail to all market parties. Understanding 
the sources of this resistance can aid information-based intermediaries in successfully 
implementing their business model. 
 
Third, the information management framework draws managerial attention to InfoRent, as 
that part of a firm’s rents that follows from dealing with information imperfections. 
Whenever firms are able to quantify both the costs of the informational resources and 
capabilities that are required to implement their information strategy, as well as the extra 
profits that result from this information strategy, InfoRent can be caught in a figure. 
Regardless of the difficulty of exactly determining this figure, an indication of it serves as 
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the ultimate indicator of the succesfullness of a firm’s information strategy and its relative 
contribution to the firm’s overall ability to earn rents. The information strategy 
framework links the costs of investing in particular information resources and capabilities 
to the eventual earning of InfoRent. 
 

8.4.2 Structured analysis tool 
 

A second managerial implication of this research is that the information strategy 
framework provides a structured way of analyzing strategic decision-making processes 
around market transparency. The step-by step analysis that the framework suggests and 
that guided the empirical research, proved to give managers a hold on a topic that was 
otherwise associated with intuitive and implicit decision-making. The framework not only 
partitions the decision-making process, it also forces theoretical completeness of the 
analysis of an information strategy. In addition, the information strategy framework helps 
shape a firm’s business and IT strategy as indictaed by the interrelationships between 
these domains above. Practically, the framework can aid in identifying and justifying IT 
investments. The information strategy framework can therefore be employed as a 
managerial tool to structure and guide managerial decision-making around information 
imperfections and the strategic use of information and help shape the business and IT 
strategy. 
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8.5 Discussion 
 

Sketching the initial outline of a theory of information strategy inevitably involves 
certain deficiencies or underexposed aspects. These limitations result both from 
shortcomings in Strategic Management theories and from the deliberate focus on content 
aspects of strategic decision-making that is applied in order to derive the analytical 
framework for (strategic) management. The limitations of the theory of information 
strategy as developed in this research are discussed in section 8.5.1. Subsequently, the 
aspects of the theory that provide handles for future extension of the theory are given in 
section 8.5.2. 
 

8.5.1 Limitations 
 

The limitations that are discussed in this section result mainly from deliberate 
theoretical delineations that limit the scope of the theoretical framework to 
comprehensible (and managerial) proportions. These limitations concern the basic 
assumptions that have been made, the profit-oriented notion of strategy that has been 
provided, the relative underexposure of IT-issues in the information strategy framework 
and the empirical limitations of the case study that was conducted. 
 
Basic assumptions 

Explicitly stating the basic assumptions that underlie a theory on the one hand seem a 
prerequisite for theoretical soundness, on the other hand it leads to questions about the 
accuracy and completeness of the assumptions. The two basic assumptions currently 
underlying the theory of information strategy are bounded rationality and opportunism. 
Certainly, both assumptions on the behavior of economic actors directly affect the 
informational aspects of these actors’ economic decision-making processes. However, no 
guarantee can be given that these assumptions provide a sufficient explanation for 
information strategy decisions or that other assumptions would not add more realism and 
explanatory power of the information strategy framework. 
 
The justification of its accuracy and completeness of the two assumptions can be inferred 
from their track record as basic assumptions in Organizational Economics and Strategic 
Management. Since its formalization by Simon (1955) bounded rationality is scarcely 
disputed, with the exception of for instance Foss (2001a, 2001b), while opportunism has 
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been criticized merely for being a rather pessimistic assumption (e.g. Ghoshal et al., 
1996). Their relatively untouched status in organizational theory prescribes that strategic 
theories should incorporate or at least be compatible with these two behavioral 
assumptions in order to develop a Strategic Theory of the Firm (see chapter 2).  
 
However, the common basic assumptions of bounded rationality and possible 
opportunistic behavior are sometimes argued not to be sufficient for addressing the 
complete range of strategic issues around information. Lying, cheating, concealing, 
misrepresenting and misinterpreting are issues commonly associated with the strategic 
use of information in daily life, however a crucial precondition to incorporate such 
aspects in theory is incorporating a more social constructivist view that stresses the multi-
interpretability of information. Surely, the strategic representations associated with 
opportunistic behavior (cf. Williamson, 1975, p.32) hint at the possibility of interpretation 
differences. However, an objective thing-like notion of information too easily assumes 
common interpretations and understanding to occur naturally as long as parties have 
identical and complete information. Acknowledging the multi-interpretability of 
information and explicitly adding the behavioral assumption of communication limits, 
(cf. Huizing, 2002, p.162) draws attention to meaning asymmetry as a dimension of 
information imperfections that can be of importance even when unbounded rationality 
and altruism are assumed. This additional assumption would enrich both theoretical 
understanding and practical relevance in situations where instances of identical and 
complete information lead to meaning asymmetry. Information imperfections thus would 
become a three-headed composite made up of incomplete information as a result of 
bounded rationality, information asymmetry as a result of opportunism, and meaning 
asymmetry as a result of the humans’ communication limits and the multi-interpretability 
of information. The reason for not incorporating this realistic assumption in the 
information strategy framework is that its state of acceptation as common assumption lies 
far from the other two. 
 
The KBV of strategy -one of the candidate theory for an integrate theoretical basis for a 
theory of information strategy- offers handles for additional theorizing on information as 
subject to interpretation and sense-making and the strategic implications of this more 
constructivist perspective on information. This provides an opportunity for further 
research. 
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Profit-oriented notion of strategy 

The way in which the outline of the theory of information strategy is derived from 
theories in Strategic Management introduces a certain bias in the application of the 
analytical framework. Since the theory is based on strategic theories of profit-oriented 
firms and relies heavily on the concept of rent, the application of the information strategy 
framework seems delimited to profit-organizations. Notwithstanding the current bias of 
the theory’s notion of strategy that assumes firms to be rent-seekers, the theory’s focus on 
content aspects of strategic decisions does provide some handles for application of the 
information strategy framework in non-profit settings. 
 
As shown in chapter 3, not all information strategy decisions are aimed at realizing 
InfoRent. Some information strategy decisions prevent other market parties from 
realizing InfoRent, or increase the overall efficiency of decision-making for all market 
parties. These kinds of non-rent seeking information strategy decisions can be seen as 
counterstrategies that could either be enforced for instance by regulation or employed 
from a governmental perspective to limit firms’ possibilities to realize InfoRent. 
Governmental interventions by means of regulation, installing consumers’ organizations 
and stimulating self-regulation and their effect on consumers’ or social welfare are 
recurring topics in academic research (in the IO-Economics tradition) and policy-making. 
Although the general assumption is that increased market transparency raises consumers’ 
and social welfare, researchers have applied caveats in the form of particular market 
conditions (mainly oligopoly) in which increased transparency leads to higher prices as a 
result of the so-called demand effect (e.g. Albæk et al., 1997, Boone et al., 2003) and 
sometimes even facilitates collusion (e.g. Georgantzis et al., 2002, Møllgaard et al., 
2001). The common interest for welfare as dependent variable in these researches 
generally leads away the attention for the active influence and motives that firms have to 
hinder or facilitate market transparency, which the information strategy framework 
focuses on explicitly. 
 
Relative underexposure of IT 

Analogous to the preceding limitation, the way in which the theory of information 
strategy is derived from Strategic Management theories also introduces a bias towards 
business issues, leaving the role of information technology (IT) in information strategy 
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somewhat underexposed.85 This underexposure is a deliberate choice in the construction 
of the theoretical framework and a reflection of the researcher’s personal opinion on the 
role of IT in organizations. IT is regarded simply as one of the possible resources a firm 
can deploy to implement its information strategy decisions. As demonstrated by the cases, 
the role of IT as a resource and the influence of strategic IT decisions on information 
strategy are certainly not excluded in the framework. 
 
Empirical limitations 

A first limitation of the case study that was conducted to empirically substantiate the 
newly developed theory of information strategy concerns the lack of attention for the 
consumer perspective. The case selection has excluded the consumer perspective on 
information strategy. This perspective was consciously left out of consideration, since the 
theory’s domain of application is the firm’s strategy and decision-making process. 
Certainly consumers can have an information strategy86 analogous to the concepts 
developed within the business context. Consumer organizations and peer-to-peer 
networks organized by consumers increasingly leave their marks on increased market 
transparency. However, given the positioning of the theoretical contribution within the 
Strategic Theory of the Firm and the focus on the firm’s decision making, the consumer 
perspective was left out of the scope of the empirical research. 
 
A second limitation is the biased choice for the travel industry to examine information 
strategies. The travel industry can be argued to be specifically suitable for finding the 
types of information behaviors and information strategy decisions that were discussed in 
the case study analysis. The fact that this particular industry choice resulted in an actual 
analysis of firms’ information strategy decisions is considered as an indicator of a 
successful industry selection. The main contribution of the case study was to substantiate 
and illustrate the practical and managerial considerations that the theory has generalized 
from. The simple divide in maintain/solve decisions passes over the firm and market 
specific considerations that precede this decision. The case study practically illustrates the 
managerial complexity that is involved in taking such apparently simple maintain/solve 
                                                      
85 Moreover, attempting to incorporate strategic IT theories into the theory of information strategy 
would weaken the explanatory power of the theory considering the theoretical status of IT strategy, 
which is particularly premature and weak. 
86 Classic examples in the insurance industry (known as moral hazard and adverse selection) 
illustrate how consumers can decide to maintain the information asymmetry that exists as a result 
of hidden information (Arrow, 1984). 
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decisions. Furthermore, the M2MATCH case, and the examples of information 
imperfections from other industries indicates that even though the travel industry was 
particularly suited for exploring the concept of information strategy, in other industry 
similar phenomena, similar imperfections and similar strategic considerations appear to 
occur. 
 

8.5.2 Opportunities for further research 
 

Several opportunities for further research that can extend a theory of information 
strategy are explored in this section. 
 
Sustainability of InfoRent 

Since the theory of information strategy is closely linked with the Resource-based View 
(RBV) of the firm, it can be easily extended with the VRIN-conditions of sustainability 
that the RBV theorizes on. The RBV poses that in addition to the conditions for realizing 
rents that require resources and capabilities to be: 
 valuable (the costs of acquiring the resources should not outweigh the returns that 

the resource bundles yield), and 
 rare; (the resources should be heterogeneously distributed among firms). 

 
In order for rents to be sustained within the firm, these resources and capabilities 
additionally need to be: 
 imperfectly imitable 

Firm resources can be imperfectly imitable for one or a combination of three reasons: (a) 
the ability of a firm to obtain a resource is dependent upon unique historical conditions, 
(b) the link between resources possessed by a firm and a firm’s sustained competitive 
advantage is causally ambiguous, or (c) the resource generating a firm’s advantage is 
socially complex (Barney, 1991, p.107). 
 non-substitutable 

There must be no strategic equivalent valuable resources that are themselves either not 
rare or imitable. Strategically equivalents are resources that can be exploited separately to 
implement the same strategies. 
 
Information resources and capabilities tend to easily satisfy these four conditions. 
Information is both regarded as valuable and rare, since it has economic value and 
markets exist for information as resource and for information-related capabilities (e.g. 
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analists, consultants, experts). Furthermore, the nature of information resources, 
information products and information capabilities cause it to satisfy one of the three 
imperfect imitability subconditions. The capability to analyze information in order to 
detect trends requires firms to gather information over a longer period of time and to 
develop information analysis skills. Causal ambiguity in itself exists by grace of the 
firm’s imperfect understanding or at least an information asymmetry about the source of 
competitive advantage between the firm and competing firms. Finally, private 
information is often exchanged in interpersonal relationships among managers within and 
outside firms (one of the examples that Barney (1991, p.110) gives of socially complex 
resources/capabilities). Furthermore, information could be hard to substitute for 
competing firms, taking into account that interpretation differences are not ruled out a 
priori and can even complicate understanding of which and how to substitute information 
resources and capabilities. Therefore, the intrinsic characteristics of information as an 
interpretation-laden, social phenomenon result in a considerable probability that the rents 
that a firm is able to derive from its information resources or capabilities are indeed 
imperfectly imitable and thus potentially sustainable. 
 
Process and dynamic aspects of information strategy 

A second extension that could enhance the theory of information strategy is to incorporate 
dynamic and process aspects of strategic decision-making into the theory. The 
Evolutionary Economics-based perspective -one of the candidate theory for an integrate 
theoretical basis for a theory of information strategy- provides handles to add such 
dynamic aspects to the theory. Mahoney (Mahoney, 1995, p.94) signals that the content-
side of strategy has begun to highlight the importance of ‘process’ research on learning 
and maintaining organizational capabilities (Powell, 1992a; Ullrich and Lake, 1990). 
Process research on resources follows content research ‘like the left foot follows the 
right’ (Mintzberg, 1990). In fact, Barney (1992, p.56) suggests that in the analysis of 
competitive advantage, process issues must always be integrated with content issues. 
 
Pulling up this left foot in the context of information strategy involves addressing several 
issues including insight in the factors that influence managers in the process of 
formulating and implementing information strategy decisions and learning processes by 
which firms develop new information capabilities (e.g. information gathering, 
presentation and analysis skills) or invent new combinations of information resources. In 
the case study that was conducted, some of the factors that seem to influence the 
implementation of an information strategy were tentatively explored. 
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(Digital) information products 

This research has not made a distinction in analysis between firms with purely physical 
products or (digital) information products. It was assumed that for the fundamental 
maitain/solve decision the nature of the firm’s products does not matter. At a more 
detailed level of analysis (e.g. different implementations of information strategy 
decisions) the nature of the product might matter indeed. According to the IE-based 
strategy literature, the special characteristics of (digital) information products provide the 
firm with special strategic options, such as versioning, lock-in, and standards 
management (Shapiro et al., 1999). These IE-insights can be used to further refine the 
theoretical insights on information strategy. 
 
Generic information strategies 

Apart from the above theoretical extensions, more in-depth case studies in different 
sectors and large quantitative studies could enhance the theory at a different front. 
Empirical studies that assess the information strategy decisions of large numbers of firms 
could be able to detect certain recurring combinations of information strategy decisions 
that firms make in strategic factor and product markets. If such frequent combinations can 
be detected, this can point to the existence of generic collections of information strategy 
decisions that firms implement in their searches for InfoRent. This in turn would instigate 
further research aimed at investigating which archetypal information strategies, as 
frequent combinations of information strategy decisions, correlate with particular 
business strategies and which circumstances cause certain information strategies to earn 
InfoRent.  
 

8.5.3 Epilogue 
 
 The initial theoretical outline of a theory of information strategy presented in this 
dissertation has aimed to inspire and instigate fellow researchers from fields such as 
Strategic Management, Information Management, as well as (Organizational) Economics 
and Management Science. The above areas of further research will increase both the 
theoretical soundness and the empirical generalizability of the theory. Collectively 
grasping these research opportunities are prerequisites in order to further complete our 
understanding of information in economic life and to systematically take into account the 
cold winds of ignorance. 
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Op weg naar een theorie over informatiestrategie 
het benutten van markttroebeling in de zoektocht naar InfoRent 

 
Informatiemanagement (IM) leunt als aspectvakgebied onder meer aan tegen disciplines 
als economische (organisatie)theorie en strategisch management. In het licht van deze 
afhankelijkheid is het betreurenswaardig en onnodig dat IM zich kenmerkt door een 
overmaat aan modellen, perspectieven en raamwerken waar de broodnodige theoretische 
ondergrond veelal te wensen overlaat. Theorieën uit de aangrenzende disciplines bieden 
immers voldoende aanknopingspunten die door het uitlichten van het informatieaspect 
gefundeerde theoretische bijdragen kunnen opleveren waarmee het vakgebied IM zich 
van haar relatief onvolwassen status kan verheffen. Zo ook als het gaat om 
informatiestrategie, het strategisch gebruik van informatie en de wijze waarop bedrijven 
markttransparantie in hun voordeel proberen te beïnvloeden om er zo mogelijk 
economische meerwaarde aan te ontlenen. 
 
Het belang en de relevantie van het onderwerp worden in de academische en 
managementliteratuur stellig onderkend, maar theorie ontbreekt over hoe bedrijven 
omgaan met strategische kansen die informatie-imperfecties op niet-transparante markten 
bieden. Deze dissertatie geeft een aanzet tot theorievorming over informatiestrategie om 
deze lacune op te vullen. Hiertoe worden inzichten uit verscheidene bestaande 
strategische content theorieën gecombineerd voor zover zij een aanknopingspunt bieden 
om een theorie over informatiestrategie af te leiden (hoofdstuk 2). Het begrip InfoRent 
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wordt geïntroduceerd om expliciet de aandacht te vestigen op informatie-imperfecties als 
mogelijkheden voor marktspelers om economische meerwaarde te realiseren. Er wordt 
een eerste fundamentele tweedeling voorgesteld in de besluitvorming van bedrijven hoe 
de markttransparantie te beïnvloeden: informatie-imperfecties worden ofwel opgelost of 
behouden (hoofdstuk 3). Bovendien wordt deze aanzet tot theorieontwikkeling aangevuld 
met een exploratieve kwalitatieve studie in de Nederlandse reisindustrie (hoofdstukken 4 
t/m 7), waarin de informatiestrategie van een tour operator, een luchtvaartmaatschappij en 
een online reisvergelijkingssite wordt geanalyseerd. 
 
Informatie-imperfecties 

De economische wetenschap houdt zich onder meer bezig met de werking van markten 
als plaatsen waar vragers en aanbieders elkaar vinden en economische uitwisseling tussen 
marktpartijen plaats heeft door middel van transacties 
. Neoklassieke economische theorie (ofwel the First Theorem of Welfare Economics) legt 
uit dat markten perfect functioneren -en dus vraag en aanbod zo efficiënt mogelijk 
bijeenkomen- als een aantal aannames geldt. Eén van deze aannames veronderstelt dat 
alle marktpartijen direct en tegelijk beschikken over alle relevante informatie over de 
markt(werking) om tot een transactie te komen. Deze aanname van perfecte informatie is 
weliswaar nuttig als theoretisch ideaal, de werkelijkheid is anders. In veel markten 
kunnen simpele vragen als wie de aanbieders/afnemers zijn, welke producten/diensten 
worden geleverd of gevraagd, of wat de prijs-kwaliteitverhoudingen zijn vaak niet even 
gemakkelijk door alle marktpartijen worden beantwoord. Deze zogenaamde informatie-
imperfecties verhinderen dat marktpartijen volledig marktinzicht hebben en vertroebelen 
zo de markttransparantie. Als tegenhanger voor het standpunt dat informatie-imperfecties 
de marktefficiëntie in de weg zitten, worden in dit proefschrift juist de strategische 
mogelijkheden die deze markttroebeling biedt centraal gesteld. 
 
Het bestaan van informatie-imperfecties op markten kan worden toegeschreven aan twee 
veelgebruikte gedragsaannames in economische theorie: beperkte rationaliteit (Simon, 
1955) en mogelijk opportunistisch gedrag (Williamson, 1975). Beperkte rationaliteit 
verklaart waarom economische actoren in hun besluitvorming dankzij beperkte cognitieve 
capaciteiten veelal genoegen moeten nemen met een subjectief optimaal alternatief in 
plaats van het objectief optimale (lees: economisch meest efficiënte) alternatief. Dit 
gedrag staat bekend als ‘satisficing’ gedrag en benadrukt dat besluitvorming in complexe 
en onzekere omstandigheden gestoeld is op onvolledige informatie. Aangezien 
afzonderlijke marktpartijen over verschillende informatie kunnen beschikken doet zich 
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tussen marktpartijen soms een informatieasymmetrie voor. Het expliciet onderkennen van 
de mogelijkheid van opportunistisch gedrag verklaart vervolgens waarom in sommige 
gevallen deze informatievoordelen bewust in stand worden gehouden en voor individueel 
succes worden gebruikt. Informatie-imperfecties kunnen derhalve worden beschreven aan 
de hand van twee dimensies: onvolledige informatie en informatieasymmetrie (voor- en 
nadelen). Afhankelijk van de specifieke marktsituatie komt een combinatie van deze twee 
dimensies van informatie-imperfecties tot uiting in een bepaalde mate van gebrekkig 
inzicht voor een bepaalde marktpartij. De specifieke oorzaak van informatie-imperfecties 
ligt in een combinatie van specifieke marktkaraktersitieken (bijv. hoeveelheid 
marktpartijen, mate van productdifferentiatie), het marktmechanisme (bijv. 
onderhandelings- en transactiemechansime) en de (mogelijk opportunistische) opstelling 
van overige marktpartijen. 
 
InfoRent 

In strategische theorieën worden informatie-imperfecties -en marktimperfecties in het 
algemeen- gezien als strategische mogelijkheden omdat ze individuele marktspelers in 
staat stellen economische meerwaarde, ofwel ‘rent’ te realiseren.  Handel met voorkennis 
op de aandelenbeurs is niet voor niets verboden. ‘Rent’ is een puur economische 
opvatting van concurrentievoordeel die bovennormale financiële winst als ultiem doel 
voor strategie stelt. Om specifiek dìe soort economische meerwaarde te duiden die kan 
worden gerealiseerd ten koste van andermans gebrekkige inzicht, wordt in dit proefschrift 
de term InfoRent geïntroduceerd. Zodra informatiestrategie wordt gedefinieerd als een 
continue zoektocht naar InfoRent kunnen een aantal onderdelen van de besluitvorming in 
deze zoektocht worden uitgelicht en zo een raamwerk over informatiestrategie worden 
opgebouwd. 
 
Informatiestrategie: ‘seeing - willing - being able’ 

Om InfoRent mogelijkheden op het spoor te komen zal een bedrijf allereerst de voor haar 
bedrijfsstrategie relevante markten moeten verkennen op zoek naar informatie-
imperfecties (‘seeing’). Vervolgens bepaalt een bedrijf voor zich of het wenselijk danwel 
profijtelijk is dat bepaalde informatie-imperfecties opgelost worden of behouden blijven 
(‘willing’). Tot slot wordt in de overweging meegenomen of de beslissing mogelijk is 
gezien de omstandigheden van de markt en de benodigde bedrijfsmiddelen en 
capaciteiten die worden ingezet om de geïdentificeerde informatie-imperfecties te 
benutten ('being able’). Het resultaat van deze overwegingen uit zich in een verzameling 
informatiestrategiebeslissingen die de geïdentificeerde informatie-imperfecties op 
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verschillende relevante markten oplossen of behouden met de bijbehorende 
transparantieverhogende of -verlagende invloed op de markt, en de hieruit resulterende 
mogelijkheden voor bedrijven om daadwerkelijk InfoRent te realiseren. Deze verzameling 
beslissingen wordt in dit proefschrift gevat onder de noemer informatiestrategie. Het puur 
theoretische gedeelte van het onderzoek wordt besloten met een overzicht van 12 
proposities over de mogelijkheden voor bedrijven om InfoRent te realiseren op 
strategische factor (of input-) markten en product (of afzet-) markten.  Figuur 1 geeft een 
schematische overzicht van dit raamwerk. 
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Figuur 1 Overzicht van raamwerk voor informatiestrategie 

 
Zoals bedrijfsstrategieën verschillen, kan het ook voorkomen dat verschillende 
marktpartijen verschillende belangen hebben bij het bestaan van een specifieke 
informatie-imperfectie. Een discount supermarkt die adverteert met de allerlaagste prijs 
kan in tegenstelling tot zijn op service-gerichte concurrent baat hebben bij toegenomen 
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prijstransparantie. Een telecomaanbieder met goede reputatie en groot marketingbudget 
kan gebaat kan zijn bij onmogelijk uit te voeren abonnementsvergelijkingen, terwijl de 
OPTA87 zich hard maakt voor heldere en vergelijkbare tarieven. Zo ontvouwt zich binnen 
een markt of industrie het strategische spel van soms botsende transparantiebelangen 
waarin bedrijven trachten voor zichzelf informatievoordelen te creëren en uit te buiten, 
overheden en infomediairs proberen de algehele de markttransparantie te vergroten door 
prijsvergelijkingen publiek te maken, bedrijven proberen ongewenste inzichtelijkheid te 
dwarsbomen door producten bewust onvergelijkbaar met die van concurrenten te maken, 
en samenwerkingsverbanden worden benut als getolereerde afluistermogelijkheden. Met 
behulp van een theorie over informatiestrategie kunnen markten op structurele wijze 
worden geanalyseerd en complexe inhoudelijke afwegingen rond het beïnvloeden van de 
markttransparantie worden teruggebracht tot een eerste fundamentele tweedeling in 
informatiestrategiebeslissingen: het oplossen of behouden van informatie-imperfecties. 
De analytische kracht van het raamwerk wordt geïllustreerd door de informatiestrategie 
van drie met elkaar te maken hebbende marktpartijen in de Nederlandse reisindustrie 
(tour operator, luchtvaartmaatschappij en online reisvergelijkingssite) in kaart te brengen. 
Voor deze partijen worden de indivduele informatiestrategiebeslissingen besproken en de 
overwegingen en beïnvloedende factoren afgeleid die het bedrijf in haar 
informatiestrategie heeft meegenomen. 
 
Conclusie 

In de praktijk is informatiestrategie niet voor alle bedrijven in dezelfde mate van belang. 
Voor informatieafhankelijke bedrijven als infomediairs (zie bijv. illustratieve casus van 
vastgoedplatform M2MATCH in hoofdstuk 1) overlapt ze goeddeels met de 
bedrijfsstrategie. Ook voor minder informatie-intensieve bedrijven die op markten met 
betrekkelijk simpele producten en een gering aantal marktspelers opereren, kan 
markttroebeling door bijvoorbeeld gebrek aan standaard prijsmodellen in 
prijsonderhandelingen voor verschillen tussen bedrijven zorgen. Informatiestrategie is in 
zo’n geval misschien niet cruciaal, maar op zijn minst belangrijk. 
 
De lacune in theorievorming omtrent informatiestrategie kan worden beschouwd als het 
legaat van de stringente aanname van perfecte informatie binnen neoklassieke 
economische theorie. Met het loslaten van deze aanname ontvouwt zich een betrekkelijk 
onontgonnen onderzoeksgebied op het raakvlak van strategie en informatiemanagement 

                                                      
87 Onafhankelijke Post en Telecom Autoriteit 
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waar verschillende referentietheorieën voldoende handvatten bieden voor theorievorming. 
In dit proefschrift wordt een gedeelte van dit onderzoeksterrein ontgonnen onder meer 
door het nieuwe type economische meerwaarde InfoRent te definiëren en een raamwerk 
voor informatiestrategie te ontwikkelen. Mogelijkheden om dit onderzoeksterrein verder 
te ontginnen komen niet alleen uit de gebruikte referentietheorieën over strategie, maar 
ook uit de theoretische gevolgen van bijvoorbeeld het toevoegen van meer realistische 
basisaanname die subjectiviteit en interpretatie van informatie centraal stellen. 
 
De belangrijkste implicaties van het onderzoek zijn dat initiatieven om de 
markttransparantie te verhogen zonder dat daarbij waakhonden (bijv. NMa88 of OPTA) of 
wetgeving gemoeid is het veelal moeten afleggen tegen opportunistisch-getinte 
tegenwerking van bedrijven die profiteren van de verhullende werking van informatie-
imperfecties. Bovendien is de opvatting waarin aan informatietechnologie (IT) en het 
internet de rol van ‘wondermiddel voor inzichtelijkheid’ wordt toegeschreven op zijn 
minst eenzijdig. IT werkt in sommige gevallen transparantieverhogend, maar wekt soms 
alleen de schijn van een objectieve complete vergelijking, en wordt net zo makkelijk 
ingezet om bestaande mechanismen van marktvertroebeling in stand te houden en in 
systemen te vatten. 
 
Om tot volledig begrip van de strategische implicaties van onwetendheid te komen is 
erkenning van een aantal basisbegrippen een eerste stap die in dit proefschrift gepoogd is 
te zetten. Vervolgonderzoek naar de in dit onderzoek geformuleerde InfoRent 
mogelijkheden en haar duurzaamheid, proces- en dynamische aspecten van 
informatiestrategie, de rol van digitale informatieproducten en mogelijk generieke 
informatiestrategieën zijn slechts enkele mogelijkheden voor de verdere ontginning van 
dit fascinerende onderzoeksterrein. 
 
 

                                                      
88 Nederlandse Mededingingsautoriteit 
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